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INTRODUCTION

Background

During recent decades, large-scale effects of
pollution on the entire seas surrounding Sweden
have become apparent. The prevalence of anoxic
deep basins, the disappearance of the large popu-
lation of gray seals in the Baltic and toxic phylo-
planklon blooms in the Kattcgat-Skagcrrak are ail
examples ot phenomena governed by large-scale
processes. Marine resources, like fish for consump-
tion are also endangered due to overall high levels
of toxic substances and overfishing.

Most studies have so far been concentrated
on local recipients in the coastal /ones and our
understanding of the factors controlling large-scale
effects are limited. It is now obvious that these
effects arise as a result of a complex interplay
between loading of pollutants from all Ihe sur-
rounding countries and biogeochcmical. hydrologi-
c.il and ecological mechanisms. I^irge-sc.ile. inter-
disciplinary effort., on an international level are
noxv needed in order to understand and remedy
these effects. The Swedish Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (SNV) has therefore initiated a new-
research project area, motivated by the need to
understand large-scale environmental changes
occuring in the Baltic Sea .

The objective of this programme is to
stregthen the scientific base for interna-
tional negotiations concerning the pro-
tection of our marine environment.

Assessments show that both eulrophying and
toxic substances are increasing in the Baltic ami
measures must be prescribed to reduce the loads to
levels where these trends are reversed. At the same
time, the costs of different measures should be
weighted up against the results achieved Demands
on strong arguments increase when international
measures need to be motivated.

Budget calculations of the critical substances
should be the first step toward such considerations.
Descriptions of large-scale critical processes which

regulate the concentrations and distributions of
these substances should then be combined with
these budgets in models of the biogcochcmical
cycles that can be used for prognoses of the future
development at different levels of loading.

Ecological risk assessment and evaluations of
the overall consequences will then be initiated and
carried out with the aid of these prognoses. Scien-
tifically motivated measures can then be taken.

II we can achive these aims, we will have
created forceful arguments which can be used in
international com entions. The present state of the
Baltic Sea and its endangered future makes it nec-
essary to set high standards for this programme.
The research strategy li >r this project area is formu-
lated with the insight that models comprise an
important and necessary but far from infallablc
instrument. However, budget and model calcula-
tions is »superior way to formalize and lest knowl-
edge about a complt. \ ecological system.

Programme structure

In the plannini; \<\ this programme some
Swedish scicnii: is familiar with the tasks were asked
to specify the different research objectives. The re-
sults from these studies are presented in 13 back-
ground documents presented below. The common
objectives lor all these tasks have been:

Describe state of the art and current ac-
tivities relevant ft >r the Hallie Sea.

Describe infomuition needed in terms of
nen research, evaluation of existing data
and as dala from other research and moni-
toring programmes.

F.s;ahlish the necessary national and in-
ternational contact* needed for this pro-
gramme and suggest specific projects.



In order to optimize resources nn ecological
important large scale questions, only substances
which arc well defined chemically and ecologically
and have a high priority as dangerous 10 the Baltic
environment, are studied. Thus, the project area
lotuses on cutrophying substances (nitrogen,
phosphorus, silicate, organic material; ind on a
lew toxic substances which, like nutrients, aie pos-
sible to model (PCB. Lindane. PAH).

The aim of the project is not to chemically
identity yet unknown toxic substances, nor to de-
velop new ecotoxicological effect-tests. The proj-
ect should not study coastal recipients or effect of
pollutants if they are of only local interest. In
Sweden, such studies have already a high priority
within several other research programmes and are
also followed in national monitoring programmes.

The specific research objectives can be grouped
into five major parts:

1 - The load of nutrients and toxic
substances

What quantities of eutrophying and toxic
substances are discharged into the Baltic Sea? Which
are the transport mechanisms? What importance
do the different sources have'.' These topics are dis-
cussed in Chapters 2-7.

Present calculations show that nearly a quar-
ter of the nitrogen input to the Baltic Sea is in the
lorn of precipitation (Chapter 3). The contribu-
tion of toxic substances from the atmosphere, as
well as from most other sources, is inadequately
known (Chapter 7).

Weather (precipitation, temperature) affects
to a large degree the supply of nutrients between
years as well as seasonally. It is essential to relate
pollutant to sources in order to evaluate the effi-
ciency of various actions to reduce t he load (Chap
ter 5). The effects in terms of inputs lo the marine
environment will also vary in relation to character-
istics of the drainage basin. Models which describe
how the supply depends on different types ol sources,
ground characteristics, hydrology and meteorology
are therefore essential (Chapter 1 and 4).

Thus there arc uncertanilies in estimating the
importance of the various forms of deposition, the
geographical differences as well as the meteoro-
logical mechanisms. In order to develop and verily
modds it is of grea' importance that ihe temporal
variations of the loading are described.

2 - Coastal-offshore interactions

Most pollutants initially enters Ihe coastal
/one and even if we can quantitatively estimate
these amounts.»»: must also understand how much
of these that eventually are incorporated into the
overall biogeochemical cycles of the Baltic.

Docs the coast.d /one act as a filler or an
additional source for pollutants' L.ind rise and
erosion of shallow sediments, resuspension and
transports of organic and inorganic particles are
some processes of great importance as well as the
understanding of hydrodynamic and biological trans-
port processes. The relative importance of these
processes are likely to vary regionally, i.e. between
the open shallow coast in the southeastern Baltic
and the extensive archipelagoes further north. It is
important that these studies are made in such a way
that trrj quantitative importance of the entire coastal
zones of the Baltic basins can be estimated (Chap-
ter 6).

3 - Nutrients and toxic substances
in the Baltic

How large amounts of eutrophying and toxic
substances are there in the ecosystem? How much
is there in the water mass, in the sediments, in the
biota?

In order lo set up budgets, construct models
and make predictions it is important that total
amounts are compiled for all components in the
ecosystem of the Baltic £ea and Kattegat. As a first
step contents in the water phase (soluble and sus-
pended) and in the sediment have to be deter-
mined (Chapter'), 11). At another stage a more de-
tailed division should be made. How much of the
substances are there in detritus, plankton, bottom
fauna, fish etc (Chapter 10). For organic toxic
substances, new information from most compo-
nents of the ecosystem is required (Chapter 7).

It is important th.it measurements of concen-
tration; are done in such a way that the total
amount can he calculated (Chapter 11). Fo. nutri-
ents, a method has been developed using measured
concentrations from a large number ol stations and
the corresponding volume estimations. While com-
prehensive data materials for nutrients alreiidy exists,
our knowledge of dissolved and suspended materi-
als, sediment and biota is very limited, both where
eutrophying substances and toxic substances arc
concerned.



4 - Critical processes

Which mechanisms and processes are essen-
tial to understa-J and explain the observed distri-
bution of criticj! substances in time and »pace?

Assimilaiu . and respiration of carbon and
nutrients arc C'-.Ural processes which regulate the
breakdown of organic matter and environmental
toxins and the t: ̂ reformations of substances be-
tween different chemical forms. A whole range of
methods have :<? t J used in order to determine the
distribution and turnover of the respective sub-
stances on scales relevant for the whole ecosystem
(Chapter 1,8 &9). Only studies of biological, chemi-
cal and geological mechanisms and processes which
are of quantitative significance for the (low of
substances will be given priority.

The sea is dominated by an alternating au-
totrophic regime with a build-up of organic mate-
rial which sinks to deeper layers and a hetcrotro-
phic regime where the microbial activity enables
rcmincralisation of the greater part of the assimi-
lated carbon. In seas which have not been affected
by humans this transition between regimes is regu-
lated by climate factors in balance with gcochemi-
cal processes. By the addition of cutrophying sub-
stances howeve' the balance has been shifted in
favour of the autotrophic regime. The microbial
food-chain as a result becomes relatively less sig-
nificant. Indirectly this means that break-down
mechanisms such as cometabolism which is impor-
tant in the breakdown ol environmental toxins
become less significant. This form of breakdown,
where a toxic substance is broken down not as a
growth substrate but because similar substances
are dealt with by the enzyme production of the
organism, is not therefore primarily linked to the
existence of a particular toxic substance but to the
production of organic material in the sea (Chapter
7,8) and food web interactions (Chapter 10).

1 - Modelling

förstudies of the biogcochcmical cycles, the
pi itr.L goal for the project, a course resolution must
be u:. d. The models developed so far, arc onc-di-
mens onal, with a high vertical resolution but hori-
,-onr;:'./separating the Baltic into the major basins
(Bull-. Proper, Bothnian Sea and Bolhnian Bay).
The noddling effort involves integration of bio-
logiet. . hcmical. geological and hydrodynamical
proccr •"< into a common ecological model. The si-

rus solution of expressions describing flows

of carbon, several nut-ients ami possibly, toxic
substances limits the resolution in terms of the
number of compartments .ir.u in time and space. At
the s;itr.e ti.nc. the models must take into account
variables and critical pro-vsse* with a resolution
that makes it possible to u.rierstanu and model
concentration changes anj •-•« jluate possible eco-
logical effects. Thus, scaling must he done with
close interactions with programs aimirgat describ-
ing budgets and processes in tuc sea (Chapter 1).

I> .s unlikely that a coupled 3-dimensional
physical-ecological model coulu be developed within
the framework ol this projci1. Howe' er. physical
circulation models which describe the horizontal
distribution of conservative substances in relation
to effluent points are of greal inturest Models of
this type which have been produced for the North
Sea have had a great pedagogical value in discus-
sions on the roles of water circulation and of differ-
ent countries to large-scale pollution. A similar
model for the Baltic Sea will be v.iiuable. despite
the fact that these models do not take in'.o account
the vertical exchange and the bioceivjhemical trans-
formations (Chipfer 12).

The connections between the basins of the
Baltic Sea must be described in greater detail. The
effects of reduction in the local effluent must be
judged in relation to t!ie large-scale circulation as
the transports of eutrophying substances -.nd toxic
substances between the Baltic Sea, the Bothnian
Sea and the Bothnian Bay can be significant. Budget
calcultations (Chapter 11) arc essential 'ools to
evaluate the role of local and external sources and
sinks.

The connection between the Baltic Sea and
Kaitcgat must he .studied in a belter manner. In a
future total Baltic Sea model (Chapter 1) it is prob-
able that Katie;;,it will have to be included as an
integral part in the same way as the Gulf of Both-
nia. This means that there has to be an intimate re-
search and information exchange between projects
which are studying tlie Baltic and Kaltogat-Skagcrak



A Baltic Ecosystem
Database

It is important lor all participants in the pro-
gramme that common data arc easily acccssablc. A
common database - Geographic Information Sys-
tem (BED - Baltic Ecosystem Database) will there-
fore be created (Chapter 13). Relatively inexpen-
sive PC computers and software will he used in
order to faciliatc data exchange and so that various
analyses can be made in different laboratories around
the Baltic. The database will include information
about hydrographic and chemical observations in
the water column and in sediments and hypsogra-
phic information for the different Baltic basins. In
addition, information about weather (Chapter 2)
and inputs related to sources (Chapter 5,.i). hydro! -
ogy and land use in the entire drainage basin
(Chapter 4). will be included.

International cooperation

Many studies required for this programme
cannot be done by Swedish scientists alone. An in-
tensive international scientific cooperation is needed
supplementing ongoing national and international
programmes.

Regular measurements of nutrients and cer-
tain environmental toxins arc carried out within
international and national environmental protec-
tion programmes. These programmes have to he
complemented, however, to provide comprehen-
sive information. In many cases a better regional
coverage is required both in the sea and in the
drainage basins. The programme needs informa-
tion obtained with modern specialized analytical
equipment which is not available in all Baltic coun-
tries today. The scientific analyses need intensive
cooperation of specialists working together in the
field, in the laboratory, and in front of the com-
puter.

Therefore, the funds within the research pro-
gramme will be available for scientists from all the
Baltic countries as well as for specialists from other
countries.

Programme steering
group

Fredik Wulff (chairman)
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University of Stockholm
S-106 91 Stockholm
Telephone: OX! 64250

Lennart Balk
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CHAPTER 1
MODELLING THE BIOGEOCHEMICAL CYCLES

OF THE BALTIC SEA

Fredrik Wulff Anders Stigebrandt
Dcpl of Systems Ecology Department of Oceanography
University of Stockholm University of Gothenburg
S-106 91 Stockholm Box 4'tts! S--KM» 41) Gothenburg
Sweden Swedi n

1. AIM

The aim of this chapter is to describe ho» models can be developed that can be used to predict
changes in the trophic slate of the Baltic Sea in response to changes in the nutrient ioad.

Mathematical models are often used in the final stage of an investigation, as a »ay to summarize
knowledge about processes and interactions and validating ou" understanding of a system. Ideally,
models should be used interactively during all Mages of a Mud in order to plan field work and in
identifying processes worth more dctailedsludies. Results of mathematical simulations, by aidof roughly
idealized models, suggest experiments and obser. ilions. which in turn allow us to reconsider and refine
the modeLi. It is thei:fore important that we here, in the initia! stage of the project, describe the
modelling approach to be taken, in order to create the necessary interactions between data collection,
synthesis and modelling.

In order to develop a model for a complex system it is necessary to develop a conceptual model. This
may be a description of the functioning of the system in words or in some symbolic language. The
mathematical model forces the investigator to formalize these descriptions into quantitative terms and
a simulation is then a test of our understanding of the system.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Two different types of models can be used, considering the aims of this research programme. Em-
pirical models are derived from statistical relationships between observed properties from a number of
similar systems, whereas mechanistic models are based on a detailed understanding of a system and its
critical processes. Both these approaches have been applied in existing models of the Baltic Sea.

The discussion of different types of models in this section also serves the purpose to explain how we
look upon models and the process of modelling. Tot he besi of our knowledge there isat present no model
described in the literature that may be copied and applied to the load-response problem of the Baltic Sea.
Thus models have to be constructed to solve this particular problem. The intention of section 4 of this
chapter is to communicate a rough set of specifications one may put on (he model: The area and :imc it
has to cover, the stale variables and the processes it has to include as well as the forcing functions that
have to be used.

t-MPIRICAI. MODF.I.S

Over the years, a massive database has become available describing the response of lakes lo vari-
ations in nutrient load. From these data sets it has been possible lo construct relationships between the
nutrient load and the trophic stale. For a certain nuirieni load the response of a lake, for instance
expressed as the winter surface concentration of phosphorus, is strongly dependent upon the surface
area, the volume and the flushing rate of the lake. Models expressing such relationships arc often
denoted Vollemridernuxlels in honor of the pioneer in this field (see Ahlgren ct at.. IWW for a current
review). The apparent success of empirical load-response models for lakes implies thai nuirieni sinks



within lakes arc clinch related to the trophic stale and furthermore that the nutrient sinks control the
trophic state. ITie concept ol nutrient loading as a factor controlling lake productivity has been > •!!•.• >!
the most productive theories in limnology and the benefits of this simplistic approach in applied research.
has been discussed in detail by Peters (IW6).

With a few exceptions (see Nixon ft al.. 1**S6) empirical models have not been used imvcanogM
phy. This is simply because of the lack ot a large number of similar systems with well detlned I» mnd::r i f .
fjords and estuaries are probably the only kind ol marine systems hat are sufficiently abundant. Auic
&. Sligebrandt (IWJ) and Sligchrandl & Aurc (I*»M) used data from a number of fjords to develop
empiric»! relationships for oxygen consumption and vertical mixing respectively as functions >>t ;iu
topographic properties of fjord basins. These fjord investigations have shown us that, due to intcii\--.e
horizontal water exchange with external areas (flushing), the conditions in sm:'ll fjords arc strotivi1.
determined by the conditions in the coastal waters outside the fjord. The iocal nutrient loading has little
effect of the trophic status of these fjords. Thus we may expect that the conditions in small and open Kr, •-
and fjords at the rim ol the Baltic Sea in general should be influenced by the conditions in the i.irse system.

Wulff & Sligebrandt ( IW)) constructed a simple load-response model lor the Baltic Sc.i based
upon an empirically derived nutrient budget. Dynamics was introduced into the model through the
internal sink term. This was described as the product of an apparent removal rate and the »inter ci >nccn
tr.tiiwns oi phosphorus and nitrogen in the surface layer. In another version ol the model data !r.ur.
different parLs of the Baltic Sea was used to construct concentration dependent apparent removal r.i'.cs
ITiis load response model appears to realistically predict the time development ol the nutrient conceii
(rations of the Baltic Sea .is a lanclionol the assumed variation ol nutrient load as illustrated in l ie i.!

fjm/l tons/year um I tonsyear

YEAR YEAR

Figure I.I . Changes in concentration of nitrogen and phosphorus in relation to loading (top curves in
each graph). Two different formulations of the sink terms (A and B) generated different
responses.

We have already concluded thai I he success of the empirical load response models lor lakes is pn
niarilyclue lo the fact that the biogeochemicalsink processes control the trophic state. The work h\ \\ nil I
&Stiechrandt(l9N9) and by Savchuck rf*;/. I ">SS si ronglv suggests that the trophic stale of the Ball ic Sea
lo a large extent is controlled by nutrient loading and by the internal biogeochemic.il sinks. I'lu' incwi.ibl'
conclusion is thai any k indol model lobe used (o predict the" trophic response of I he Ball icSe.i toe lia-inc •
ofthc nutrient lo;id must at least contain good (i.e. mechanist ic) descriptions of I he biogeocheintcal Milk
processes.
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M i t HANISTIC MODI-IS

Wc first introduce the concept n f i w m i . By the Baitic system we mean the Il.tUiv Sc.i with :\\
content of matter anJ energy and the privesses acting in it. The exchange ut" energy and maltet thr>'-.:^::
the physical boundaries, the external forcing, drives the system. Stale variables describe the distribute >::
in lime and space (fields )<>' !hc different species ol matter and energy in the system. The actual slate '!
.1 system, with respect t«> e.g. a certain biogcochemically active species ol mailer, depends upon the r.iiv-
ol phvsical transportations and upon (he rales of biogeochemical transformations. ITie strengths.
lluctualions and locations <>l external sources may also inliuence the distributions of the s|K-ctes.

Natural systems arc highly complex and a model is. by definition and by necessity, a simplified >k
scriplion n( the real world. In numerical model* only a reduced set of slate variables and processes i:;.:
be handled anJ ihe resolution in time and space must be limited. The heart .'.' the art ot, onssn. ::•-
mei hanistic nu tick istn select the right pn nesses, state i ariables and space timl time reuilminn :i:rc..~.: ••:
It'llu-pri tblem ami the particular system u > be Mulled In order to do this, the modeler must acquire .t c vi
conceptual unders.anding of ihe system. This may be based upon general process knowledge is we'.! .!••
on analyses ol" observations' from the system and knowledge of the forcing, llie mechanistic ni-'vic:
structure that we forsee !>.>r Ihi^ research programme, based on an understanding of processes in.;
possible lo verify against observations, is discussed and motivated in section 4 below of this ch.iptct

3. CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Motivated by the increasing signs of large-scale eulrophicalion. ecosystem oriented m.'.riiv re-
search projects in the lialtic Sea were started in the early !'>7lKwilh the aim to identify and quanli:^ :!u-
major subsystems (see i.e. Jansson l'H2: Rumour el til. 1'isT). "Hie prime use ol early m.itlvn:.i::. :'.
mtivlels W;LS to identity critical areas tor research and our understanding of the critic.ii privets,.-.
controlling the biog--ochcmicai cycles of (he Baltic has gradually increased I see Wull I. t'KSl'orare-.ie-.v;.
Also, ihe major features c\ the large-scale phvsical circulation is now fairly well understood and mi \!c!U\l
(see Sligebri'ndl. I'iSTa.b lor .i review). Several models already exist two models lor the Luge s,.iU-
dynamics of nutrients in the Hallie Sea. operating on the clim.ilologic.il lime scales (Sligebrandi >V: Wuiil
I'JS". Wulff i t Sligebrandi X'tSft. and Savihuck et ill. I'JSN). In addilion there .ire now many stiuhi - I
important processes, described in detail in other chapters of this volume. Sever.il rwdrodynanuc m.\icis
of the Bailie Sea have been developed or are under development I see chapter 12 for details) but few i \: -:
where biogeochcmic:il processes have been included. Models have been developed by I ).mish rese.n wi
teams, with ihe aim lo understand factors controlling the oxygen conditions in the deep waters ol the
Kattegat Bell Se.i and southern Baltic (Schroder I'»S7) There is ,i strong .imbiiion within D.itu-h
research to apply a systems oriented modelling approach in future joinl studies of the marine .ire.is , see
i.e. Kiorboc. IVS7). In the I'SSK. several institutes (primarily in Leningrad. Tallin and Kis;,ii h.r.e
cooperated in a joint "Project Eialiica" with the long-term ambidonlodevelopanecologn.il model ol ih.e
Bailie Sea (D.ividan et at.. ll)Kti. Savchuck et ui. M'SN). four volumes describing ihe progress of ili;s
project have been published in Russian. IXtai led models of (he fiulfof (-"inland have also been ilevel.ip !
and most recently, a description ol pelagic ecological processes have been incorporated in i ">
dimensional hydrodynamie medel in a joinl linnish -f Etonian project (I ' lNM-S I". Tanis.ilu pers. com-i.

Wilhin the Baltic scicnlil'iv community, ihe ICI-.S Working (irotip on the M.iltii M.irine I nvii.n
menl has created a modelling subgroup. A workshop will be help in April I1***) which should brine !••
gel her modelling experts from .ill Bailie Sea countries. The aim of (his workshop is to show ihe slate • >'
art and lo develop future joint projects.

Internationally, there now exist many models ol marine systems, particularly of Norlli Se.i ,nn! I >
estuaries (see i.e. B.irclt.iifc Ruardij. I'KS; Billcn«fc Lancelot. l'>,SS).-isweflasl'or pl.inkloncomiiiunitu,'.-
in various parts o| the oceans, sometimes coupled to large-scale circulation models (see Sarnnenlor,',;;.
IW)).

Ailhiuigh we are suggesting Ihe development of mechanistic models wilh ,i high io<>hii;>';:.
simplistic empirical mixlels like that used by Wulll A Sligcbrandt (IW») shouM not be ruled oui. I h.
major reason for this is lhal I he biochemical sinks ol ihe sediments are apparent Iv the m<>sicriii< .il |n .
esses controlling the trophic slate of Ihe Baltic. If such a model is given a mechanist iedeseripi ion ol [he
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biogcochcmical processes in the sediment, it might be highly useful and »ill he less complicated .inj
computer intensive. A low resolution will not allow mechanistic descriptions of processes in the u .iur
column ami the possibilities to verity the results are less. We therelore suggest thai both kinds • <! m< > Jels
are developed in parallel.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section we will discuss the modelling in some detail. First we rec.tll that the models 1. > !v
developed within this programme should have a predictive capability wilh respect to changes >•'. the
trophic state ofthe Baltic Sea and ilssubsystcms. related tochanges in the nutrient load. We »ill describe
our present view of the models to be developed. We will also describe some of the special research
projects that have to be initiated in order to i) achieve sufficient knowledge about the processes »e
believe are important and ii) produce the data base needed lor mi Kiel forcing and verification.

SCALE»

A number of factors determine which spatial and temporal resolution the model should have. The
inclusion of processes known to occur in a limited part of the system or during a limited period of time
may constrain the choice of temporal nnd spatial resolution. If a process is controlled by I hi- gradient .>!
some stale variable a gtxxi spatial resolution may be required- However, if the process ma\ be
parameterized by the means of a bulk value, a much coarser spatial resolution may he sufficient.

Spalial resolution
In the vicinity of external sources, in small bays and fjords and in narrow transitions between gic.r.cr

systems, the main transportation direct ion of paniculate and dissolved substances is/lon.-uwfii'. In greater
systems the principal transportation occurs in the vertical direction. Organic matter is produced in t lie
euphotic layer at the sea surface. Through sinking, organic maiicr is transported downwards where it is
decomposed in the water column or in the bottoms. By adveclive and diffusive physical transport
mechanisms, remincrali/cd nutrients arc transported upwards to (hecuphotic /one. Marine systems are
usually vertically stratified and the winter convection may not homogenize the water column di >wn t.> t he
bottom. The decomposition of organic matter at different depths tends to create vertical gradients of t he
biogcochemically active species, in particular in the stratified water column below the winter ir.ixed
layer. The oxygen concentration usually decreases with depth in this part of the system. Since IV.MW
important biochemical processes in the water column are dependent upon the concentration c! the
par licipatingspecics as well as on oxygen! or redox conditions), the modelling ofsuch processes calls I T
models with rather high vertical resolution. The seasonal development of the pelagic communitv is I > .1
high degree dependent on development and vertical extension of the mixed surface layer, ll'c liirrr'i »<•
surest that the mmlei should have 11 vertical resolution <»/ I meter, as used earlier in Stigcbrandt >V Wulll
(i'W7). Like this model, it must also take into account vertical variations in the distribution ol'x.it<r
volumes ami sediment areas.

Appreciable horizontal gradients arc usually found only in t he vicinity ol great external si m r c c . in. I
at narrow connections (sounds). This may call for good horizontal resolution in such areas. The detailed
descriptions of coastal offshore interaction wili not he included in the Baltic SIM model. The net results
of hvdrodynamical and biogcochcmical processes in the coastal /one on the transport of nutrients etc t' >
off-shore regions, described in tlcl.nl in chapter t\ will be included as a forcing fund ion to the Baltic >ca
model

In the Baltic Sea there are great horizontal differences of nutrients (and salt) between (lic dill ci enl
sub-basins, hut not within the individual basins, see chapter 11 for details. This is partly a combined el tei!
of t he limited water exchange between the major basins, due to the narrow transit inns, and the locations
of the freshwater and nutrient sources. Also, the varying strength ol the internal nutrient sinks ceri.nnK
contribute. Due to a rather intensive water exchange between Ihe Bailie proper and the Hollni.in Sea.
the difference between these two subsystems is less that between Ihe Bolhnian Hay and the Hi'lhman
Sea. \Vulff fi Sligebrandt (IW») showed that there is probably .111 effective feedback in rmtncril
transports between the Bailie proper and the Bell Sea Kallegal. These cimim::lances uifgiwi that tih-
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Bailie Sftinwtlel shuubl hai r i<rptiral<r nuilfh fur at /iv«/ tkr*<r fh'tmautrbiuins. The feedback helw-.vn
Kattegat and Skagerack, however. should be quite insignificant (Stigebrandt I**S.» i which suggest:, thai
the model may Mop at the Kattegat Skagerack border.

The major basins of the B iltic Sea are rather horizontally homogeneous as:.hown by Wult! X R.ih".:
(I**W). At present there seems :o be little need for a further partition of the rive m.ij.>r sub Ktvin.v' >ne
may then use the kind of time dependent horizontally integrated vertical circulation model aw.! K
Stigebrandt Jt Wulfl (I**S7) !<»r each sub-system. ITie couplings between the sub-basins should be by
models simulating the water exchange in the transitions. Models for these transitions have to be
developed. However, two-layer hydrodynamie models for the Bell Sea and Kattegat were presented ir.
Siigebrandl (1**S.') and the coupling betweensub-areas used in that mi Kiel may be generalized to the case
of continuous vertical stratification in the sub-areas.

l.arge re»i«>iiai variations in the composition of bottom sediments could be an argument to use .1
horizontal partition within each sub-basin. There are some strong hesitations against the use of such a
•artition. The major objection is that such ;• model would consume to much ol computer time. This :s .1

serious poml since these simulations must cover periods of 50 or even lot) years. For the sediments, we
suggest that the strong vertical gradient ol" various species (redox, nutrients, organic matter etc 1 arc 1; 1!
resolved. Models describing gradient mpported fluxes must have a separation of the sediment w-r.h:r.
e.ich depth layer and w::h:n IP. each sediment type into many thin sediment layers (sec i.e. Her ner. !•'*>.
For the Baltic Sea mi Kiel, this would add so many additional compartments that the mode! »1 >:iM N- s, \ •
computer intensive for aru practical use. Instead, we suggest the approach iiscJ in many niinieis MV
Raaporsl<'f ii/.. l**sSMnil BiilenJt I.ancel.ii. IVSSIor reviewsanili!eiails)wherebuikpar.ime!crsi>: ":i
layer . i.e. the depth of the oxidized /one and sediment type are related to the fluxes.

We suggest th.it the regional variations are descr.bed within the framework ol hori/oii!ai!>
integrated sediment layers. The average composition of the sediments, in terms of bottom types, sh.ui!.!
be computed and used in the mnlel. Thus, we envisage the partition of ihe bottoms into a n;in:!v: <•'.
classes. For e.ich layer one may then apply specific model formulations lor each ci.iss of sediment. I :v
importance of different types of sediments lor the processes of interest .ire discussed in chapter '».

Temporal revolution
The residence times of phosphorus, nitrogen and silicate ;:re about lf)ye,ir> inihe U.iMrcSc.i. ^ :r.

pared to about 25 years lor a conservative substance, like sail. This means th.il ihr nni!<-! n::>\t /•>• .:.'•.'•
tiitinniltilriiriilfiriHwihrtrmfuiniln-itliiliiinsiiftfiitrviiritihlfffiirnninvtliTiiil'-*. >"fn IH''\i::r\.<<\ ' - . t i t

l<> predict ihe loug-lerni effect of changes in nutrient loading.
The mi Kiel should also be able to follow periodic events, particularly large salt water i'I.-AS ;;MV

occur with a interval of decades. Year to year and seasonal variations in weather forcing. n::,.>II arid
nutrient inputs arc also large (see chapter 2. > and 4 lor details). Further, the residence limes of ni;tn-.-::r-.
in the Kattegat Belt Sea basins ..re in Ihe order of months which al>o calls for a resolution of w iv"i.i!
events

Many critical pnnesses, particularly (hose related to ;he pnxluclion and sedimentation of organic
matter, have very short lime scales. Experience from the model ol Stigebrandt »v. Wulff (l'»S~)\h >\v ih.i!
tihiixii limr .vislrufnnrilin (24 hours) is needed to simulate the development of she spring bloom win.T.
IS the major priKessreIoc.il ing nut riints vertically. Longer lir.;e steps (using weekly or monthlv.r.vr.igi-.
in mclcorologic forcing) were unable to create the temporal variation in vertical circulation th.it w.i\
necessary to create a realistic depletion of nutrients in the water column, primary production .ur.!
sedimentation.

VARIAUI.F.S

The intended use of ,1 model determines which state variables that have to be included. The m. >.ki-.
for this programme must include the stale var tables nece.ssan-10 comnuie I he physical ir.insportaii >n in,i
biogeiK'hemical ir.inslormalions of r.uhst.inces limiting organic production.

A miKlcl describing t he physiiMlcirciil.il ion usually requires ihe stale variables M-H Irvrl. \,i!in:t\- and
tcmprmtitrr. the l.mer two dclcrniinc iluw/f/n/fvof tin water.

Since the vertical transportation of nutrients in suspended particles ni.unlv occurs through sinking.
due lo negative buoyancy, it is of particular importance to include both tliwoh nl funns and ».'i»/vn.iVn'
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particles carrying these substances.
The model must include descriptions of the biogeochemical cycles ofnitrogen and phosphorus since

both these nutrients may limit organic production in various regions ol" the Baltic Sea. Also siliuite must
be considered, since the concentrations are decreasing and may limit the development of the diatom
spring blooms, particularly in the southern sub-basins. The motivations for these state variables arc-
discussed in detail in chapters 8 and 9. Dependent on how well the budget descriptions of tuxic
sub.; lances can be made, one or several forms may be included in the model (see chapter 7 for details) All
these species must be considered both in inorganic forms, adsorbed to particles and in dissolved and
suspended organic forms in the water column and in sediments. Already at this crude separation, at least
15- ;0 state variables must be considered. In addition, sal! temperature, oxygen and hydrogen sulphide
must be modelled in each 1 meter layer of water and sed it. For computational reasons, great caution
must be taken in adding additional variables and we consider it unrealistic to include detailed models of
the pelagic and ben t hie communities at this stage. However, the structure of the computer programme
for this model must be such that it can easily be expanded to keep track of additional state variables.

CRITICAL PROCESSES

We will not discuss details in the formulation of the processes to be included in the model, these are
described inother chapters of this volume. We will only outline the priorities between various processes
and their scaling, set by the purpose of the model and the restrictions in space and time resolution to be
used.

Sediment processes
We have already stressed than an understanding of the processes controlling the biogeochemical

sinks of nutrient within the basins are of prime importance because only about 10 c'c of inputs leave the
Baltic Sea through advective processes. These intern... sinks, which thus controls the trophic state ol the
system are to be found at the sediment-water interface. The model must describe how the efficiency of
these sinks change in relation to external forcing. There are indications in the literature that the loss o I"
nitrogen, through denitrification, increases whereas the accumulation of phosphorus decreases when
the nutrient load and organic production increase, see chapter 9 for details. Thus, the N/P ratio within
the system will change even if this ratio in the external loading is kept constant. The processes in the
sediments will not only be dependent on external loading and conditions in the overlying water column
but also on sediment type. Sandy sediments are likely to respond differently than silt or clay to external
perturbation. The occurrence of benthic macrofauna will affect the net exchange through bioturlnitum.
etc. It is important that good quantitative descriptions are developed for these processes but with a
minimum of state variables so that the paramelerizations could be used in the model. As we have
indicated earlier, a coarse spatial resolution is necessary in order to develop a working model. A tentative
example of the type of relationship to be sought is illustrated fig 1.2. Here, the thickness of the oxidized
layer is related todifferent variables, and finally, to the net loss of nutrient inputs to the sediment. Similar
empirical relationships were used by Billen & Lancelot (1988) in the development of a model for benthic
nitrogen cycling in North Sea sediments. A database of horizontally averaged distributions of sediment
types could be used in the model to take into account regional variations with depth. Detailed models of
secondary production and interactions within the benthic community (Warwick cl al.. 197V) are at
present outside the scope of this model.

The distributions of diffeicnt types of sediments could be used to calculate horizontally averaged
distributions for each depth interval used in the model. This information could then be used to calculate
rates that take into account the variations in sediment types with depth.
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Figure 1.2. Some idealized examples of bulk parameterization of relationships that can be used to
develop process models of sediment-water nutrient exchange.

Resuspension and transports of suspended particles
In the shallow Baltic Sea, horizontal and vertical transport processes due toerosion or resuspension

of particles that have settled earlier in shallow regions, arc likely to play a major role. This is indicated in
several studies which show that the accumulation of various species in the deepest basins is much higher
that can be explained by sedimentation of organic matter from the cuphotic zone in the overlying walcr
column (see chapter 9 for details). Thus, formulations must be included in ihe model that can account
for these processes. We suggest that this is a theme for a special research project, where total areas,
exposed to wave induced erosion at different wind regimes (speed, duration, frequency) obtained from
the same weather data base that will be used to drive the biogcochcmical model (see chapter 2) are
computed. In this way, horizontally integrated descriptions of the distributions of bottoms exposed to
erosion and resuspension for different wind regimes for each depth layer could be generated and used
as forcing function in the Baltic Sea model, in the same manner as the other descriptions of the sediment
characteristics outlined earlier. The model will then compute advective transports and sedimentation of
these particles within and between the basins.

Biogeochemical processes in the water column
We have already indicated that a good description of the processes controlling the biochemical

sinks in the sediments have a high priority, but a description of the processes controlling the production
of organic matter must of course be included. The description used by Stigcbrandt & Wulff (1987)
generated most of the desired features and we suggest that the same basic approach is used here. The
computational efforts will be too large if a detailed model with many classes of phytoplankton,
zooplankton and bacteria is attempted since the model must be expanded to include the nutrient kinetics
of both nitrogen, phosphorus and silicate and the interactions between these. Also the role of suspended
and dissolved organic matter must be included for reasons explained in chapter 8. Good generic models
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of the plankton production cycle have been developed (see i.e. Sarmiento el at., 1989) and these could
be applied in the Baltic Sea model, but only in a final stage when the basic understanding of the
biogcochcmical cycles has been achieved.

DATA REQUIREMENT
The data requirements for this model are described in other chapters in this volume. The weather

data (chapter 2) and the inputs of freshwater (chapter 4) nutrients and toxic substances (chapters 3,5,7)
arc forcing functions that will drive the model. Inputs must be corrected for possible sinks or sources in
the coastal zone (chapter 6). The intention is to drive the model with real data and compare and verily
the model against observed concentrations, averaged on the same scales as used in the model, possibly
for the period 1950 until today. The common data base and accompanying numerical tools needed for this
is described in chapter 13.

COMPUTER RESOURCES
The latest generation of personal computers (IBM-PC, Macintoch) have very good programming

tools, graphical and computational speed to allow the development and testing of simulation models.
Even good simulation packages are available to graphically formulate and display the results, allowing
scientists to use these tools without having an extensive knowledge in computers and programming. The
availability of these personal computers in most laboratories around the Baltic allows the interactive
model development necessary for this project.

However, personal computers can only be used for the evaluation of process sub-models and em-
pirical models. The full-scale process-oriented Baltic Sea model contains five basins with a high vertical
resolution and the integration of many time-dependent differential equations for each of these layers.
This calls for more powerful computers. In Sweden, university institutes have now access to super
computers, optimized for this type of processes, for a nominal cost. Unfortunately, the use of these
computers are still restricted for security reasons and therefore the possibility to use these in a
programme that calls for a great deal of international cooperation among Baltic countries is limited. The
main-frame time sharing operating system on these computers prolong the actual time needed for the
development of a model. Even if the actual simulation may take a few seconds, it will take several hours
before the job is actually executed from a queue (.' many users.

The recent rapid development of RISC-processors and their use in low cost workstations opens up
an alternative approach. These computers are 10 to 100 times faster than even the fastest personal
computers. Several of these workstations have very good interfaces for sharing data and other resources
between otherwise highly different systems. This allows for an interaction between modelling and data
necessary for this project. Although these workstations are an order of magnitude slower than super-
computers, they arc equipped v.ith easy to use interactive software which means that the actual time to
run a simulation and evaluate the results is often much shorter.

We therefore suggest that personal computers are used to develop submodels and workstations are
used to develop the assembled Baltic Sea model.

SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION

This programme calls for a high degree of national and international cooperation. Resources
should be made available for guest scientists to work with model development at those institutes which
have access to the powerful workstations. Depending on financial resources, several of these centers
should be established in Sweden, equipped with the same computer hardware and software, coupled to
the PC-based facilities of the Baltic database.

Cooperation between this programme and the Swedish programme for scientific research in
Skagcrack/Katlcgat must be established. Also, close cooperations with research projects in other
countries should besought. Although the Baltic Sea model may differ in many respect with models to be
developed for i.e. US estuaries or the North Sea, joint studieson the formulation of processes and sub-
models and the use of the same computer software and hardware, will simplify and speed up the
development of these models.
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CHAPTER 2
METEOROLOGICAL FORCING FUNCTIONS

A. Omstedt. N. Gustafsson and L Mcullcr
SMHI, S-601 76 Norrköping,
Sweden

l .AIM

The aim of this programme is to create a data bank on meterological parameters for the Baltic Sea
area. The data bank shall provide different research programs with basic physical information about the
weather and the state of the sea surface.

The parameters considered arc: sea surface pressure, wind, precipitation, sun radiation, cloudiness,
air temperature, air moisture content, sea level variations, sea surface temperatures, and amount of ice.
The mission is to create a data base of daily mean values from 1970 - 1994 in a 1 x 1 * grid over the Bal-
tic Sea drainage basin. Also some more general information from 1950 - 1990 should be included.

2. STATE OF THE ART

WEATHER PARAMETERS

Weather services around the world have long operational experience in using observed data to draw
conclusions about the spatial distribution of weather parameters. These parameters are usually repre-
sented in networks of grid points with grid distances ranging from tenths to hundreds of kilometers. The
procedure used is called meteorological data assimilation (see Bengtsson el al., 1981) and indudes spatial
interpolation methods, application of various static constraints (e.g geostrophic balance) as well as time
constraints. This is often done by using dynamical forecast models to obtain the best possible "first guess"
for the spatial interpolation. The forecast is a short range forecast from an earlier analysis. Experience
hasshown that data assimilation techniques add significant improvements in details and structures to the
analysis fields when compared to pure spatial interpolations, especially over data-sparse areas like the
Atlantic ocean, where advection of information from more data-dense areas plays an important role.

There arc several approaches to analysis of meteorological fields. Early operational objective
analysis schemes were generally based on simple weighting of observed data with distance-dependent
weighting functions (Bcrglhorsson and Döös, 1954). At present, statistical interpolation (or optimum
interpolation, see Gandin, 196?) schemes are most commonly utilized for operational numerical weather
prediction. Statistical interpolation is based on the knowledge of the statistical structures of the fields to
be analysed in Ihc form of spatial covariancc functions. For large scale meteorological fields, these
covariance functions arc generally assumed to be isotropic. A review of operational statistical interpo-
lation schemes is given by Gustafsson (1981). Lorcnc (1986) has proven the close relationship between
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various objective analysis methods, including statistical intcr{X)lation.

Statistical interpolation is used by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMI II)
tor Numerical Weather Prediction as well as for high resolution (meso-scale) applications within the
PROMIS project (Andersson et al., 1986). For analysis of surface parameters, the PROMIS schemes
utilize spatial covariancc functions which arc un-isotropic with respect to land-sea borders. For analysis
of precipitation over sea areas. Bengt Dahlström (1986) has developed a scheme which includes
corrections of measurements and consideration of land-sea inhomogencities.

SEA ICE AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE DATA

Sea ice and sea surface temperatures have been observed during many years in the Baltic Sea. The
data arc in general available in map form and for ice in a qualitative rather than quantative form. Within
a Swedish-Finnish winter navigation research program a joint data hank on ice and sea sur'aec
temperatures has been built up. The aim was to create a data bank for the Baltic sea ice and sea surface
tempcraturcs (BASIS, Udinetal., (1981). The data bank also includes data from Kattegat, Skagerrak and
lake Vänern.

The data arc coded in 15' latitude and MY longitude grid and for the ice in a detailed code. On the
basis of data during 16 years, 1963/64 to 1978/79, a climatological ice atlas has been constructed
(Anonymous, 1982). The Finnish Marine Research Institute have also recently published an ice atlas for
the Baltic Sea north of latitude 57° (Lepparantaef«/., 1988), and a sea surface temperature atlas for the
whole Baltic Sea but only for the period 21 October to 1 March (Grönvall et til., 19S7).

SF.A LEVEL DATA

Sea level data have been observed during long time at many coastal stations. Since IV.vr the
Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) has been responsible for the collection, publication.
analysis, and interpretation of sea level data from the global network ol stations. PSMSL receive monthly
and annual mean sea level values from approximately 110 national authorities (as to Sweden from
SMHI). The data can be obtained en request from PSMSL, Bidston Observatory, Birkenhead, Mersey-
side L43 7RA, United Kingdom. Sea level data with higher time resolutions, hours and daily means, are
available at the different national authorities.

3. CURRENT STUDIES

WEATHER PARAMETERS

The meteorological institutes around the Baltic Sea work on the task of collecting data for a Baltic
Sea climate atlas. The whole Baltic Sea should be included and the meteorological data should be based
on an evaluation of data in I x I'squares. The period treated is from I960to 1990, and several parameters
arc considered, as: dry bulb temperature, sea surface temperature, air-sea temperature differences, dew-
point temperature, relative humidity, visibility and fog, air pressure, wind, cloud amount, weather.
precipitation, wave height, ice. Also some derivaled properties are planned. These are: latent heal flux.
evaporation and sensible heat flux. By the end of 1992 computing centres of the individual services ;irc
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planning to have their data ready for print-out.

A data assimilation and forecasting project, the HIRLAM project, (see Mathenhauer, l'ASS) is
aiming at developing a new weather forecasting system. Participating in the project are the Nordic
countries, Holland, and Ireland, and the forecasting system is in the coming years going to be operation-
ally implemented in the participating countries.

ICE AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE DATA

The work with the coding of further ice data and also those from the winters of 1960/61 :ind 1962
63 is carried out at SHMI and the Finnish Marine Institute. However, at the present time some problems
of introducing a new ccxiing system exist. Up to now mainly ice is coded, <ind the coding of surface water
temperatures has not yet started. New more rapid routines will be tested and in1.' vJueed at the heginnini;
of 1990.

Figure 2.I.The area under consideration for the databank. The inner line illustrates the Hallie
drainage basin.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

WEATHER PARAMETERS

In the present report we first of all recommend that the area under consideration is some uh.it
increased, sec Figure 2.1. Analysed fields of the meteorological parameters of interest have been ere;- te J
for some years at various weather services with different temporal andspatial resolutions. Using existing
Fields in creating the data base would, however, result in a non-homogeneous data base, since the data
assimilation systems used have undergone frequent changes during (he years. To get a homogeneous
data base it is therefore considered advantageous to create the meteorological fields in a uniform way
over the 25 year period.

SMHI has collected meteorological routine data from the Northern Hemisphere on a regular basis
since 1970 for use in numerical weather prediction. Of main interest for this project are 3 hourly surface
weather reports (SYNOP and SHIP) which have been collected in real time via the Global Telecommu-
nication System (GTS). This dataset is available at SMHI on magnetic tapes but, unfortunately in a tew
different data formats. For surface data from Swedish land stations, a quality controlled data set in one
single data base format (BAK) exists. Thus data base contains today Swedish SYNOP and data from a
denser Swedish climatological network on temperature and precipitation. The data base has to be com-
pleted with other observational data needed for the analysis of the meteorological fields. The additional
data needed arc:

-SYNOP from other countries than Sweden and from SHIP, which have been stored at SMI II and
exist on magnetic tapes that have to be read and reformatted to the SMHI data base formal BAR.
The data until 1977 exist on DATASAAB tapes, those from 1978 until september 19S6 on
SPERRY-tapcs and the data from October 1986 and onward exist on VAX-tapes.
-Additional SYNOP observations from neighbouring countries that do not exist on the GTS have
to be requested and inserted into the BÅK data base to improve the data coverage of SYNOP.
-Requests of climatolopic.il daia from neighbouring countries have to be made and. if rccieved.
added to the BÅK data base.
-Existing data of sea ice and sea surface temperature have to be digitalised.

Creation of a data base tailored for the project might be needed to reduce the computer resources.

The spatial density of the SMHI Northern Hemisphere surface data set is rather sparse in some of
the areas surrounding the Baltic Sea and the Sfcagerrak. National data sets with ohserv.il ions from denser
surface networks and climalological networks certainly exist in the concerned countries, and requests of
si'ch data might be necessary within the project. Given the task to determine meteorological parameters
over the Baltic Sea and the Skagcrrak, one finds that it would certainly have been an advantage to apply
a complete data assimilation scheme including the use of a dynamical model. The resulting com-
putational task would, however, be enormous for the required limc-penod of 25 years. Considering also
the relatively dense network of observational stations over land areas surrounding t he Baltic Sea and I lie
Skagerrak, it is therefore suggested that a simpler approach with objective analysis methods and

The strategy nf the development is to start to develop a simple isolropic statistical interpolation
scheme to be tested in a PILOT experiment with data from I98H. During this work we can learn about
weaknesses of the analysis model by comparisons with existing data assimilation systems that arc
operational - the Swedish LAM and the ECMWF model that are used at the European Center of
Medium Range Weather Forecasts. Comparisons will also be made with the new INKI.AM data
assimilation and with meso-scale PROMIS products.
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By results from the experiment we can determine the statistical structure functions that are consist-
ent with the spatial resolution of the analysis and the density of available observational data. During and
after this PILOT experiment we can make decisions of introduction of an-isotropic structure functions
and other refinements in the analysis scheme.

The meteorological fields will be analysed with a temporal resolution of 3 hours, and from those
fields the daily means and the variab ity will be computed. For comparisons, and as an aid in the
development of analysis structure functions, results from a more complete data assimilation system, ihc
HIRLAM data assimilation, will be used for shorter time periods. A less ambitious method tor
determination of meteorological forcing functions would have been to use surface observation* (SYNOP)
without any analysis procedure. The selected method including objective analysis has at least the
following advantages compared to the simpler approach:

-Observed data will be quality-controlled by spatial interpolation checks.
-The observed datawill be spatially filtered to the required resolution (1 degree latitude/longitude).
-Improvements due to application of multivariatc constraints.
-Potential improvements due to application of anisolropic structure functions and modifications
with regard to systematic land/sea differences.

Considering that statistical interpolation is a well established method that has proven to give good
results in comparison with other methods, also for the case of extrapolation towards data-sparse areas
(Seaman ct al.. 1985). this technique is recommended for the present project. Details of the specific
scheme to be used have to be worked out later, some suggestions arc included in the lust below:

-Multi-variatc analysis of wind components from wind and surface pressure observations. Con-
straints for this wind analysis may include assumptions about wind variations (e.g. relative variance
of divergent resp. rotational components), information on stability from SYNOP parameters,
modification of observed winds due to local rougncss and other local conditions.
-An-isotropic structure functions depending on e.g. coastlines and sea-ice differences.
-Seasonal land/sea dependence in analysis of convcclivc precipitation amounts.
-Climatological fields to be used as first guess fields for the analysis.
-Regression techniques to relate open sea conditions to coastal conditions.
-Tuning of observed precipitation values.

The computing resources for this task is very difficult to estimate. It is possible to compare (with the
operational Mcsobcta analysis system at SMHI which is run on a VAX 8600. One analysis run la' c
approximately 2 minutes for an area covering Scandinavia and surroundings with a degree of 0.2 degrees
lalitute/iongiludc.The required resolution is I degree latitude/longitude. This should mean a reduction
of the computing lime by a factor 0.5 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.02, which means approximately 2.5 seconds for each
analysis hour. Considering that the number of observations is reduced only by a factor 0.5. a reasonable
guess for carrying out one analysis for a 3 hour period is 5 seconds on a VAX 8MX). For 25 yc.irs of data
this will result in 25 x 165 x 8 x 5 seconds or approximately 100 hours. To reduce (he cost for the
calculation, it is possible to use e.g. computer workstations.

Time plan:

1990-01-01 Start creation of observational data base.
1990-05-01 Start development of analysis techniques.
1991-0101 Start production for PILOT experiment.
1991-09-01 Evaluation of results from PILOT experiment.
1992-05-01 Refinement of analysis techniques.
1992-01-01 Decision whether an additional year of development is needed.
1993-05-01 (If needed) Further developments of analysis techniques.
1993-09-01 Start production.
1995-06-01 All data available.
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ICE AND TEMPERATURE DATA

For ice and temperature data it is recommended that data arc extracted from the BASIS data bank.
For sea ice only three parameters are probably needed, which all should be horizontal means in the 1 x
I * grid. The ice parameters are the amount of ice. the level kc thickness and the equivalent ice thickness.
The equivalent ice thichness is a measure of how much the ice thickness is increased due to ridged ice and
includes frequency of ridged ice and amount of ridged ice. On the basis of these ice parameters a first esti-
mate on the k e volume in each grid can then be calculated.

Time plan:
1990-01-01 Start to test new coding routines.
1990-07-01 Coding kc and sea surface temperatures.
1991-07-01 Controls and statistkal calculations.
1992-01-01 First print-outs (data from 1960 to about 1978).
1995-06-01 All data available.

SEA LEVEL DATA

An interpolation of (he sea level data lo a 1 x 1' grid probably requires a sea level model and is not
recommended. Instead only da'.a from some sea water level stations in the area should be put into the
databank. On the basis of long time scries taken from the PSMSL data bank about 10 - 20 sea level
stations should he chosen. The daily mcansea level data from these stations can then be put into the dala
bank. To get all data required one needs to get into contact with the different national authorities sur-
rounding the Baltic Sea.

The PSMSL data arc free, but gcllingdaily mean values from the different national authorities may
cost some money (about 1000 SEK for one year and one station from SMHI). To get sea level data from
lOstations along the Swedish coast from 1970 to 1994 will then cost about 240 000 SEK. To get il.ita from
the other national authorities may also include costs due to coding. These costs are difficult to estimate
for the moment, hut for 20stations (10 from Sweden and 10 from other national authorities) from the
period of 1970 - 1994 the maximum cost is estimated to 500 (XX) SEK.

Time plan:
1990-07-01 Start to collect data from countries around (he Baltic Sea.
1991-01-01 Control and coding.
1992-01-01 First print-out (data from 1970- about 19K8).
1995-06-01 All data available.
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CHAPTER 3
LOADING RELATED TO METEOROLOGY

Lennart Granat
Department of Meteorology
Stockholm University
106 91 Stockholm. SWEDEN

l.AIM

The following aim has been formulated by the steering group:

To calculate the deposition from the atmosphere of eutrofying components and selected loxk
substances directly to t he sea and to the different drainage basins around the Baltic. Furthermore, it shall
be possible to calculate the importance of different source regions and different types of sources as well
as the importance of changes in emissions and climatology.

- Parameters: Eutrofying substances, toxic substances, dry and wet deposition.

- Resolution: Monthly mean values for each l x l degree grid over the Baltic and drainage basins.
Possibility to relate the load to sources or source regions shall be highlighted.

- Time period: To determine the flux during the time of the project with the time and spatial
resolution given above. To estimate an approximate trend in deposition from 1950 to 1990.

- Quality: To perform a sensitivity analysis of calculated fluxes.

- Format: To provide results in a formal suitable for a common data base for the project.

2. STATE OF THE ART

INTRODUCTION

Evidence is accumulating that input from the atmosphere directly to large water bodies is an
important pathway for some nutrients and toxic components. Some material may also be transported
from the atmosphere via drainage basins. Retention in the pedosphcre is here a key factor as will be
examined in Chapter 4. Wet and/or dry deposition contribute to this transfer depending on chemical and
phsysical properties of each indivudal component. In the case of nitrogen biological nitrogen fixation in
the water also adds to the flux.

It is a well recognized fact that many pollutants will travel over large distances before removal from
the atmosphere. Emissions all over Europe, perhaps at even larger distances, may have an impact on the
Baltic and not from areas surrounding the water. Of the nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus will be
considered here but not silica where the atmospheric contribution appears insignificant.
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WET DEPOSITION

Collection of precipitation for chemical analyse of aaMtonium and nitrate is performed in the area
of interest: In the wtwic drainage basin there B about 20 EMEP sites (Shaugrt*/.. ISK9). The sampling
is daily with single bulk collectors (open all the t imc) exept in Sweden where wet -<Hiljr collectors arc used.
Furier Measurements in Sweden includes 35 sites (75 colkcton) i>f the Swedish national network (the
MISU/PMK network. Granat. ISR9) and measurements on a county level with nine 50 sites cither
running or being planned mainly inst NII hern and central Sweden. In FinlanJ the Finnish National Board
of Waters and Environment run some -10 sites (Jarvincn. ISKV) and another two arc run by the Finnish
meteorological institutc.Dala from individual sites arc ?bo available fr.nn Denmark. BDR. DDR.Poland
and the Soviet Union (e.g. Erndt.lSKfc. Rovinsky.lSKX). Sampling is mootly and includes analysis of
ammonium and nitrate. Data from some of these measurements have been evaluated to give concentra-
tion and deposition fields (Shaug tt al.. 19K9: Granat. I9K9). No evaluation making use of all this
information together has yet been presented but is foreseen within the present project. A tentative
estimate is given in figure v2_

Total phosphorus has been measured in precipitation in the Finnish national network at -Ml sites,
mean values range from about 10 to ZOjtg, 1 (Jarvincn. 1W9) with rather large variability between nearby
sites. In Sweden routine measurements have been made at four sites with wet-only collectors (Granat.
IVKKc). however, with the result of a rather large scalier Recent daily measurements during the summer
with pairs of collectors at three sites show that local contamination docs occur quite frequently. After
screening a typical yearly mean .aluc for south-central Sweden is about I-Vg PI (2 in winter. M) in
summer). Measurements in other areas indicate similar problems • c.in the national network in the
Netherlands (Sianina el a/..1987). Data on phosphorus from EGA? sites run hy FMI arc consistently
higher than data from the Swedish network. Few data on the concentration of phosphorus from the
southern and south-eastern parts of the Baltic arc available.

"Total nitrogen" has been measured which by subtraction of inorganic ammonium and nitrate is
concidcrcd to give the nitrogen bound to organic material. This mailer may represent an organic fraction
available for bkxicgralion in the water (Timpcrly rt al.. I '•*:" I. Measurements of total nitrogen have been
made regularly in the national Finnish network vkh.-rc the o.'ganic fraction ranges from about zero to
about We when compared with ihc sum of ammoniuti an-! ritr;-.'c ,v M.asurcmcnts at one site in
Sweden (Vindcln. NWof Umeå) gave an 'organic' fraction in;»; >'.;. ,>l<oui ?•'»•> of the inorganic nitrogen
. No thorough investigation has. however, been made to find oui v hcihcr this additional nitrogen is of
local origin or exhibits a large-scale concentration gradient i:: the area over and around the Baltic.

Data on selected organic compounds are quite few in the region-see further in Chapter 7.

Kslimalcd wet deposition fields

Estimating large-scale deposition fields over land and over large water areas involves a judgement
of large-scale versus local variation in both concentration and amount of precipitation and the possible
relation between them. Various means lo estimate deposition fields including both objective and
subjective techniques in North America were recently discussed by Vong el al. (1989) information that
can also be applied in Europe. Dala from a few investigations in Sweden each of one years duration have
shown that in areas with large spatial variation of amount of prcccpiUlion (i.e. across southern Sweden)
ihc concentration of major ions (for instance sulfate) is not affected by (spatial) differences in amount
of precipitation (Granal. 1988a). In general the spatial variability seems lo be more pronounced for
amount of precipitation than for concentration in precipitation. It then appears suitable lo calculate
deposition based on amount of precipitation available from meteorological networks (some thousand
points in Sweden) and a concentration field evaluated irom sites with precipitation chemistry measure-
ments

Results from such calculations are available for Sweden (Granat. I•«'/) and arc ;:lso calculated for
the whole of Europe within the r.MHP project (Ivcrscn el al.. 1989).
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Fig 3.1 Sites with atmospheric chemistry measurements of potential use for the project. Most sampling
programmes only include major components in precipitation with monthly sampling
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Figure 3.2. Estimated wet deposition of sum of NH4 and NO-, based on concentration data from stations
in the region and either measured or estimated amount of precipitation from meteorological
networks. (Values in mmole/m2a).
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The precipitation pattern over the open water areas is different from that over land depending on
season, while the amount is usually lower (Dalstrom, 1985). At the same time we note that there will not
be enough good sampling locations in the Baltic to obtain a reliable estimate of the wet deposition only
from such locations - landbascd sta'ions must be used as well.

An attractive assumption is that deposition over water can be estimated in the same way as over
land, i.e. a concentration field is first evaluated based on available measurements mainly on land and on
a few islands and then combined with the best estimates of amount of precipitation-the latter being dealt
with in Chapter 2. In order to test the assumption samples representative of open water need to be
collected for extended periods (minimum one to two years). Such data can in principle be obtained from
measurements on small islands (small enough not to change the precipitation pattern from that over
water), from light-houses, buoys, platforms or boats either under way or stationary. There are, however,
severe practical constraints in selecting sampling "platforms" for such comparisions.The more exposed
the sampling site is the larger will the problems be to obtain samples that have an (experimentally
verified) representativeness that is good enough to make the comparison meaningful.Measurements
from ships usually include daily sampling for rather short periods which might be difficult to compare with
land-based measurements several hundred kilometres away. In addition, measurements have to cover
most of the year due to the cpisodicity of air and precipitation composition. Rain chemistry measure-
ments on boats or buois for extended time periods have apparently not been reported from the open part
of the Baltic. Collection of precipitation for chemical analysis at lighthouses would in principle be a
suitable choice but some attempts in this direction have not been successful when compared to
measurements on a small island (Granat, 1988b) but is a potential possibility if sampling techniques can
be improved. Aerosol and gas measurements from isolated lighthouses - especially those with power
supply from land - may, however, be ideal (Swietlicki, 1989).During winter conditions collection of sea
ice and snow could be a suplcmcnt (Murphy, 1983). In a more recent paper Murphy (1987) discusses
many of the practical questions related to the design of an atmospheric input network in the Great Lakes
region with many similarities to the Baltic.

Measurements on the island Holmogadd and at several sites on both the Finnish and Swedish sides
gave about the same concentration of ammonium and nitrate over the island (and thus implicitely over
the water) and at coastal sites (Granat, 1988b). A preliminary inspection of data from Svenska Högarna
and some sites near the coast (Richtcr and Granat, to be published) indicated a similar agreement. In
contrast, data reported from Utö are substantially higher than values obtained from interpolation
between sites on the Swedish and Finnish sides. However, comparison is made beetween different kinds
of networks and over a farily large distance where the large-scale gradients arc somewhat uncertain. Data
on ammonium and nitrate from the EMEP station on southern Gotland compare quite well with data
from Sweden but not with EMEP data from the southern and south-eastern side of the Baltic where
concentration values were spatially more variable and also lower. The problem of interpolation evidently
includes an clement of quality control in the Field and and clearly need further investigation.

Accuracy of estimated wet deposition fields.

Errors could broadly be related to the following three areas:

1) Sampling, sampling equipment and chemical analysis, 2) Sampling site selection (local contami-
nation, poor representativeness for a larger area) and 3) Deviations from the estimated field due to
temporal and spatial variations.

Performance of sampling equipment, sample treatment and chemical analysis can be evaluated by
direct comparisons. Such a study over three winter and three summer months was recently conducted at
Aspvrctcn near the coast 70 km southeast of Stockholm (Arcskoug and Granat, 1989). Many of the
groups providing data to HELCOM regarding rain chemistry around the Baltic participated. In all 17
collectors with large differences in size and mechanical complexity were compared. Sampling time
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ranged from daily to monthly to follow the normal operation in the respective country from which data
is reported. A weighted mean concentration for nitrate and ammonium was calculated. The result was
a difference less than 12% from the median for the four categories daily sampling with wet-only
collector, daily sampling with bulk collector, weakly to monthly sampling with wet-only collector and
weakly to monthly sampling with bulk collector. There was much larger deviation between some
individual collectors of the same category (e.g. wet-only daily etc.) than between the four categories. In
general, best agreement was found between the mechanically most simple collectors. It has previously
been shown (Granat, 1989) that the concentration of most major components obtained from bulk
collectors in Sweden is less than 6% larger than those from wet only collectors in the MISU/PMK
network.

Errors due to local effects (unrepresentative site, contaminatin of local origin, poor collection
efficiency due to an exposed site etc.) can best be quantified by additional sampling within an area of
several tens of km if this is geographically possible. A minimum would be to run parallel samplers with
a distanc of say 0.5 to several km between thcm.Thc effect of local sources has sometimes been
evaluated experimentally and found to be a very serious problem e.g. when interpreting historical data
(Monitor, 1986). Future measurements within the project must include means to experimentally assess
the representativeness of the various sites.

There have been few altcmls to quantity the uncertainty that that can be expected in evaluated
concentration and deposition fields in the area. Clearly this depends on the spatial and temporal
resolution required as well as density and structure of the network. Data over land indicate that the
deviation at a particular site from the mean value in an area of 300 km diameter is less than about 50%
in 66% of the cases with monthly sampling and within 10 to 20 % for yearly mean values.

DRY DEPOSITION

Dry deposition is the name of all transfer from the atmosphere except via precipitation. The flux,
for agiven concentration in the atmosphere, will depend on physical and chemical properties of gases and
particles (including particle size) as well as on chemical and physical properties of the receiving surface
and on meteorological factors. Passive collectors which simulate these processes will be very difficult to
construct, not the least over water. The best in this direction is a recent mass balance study for a small lake
on an island in a larger lake (Siskiwit Lake in Lake Superior). Direct flux measurements have been made
for some inorganic components such as evaporation of water vapor and deposition of gases with a rather
high deposition velocity bul will be very difficult to make for many of the organic compounds and
submicron particles with expected lower deposition velocities. Fluxes must therefore be estimated
indirectly. An evaluation of the importance of the dry deposition flux in relation to wet deposition will
aid in determining how to allocate rcsourscs between wet and dry deposition measurements.

Parameterization of dry deposition

Deposition of gases to water surfaces

The flux (F) across the interphasc is considered to be driven by a concentration difference (AC)
between air and surface water and a constant of the proportionality (K) which links the flux and the
concentration difference and has dimension of velocity (as reviewed by Liss,1983).

F=K AC (1)

For the further discussion it is convenient to consider the reciprocal of the transfer velocity which
is a measure of resistance to inlcrphasal gas exchange. The overall transfer resistance can now he divided
into resistance in air and in water.

l /Kw=1/a kw + l/H ka ' (2)
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where ka and kw are transfer velocities for chemically unreacted gases in air and water, respectively. Kw
the over all transfer velocity ("seen from the water side"). H is the diemensionless Henry's law constant
expressed as the ratio of the concentration of gas in air to its concentration in unionized form dissolved
in water at equilibrium, a is a factor which quantifies any enhancement in the value of Kv due to chemical
reactivity of the gas in the water and is defined as the ratio of the transfer velocity for the gas of interest
to that for an inert one when other exchange processes remain constant. By this definition a for gases
chemically unreactive in water is unity but values up to several thousand can occur for gases with very
rapid aqueous phase chemistry. With

AC=Ca - H Cw (3)

where Ca and Cw are concentrations in air and water respectively (eg in mass per unit volume) (2) can
bee given as

l /Ka=l /ka + H / a kw (4)

With appropriate values for the various terms in (2) or (4) it is possible to calculate the magnitude
of air and gas resistance for any particular gas and thus to identify location of the major resistance. Values
of H > 10~3 atm M3/mol indicate liquid phase controlled mass transfer and H < 105 atm M.Vmol that the
major resistance in the gas phase (e.g. Mackay and Yen, 1981). For reactive gases (reaction in the liquid
or absorbtion on paniculate matter) aH (instead of only H) should be compared to these numbers.

Gasphase controlled transfer:

When the transfer is gas phase controlled equation 1 simplifies to

F = kaC(z ) (5)

Many different approaches have been taken for these relations but they are seldom verifyed by
deposition tlux measurements in the Field. In order to substantiate the following discussion by actual
numbers on deposition velocity we may refer to an expression suggested by Hicks and Liss (1976).

Vg = Q • u (z) (6)

where u(z) is the wind speed at a particular reference height (z) and Q a factor that depends on wind
speed and atmospheric stability (temperature difference between water and air) given in Figure 3.3. The
numbers arc valid for SO, but the authors concidcrcd the molecular diffusivites for other gases of similar
reactivity and suggested less than 10% error when adopting the results for gases with molecular weights
from 14 (i.e. NH,) up to 80. In a recent publication Joffre (1988) suggested a parameterization based on
similarity theory and with an explicit calculation of the resistance in the viscous sublayer (close to the
surface). When he calculated dry deposition velocity as a function of wind velocity the results are quite
similar to those obtained from (6).

Liquid phase controlled transfer:

Liss and Merilivat (1988) recently reviewed the subject. They noted the conceptual merits of of the
so called Whitman film model where the main resistance to transfer is envisaged as molecular diffusion
through a viscous layer of water adjacent to the interphasc. To a given set of conditions the thickness of
the water film is invariant in space and time. The model has been widely used and has proven useful in
identifying whether Ra or Rw is the controlling resistance to exchange for quantifying the chemical
enhancement factor (a) and for understanding the possible role of oil and surface active organic films in
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affecting gas transfer, kw is proportional to the coefficient of molecular diffucivity (D). However models
(boundary layer models) have been developed which more adequately accounts lor e.g. dependance on
molecular diffusivity. Liss and Mcrilivat also noint out the effect of bubbles formed during breaking
wjves which can play a significant role in gas exchange. Figure 3.5 is an idealized plot of water phase
t ansfcr velocity to illustrate currently available information. The following regimes were identified by
the authors. 1) Smooth surface. Up to a windspced of 3 m/s the value of kw increases only slowly. The
water surface is generally smooth with only a few waves and for this reason this is called smooth surface
regime. The best data at these low wind speeds have been obtained using the Heidelberg circle wind
tunnel by making measurements of heat transfer as well as gas exchange. In the smooth surface regime,
kw is proportional to Dz"\ 2) Rough surface regime. Here the water surface is wave covered but it is not
rough enough for wave breaking to be common. This rough surface regime commenses at about 5 m/s and
extends to between 10 and 12 m/s depending on the gas being investigated. Compared with the smooth
surface case the presence of waves produces a considerable increase in the slope of kw versus wind speed,
kw is proportional to D rized to 0.S to 0.6. 3) Breaking waves regime. Above windspeed of about 10m
s bubbles become common due to wave breaking. The actual windspeed at which the effect of bubbles
is apparent depends on the exchanging gas with the less soluble gases showing the effect earlier. A
theoretical treatment of the enhancement of gas exchange due to bubbles has been given by Mcrilivat
and Merry (1983). It confirms that enhancement of gas transfer associated with wave breaking hits to be
more important and must occur at a lower windspeed with less soluble gases.

To account for the lower diffusivity of high molecular weight organic compounds Alias and Giam
(1986) suggested a deposition velocity of only 0.2 times that of oxygen.

Deposition of panicles to water surfaces.

Deposition to water surfaces has been modelled based on data from wind lunnel experiments and
he effect of waves makes estimation under real conditions rather uncertain. Deposition velocity depends
on particle size and wind speed. It has also been suggested that particles will grow in S'ze near the surface
due to uptake of water vapor and then obtain a larger deposition velocity (Slinn and Slinn, 1980).
However, this hypothesis has not been without challenge (Scader, 1983). Williams (19S2). in his
calculation of deposition velocity, accounted both for some increase with regard to humidity and for the
capillary waves over the water. The result is shown in Figure 3.4 to highlight the dependance both on
particle size and wind velocity.

Dry deposition of gases to vegetation.

It is convenient to consider consecutive resiliences in air with turbulent transfer (ra), in the viscous
sublayer immediately near the surface (rb). and resistance at or inside the surface (rs). The first two
resistances depend on meteorological conditions and the third on the surface in relation to each specific-
gas. For some gases rs is small (UNO,. NH, depositing (in acid vegetation) and the transfer velocity
depends only on meteorological factors and the structure of land vegetation. Voldner el til (1987)
rewieved the subject and estimated a deposition velocity lor HNO, of 4 cm s. Other measurements
indicate mean values between 2 and 4 cm/s. For other gases e.g. NO, depositing on conifers biotic
processes are involved and I he .surface resistance can be rale limiting ;ind Ihc deposition velocity several
orders of magnitude smaller than for HNO v Surface resistance during deposition of the selected organic
compounds is not well l:novn but is probably not negligable.

Deposition of particles to vegetation

The subject has been treated extensively both in laboratory and field experiment. Size distribution
of the aerosol is an important parameter as well as the structure and densitv of vegetation. In the
accumulation mode (0.1 to 2fim diameter) estimated deposition velocities v;iry from less than 0.1 to
almost 1 cm /s with values in the range 0.1 to 0.2 most widely used for model cakiJ.it ions when the effect
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of actual wind speed is not considered. Very large particles (larger than 10 /im) may contribute
significantly to the dry deposition although the number density is low. Such particles are difficult to
sample and this may lead to an underestimation of the flux. Wiman (1987) has recently modelled the flux
of particles to vegetation in Sweden.

Estimates of dry deposition

The following discussion is intended to present numbers of dry deposition flux for components of
interest based on the brief reference to parameterization above and to compare with the wet deposition
flux. Before we can start the comparison it is in several cases important to assess the partitioning between
paniculate and gas phase.

Nitrogen compounds.

Of the nitrogen components of interest N;, PAN and HNO2do not form paniculate matter without
chemical reactions while there is a complex equilibrium between HNO v NH3 in the gas phase and NO,,
NH4, H

+ and SO4 in particulatc matter with or without association to other compounds and with a strong
influence from temperature and relative humidity. Presence of excess sulfuric acid aerosol will convert
NH, to NH4 and thus decrease the deposition velocity by a factor of 5 or more for N originally present
in the gas. At high HNO, and NH, concentrations paniculate NH4NO, may be found with well defined
equilibrium concentrations.

There appears to be no calculation of dry deposition over the Baltic based on depostion velocities
resolved in time and space together with measured concentrations of any of the components of interest.
Attempts in this direction have been made by Joffrc (1988) for sulfur dioxide and meteorological
parameters measured at Utö. Deposition of nitrogen components has been calculated with the EMEP
model (Ivcrscn ct al, 1989) but no measurements of the reactive components were available for
verification.

UNO, and HNO ; arc readily soluble in water and the transport to the water is controlled only by
resistance in the air. Concentration of HNO, is, however, not well known due the lack of regular
measurements. Measurements on the west coast (Fcrm el al., 1984) gave 25 nmol/m1 and on the east
coast (Granat and Johansson, unpublished) about 12 nmol/m'HNO,. We can then estimate a deposition
of 4 to 8 mmol/nv.yr to compare with a wet deposition at the same latitude of 40 mmol/m2,yr. NH,
concentration has been measured at a few sites in southern Sweden and on Gotland (Brosset, referenced
by Fcrm 1986). Assman ct al. (1988) estimated NH, concentration from model calculations based on
ammonia emmision estimates. An approximate value of 20 nmol/m'can be assumed for the Baltic proper
(a very uncertain value, concentration may also vary spatially more than other gases in a rural area).
Provided ammonium concentration in the sea water is low enough to provide complete disassociation of
dissolved ammonia we can estimate a yearly flux of 6 mmol/m2, yr compared to wet deposition of about
40-60 nmol/m2,yr. The other gases, except HNO2 arc much less soluble and the flux can be neglected.
The concentration of HNO, is not well known and is difficult to estimate. N2 will be taken up by nitrogen
fixation in the water. The flux is estimated to be significant but will not be further discussed here since
it is completely determined by biological activity in the water. It is thus likely that wet deposition over the
water dominates but with a significant contibution from dry deposition.

Phosphorus compounds

No gaseous phosphorus compounds of quantitative importance in the region is known. Most of the
phosphorus compounds can be expected to be found in the coarse particle mode while there is also
indication of presence in the accumulation mode (Dclumcyca and Pctcl, 1978). Even with all phospho-
rous in coarse particle mode dry deposition may not be larger than wet depostion. Near the shore line in
case of wind erosion and transport of very large particles rich in P the dry deposition may locally be very
important, (this may possibly apply for certain areas in the south-eastern part of the Baltic where large
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dust loadings have been reported)

PAH
Many authors have studied the variation in vapor-/parliculate phase (V/P) partitioning e.g.

Masclct el al. (1988). The ratio depends essentially on the number of C atoms. PAH containing live or
more aromatic rings exists entirely in particulate form. Components with four rings and to a small extent
three rings may also be found in the particulate phase. Bidleman (1988) studied the importance of
independent particulate matter for the V/P partitioning and reviewed previous studies. An increased
load of particulatc matter will favour partitioning to the paniculate phase in a way that can be quite well
predicted. Ligocki el al. (1985a.b) measured washout ratios (concentration in rain/concentration in
airmass per volume) for both gaseous and particulate fractions of PAH (in a city). The former agreed well
with theoretical estimates indicating cqilibrium conditions. For PAH lighter than M V 252 and HCH gas
scavenging dominated over particle scavenging. Dry deposition to the water can then be estimated to be
more important than wet deposition. For higher MV PAH Ligocki el al. (loc.cit.) found that particle
scavenging dominated but also that the scavenging ratio for components of inlcrsest for the present study
was two orders of magnitude lower than expected for submit ron particles in general. Assuming that PAH
(after LRT) is internally mixed with the main body of accumulation mode particles we can estimate that
deposition over water is mainly through precipitation. If. however, the low scavenging ratios mentioned
above arc valid dry deposition will be the most effective removal mechanism for the higher MV PAH. The
residense time in the atmosphere will will also be longer than for 'normal' aerosol in the this case.

PCB

Both the presence of independent particulatc matter and the temperature is of importance for the
V/P partitioning. Based on relations given by Bidleman el. al. (1986) we can estimate that in a moderately
polluted air mass (jtg/m3) at 0" C over the Baltic there would be less than 3% of PCB on particles. At
higher temperatures and less particulate matter an even smaller fraction will stay on the particles.

Under such conditions the two major deposition pathways would be wet scavenging of paniculate
matter and dry deposition of the gas. Based on current estimates of deposition velocities and Henry's law
constant neither process could be neglected. The relative importance will probably change depending on
conditions.

A high concentration of PCB in water may decrease the dry deposition flux. It has been estimated
by mass balance for BCP in the Great Lakes (Eisenreich etai, 1981; Mackay and Yuen. 1981) that the
contribution from the atmosphere is a major source while a calculation based on laboratory derived
constants suggests that the Great Lakes are supersaturated with respect to atmospheric PCB. It was then
suggested that the only part of the trace organic is "available" in the liquid phase. Later studies have
shown that some 4(Kr of PCB was bound to particles. Information of this kind evidently can be of
importance when calculating dry deposition flux.

Lindane

This gas does not seem to be bound by particulate matter. Since the gas is rather soluble it will be
scavenged by precipitation hut a rough calculation indicates that the dry deposition of the gas will be
more important. We may here have a component for which deposition would be substantially underes-
timated if the flux would be estimated only from precipitation chemistry.

Trends

Regular measurements of precipitation chemistry hwe been made in several countries in Europe
in the EACN network. Before an estimate of trends can he made the data has to be scrutinized in detail.
A set of data has been obtained for an area in central Sweden. Deposition has almost doubled with regard
both to ammonium and nitrate from 1955 to present lime (Fig. 3.4). Assman (1988) estimated NH,
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emission and calculated deposition over Europe from 1870 to 1980. Estimated concentration of NH4 in
the southern parts of the Baltic was almost constant from 1870 to 1950 but increased by a factor 2 from
1950 to 1980 - in quite good agreement with measured values. No other experimental information about
trends in nitrogen deposition in the area seems to be available. For the organic components one must
essentially rely on emission estimates in connection with transport modelling.

1950 1990

Fig. 3.6. Trend in atmospheric wet deposition of sum of NH4 and NO, in central Sweden. The graph is
based on data from usually 3 to 7 sites and amount of precipitation from the Swedish Meteorologi-
cal Network. The trend is probably representative for the Baltic. (Values in mmol/m2a).

Atmospheric transport modelling

In order to model the transport and deposition of pollutants to the Baltic the whole of Europe needs
to be considered as a potential source region, it has for instance been estimated that pesticides released
in Mexico have an impact in the Great Lakes region - at a distance of more than 2000 km. The most used
model to calculate deposition over Europe is the EMEP model. A one layer Eulcrian trajectory model
formulated with a mixing layer and a deposition velocity that varies as a function of geographical position
and time. Wet scavenging is calculated from observed precipitation filds. The model provides a source
receptor relation. Sulfur transport and deposition over Europe has been calculated. Presently the model
has been extended to nitrogen components based on NOxand NH, emission inventories over Europe.
Deposition to the whole of the Baltic has been presented with specified contribution from individual
countries (Ivcrscn el al, 1989). sec Table 3.1. The model has not yet been evaluated against measured
reactive species and a further spatial resolution in the source receptor relations is not yet meaningful
(Ivcrscn, personal communication). The spatial resolution will even in the future be less than what is
required for this project.

Several authors have shown the feasibility of comparing trajectory calculations with measurements
of trace organic concentration in air at one site to estimate the relative importance of transport from
different sectors on a European scale (Semb and Pacyna. 198X;Masclctef.n/.,l9S8). Reference may also
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be made to the work of Thomas (1966) who aplied multi-variate statistics to organic compounds in
precipitation and Switlccki« al. (1968) who combined multi-elemental analyses of atmospheric aerosol
with trajectory calculations and multi-variate statistics to identify source regions and "emission finger
prints" in many sectors. (Measurements were made at Svenska Högarna and Utlangan).Voldner and
Schroeder (1969) recently gave an instructive example on how to model the long range transport and
deposition of an organic component similar to what is needed in the present study.

Table 3.1. Calculated Total Annual Depositions from the atmosphere to THE BALTIC SEA. (Arca=43(XX)0
km*). Unit: 1000 tonnes as Nitrogen. IND= Signifies background deposition that can not be
attributed to any particular country. (From Ivcrscn el al., 1989).

From

Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
DDR
FRG
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Luxenhourg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Soviet Union
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia
IND

Toul

Oxid-N
NO,

0
0
3
0
7
7
5
7
13
38
0
1
0
0
1
0
7
2

14
0
0
1
7
0
0
8
11
0
9

141

1985
RedN
"NH4"

0
0
3
0
2

14
4
5

25
28
0
I
0
1
0
0
5
0

25
0
0
0
8
0
0

28
4
0
1

155

Total N

0
1
6
0
9

20
9

13
37
66

0
1
0
I
I
0
12
2

39
0
1
1

14
0
0

36
16
0

10

296

Oxid-N
NO3"

0
0
4
0
6
7
5
9

14
44
0
1
0
0
1
0
8
1

16
0
0
0
6
0
0
9

16
0
9

159

1988
Red-N
"NHj"

0
0
3
0
2

13
4
5

25
30
0
1
0
0
0
0
5
0

26
0
0
0
8
0
0

29
4
0
1

157

Total-N

0
1
6
0
8

21
9

14
38
74
0
1
0
1
1
0
!3
2

42
0
1
0

14
0
0

38
20
0

Id

315
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3. CURRENT STUDIES

A large effort is planned within the European community to measure deposition to the sea -
ANSEC (Atmospheric Input of Nitrogen Compounds into the Coasul Seas of European Community
Stales), which includes process studies. Field measurements and modelling over the North Sea and the
eastern part of the Baltic. 29 individual projects have been suggested with a budget of 9.3 Mccu for the
years 1980-1982. Results from these projects will be important for the present study.

Within the Eurotrac project ASE (air sea exchange) the purpose is to study the transport of
components in gas. paniculate and rain form. Measurements will be made of vertical concentration
gradients or gases and parameters for flux modelling together with direct flux measurements. Compo-
nents of interest for this study include HNOV NH, and paniculate matter.

In the EUROTRAC project Biatcx (biosphere/atmosphere exchange) one or the primary goals is
to investigate and parameterize "dry " flux of nitrigen compounds to/from major ecosystems in Europe
by field measurements and modelling. Some 30 groups are involved in the project which is running from
1988 through 1992 in the first phase.

Activities related to the whole Baltic and drainage basins include regular measurements of several
components of interest for this project. Wet deposition is measured at about ten EMEP sites (NO,. NH,
- daily) and at national networks in Finland (about 40sites - monthly; NO,. NH4. lot N. tot P). Sweden
(30 sites. 70 collectors - monthly: NH4. NO, and four sites with tot P) and local networks in southern
Sweden (about 40sites; NH,. NH4 and throughfall measurements; NOV NH4) and Denmark ( 5 sites.
N compounds).

Gases and paniculate matter arc measured at EMEP sites (daily: tot NO,, tot NH, and NO,) and
at four Swedish sites (half monthly, dcnudcrs;HNO,.NH,, NO,. NH4).

Modelling source receptor relations on a European scale have recently been made with the EMEP
model for nitrogen components (reduced and oxidized). Refinement of the model is currently underway.
A model for estimating dry deposition velocities over the Baltic is being developed by S. Joffre al FMI.

4. SUGGESTIONS

In view of the large efforts elsewhere to investigate processes related to transport of components
across the sea surface (and deposition over land) the main emphasis suggested here is to obtain reliable
concentration data with a good spatial distribution and lime coverage for the components of interest.
Support for transport- and deposition modelling is also neded.

PRECIPITATION CHEMISTRY MEASUREMENTS

• Evaluation of spatial representativeness of precipitation chemistry, especially at sites with only
a single collector i .c. in the south and south-cast region of the Baltic. Monthly sampling with
analysis of 12 major components and

• Direct comparison of island and coastal sites with collectors located on Holmogadd, Valsörarna
and Gotska Sandön. Monthly sampling, analysts of 12 major components

These activities would require minimum 44 collectors for one year. Sampling can instead be
distributed over the first three years. If possible, the work should be performed mainly in Sweden, the
Soviet Union and DDR.
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• Assessment of concenlratioa levels of lot P and tol N. Sampling with two collectors at five sites
for two years, daily diirwg six summer months, monthly during the rest of the year. If possible, the
work should be performed mainly in Sweden and the Soviet Union.

Measurements of organic components (lindane. PCB. PAH) -see Chapter 7. Quality and represen-
tativeness of the mcasurcmcntsals must be experimentally verified. A combination of long term
sampling with some event studies is efficient in estimating load and source regions.

AIR CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS

• Measurements of paniculate and gas phase N (and S) components with denuder system ai
locations representative of the open water (for instance Olands Södra Grund and Svenska
Högarna, sampling period half monthly, two samplers at each site for four years).

• Supplementary measurements at coastal EMEP sites with HNO, measurements, denudcr. half
monthly.
• Supplement measurements at coastal EMEP sites and some additional sites with passive NH,
collectors - a system developed by Martin Ferm. IVL This system may need a one-year evaluation
plus 3 years of further measurements.

• Sampling of lindanc. PCB and PAH in both gaseous and paniculate form Tor dry deposition
calculations. Analysis of monthly samples - pooled if necessary. Daily sampling at minimum one site
(e.g. Svenska Högarna) with grouping of sampling days »cording to wind direction and analysis of
selected samples in each group to help identify source regions on a European scale. Four years. See
further in Chapter 7.

MODELLING

In order to fulfill requirements under "aim" the use of a transport and deposition model which
covers the whole of Baltic and also all source regions in Europe .possibly at even larger distance, is
essential. A suitable model could be based on the one used by SMHI (Christer Persson) to calculate
mesoscale dispersion and deposition in Sweden. Il is Eulcrian where concentration and deposition arc
calculated in a geographically fixed coordinate system with a grid distance of about 55 km. The model
includes three vertical layers (surface layer up to 75 m. the remaining part of the boundary layer and a
third layer). The model has been used but needs to be adjusted to a larger scale. A real precipitation field
is included in the model.

Sodar data routinly obtained al Svenska Högarna should be used to calculate the rate of exchange
between surface and different heights for model wcrification.
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Figure 3.2. Estimated wet deposition of sum of NH4 and NO3 based on concentration data from

stations in the region and either measured or estimated amount of precipitation from meteorological

networks. (Values in mmole/m^ a).
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CHAPTER 4
LOADING RELATED TO HYDROLOGY AND LAND USE

Sten Bergström
SMHI, 601 76 Norrköping
Sweden

I. AIM

The aim of this subprogramme is to estimate the total flow of freshwater, eutrofying substances and
some toxic elements from land to the different basins of the Baltic Sea. The results shall be used for
budget estimations and as input to oceanographical models. The effect of land use and river regulation
on runoff and water quality shall be considered for each main subbasin of the Baltic Sea drainage basin.

The effect of meteorology and atmospheric deposition on the inflow to the sea will have to be
considered, and the possibility to forecast and follow up the effects of pollution control strategics will also
be analysed.

The research programme will concentrate on the time period from 1970 until the end of the project
in 1994. Amorc superficial description ofthe load from 1950 until 1970is also needed. Resolution in time
is generally one month and the resolution in space is defined by the drainage basins of the main subbasins
of the Baltic Sea (Figure 4.1). Higher resolution in time and space may be warranted for special studies
under this subprogramme.

The estimations shall be subject to sensitivity analysis and all data produced within the programme
shall be made available for other related projects according to a feasible format.

2. STATE OF THE ART

DIRECT OBSERVATIONS

The traditional method to estimate the load from surrounding land on a system like the Baltic Sea
is by direct observations of river runoff and concentrations of the specific elements in the river water.
Studies of this kind can be found in the work by Ahl el al. (1977), Ahl (1984), Pilkancn (1986) and
Pitkänen etal. (' 988) to mention just a few references. Studies of the water balance of the Baltic Sea can
be found in the work by HELCOM (1986). The method has the advantage of being straightforward and
undisputable, provided accurate data arc available. The main drawbacks arc ihc sensitivity to data
inconsistencies and inhomogeneitics or merely lack of data. The data must not only be consistent in time,
they must also be comparable between different laboratories in different countries and between
different environmental or hydromctcorological services. When it comes to water quality parameters,
sampling frequency is often relatively low, which means a need for interpolation algorithms.
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Figure 4.1.Drainage basin subregions of the Baltic Sea and its transition areas. Dashed lines show
boundaries between Baltic Sea subregions. Thick lines show boundaries between correspond-
ing drainage basins. 1. Bothnian Bay. 2. Bolhnian Sea. 3. Gulf of Finland. 4. Gulf of Riga. 5.
Baltic Proper. 6. Danish Straits. 7. Kattegat. (From HELCOM, 1986.)
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The estimates based on direct observations yield time series which are effected by short term
climatobgical fluctuations. It is often difficult to separate these effects from those by different pollution
control programmes in the drainage basin. If the analysis is merely based on observations at the mouths
ofrivers, it may further be difficult to separate contributions from different sources such as forested land,
agriculture and point sources in a dynamic way (Figure 4.2). A special problem is the effect of retention
in larger lakes and river regulation for hydro-electric power production.
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Figure 4.2.Average monthly values of total Nitrogen concentrations in various locations in River

Dalälven. The peak at Näs shows the effect oflow level snowmelt on agriculture land prior to
the onset of snowmelt in forests at higher altitudes. (From Forsberg and Lofgrcn. 1988.)

HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING

Runoff models have become stan-larC tools in quantitative hydrology during the last 10 - 15 years
(sec for example WMO, 1986, where a I. rgc number of the models are described). They are mostly used
in forecasting and design studies. The principle is that standard meteorological observations are used as
input to daily water balance calculations. Figure 4.3 shows two examples of simulations, one from Sweden
and one from Poland. The modelling technique has so far proved to be applicable to a surprisingly wide
range of basin sizes. So have, for example, the Swedish HBV/PULSE models been applied to basins
ranging in size from a few nectars to 40 200 km2 (River Tornealv, Haggstrom, 1989). A more primitive
model is the basis for the synoptic hydrological mapping which is an important tool for the hydrological
overview at the hydrological service at SMHI (Bergström andSundqvist, 1982). Although these models
have so far not been applied to drainage basins defined by different sea basins, there are no principle
reasons against this application, provided data are available and a reasonable distribution of the area into
subbasins is made. It is further important to have a sound attitude to the scale of this type of modelling.
which means that a too detailed structure has to be avoided. Otherwise the risk of ovcrprocessing a large
amount of data, of marginal information value, is obvious.

River regulation for hydro-electric power production is a particular problem for the estimation of
river flow to the Baltic Sea (Figure 4.4). This requires extra care, but it is likely that the problem can he
overcome by a general but sound reservoir operation strategy for the most important of the regulated
rivers. : '
spring, summer, and autumn. The short term rcgulationshown in Figure 4.4 can probably be disregarded.
because it has only little effects on the monthly means.

All existing runoff models have to be calibrated against observations of runoff and high quality dala
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Figure 4 J.Modcl simulation by the HBV runoff model in river Västerdalälvcn in central Sweden and for
the Dunajec basin in southern Poland for the hydrological year of 1971/72. The area of the
drainage basins are 4 135 and 681 km2 respectively.

TEMP = daily air temperatures (input variable),
Q = computed (thick line) and recorded (thin line) strcamflow,
P = daily totals of areal precipitation (input variable),
ACC.DIFF. = volume error (accumulated) in mm over the basin,
SP = computed snowpack in mm water equivalent (not shown for

Dunajcc).
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Figure 4.4. Regulated daily streamflow and reconstructed natural streamflow at Grundfors in river
Umeälven. (From Nilsson. I989.)
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Figure 4.5.Simulation of runoff (a), nitrate concentration (b) and transport (c) from Hcdcnlundaån in
southeast Sweden. (From Brandt, 1990. Line = simulation, dots = observations.
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Figure 4.6. Long-term variations of river inflow tu the Baltic Sea during the period 1921-75. (From
HELCOM. 1986.)
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Figure 4.7.Coastal sectors where long-term monthly inflows to the Baltic Sea arc made available by I he
work of Kurt Ehlcrt at SMHI.
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arc the reason for the gixxi model performance in Figure 4.3. Some of the existing data bases described
in the following chapter offer a good foundation for model calibration for entire suhbasins to the Baliic
Sea. hut the accuracy of these models will, of course, depend on the quality of these data (vises.

IlyUrological models for the joint simulation of runoff and water quality arc still subject to intense
research and development. The success varies greatly depending on chemical variables, and whether
short term or long term variations are of interest. Relevant for this research proposal are models tor
simulation of non-point source pollution from larger basins. Such models exist (Figure -4.5). but their
further development will most likely have to be given special attention in the research subprogr.immc.
The most difficult task for this type of modelling is the analysis of effects of manmadc changes in the
basins, such as changing land use or deposition.

As seen in Figure 4.5. the How rales of water arc normally much more variable than hydrochemi-
cal concentrations. This is a reason for optimism, because the modelling of river flows is much more
developed and reliable than is modelling of. for example, concentrations of nutrients in the river. It is
probably sufficient to accept the concept of standard concentrations from specific land uses rather than
trying to model the complete turnover of a substance (see for example Brandt and lilcn. l'JSK).

Although the hydrological models require a lot of data for calibration, they use only generally
available meteorological data for simulation. This is a great advantage, which means that long records of
inflow to the sea can be reconstructed without loo much dependence on dala from other countries.

Models arc mit replacements for observations. It is by a wise combination of the two that we make
the optimum use of our information and knowledge. A sound combination of hydromclcorological and
hydrixhcmical observations and arcally distributed conceptual models gives us the follow ing advantages:

-The effect of temporary climatic variations can be separated from persistent trends, which me.ins
that the model can be used as a reference.
-Observation records can be prolonged and gaps can be filled in.
•Interpolation can be made if (he sampling frequency is low.
-Non-point source pollution can be described dynamically and the effect of changes in land use can
be studied.
-All kinds of statistical analyses are easy to handle.
-Sensitivity analysis is simple.
-A model can be used for forecasts in real time, in particular before the springflood season.

In addition to the above points it is worth mentioning that the conceptual hydrological modelling
represents an inexpensive technology which requires only moderate computer facilities.

3. CURRENT STUDIES

The proposed research programme has to make the greatest possible use of existing dala bases and
estimates of the load on the system. Otherwise thcri.sk is obvious that loo much effort is spent on data
collection leaving but little resources for analysis and modelling work. A lot of data are also at hand.
These data arc, of course, of mixed quality, and one important task is to extract high quality and consistent
data rather than to use all available information.

The national meteorological and hydrological services can normally provide climatological and
strcamflowdata for the main rivers, while water quality data arc more difficult to find. These data are ;'No
less consistent ,ind less frequent. The work by the Helsinki Commission (sec for example IIMI.COM.
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is a natural starting point, and there would be little use doubling their effi-rts to compile a
comprehensive data base for the load on the Baltic Sea. On the contrary, the research programme sh« >uM
ct>llcct complementary- information specifically needed for the various projects and concentrate on ihc
dynamics of the load.

Other data are also available, often from specific projects and from national control programmes
such as. ror example-, the Swedish PMK network (SN V. IWX. Monitor. IWX).

When it comes to runoff from land to the Baltic Sea. the work by Mikubki (Figure 4.6. IIEl.COM.
19K6) is worth mentioning as well as a recent work by Kurt Ehlcrt of the Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrokigical Institute (Figure 4.7). These two dal a bases provide excellent verification pi nubilities tor
large scale attempts to model runoff to the Baltic Sea.

Verification of models for hydrochemical transport to the sea is more troublesome than is runol'l
verification. Proper use has to be made of existing studies, but it is obvious thai a careful screening is
needed to avoid biased information. Useful data on large scale load on the Baltic Sea can. for example.
be found in the work by Ryhinsky and Nicmirycz (IW6). Rybinsky etal. (IWS). Taylor (!•*«). Ahl (IV
84). Pitkanen (1W6). ami Pitkancn el»1. (IWX).

Data on deposition, precipitation at sea or sea evaporation are not readily available. Some
estimations c?n be found in the work by Dahlström (HFI.COM. 1VS6).

It is very difficult for one single research team in one country to have a sufficient overview of .iii
aclivilics and relevant data in the countries around the Baltic Sea. Some information, in particular
concerning consistency and method of chemical analysis can simply not be made available without
personal contacts with the scientists in the specific country. Therefore a broad exchange of scientists h.is
to be encouraged and resources made available for visiting scientists.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

II is recommended lhal a research subprogrammc is initialed to find ways to estimate ihc lolai flow
of freshwater, cutrofying substances, and some toxic elements from land to the different basins ol t Ik-
Bailie Sea according to the objectives lined for the programme.

The following fields of activities can be identified as most urgent.

COLLECTION. SCRF.FNING AND COMPLETION OF FXISTING DATA

This activity concerns all dala that have been gathered by different national projects as well as the
HELCOM work. Therefore il mus! be based on cooperation between scientists in the different
countries. The idea is to provide an overview of existing data on loading and relevant data lus<.-s fur
development and verification of model* including hydromcicorological data.

MODELLING OF RUNOFF FROM LAND

The activity includes the build-up of conceptual runoff models for Ihc different subbasins. Ilk-si-
models will have to account for different land use. topography, ami the effects of river regulation. It cm
be expected ihst a great deal of efforts have lobe spent on control and completion of the meteorological
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data which will be used as input to the models. The models will be used to compute inflow statistics to the
different subbasins but will also be linked to hydrochcmical models for estimation of the total load. Thus
the runoff modelling will be essential for the success of the hydrochemical modelling, as described under
below.

MODELLING OF NUTRIENTS FROM NON-POINT SOURCES

The activity requires further studies in more limited, well controlled areas before the models can be
expanded to cover the whole of the Baltic Sea drainage basin. It is recommended that an initial study is
performed in the Vistula basin due to its significant importance, or a similar area with good data coverage.
This study, together with experience from Sweden and Finland, can then be a basis for expansion to the
whole study area.

ASSESSMENT OF POINT SOURCES

The asessment of point sources will to a large extent have to rely upon HELCOM data bases or
national environmental protection agencies. Nevertheless it is an important component for an overall
loading model.

ESTIMATION OF THE LOAD OF TOXIC ELEMENTS

Due to lack of data the estimation of the transport of toxic elements from land to sea is the most
difficult task in the suggested subprogramme. It is likely that a relatively superficial approach has to be
accepted until more data arc available from other projects, see Chapter 7. Nevertheless, the inflow
estimates from modelling provide an important basis for such an analysis.

ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

The work under the topics described above will be the foundation for an integrated analysis of the
effects of water management strategies. This includes counteractions at point sources as well as non-
point sources and will to a large extent rely upon the work within the modelling projects. This activity is
extremely inter-disciplinary to its character and requires close cooperation between research te;ims ol
different specialities.
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CHAPTER 5

TREND ANALYSIS AND SOURCE DIVISION OF THE LOAD OF
EUTROPHYING SUBSTANCES

Anders Grimvall
Department of Water and Environmental Studies,
Linköping University, S-58183 Linköping
Sweden

I. AIM

This subprogrammc aims at:

(i) estimating and verifying trends in the load of cutrophyingsubstances from the river basins surrounding
the Baltic Sea

(ii) making a source division of riverine loads and relating verified trends in the load to changes in point
sources and non-point sources

Eutrophying substances arc here defined as nitrogen, phosphorus, organic substance and silicon.
Inorganic and organic fractions will be analysed separately. The feasibility of improving the characteri-
zation of organic matter will be considered.

Point sources imply direct addition in the form of piped discharges to water from industries and
sewage systems. Non-point sources imply all other sources including atmospheric deposition and
leaching from soils and sediments. Non-point sources will be measured both as input to the environment
(emissions from traffic, fertilizer consumption, etc) and as the load that reaches lakes, rivers or river
mouths. Trends in riverine loads will be analysed both in relation to changes in the input to the
environment and in relation to changes in the stability or mobility of the studied substances in the
environment.

The spalial scale in this subprogrammc ranges from parts of individual river basins to the entire
Baltic Sea basin. The temporal scale ranges from days to decades, with emphasis on monthly loads. A
superficial analysis will be performed for the lime period from 1950 to the present and a more detailed
analysis for 1970 and onward.

The results will be presented in a form that will allow them to be used as inpuls to the subprogram-
mes dealing with the cycling of nutrients in the Baltic Sea.

2. STATE OF THE ART AND CURRENT STUDIES

During the past decades, man has strongly interfered in both the local and global cycling of plant
nutrients. In the 1%0's, the use of commercial fertilizers increased dramatically in all slates surrounding
the Baltic Sea (Fig. 5.1), and this increase was only partly accompanied by a higher uptake of nutrients
by crops (Fig. 5.2.). Nulrieni budgets for modern agriculture show iha! phosphorus is being continuously
accumulated in cultivated soils (Karlsson et al., 1989). and considerably more nitrogen is now lost to the
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environment than thirty years ago (Schroder, 1985). During the last thirty years traffic has also become
one of the major sources of nitrogen compounds in the atmosphere. Ditching of wetlands and .sub-
drainage of agricultural land are other activities that may have changed the cycling of nutrients in the
environment.
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Figure 5.1. Consumption of commercial fertilizers in some Baltic Sea states. Source: FAO yearbook.
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Figure 5.2. Input and harvest of nitrogen in Swedish farming. Presently only 50% of the added nitrogen
in manure and commercial fertilizers is utilized by the crops. Source: Andersson (I9.S(>)

Changes in nutrient emissions have been accompanied by numerous reports on trends in recipient
concentrations and riverine loads (Kauppi, 1984; Pitkiinen, 1986; Hagebro el «/., 1983; Rybinski ft ui.
19X8; Ahl, 1984; Persson cl al., 1989; Andersson cl al., 1989). However, several authors have also
emphasized that certain apparent trends in riverine loads of nitrogen and organic substance might partly
be attributed to natural fluctuations in water flow(Pitkanen, 1986; Andersson el al.. l989;Rybinski<7i//.'.
1988). In the following, different approaches to a better understandingof sources and trends in riveritK-
loads will be discussed.
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QUALITY AND COMPLETHNESS OF COLLECTED DATA

Several factors may contribute to uncertainty when calculating nutrient loads. Analytical artefacts
cannot be excluded. However, biased or incomplete sampling is a more serious problem.

In many rivers, especially in Finland and Sweden, regular water quality monitoring has been
performed since the late 60s or early 7<)'s(Hagcbroei<;/., Il)X3; Ahl. 1VS4; Kauppi. IMS4: RybinskicM/.
1988). In other rivers, such as the Odra. an efficient monitoring programme now exists, but scarcity of
historical data makes it difficult to reconstruct past nutrient loads. The largest uncertainty concerning the
present nutrient loads is the contribution from the U.S.S.R. Methodological difficulties in estimating
nutrient loads have been reported from the Leningrad area (Pitkanenci ul., 19SS), and very few data have
been published from Latvia and Lithuania. The fact that monitoring of water quality has often been
restricted to the mouths of rivers implies considerable uncertainty concerning source divisions ot
nutrient loads from basins with mixed land-use.

The temporal variation in water quality is often characterized by simultaneous peaks in concentra
tion and water flow, implying that a short time period may account lor a large traction ol the annual
pollution load (Fig. 5.3). In such situations, the most frequently used load estimators will not only he
uncertain, but they may also systematically underestimate the riverine load (Rcinclt & Grimvall. i w i .
Walling & Webb. IW5).

I' 'J |;IIIT5.3. 'temporal va rial ii HI in water Mow and nitrogen concentration in the Vistula River in !'. ilanJ
Source: Kvbinski <•/«/., I9XX.
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Estimation of riverine loads of particulatc bound substances presents special difficulties. Load
estimates are normally based on samples taken close to the water surface, leaving the transport of
paniculate matter close to the bottom unassesscd. The curves in Fig. 5.4 show that less than 3f'c of the
Göta River Basin in Sweden contributes nearly 25r'c of the total phosphorus load from that basin. This
strongly indicates that in-stream erosion or loading due to erosion ot the surrounding land is important
in certain river basins. A sediment study has indicated that the leaching ol phosphorus from arable land
can be higher than normally assumed (Dearing et. al., 1987). There is also a considerable uncertainty
regarding the magnitude of the phosphorus pools accumulated in sediments downstream from densely
populated areas.
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Figure 5.4. Mass transport of total phosphorus and total nitrogen at tu-o sampling sites (Trollhättan and

Alelyckan) in the Göta River. Drainage area upstream from Trollhättan: 46904 km:. Drainage
area between Alelyckan anil Trollhättan: 1359 km-.

Traditionally, load of organic matter has been measured as BOD or KMnO, consumption. During
the past years, DOC (dissolved organic carbon) and POC (participate organic carbon) have also been
measured in several monitoring programmes. However, none of these parameters allows detailed
predictions ol the late of the riverine load of organic matter. It has long been known that a considerable
fraction of the high-molecular-weight humic substances precipitates during the mixing of river water a nil
sea water (Sholkovitz, 1976). This was further documented by Pcmpkowiak (1985) who estimated the
proportions ol biochemically labile and resistant organic matter in the Vistula river and showed that the
biochemically labile fraction and the resistant, non-humic fraction flocculate to less extent than the
resistant humic fraction. Further information about the fate of organic matter in the Baltic Sea can be
derived from studies of t he origin of organic mat ter occurring in the sea. Water from the Baltic Sea differs
from sea water in general by its large content of land-derived organic matter. Studies based on
dertninalionsof lignin-derivcd tracers and the ratio of stable carbon isotopes have indicated that the
land-derived fraction amounts to nt least 25f> of the total organic matter and as much as 5(Kr ul the
humic substances (Pempkowiak & Pocklinglon, 198?). It is often assumed that humic substances are
biologically refractory. However, since humic substances belong to the strongest light absorbing compo-
nents in sea water, they probably play a dominant role in photochemical and pholophysical proceses in
(hesea(7.epp, I9SS).

TRHND ANALYSIS VIKWKD AS A STATISTICAL PROBIJ-M

The problems of estimating trends in water quality or riverine loads can be illustrated by some
examples from Swedish rivers. During the past few years it has repeatedly been slated that there is a
significant upward trend in the nitrogen load from forested catchment areas (Brodin. I'MN; Fleischer cv
al.. 1989). Some ol the data underlying such statements are illustrated in Fig. 5.5, which shows mom hi-,
records of nitrogen concentrations in the Lagan River in southern Sweden. Tested by linear regression.
the upward slope in organic nitrogen concentration is significant al a very low level (p < L 5). By
regressing t he observed concent rations on present and time-lagged water Hows, climalological variations
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can be suppressed. The resulting curve of now-corrected concentrations shows a less pronounced slope.
However, tested by linear regression, the upward trend is still statistically significant (p = 0.00031).

1975 1980 1985

1975 1980 1985

Figure 5.5. Observed and flow-adjusted concentrations of organic nitrogen in the Lagan River in
southern Sweden. Sampling at Traryd, 1972-88.

Like all olher statistical tests, trend tests by linear regression are based on certain assumptions.
More precisely, it is assumed that the deviations from a linear trend arc independent, normally
distributed, random variables. The estimated autocorrelations in Fig. 5.6 show that this assumption is not
realistic. In the studied lime scries, there is clear evidence of both serial dependence and seasonal
variation, which implies that trend tests by linear regression arc not applicable.
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Figure 5.6. Autocorrelations of flow-adjusted concentrations of organic nitrogen in the Lagan River.
Sampling at Traryd, 1972-1988.

A few years ago, Hirsch&Slack (1984) proposed a nonparametric trend test that can be used to tcsi
the significance of upward or downward slopes in the presence of seasonal variation and seriiil
dependence. The results in Table 5.1 show that trends that appear strongly significant when tested by
linear regression, may become non-significant when tested by the more correct Hirsch&Slack test.

Table 5.1. Statistical sipnifjeance of trends in the concentrations of organic nitrogen (Org-N) and
inorganic nitrogen (Inorg-N) at Traryd, River Lagan, 1972-88. p-valucs obtained by linear
regression on time and the Hirsch & Slack nonparametric trend test. Double-sided tests.

Org-N

Flow-adjusted Org-N

Inorg-N

Flow-adjusted Inorg-N

Linear regression

<E-5

0.0003

0.029

0.78

Hirsch&Slack test

0.023

0.062

0.014

0.92

If long time series of equidistant measurements are available, water quality trends can also be
assessed by parametric methods. In a recently published report, so-called ARIMA models have been
used to analyse time scries of phosphorus concentrations (Zcttcrqvist, 1989).

The consistency of observed trends in inorganic and organic fractions of nutrients is another
important point. Changes in total nitrogen concentrations may have different origin in different drainage
areas. In the Lagan River, the upward slope in organic nitrogen (see Fig. 5.5) was not accompanied by
an upward slope in inorganic nitrogen. The curves in Fig. 5.7 show the opposite pattern, an upward trend
in inorganic nitrogen but no trend in organic nitrogen.
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TREND ANALYSIS AND SOURCE DIVISION OF POLLUTION LOADS

Conceptual framework

Source division of pollution loads can be based on several different principles. Depending on the
selected principle and calculation method, the results may vary substantially and allow different
interpretations.

Traditionally, most source divisions have been emission-related and focused on point sources. The
contributions from different sources have been measured at emission sites, and the fate of the pollutants
has been described in terms of pollution gradients around point sources. The increasing awareness of
non-point sources and large-scale cycling of pollutants has gradually shifted the focus to the magnitude
of substance pools and to the flux of substances between environmental compartments and across
political boundaries. However, a conceptual framework for pool-and-flux-related source divisions still
remains to be developed.

Since a certain amount of time elapses during the transport of a substance from emission point to
river mouth, the present river export reflects both present and past emissions. This calls for lime-lag-
corrected source divisions. However, the processes in the drainage area will not only affect the time lag
from emission to river export, but will also affect the fraction of different emissions that eventually reach
the river mouth. If the term retention is used comprehensively to include all processes (chemical trans-
formations, sorption, desorption, etc) that affect the transport of the studied substances, the concept of
retention-corrected source division can be introduced. Retention in lakes is, comparatively, easily
measured. By using simple mathematical models, the total retention in a sequence of lakes can also be
estimated. However, to be able to predict long-term trends in riverine loads, a more profound under-
standing of river basin retention is needed.

The need for retention-corrected source divisions is gradually being recognized. However, the
difference between a retrospective source division and a prospective or intervention_orientedjource
division is seldom discussed in full. The mass transport of a substance through soil and water is strongly
affected by equilibria between solid and aqueous phases. If the pollution load is altered, these equilibria
may also be altered. Sediments that were previously sinks may turn into sources when they arc exposed
to cleaner water (Karlsson et al., 1989). The final effect of eliminating certain emissions may, therefore,
be much smaller than the present contribution to the river export from the same emissions.

Another important issue is related to the distinction between land-use and soil type. Sources
divisions are normally based on data regarding point emissions and land-use categories, i.e. the source
divisions are activity-related. However, it is also well documented that nutrient loads vary with the
naturally given geohydrology of the drainage basin. This motivates source divisions based on an integrated
analysis of human activities and the physical character of the basin.

Case studies

Source divisions of nutrient loads have most often been performed by regressing riverine loads on
drainage area characteristics or extrapolating results from small basins with uniform land-use (Taylor,
1984; Pilkanen, 1986; Jansson & Andersson, 1988). The impact of agricultural practices on the loss of
nutrients has also been studied in detail (Brink, 1984). During the past years retention and scaling issues
have received more attention (Prairie & Kalff, 1986; Karlsson elai, 1989). However, this has not created
concensus about the sources of riverine loads.

Two recently performed source divisions of nitrogen loads in Sweden (Fleischer etal., 1989; Olsson
& Lofgren, 1989) have given very different results. In particular there was a large difference for nitrogen
from forested areas (5.0 kg/hayr according to Fleischer el at. and 2.5 kg/hafyr according to Olsson&Löfgren).
In the study by Olsson & Löfgrcn, the contribution from both agricultural and forested land was
estimated from model areas with uniform land-use. Retention was assumed to hit all sources proportion-
ally. In the study by Fleischer elai, the contribution from agricultural land and the retention in lakes nncl
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riven were estimated directly from empirical data, while the contribution from forested areas was
calculated as the remaining portion in the total nutrient budget.

A closer analysis of the calculation methods used in different source divisions of nutrient loads
shows that estimation of the retention of nutrients in different environmental compartments is crucial.
Studies in relatively small lakes, with a high nutrient load from agricultural areas, have shewn that, in
summer, the retention can be up to 80% for nitrate and 60% for total nitrogen (Brandt, 1990). High
nitrogen retention has also been reported by Fleischer and co-workers (1989). On the other hand. Lake
Vänern has a nitrogen retention of only 20-30%, and there is no simple formula for the estimation of
nitrogen retention in lakes.

Nutrient budgets on a national scale give additional evidence of the crucial role of retention in soils
and sediments. In Sweden, the river export of phosphorus is less than 10% of the difference between
import and export of phosphorus via fertilizers, foodstuffs, food and industry products (Karlsson et al..
1989). An attempt to make a nitrogen mass-balance for the Danish agriculture indicated that less than
20% of the total nitrogen loss to the environment could be identified as loss to surface water or
groundwatcr (Schroder, 1985). Rough calculations for Finland and Poland indicate that there arc
considerable differences in nitrogen and phosphorus retention between different countries. However,
the retention is invariably large.

Data from the National Environmental Monitoring Programme in Sweden illustrate the need for
a distinction between land-use and soil type. The Lagan and Atran river basins in south west Sweden arc
similar with respect to land-use, point emissions and atmospheric deposition. Still, the nitrogen concen-
tration of the Atran river is almost 50% higher than that of the Lagan river.

ANALOGIES BETWEEN LARGE LAKES AND THE BALTIC SEA

Studies of large lakes may, in at least two respects, contribute to more reliable forecasts of future
nutrient concentrations in the Baltic Sea. Because of the slow water exchange in some of the large hikes,
the present trends in nutrient concentrations can provide information about past changes in nutrient
loadings. Large lakes, for which nutrient budgets can be calculated with a great accuracy, may also be used
to validate models that later will be applied to the Baltic Sea.

The role of large lakes as witnesses of past changes in nutrient loads may be illustrated by the curves
in Fig. 5.7. In Lake Vättern, which has a water residence time of 56 years, the inorganic nitrogen
concentration is still not in equilibrium with the present load (Persson el al, 1989). In Lake Viinern.
which has a water residence time of 8.5 years, the upward trend levelled out in the early 1970's.

The large difference between a retrospective and a prospective source division was demonstrated
by the lake response to the removal of practically all major point sources of phosphorus in Sweden during
the 1970's. When the phosphorus load decreased, the retention in the lakes also decreased, implying thai
the river export to the sea remained almost constant in certain river basins (Karlsson el al., 198S). Very
little is known about interactions between load and export of nitrogen, organic matter and silicon.
However, the excellent data bases for lakes such as Lake Vänern and Lake Vänern could be used to gain
further insight into the magnitude of such interaction effect».
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Figure 5.7. Concentrationsof organic and inorganic nitrogen in Lake Vänern (residence time 8.5 yrs) and
Lake Vättern (residence time 56 yrs).

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that research is initiated to analyse trends in nutrient loads to the Baltic Sea and
to perform source divisons of these loads. The following research fields can be identified as most urgent:

• Collection, quality assurance and completion of existing data

• Statistical trend analysis of nutrient concentrations

• Source division of nutrient loads on a river basin scale and a national scale

• Studies of load-retention relationships for large lakes



COLLECTION. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND COMPLETION OF EXISTING DATA

The activities in this field arc aimed at providing an overview of water quality data, runoff data, point
sources, land-use and population in all major river basins. Certain river basins with extensive water
quality monitoring programmes arc selected for more detailed data gathering and studies aimed at source
divisions of riverine loads.

Quality assurance of data will include a critical analysis of the consistency in time and space of
collected data. In addition, the potential bias introduced by different sampling strategics will be analysed

The subprogramme is only to a minor extent based on additional sampling in the studied river basins.
It is recommended that gaps in runoff and water quality data should primarily be filled in by simulation
models or extrapolations from other basins of similar character (cf. the subprogrammc on Load related
to hydrology and land-use. Chapter 4).

To improve the characterization of the load of organic matter further sampling and experimental
work arc needed. As a minimum step, it is recommended that the total load of organic substances is
divided into humic substances and bio-labile or resistant non-humic substances. Further information
about the fate of riverine organic matter may preferably be obtained from studies of the origin of organic
matter occurring in the Baltic Sea. Approaches based ratios of stable isotopes and determinations ol
characteristic functional groups may both be useful (sec Chapter 10).

In addition, it is desirable to reduce the uncertainty regarding phosphorus transport close to river
bottoms and the magnitude of phosphorus pools downstream from densely populated areas. Studies ol
dated sediments in lakes and dams arc recommended.

STATISTICAL TREND ANALYSIS OF NUTRIENT CONCENTRATIONS

The discussion in the previous section showed that there arc nonparamctric statistical trend tests
that can be applied to time scries data with seasonal variation and serial dependence. It is suggested that
such methods arc used to systematically test the existence of downward or upward trends in observed anil
flow-adjusted concentrations of nutrients. Inorganic and organic fractions shall be analysed separately.
and the consistency of observed trends in different basins shall be examined.

SOURCE DIVISION OF NUTRIENT LOADS ON A RIVER BASIN SCALE AND A NATIONAL
SCALE

Prior to carrying out empirical studies, it is important to define a stringent terminology' and a
conceptual framework for source divisions of pollution loads. The discussion in the previous section can
be used as a starting point for this work.

To get an overview of the turnover of nutrients in different parts of the Baltic Sea basin, it is
recommended that national mass balance calculations arc performed for nitrogen and phosphorus. The
major components in such studies can be derived from trade and production statistics, land-use and
atmospheric deposition. Separate studies for 1950, 1970 and 1990 arc recommended. The work by
Schroder (1985) can serve as a methodological starting point.

Source divisions on a river basin scale play a crucial role in this subprogrammc. To be able to predict
future nutrient loads, it is necessary to resolve the present controversies concerning retention in
different environmental compartments and nutrient export for different types of land-use. Leaching of
nitrogen from forested areas is one important issue. The time scales of phosphorus transports in soils ;im!
water »another field of great interest. It is recommended that these issues arc addressed both by studies
of nutrient budgets for the entire river basin (cf. studies on a national scale) and by studies focusing on
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the nutrient transport in rivers and lakes.

It is strongly recommended that 5-10 relatively large river basins with extensive water quality
monitoring programmes are selected lor case studies of source divisions. In studies focusing on nutrient
transport in water, the division into subbasins determined by the sampling sites for water quality m:iy
provide a suitable spatial resolution. Source divisions for such subbasins can then be combined with
independent retention estimates into a source division for the entire river basin. In Sweden, the Göta.
Motala and Ljusnan- Voxnan river basins have been identified as suitable areas for case studies. Further
quality control of data from regional monitoring programmes is needed to identify suitable r.tudy areas
in, for example. Finland and Poland. Land-use data can preferably be stored and analysed in Arc Into or
similar PC-based geographical information systems (see also Chapter 13). Such sustcms can also be used
to combine land-use data with soil type and other physical characteristics of the drainage area.

STUDIES OF LOAD RETENTION RELATIONSHIPS FOR LARGE LAKES

It is desirable to reconstruct nutrient loads from 1950 to the present. Since there arc very few water
quality data from the period before the mid 6()'s and the quality of these data can be questioned, past
loadings must be calculated indirectly. Studies of lakes as such are outside the scope of this research
programme. However, it is recommended that data from monitoring of lakes with slow water exchange
are used to provide information about nutrient loads prior to the onset of regular water quality
monitoring. Lake monitoring programmes may also provide information about future increases of (he
nutrient export to the Baltic Sea from Lake Ladoga. Lake Vättern and other large lakes, which are
probably not in equilibrium with the present nutrient load.

So far, long-term predictions of nutrient concentrations in the Baltic Sea have been based on
relatively simple water exchange models (Wulff & Stigebrandt, 1989. see Chapter II. It would be
desirable to assess the impact of potential interactions between load and retention. In the absence of
relevant data for the entire Baltic Sea. it is recommended that experience from good lake monitoring
programmes is transferred to the Baltic Sea. Data from Lake Viinern and its tributaries may prove
particularly useful to study load-retention interactions and trends in load-retention relationships.
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CHAPTER 6
LOADING RELATED TO THE EXCHANGE BETWEEN

THE COASTAL ZONE AND THE OPEN SEA

Bengt-Owe Jansson & Anders Engqvist
Asko Laboratory
University of Stockholm
S-106 91 Stockholm

INTRODUCTION

"Estuaries and coastal areas trap significant quantities of material and thus act as filters between
land and the oceans. It is important to quantity the capacity of these sedimentation basins as filters for
different materials and elements. Biologies! processes may also play an important role in trapping and
mobilization of materials carried by rivers and land runoff." (Anon., 1984).

The statement might give the impression of a one-way filter, trapping the material transported by
the seaward flow of water. Actually it works both ways, reacting also with the flow of matter in the
continuous but varying drift of water from the open sea landwards. This subproject, however, focuses on
the material flow to the offshore which constitutes a mixture of substances originating from land, the
open sea and synthesized within the coastal zone itself. The coastal system thus draws energy from two
large regimes, land and the sea, and like other ecotones maintains a high biological production and
diversity. It constitutes the life support system of many economically important species " f plants and
animals. Shrimp, crab and fish species spawn here to spend their adult life in the open sea. There is a
transport not only of living matter between the coastal and offshore areas but also of processes: feeding,
excretion, deposition of eggs, etc. Between SO and 70 per cent of the world's total population is supported
by the coastal region. It represents a high economic and esthetic value which must be exploited with care.

l.AIM

The objective of the project can be expressed as four questions: 1. Which critical processes control
the mass flow through the coastal zone? 2. How much material is incorporated here? 3. How much is
transformed? and 4. How much is transported to the offshore area? This flow should be assessed for the
time period 1970-1994. The pertinent material incorporates both biologically active substances (P, N, Si
and organic C) and toxic tracers (PAH, PCB and lindan). The main geomorphological types of coasts
should be studied separately in order to allow quantification of the significance for the main basins - the
Baltic Proper, the Bothnian Sea, the Bothnian Bay - of each type. The project should pay proper
attention to the other projects within the total area of research (Fig. 1 shows the main connections
between the different projects).
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of main energy and material (lows between thecostal region and ollshore areas.
The responsibility of related projects is indicated by numbers, explained below. This project,
coastal-offshore exchange, is stippled.

Projects involved:

1. Meteorological forcing functions
2. Trend analysis and source division of the load of eutrophying substances
3. Organic pollutants, load and critical substances
4. Load related to hydrology and land use
5. Meteorological forcing functions
6. Load related to the exchange between the coastal zone and the open sea
7. Total amount of eutrophying substances in the pelagic ecosystem
8. Critical processes controlling eutrophying substances in the pelagic ecosystem
9. Food web analysis
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2. STATE OF THE ART

The main material flows (excluding atmospheric fallout) in a coastal hardbottom area are presented
in Fig. 2. Inorganic nutrients transported with the land runoff (Fig. 2:1) are fixed both in the phytoplank-
ton and the submerged vegetation by means of solar energy (Fig. 2:2). The particularized material, often
added by particles from land runoff, is subject to remineralization processes both in the water column
(microbial degradation, grazing of phytoplankton and macrophytes) and after sedimentation (Fig. 2:3).
The nutrient flux between the sediment and the bottom water (Fig. 2:4) is a crucial process for the
regeneration of nutrient in an estuary or coastal system and constitutes an important part of the benthic-
pelagic coup'ing. Excess nutrients are transported offshore by advective flows (Fig. 2:5), but landward
flows from the offshore containing material of different history interfere. Some of this may originate from
upwelling (Fig. 2:6) or downwelling events bringing plankton from blooms induced by the former (Fig.
2:7). In addition to these passive flows, migration by nekton (Fig. 2:8) means transports both of matter
(spawn, excretion products) and processes (grazing). Apart from the continuous transport of particles by
the net offshore flow there may be intermittent but substantial movements of sediment, resuspended
during storms and transported to deeper areas by offshore bottom currents (Fig. 2:9).

-COASTAL AREA

©
MIGRATIONS

• 4-OFFSHORE-

PtANKION BIOOM

Fig 2
Idealized
picture of a
coastal-offshore
area with submerged
vegetation. Nutrients from
land runoff are assimilated by the vegetation
and phytoplankton. The much larger pool of nutrients
in the offshore areas meets the coastal outflows through
landward transport Upwelling brings additional nutrients
inducing plankton blooms which may be transported offshore
or onshore Sedimentation affects the regenerative nutrient flui
between sediment and water. Storms cause resuspension and off-
shore transport Fish migrates between the coastal and offshore areas.
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BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES CRITICAL FOR MASS BALANCE STUDIES

The coastal areas as sources or sinks for organic and inorganic matter is a question which has been
under debate for quite some time, first focusing on salt marshes. E.P. Odum (1968) introduced the
concept of "outwclling" based on their large netproduction compared to the in silu decomposition, and
stressed their potential to "feed" adjacent waters. This was common belief for nearly ten years when it
began to be questioned. Nixon (1980), in reviewing twenty years of speculation and research on the role
of salt marshes in estuarine productivity and water chemistry concluded that they arc not such dominant
exporters of organic carbon as was First thought nor do they support much larger production of finfish or
shellfish than coastal areas without salt marshes. The marsh sediments seemed to be sinks for trace metals
like Pb, Cu, Zn, Fc and Mn. So far they did not seem to be great exporters of nutrients, but rather
transformers: it did not seem meaningful to compute transport without knowing the turnover times.
Nixon (1981) summarized the different views of decompositon and mineralization in coastal systems and
highlighted the importance of the microbes and the crucial role of the bcnthic-pclagic coupling. He
concluded that marshes as "buffering" nutrient cycles by exporting and importing nutrients may have a
qualitative but hardly a quantitative significance. Relying on his own measurements of N ; flux through
the sediment-water interface, he suggested that the coastal systems may be major sinks in the marine
nitrogen cycle and important terms in the global nitrogen budget. Boynton et al. (1982) in their review
of nutrients and other factors influencing phytoplankton production in 63 different estuarine systems
concluded that the summer maxima were strongly related to both nitrogen and phosphorus but the
annual production seems to be sustained mainly by recycled N and P. There was a strong positive
relationship between nitrogen and phytoplankton production. Nixon and Pilson (1984) stated that the
different biological processes in an estuary make its a "dynamic filter" which transforms the imports of
nutrients both to quantity and quality. With the exception of the Narragansett Bay they found none of
the few plankton-based systems for which long-term data exist to be characterized by high net produc-
tion or export. This stresses again the importance of internal processes in the overall budget including the
role of the bacteria. Malone el al. (1986) for example found that for the mesohaline region of the
Chesapeake Bay the bactcrioplankton were responsible for 50% of the biomass and 50% of the
production of that of phytoplankton during the spring biomass maximum. Whether the bacteria is a link
to higher trophic levels is discussed, however (Sherr & Sherr 1987 and Ducklow et al. 1987). Smith and
McKcnzie (1987) reviewing several coastal systems concluded that since the net community metabolism
usually was heterotrophic, most of the nutrients from land runoff arc actually transported to the offshore
where they support autotrophy which ultimately leads to incorporation of carbon into the sea floor. This
agrees with the opinion of Nixon (1987) that on the average most of the nutrient inpuls to an estuary are
transported to the sea.

A whole SCOR-Workshop has been devoted to coastal-offshore ecosystem interactions (Jansson, 1988).
The overall conclusion, based on studies of widely different coastal systems, stressed the large internal
cycling of nutrients and fairly local export of organic material. Gearing (1988) proposed the use of stable
isotope ratios for tracing the exchange of organic matter and reported limited transport of terrigenous
material to ncarshore areas. In estimating the riverine transport of C, N, P and Si to the coastal region
on a global scale Peterson et al. (1988) concluded that the "leftovers" after the apholic and benthic
remineralization are very difficult to quantify by empirical methods. Large- -calc onshore fluxes dominate
the coastal nutrient budgets and the landbornc nutrient sources are secondary to the ocean, except
locally.

WATER EXCHANGE

The SCORE-Workshop on coastal-offshore ecosystem interrelationships (Jansson, 1988) dis-
cussed the importance of water exchange for the transport of matter. In shallow, coastal systems
depending on the strength of the tide, wind, buoyancy, topography, the mixing takes place in inshore
basins or offshore on the continental shelf. Where persistent coastal currents occur, mixing with the the
offshore takes place through cyclonic eddies. The exchange of nutrients and pollutants is not solely
dependent on water transports, however, since through adsorption they arc subject to flocculation,
consolidation and erosion.
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A review of model approaches applicable to the entire Baltic including its coastal zones has been
compiled by Omstedt (1989). This work undescorcs the importance of addressing the water exchange
problem within adequate time and space scales in order to match the forcing data for validation. From
this point of view the state of the art for prognostic models is represented by all kinds of modelling
approaches, ranging from simplistic box models to models resolving three dimensions.

Since the hypsography af estuaries imposes a constraint on the water circulation, the modelling is
facilitated by the mere reduction of degrees of freedom of water movement. This is one reason that
estuarinc circulation has contracted many hydrodynamic modelling efforts over the years, resulting in a
vast literature. Review works have been provided by Farmer and Freeland (1983), Svendsen (1986) and
Stigebrandt (1988). A recent development is a more pragmatic but physically well-founded theory for the
water exchange in estuaries. For fjords located along the Norwegian coast it has been established that the
intermediary baroclinic forcing is the dominant mode of water exchange by a factor often over estuarine
circulation which in turn is larger than the barotropic exchange induced by water level fluctuations
(Stigebrandt, 1990). The same approach has been attempted in a Baltic estuary, Himmerfjard, subdivided
into four basins (Engqvist & Omstedt, 1990) with promising results concerning the development of the
salinity and temperature profiles over time. A study of this area by Wilmot et al. (1985) in late summer
and early fall indicated an import of phosphorus and an export of nitrogen with directions consistent with
the structure of the baroclinic currents. For shallow estuaries and bays, van de Krecke (1986) gives an
overview of existing model approaches.

An archipelago can be regarded as a complicated estuary, provided freshwater How is present. This
perspective has served as the common denominator for the few studies that have been performed
(Broman, 1980; Bergstrand, 1987). The first of these studies pertains to the Luleå archipelago, the latter
to the archipelago of S:l Anna where the water turnover was estimated by assessing the dilution of
freshwater land run-off. The Åland archipelago cannot be considered an estuary because of the lack of
freshwater supply. The through-flow has been estimated by Ehlin and Ambjörn (1977) and Ambjörn and
Gidhagcn(1979).

For river influence ureas, gulfs and open coasts, the degrees of freedom of the water movement is
furthermore increased, demanding more resolution of the models to be of prognostic value. Even the
most powerful, fully three-dimensional framework model PHOENICS has operational limitations set by
stability problems and numerical diffusion. The state of the art therefore cannot be represented by one
hydrodynamic model alone but by the variety of models as reviewed by Omstedt (1989).

Estimations of coastal-offshore currents by satellite remote sensing has been strongly advocated by
Horstmann (1988) with striking examples from the Baltic Sea of sea surface temperature patterns and
concentrations of suspended matter and pigments, especially chlorophyll a. Bottom structures in shallow,
coastal areas have been registered at depths down to 10-12 m.

A special case of coastal-offshore couplings which appear in satellite images is upwclling/downwciling
events, capable of considerabel horizontal exchange and particle transport between the coast and the
offshore area (Shaffer, 1975) and inducing plankton blooms both in coastal areas (Jansson el al. 1984)
and in offshore regions (Kahru et al. 1981). Gidhagen (1984) presents ten years of statistics of coastal
upwelling along the Swedish Baltic coast. For several coastal sections upwelling occurs for about one
fourth to one third of the time (Fig.3).

ACTIVE TRANSPORT

Migration between coastal and offshore areas is a widespread phenomenon, especially among fish
and larger forms of Crustacea. This means a Iransport both of biomass and of processes like excretin,
grazing, spawning. Whiteledge (1978) estimated that even in upwclling regions recycled ammonium
constituted nearly half of the daily nitrogen requirements of phytoplankton. Meyer el al. (1983) showed
in in situ experiments how nitrogen and phosphorus excretion from resting fish increased growth of the
coral heads of the resting place. Durbin et al. (1979) noted an increase of leaf litter decompositon in
streams used by spawning alewife (Alma pseudoharengus), more due to mortality than to excretion. In
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the Danish Wadden Sea young plaice consumes 20-30 % of the macrobenthic production (see Zijlstra,
1988 for a summary).

FIC.3. UPWELLING FREQUENCY IN PER
CENT TIME DURING THE PERIOD JULY
- SEPTEMBER.
(means during a ten year period. 1973-1983).
The histograms are projected at right angles
to the baseline running along the coast.
Compiled from Cidhagen (1981).
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MODEL INTEGRATION

Modelling is truly an art in the sense that the modeller is free to choose the level of detail in the
model formulation, which is a reflection fo the dualism between reductionism versus holism. An early
example of combined ecological and hydrological modelling approach was (he study of Narragansett Bay
(USA) by Krcmcr and Nixon (1978). This study represents a coupling of a holistic water exchange
description with a more elaborate and mechanistic formulation of the biological interaction. In the Baltic
model by Stigebrandt and Wulff (1987), these roles are reversed; the ecological formulation is markedly
holistic while the hydrodynamics are more mechanistically formulated for the vertical exchange that the
model resolves.

Uncles (1988) has reviewed the techniques for coupling hydrodynamical and ecological models
using tidal flats as an example. Wiegert (1986) studied spatially and temporally the sensitivity to primary
production rates, tidal consumer migration and microbial degradation of a salt marsh/estuary system.
Increasing the migrant consusmcrs lowered the amount of carbon exported tidally, while removing them
increased the export. The system had two different locally-stable steady states; a carbon-fixing, carbon-
exporting marsh and a carbon-degrading, carbon-importing marsh. Variations in the standing stocks of
aerobic microbes determined which state was dominating.

3. CURRENT STUDIES

This review is restricted tostudics and planned research within the Baltic Sea area. It is by no means
complete, but is a result of literature scanning and interviews with scientists of central standing in Baltic
management and research. If available, literature references arc included to show the character of the
current or planned studies.

The project area Actions against eutrophication: Premises and effects in the Baltic coastal water is an
extension of the Himmcrfjard part of the former SNV project area Eutrophication in the marine
environment. The sewage treatment plant was inaugurated in 1974 and the Himmerfjard estuary has been
subjected to systematic ecological studies since 1976. In later years the project has developed into full-
scale manipulations with the nutrient discharge from the plant and the study area has been expanded to
encompass the whole estuary (Elmgren, 1988). The conjoined effort from all the different disciplines that
pertain to the nutrient dynamics makes this project area unique even from an international perspective.
The planned continuation involves an inclusion of other estuaries along the Swedish coast adjacent to the
Baltic proper, for which Himmerfjard will serve as a reference area. A sediment-water exchange study in
a transect extending the Himmerfjard gradient towards the open coastal zone has been performed (Koop
etal, 1989),

The study of the sediment dynamics in the influence area Öre älv using radioactive tracers from the
Tjcrnobyl accident demonstrates clearly the intricate interaction between hydrodynamic forcing and
repealed resuspension (Brydsten, 1989). The Öre river has a forested catchment area, and the unregu-
lated river discharges about 80% of the annual sediments in a pulse set on by the spring How. The
retention time in the influence areas, which is protected from direct exposure by an archipelago-like
siring of islands in the northeast, has been estimated to be about three years. The prospect of
generalization between the rivers of northern Sweden is diminished by the fact thai they all differ with
regard to substances monitored by PMK (Lars Brydslen, pers. comm). The most decisive point is
whether they have been regulated or not. Regulation implies considerable reduction of the nutrient load
in addition to redistribution of the waterflow over the year.

An extensive compilation of the results of monitoring programs, loading statistics and studies of the
stale of the coastal waters of Finland is in progress and the first report covering the period 1979-1983 has
been published (Pitkancneffl/. 1988a). A monograph on physical featuresof the Baltic Sea wilh emphasis
on those, pertinent for environmental problems has been published by Malkki & Tamsalu (1985).

The Archipelago Sea has been subject lo many years of multidisciplinary studies by Ihe Åbo
Academy and has been proposed as a reference arc for coastal monitoring (Lcppäkoski el al. 1986).
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The Stockholm Archipelago as a receiver for waslewater has been studied since 1963, first as to the
effects of increased levels of nutrients on the pelagic and benthic algae (Waern, 1973),and after 1970 to
register the recovery after the reduction of phosphorus (Brattberg, 1986). Broman & Ganning (1986) has
measured the diffuse oil pollution, especially the PHCs.

The Department of Natural Sciences and Technology, Kalmar University College, is responsible
for an extensive monitoring program, covering the area from the Östergötland Archipelago in the north
to the Hanö Bight in the south ( L E . Persson, pers. comm.).

Estimation of biomass and distribution of submerged vegetation by means of aerial photography
has been made by Nyquist (1983) and Boberg et al. (1986).

The plankton distribution on upwclling events has been investigated in the Gulf of Riga by
Nommannrtai (1988).

The Gulf of Finland issubjcctcd to a Finnish-Estonian joint modelling study where the water quality
model "FINEST' consisting of a horizontally resolved two-layer simularity hydrodynamic model com-
bined wih biological processes involving the trophodynamics of several phytoplankton groups, zooplank-
ton and detritus with respect to P, N and C (Rein Tamsalu, pers. comm.). The nutrient loading to the Gulf
of Finland has been compiled for the years 1982-1984 by Pitkänen et al. (1988b). A review of the
macrophyte vegetation and the trophic status of the Gulf of Finland has been published by Hallfors et al.
(1987).

The nutrient discharges from the Oder and Vistula Rivers have been estimated since 1987 and 1975
respectively (Rybinski el al., 1988). The Oder River discharges into Firth of Szczecin which can be
characterized as a shallow estuary connecting to the Gulf of Pommern through a narrow entrance.
Vistula discharges partly into a likewise shallow estuary and partly directly into the Gulf of Danzig. The
total retention of nutrients in these influence areas is not totally agreed upon, but is estimated by
Rybinski et al. (1988) to be 30%.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

DISCIPLINARY STRUCTURE

The overall objective can be subdivided into specialized disciplines provided that the integrated
perspective is maintained. The only practical way to arrange this is a modelling approach that is general
enough to encompass the input from the various disciplinary studies:

1. Model integration
2. Water exchange
3. Biological processes
4. Sediment-related processes.

In consideration of the overall objective it is essential that the listed sub-disciplinary efforts are
coordinated. It is thus a primary task for the project supervision committee to assign project coordinators
who should also be responsible for model integration entailing assessment of indata from other
subprojects, such as loading both from land sources and atmospheric deposition as well as the exchange
with the sea proper.

TIME STRUCTURE

The Baltic proper can be regarded as well mixed on time scales longer than one month. Interaction
with the coastal zone includes up-/downwclling events with a duration down to one day. As a compro-
mise, a temporal resolution of one week is recommended.
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GEOGRAPHICAL STRUCTURE

The coastal zone can be subdivided into functional parts based on the scale and the hypsography
which in combination result in retention times that are distinctly different from the Baltic proper. This
classification is somewhat ambiguous, partly because the categories border one another in a spectrum-
like way, partly because the larger scale categories may contain one or several of i he smaller. For any
classification, however, exceptions can be construed and the one presented is meant to serve as a
recommendation of suitable scales of analysis:

a. River influence areas
b. Estuaries
c. Archipelagos
d. Gulfs
c. Open coasts

The range of spatial scales over which these functional categories span stresses the difficulty of
precisely defining an operationally suitable delimitation of the coastal zone towards the sea proper.
Entrapped water within sill barriers in estuaries and archipelagos has a decidedly different retention time
than the offshore water and thus should be treated as separate entities. For the intermediary water
between the coastal sill barriers and the sea proper together with estuaries lackingsill or other constraints
as well as the categories representing more exposed coastal sections, the fate of the sediment is deemed
to be the crucial factor. Sediment that has penetrated the haloclinc is regarded as being confined to the
Baltic deep-sea circulation, meaning that the intersection between the haloclinc and the coastal bottoms
would serve as a delimiter. Since the haloclinc is not stationary, an operational demarcation line would
be along the 40-60 m isoplcths.

It is also essential that advantages from cooperative endeavors with other project areas should be
taken into account as faras possible, i.e. The Bothnian Bay Yeat (1991) and Actions against eutrofication:
Premises and effects in the Baltic coastal water.

PROBLEM STRUCTURE

The central aim of the project could be rephrased like: To what extent do different parts of the
Baltic coast act as a filter for land runoff transports? The rest of the problem - where also other
subprojects participates - is then how they act. Fig. 1 shows the main processes of the coastal-offshore
system and their coverage by the separate projects.

The First phase of the studies should comprise collection of existent data for respective areas. The
modeling procedure should be applied from the beginning to ensure proper connections between (he
different types of data. It is advisable to obtain a total model of the system as soon as possible, even if many
of the data seem fairly rough or have to be flagged. An early sensitivity analysis can save much work,
otherwise spent on proportionally insignificant processes. It is important to carry "the whole picture" all
the way through during successive improvements.

For a rough mass balance study following data information is recommended:

Import of nutrients (P, N, Si)
Import of participate organic matter (POM)
Import of toxic substances (e.g. PAH, PCP, lindan)
Productivity and hiomass values of primary producers
Sedimentation of POM
Export of nutrients
Export of POM
Estimates of impact of migrating nekton
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DATA RETRIEVAL

Available data

Much of the data needed to accomplish the objectives will be provided by other subprojects in the
present project area (Fig.l, Table 1).

Table 1. Information needed from other subprojects.

Subproject Information needed

la Meteorological forcing Wind data
4 Loading related to hydrology Nutrient loading
5 Loading related to meteorology Dry/wet deposition
7a Total amount of nutrients in sediment Sediment source/sink
7b Critical mechanisms water/sediment exchange Sediment dynamics
9 Critical mechanisms in the pelagic system Biological modelling
11 Modelling of biogeochemical circulation Exchange with Baltic
12 Total amount of nutrients in the Baltic pel. Exchange with Baltic

There are also data available from other sources, many of them listed under 3. Current studies.

Regarding nutrient loading (P and N), an initial survey has been performed for the Swedish coast
from Norrtälje in the north, down to the Sound in the south by Cederwall and Larsson (1988).
Antropogenic loadings from coastal cleaning plants are included, as is an assessment of the ecological
impact. Much can be accomplished by close contact and collaboration with current projects.

For evaluation of the baroclinic water exchange to any subsection of the Baltic coast, relevant
salinity and temperature data with acceptable time resolution are needed as close to the studied area as
possible. Salinity and temperature data are available for thirteen stations along the Swedish coast for IS
years (Juhlin, 1987). An overview of the conjoined measuring program entailing physical and biological
data has been compiled by Lindblom et al. (1987). Data pertaining to other Baltic states can be retrieved
by the ICES database (see Chapter 13). The first priority should be to examine to which extent existing
data can be used to serve the purpose of intermediary baroclinic forcing. The next priority should be to
select a number of representative estuaries along the Baltic salinity gradient that should be subjected to
partiuclar study.

Data to be collected

It is recommended that this subproject should be primarily organized by the suggested functional
coastal partitions, each with an appointed coordinator. In order to promote international participation,
the geographical subdivision of the functional groups should also be encouraged.

The choice of study areas should be made so that t he possibility to generalize from one or a few study
areas maximizes the covered overall contribution to/from the sea proper. Regarding P and N, this gives
notwithstanding generalization aspects a high priority to the Polish coast. Gulf of Riga and Gulf of
Finland, since these areas represent by far the largest contribution to the Baltic proper (Helcom, 1987).
This is also apparent from the Appendix, where a subdivision of the Baltic coastline into suggested
functional units and their respective discharges arc presented.

River influence areas

Oder and Vistula (Fig. 4:1a, rcsp. lb) have the highest priority. The receiving areas are different:
Oder basin is shallow with the 40 m isobath incorporating Bornholm Island; Vistula basin has deeper
depths close to the shoreline. Fast information of loadings, primary production and POM must be
critically evaluated, measurements of particle transports, sedimentation, water exchange must be
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initiated. Satellite images during selected weather conditions will help extrapolating the sedimentation
data. Close collaboration with respective countries probably involves more costs for equipment and data
processing than for salaries. A Swedish project leader/modeller, and support for sample processing at the
respective native laboratories is a minimum labor requirement.

Lule älv and Archipelago (Fig.4:2) represents the river transports in the Bothnian Bay with the
same priority as Oder and Vistula. The project should also include a critical survey of present data of main
rivers in the Bay, and whether substantial retention time in the coastal area should be suspected. The
Bothnian Sea should, on the basis of existing data, be scanned for eventual significant retention areas. In
total a project leader (biologist), a half-time physical occanographcr, expenses for satellite images and
dataproccssing are the main costs for the whole Gulf of Bothnia.

Estuaries

If no relevant data can be obtained from ongoing measurement programs, such a program should
be initiated. The water exchange should be evaluated preferably using an adequately simplified model.
If possible, the result should be generalized into diagrammatic simplicity to alleviate inferences to other
estuaries that were not studied.

The main question is: How docs the barotropic forcing compare to the baroclinic modes along the
Baltic salinity gradient? Compilation of present weekly data on salinity/temperature verticals close to
representative estuaries including some additions requires a modest budget

Archipelagos

Two radically different approaches seem possible for determining the water exchange in archipela-
gos. The first is to resolve the hypsography into major canals of circulation and to pursue the modelling
with a large number of interconnected basins, demanding abundant computing capacity. The other
method is to parameterize the hypsography and topology into a rnorphomclric .scheme of classification
in analogy to the work of Håkansson (1982).

For the evaluation of (he retention of nutrients in the costal zone a rough estimate of the standing
crop and production of the primary producers arc necessary. For phytoplankton a fair amount of data
already exists which can be used for extrapolation. For macrophytcs large- scale measurements are
necessary. Remote sensing technique including ground truth measurements is recommended. Informa-
tion on valid nutrient concentrations can hopefully be supplemented by other projects: Nos. 4,5,7.9 and
existing recipient studies. Estimation of the particle bound P. N and Si will be based on sedimentation
data from project 7 .

The Archipelago Sea (Fig.4:3) has highest priority. Close collaboration with Finnish scientists give
access to good historical data and high expertise. Salaries for a half- time biologist as project leader, a half
time physical occanographcr and support to extra workers is necessary. Satellite images are also
important. Laboratory costs, boat rentals, material for ground truth measurements are the main costs.

The Stockholm Archipelago (Fig.4:4) should be given highest priority concerning remote sensing
quantification of algal biomass, but only second priority concerning further field r.udics. Existing data
should be processed by the Archipelago team as a comparative study.

The Östergötland Archipelago (Fig.4:5) has second proirity. Existent data (recipient monitoring.
Bergstrand, 1987) should be processed in collaboration with the Archipelago team, if possible.

Gulfs

"Is it possible to classify the Baltic gulfs according to baroclinic, rotational baroclinic or frontal
regimes?" is one of the first questions that should be put to the two systems. Gulf of Finland (Fig.4:6) is
subjected to Finnish-Estonian collaboration both concerning biology-scdimcntology and hydrodynam-
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ics. Highest priority should be given to the water exchange between the Gulf and the Baltic Proper.
However, as separate gulf projects must be compatible with the overall objectives of the large-icale
project, Swedish interest should be Financed for a massbalance study. A second priority should be given
to the internal biological/physical dynamics of the Gulf of Finland.

The Gulf of Riga (Fig 4:7) should be treated in the same way as the Gulf of Finland, as similar native
projects arc under way. The main economic effort should be focused on equipment and dataprocessing
for the endemic scientists. Remote sensing technique will probably prove to be useful in an introductory
phase.

Opes coasts

The conditions of the open coasts are judged to create negligible retention times for critical sub-
stances. They are therefore roughly reflected in project 1B.

Sediment resnspension and transport.

To assess the resulting mass transport due to reiterated sediment rcsuspension is an extremely
difficult undertaking. The subtle, vertical balance of buoyancy and gravity forces on a sediment particle,
in combination with horizontal and vertical advection. determines how far the particle is transported
horizontally before it reaches a temporary standstill at the bottom. The spurious occurrence of storm
events on top of the normal hydrographic (residual currents) regimes further enhances the difficulty. The
use of sediment traps is the standard procedure, however, with known methodological limitations, such
as indiscriminate collection of newly sedimenled. local production versus alioclonously resuspended
matter. In theory nefelometric methods in combination with recording current meters and or analysis of
contaminating tracers in traps deployed in the Baltic Proper (below the haloclinc) could be developed.
A lest site for example in the Vistula plume could probably suggest the degree of usefulness.

Satellite data processing

For estimating the coastal-offshore exchange the use of satellite images is almost obligatory when
large-scale processes arc considered. The frequent need for interpretation of adequate scenes, obtain-
able for roughly SEK 10.000 each, or approximately SEK 50.000 per site, makes the establishment of a
small "center" of remote sensing for (he total project an efficient and reasonable construction.
Discussions with the Division of Remote Sensing at the Department of Physical Geography, Univ. of
Stockholm, resulted in the following crude proposal. Both remote sensing expertise and biological
expertise arc necessary. With actual need for accuracy and size of tasks, the hulk ofwork could be carried
out by two graduate students with proper guidance. The students would he able to carry out their work
within the normal graduate program.
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Appendix.

Subdivision of the Baltic coastline into functional units arranged according to major river discharge
location. The discharge rates are compiled from five different sources with different averaging
periods. The figures thus only indicate the order of magnitude of loading.

I. Bolhnian Bay

Average
Waterflow

(KPnvVs)
totP
(kt/a)

totN
(kt/a)

Level of Study

Ria Est Arc Gulf Remarks

Kyrönjoki ~
Lapuanjoki
Kalajoki
Siikajoki _
Oulujoki
Iijoki
Kemijoki
Tornionjoki/
Torne älv

Kalix älv
Lule älv
Pite älv
Skellefte älv

- 0.2

0.23
0.18
0.58

0.37
0.29
0.51
0.16
0.16

0.16
0.12
0.16
0.13
0.19
0.18
0.47

0.30
0.2

0.2
0.1
0.1

3.0
2.2
2.1
1.5
3.4
2.4
7.6

4.3
10.5
3.8
1.5
1.3

BBY-stn

BBY-stn

It. Bothnian Sea:

Average
Watcrflow

10* m'/s)
totP
(kl/a)

totN
(kt/a)

Level of Study

Ria Est Arc Gulf Remarks

Karvianjoki
Kokemäen j
Umc älv
Öre älv
Ångermani älv
Indals älv

Ljungan
Ljusnan
Dalälven

0.22
0.42
0.03
0.48
0.44

0.14
0.33
0.34

0.12
0.57
0.15
0.02
0.2

0.1
0.06
0.15
0.2

1.4
9.0

3.3
0.5
4.5

3.8
2.2
3.8
5.2

X
rf-'
^ _

v.

X
X
X
X

•s.

BBY-stn

ref. area

Gävle bukten
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III. Baltic Proper

Average
Waterflow
(KPm'/s)

totP
(kt/a)

totN
(kt/a)

Level of Study

Ria Est Arc Gulf Remarks

Norrström
Södertälje k
Nyköping å
Motala ström
Oder
Vistula
Neman
Daugava
Narva
Neva
Luga
Kymijokj
Paimionjok ~|
Kiskonjoki h
Aurajoki J

s ->. ..

0.16
0.02
0.02
0.09
7.3
6.7
0.67
069

0.40
2.6
0.04
2.6

0.2

0.28
0.01
0.04
0.14
7.3
6.6

9

7

0.7

3.2
0.3
0.3

0.15

9.2
0.9

1.2
4.5
72

125
?

•)

>9

49
7.0
6.3

1.5

X + X
X

X
X +
X +
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Sthlm arrhip
Ref area

Bråviken
Stettiner H.
Frisches H.

Kurischcs H.
Gulf of Riga

Gulf Finland

Archipel. Sea

indicates uncertainty about degree of confinement of water.
BBY = Recommended station in the Bothnian Bay Year project (Sif Johansson, pers. comm.)
Sources: Cedervall and Larsson (1988); Mikulski (1970); Pitkänen et al. (1988a,b); ScB (1987)
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CHAPTER 7
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1. AIM

The present load of persistent organic pollutants is high in the Baltic ecosystem. Many of these
compounds have a negative effect on the aquatic organisms and some show a potential for bioaccumu-
lation. However, many of the fundamental processes of importance for these compounds arc not known
and need to be better understood to enable prediction of the environmental fate and transport in the
Baltic ecosystem.

Three groups of organic pollutants representing three different types of important pollution areas
have been selected as "target" compounds within the framework of the project "Large-scale environ-
mental effects and ecological processes in the Baltic Sea". The three different groups of pollutants are:

• Polychlorinatcd biphcnyls (PCB 's), which represent a group of industry-related compounds.
• X-hexachlorocycIohcxanc (lindanc), which represent a pesticide which is or has been widely used.
• Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), which represent a group of nonspecific combustion-
related compounds.

The aim of the project is to achieve better knowledge concerning the mechanisms and interactions
that determines the transport and fate of these compounds and to provide basic data on the compounds
for future modelling. It is therefore important that laboratory and analytical procedures are not loo
complicated and that the analytical capacity within the project has a high potential. This is also the case
for the three selected compound groups which are being extensively analyzed in several Baltic countries.

"State of the art and current studies" are presented in two different parts, one dealing with PCB's
and lindane and the other dealing with PAH. These sections arc followed by t joint section for PCB s,
lindanc and PAH on research and sampling recomendations, budget and time planning.

2. STATE OF THE ART ON PCB AND LINDANE

INTRODUCTION

Polychlorinatcd biphcnyls and lindane arc extensively studied environmental contaminats. There
are reports of significant levels of these compounds in the atmosphere, soil, water sediments and biota
including human blood and tissue. These nonpolar, hydrophobic compounds arc readily partitioned into
bioticcompartments, and PCBs arc especially resistant to biological, chemical and physical degradation.
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Seven congeners shall be given special attention within this project according to recommendations by the
Helsinki Convention (IUPAC no. PCB; 28,52,101,118,138,153 and 180). Lindanc is considerably more
water soluble and biodegradable than PCBs, but because of the large amounts used today it is ot"
importance to study the environmental fate of this compound.

An in-dephth study of the mechanisms by which PCBs and lindanc arc transported within the entire
Baltic Sea have not been performed and we know little about the origins of the pollutants. Understanding
of processes in both these research areas is fundamental if a control program is to be created for these
environmental pollutants. Such a program is becoming increasingly important to accomplish as levels of
these types of pollutants in the Baltic biota arc among the highest in the world and severe effects have
already been discovered. Recently, 80 % sterility of female seals was attributed to PCBs.

The projects approach will be to use PCBs and lindanc as tracers for nonpolar organic contaminants
cycling in the Baltic Sea, implemented by the construction of a model describing the inputs, outputs,
compart- mental burdens and phase transformations. In other investigations of organochlorines in large
waterbodies, such as the research performed in the Laurcntian Great Lakes, mathematical modelling has
been used successfully to synthesize component studies into an overall picture of the contaminant's
chemodynamic behavior and determine which processes and compartments arc of greatest importance.
Also will failure to reconcile environmental reality with a model point out errors in measurements or pre-
dictive equations (Mackay et al 1983). Development of such a model for estimating fluxes of organo-
chlorincs in the Baltic ecosystem is thus considered an important part of this project area.

SOURCES

Potychlorinatcd biphenyis have beer, widely used since their introduction in 1929 as a coolant/
dielectric for transformers and capacitors, as heal transfer fluids, and as protective coatings for woods
when low flammability was desirable. The expansion of open-ended applications between 1930 and 1960,
incorporated PCBs into commodities such as paints, inks, dedusting agents and pesticides (NAS 1979).
Production increased worldwide in the 1950'sand 1960'sreachingapcakof70,000tons/yrin 1970(Scmb
and Pacyna 1988). PCBs were first detected in environmental samples in 1966 and EEC regulations
limited the use of PCBs to closed systems in 1971. Of the accumulated world production of (0.7-1 )106

tons, a large fraction resides in land fills in the USA (NAS 1979). Two important routes of entry into the
environment have been losses during the process of manufacture and leakage from electrical equipment
and other products containing PCBs. Losses from open-end and nominally closed systems have been
large and have contributed to contamination of soil, water and atmosphere (NAS 1979).

X-hcxachlorocyclohcxanc or lindanc is the active ingredient of a pesticide mixture (10-99%) also
containing a-and 0-hcxachIorocylohexanc. It is used in most countries surrounding the Baltic Sea,
together with other chlorinated hydrocarbons (toxaphene, aldrinc, dieldrin, chlordane) in large amounts
for controling soil-and forest pests, fumigation of storage rooms etc. Accurate data on world production
and use of the mixture is not yet available but according to Semb and Pacyna (1988) the major
consumption areas arc concentrated in the northern hemisphere, especially on the Asian continent.
Losses to the atmosphere occur by evaporation of spray droplets, or from plant leaves and soil surfaces
during the first few weeks after application, and the amount lost vary greatly dependingon conditions and
equipment used (Semb 2 id Pacyna 1988). The extent of leakage of lindane from soil to ground- and
surface water depends on soil type and moisture content, pH and temperature of the soil.

As the environmental fate of PCBs and lindanc is largely controlled by physical processes, with
biodegrcdation being the exception, (he physical-chemical properties for lindanc and the seven chosen
congeners of PCB arc listed in Tab. 7.1.
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Tab. 7.1. Physico chemical Properties of PCBs and lindanc at 20 °C.

PCBs
IUPAC No

28
52

101
118
138
153
180

x-HCH3

M W

257.5
292.0
326.4
326.4
360.9
360.9
395.3
290.8

Water
Solubility'

Mg/L
143.16
112.57
26.26
13.44
7.29
9.14
3.85
7000

Vapor
pressure*

rr<Pa
14,9
9.03
1.46
0.35
0.15
0.25
0.03

1.25-5.6

K.'
Pa nv7 mol

26.74
24.11
18.13
8.61
7.59
10.02
3.20
0.32

logK^

5.69
6.09
7.07
7.12
7.44
7.75

3.3-:

IogKd

2.95-3.03 1.40

(*= Murphy et al 1987, #= Eisenreich 1987, -= Gustavsson ei al 1988 ; MW = molecular weight, ,
Kh = Henrys laws constant, Kow= octanol-water partition coefficient, 1^= organic carbon partition
coefficient, and Kd=particle partition coefficient)

Environmental partitioning coefficients, Kd and K(K. for the chosen congeners of PCB have not
been reported in the literature but according to Eiscnrcich (1987) they are considerably higher than fcr
lindanc.

THE ATMOSPHERE

PCBs and lindanc occur in the atmosphere as vapors or bound to micro-particles (i.e. aerosols) and
arc dispersed in the atmosphere on a local, regional and global scale though only less than 5% of the
amount released to the atmosphere will be deposited close to the source. The dominant particle fraction
involved in long range transport has a diameter in the range of 0.08 ixm- 2jim (accumulation mode
particles) thus being too small to undergo rapid gravitational settling. Also they are more slowly removed
by rain (Bidleman 1988). The vapor-lo-particlc ratio (V/P) is controlled by the vapor pressure of the
compound and the total suspended particle (TSP) concentration. Close to industrial areas the particle
concentration is higher, thus increasing the proportion of particle-associated pollutants. However in
average background air more than 90% of PCBs and lindane exists in gas phase (Bidleman 1988. Semb
andPacyna 1988).

Under influence of ultraviolet irradiation PCBs have been shown to decompose to less chlorinated
biphenyls. However the importance of this degrcgation pathway is difficult to evaluate. Highly chlorin-
ated PCBs have been suggested to be the most photolabile, while the less chlorinated ones are more
reactive mctabolically (Buncc et al 1978). Transformation of lindane to the more stable a-isomer of
hcxachlorocyclohexane may also occur on exposure to UV radiation and in aerated water (Oehme and
Mano 1984).

Current studies
At present there are few available data on the concentrations of PCBs and lim lane in the

atmosphere over the Baltic Sea. According to Rovinsky et al (1988) atmospheric, "nymiv binrines are
measured daily in a research program conducted within (he East European CM? \ ;;• —. V-- , -. •:fries
but the data have not been available.

In!w i surveys (Sodergren 1972, Larsson and Okia, 19S9) there are concent r.ui.ir. ':,.:. ...•••;; values
from live sampling stations from north to south on the Swedish Baltic coastal line. The concentration
values for PCBs in the 1984-1985 sampling period for these stations ranged between 0.01 -0.36 ng/m•' with
a mean ofO.()9ng/m\ The fallout values (measured with a silicon-oil impregnated net) ran red between
0.07- 10.5 jig/m2 . month. The results also show that there has not been a decline in ;i'.nv>>;:•('•.-;•.' ^irden
or fallout of PCBs from 1973-1985, although usage of these compounds was restricted in 1972 in Sweden.
Using the falloulvalues, 0.3-47 tons/yr would reach the Baltic Sea (total area 373 00() km :)
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EXCHANGE BETWEEN ATMOSPHERE AND WATER

The atmosphere is a significant source of PCBs and other organ» contaminants tor lakes and
oceans. According to Eisenreich (19S7) more than 75("c of the total input to the G real Lakes has been
accounted for by atmospheric input.

Theoretical calculations (Junge 1977) and field-value (Doskcy and Andren 19S I) suggest iha! moie
than 90% of PCBs occur in the vapor phase in the atmosphere. This vapor equilibrates with the water
surface and what direction the flux has. depends on the concentration differences bet weenthe two media.
PCB- and lindanc vapors sorb to particles and equilibrate with raindrops and snow and thereby
contribute to the input of organochlorincs from the atmosphere to water bodies (Fig 7.1). (Doskey and
Andren 1981, Ligocki el til 1985). Bubble bursting and bubble-stripping have recently been identified as
prwesses involved in the partitioning of organochlorincs between water and atmosphere Bubble
bursting can not be accurately estimated at present but a model for bubble stripping processes has been
proposed by Malter-Mullerr/a/. (1981) that should be applicable in natural water systems.

Fig. 7.1. Processes involved in transfer of organochlorincs between the atmosphere anda water surface.
C= concentration of compound. a= vapor phase in atmosphere, a •= paniculate phase in
atmosphere. w= vapor phase in water, w = paniculate phase in water

Mechanisms
Transfer of dry organic vapors across the air-water interface has been predicted with two-film

diffusion models (Liss and Slater 1974). For steady-state transfer, assuming stagnant gas and liquid films.
the flux Fv(mol/nr) is given by equation (I) and (2):

I/Kn, =l/k, +RT/k(,K,,

(I)

(2)

k| and kf- are the liquid and gas phase mass-transfer coefficients and K O | is the overall mass-transler

paramete r (m/h); C w is the dissolved solute concentra t ion in liquid phase (mol /m 1 ) : Pv is the solute parti;:!

pressure (a tm);T is l h e t e m p r a l u r e ( K ):R the pas constant and K| | is the Henrys law const ant. The critical

parameters are thus k , . k ( t and K, ,.

k , , k ( t and K,, values (recall Tab.7.1) have been estimated both theoretically and experimentally in

the field. At typical values of k, a n d k ( r ( 2 0 a n d 2(NM)cm/h),the K,, values for PC 'Us indicate that Mi-'ill'.'

of the resistance to mass-transfer occurs in the liquid phase (Fiscnreich 19X7). In o the r words, the

t ranspor t - ra le of a given c o m p o u n d will be governed by a tola! resistance (K ( ) , ) in the two media. For
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PCB congeners, the resistance in the water will usually be mcch greater than the resistance in the
atmosphere. Thus KOI will be approximately equal to k,. The 'lirection of the transfer is governed by
concentration differences between the water and air. Some difficulties with accurately determining the
concentration of the dissolved unassocialcd species in equilibrium with the atmospheric vapor does how
ever exist. This somewhat reduces the prognostic ability of the model.

The affinity of organochlorines to particles in the atmosphere is influenced by vapor pressure (P )
of the compound and size, surface area and organic carbon content of the particles (Junge 1^77). The
amount of dry deposition of particle bound organic chemicals depends on pai tide-size and -concentra-
tion, type of deposition surface, resistance to mass transfer in the deposition layer and micro- and
macrometeorology (Slinn et at. 1978). The (lux of contaminated particles to a receptor surface can be
calculated according to

Fd=VdCap7 (3)

where Vj is the deposition velocity (cm/s) and C. is the contaminant concentration in the particle phase
at a reference height z. For particles with r median diameters of O.M.O/im, theoretical and
experimental evaluations suggest that Vd= ('• '.) rn/s (Eisenreich 1987).

Non-reactive, gaseous, organic subs: , will be scavengedby rain according to Henry's law, the
equilibrium between vapor and aqueoi; . JS which is strongly dependent on temperature (Ligocki el
al. 1985). The flux to the ground nr .itten as

Fd = W P C, (4)

where P is the amount . nfall {ml yr), C;1 is the concentration of organic vapor in air (ng/nv') and \V
is the wash out ratic •;. .d by RT/KH = W .Operationally the efficiency by which rain or snow sorb a
given compound ' • V .alculalcd according to:

Coni .ation in rain or snow in dissolved phase _ ^y (j\
concentration in air in gaseous state

W ratios in the range ofO-104 have been estimated for PCRs(I.igocki et al. 1985 and Eisenreich 1987)
This transfer process is quantitatively the least important for PCBs but lindane is preferentially
scavenged by this process Ligocki et id (1985).
Scavenging of particle associated organochlorines by rain can be described with an equation similar to
equation (4)

F»= Wp P C,(1 ,6)

where Wp is the particle wash out ratio and Cap is the concentration of the particle-bound organic
compound in air. This process deperds mainly on meteorological conditions in the cloud and chemical-
physical properties of (he aerosol (Ligocki rial. 1985). Wp ratios in the range of lO'-IO'Tor PCBs have
been measured experimentally. Several researchers have concluded that this process is responsible Inr
the major flux of organochiorines to the aquatic environment.

THE WATER COLUMN

When estimating the flux of or^anochlorines through a water-body it is imporlanl lo know the
fraction of the compounds that are s irbcd to particles. Fate and residence time of organochlorines is
largely determined by I heir affinity to > hese particles and the particles net settling r ate (I-jsenreich 19S7).
The magnitude of the flux should be the product of the contaminant concentration on (he particles and
the particle net settling rate. As particles are variable in settling characteristics and organic compounds
are differentially sorbed lo particles, this flux cannot at present be accurately modelled. The net flux ol
PCBs and lindane through a water body can however be estimated by the use of sediment traps. Typical
values for sedimentation of PCBs through the water column in the Bailie sea are 2-112 jig m ' yr '
(Oslcrroht and Smetacek 1980).
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An estimate of the proportion of the dissolved and paniculate fraction of organoclorincs in the
water mass is useful especially when measuring uptake in biota. Distribution patterns may also be
explained by comparing dissolved and paniculate ratios for individual compounds between different
areas.

Mechanisms
Various attempts have been made to estimate equilibrium partition coefficients (Kd) defined by

equation (7) between suspended particulates and ambient water:

<VCw=Kd (7)

where C is the concentration of the compound in suspended particles (ng/g) and Cw is the dissolved
concentration of the compound in water (ng/g). Sorbtion of organic compounds to particles increases
with decreasing particle size as well as increasing organic carbon content. Thus, particles having higher
organic content than 0.001 by weight, scavenge organic compounds from the water column more than
inorganic compounds (eg. sand clays and calcitc) (Eiscnrcich 1987). The partition coefficient (K(ic) in
terms of the organic carbon content of the sorbent can be expressed:

K d / f O £ =K O £ (8)

where f̂ . is the fraction of organic carbon in paniculate form by weight and K^ is the partition coefficient
of the compound between water and a hypothetical natural sorbent containing 100 % organic carbon.
Although PCBs arc compounds which easily sorbs to particles (large K^-valucs). they exist mostly in the
dissolved phase in oceans when the particle concentration is low (< 10 mg/1).

Current studies
The concentration of PCBs and lindane in the Baltic sea is available in several publications.

However, the values arc difficult to to compare as different analytical methods have been used and
sampling was performed during different seasons of the year. All attempts to intcrcaiibrate methods of
sampling and analysis between different laboratories have failed.

Andrulewicz and Trzosinska (1985) summarize that between 1973-1980 no change in PCB
concentration can be seen except for a local increase in the shore zones. In the most recent investigation
by Pcrtillä and Haahti (1986), concentrations of total-PCB in the Baltic sea were 0.5-2 ng/1. The lowest
values where found in the Bothnian Bay. From these values, the total amount of PCBs in the water
column (21 000 km3) should be between 10-42 metric tons.

The values from the German Bight and the western Baltic from 1976-1978 are somewhat higher for
PCBs, ranging from 5.7-7.4 ng/1. No difference in PCB concentration with depth was found (Gaul and
Zicbarth 1980). On the other hind, Mohnkc ct al (1982) found PCB maxima in suriacc and bottom
waters. Their concentrations ranged between 0.38-14 ng/1, with a mean of 4.2 ng/1, and they concluded
that this could be the result of recent inputs from the atmosphere and rccirculation from the sediments.

Gaul and Zicbarth (1980) found higher concentrations of lindanc in the upper meter (1.8-5.2 ng/
I) than the water at the bottom (0.25-3.4 ng/I) in the German Bight and the western Baltic. Mohnkc el al
(1982) found no such differences and their concentration values ranged between 0.29-12 ng/1 with a mean
of 2.2 ng/1.

Thus, analyses of the distribution of organochlorines in the water of the Baltic sea show different
results. Distribution differences arc expected because: 3 The haloclinc has a slow turnover rate, 3 local
sources should influence the results and so would 3 differences in the level of suspended paniculate
matter between custarics, coastal water and open sea water. It has also been showed that coastal waters
contain a higher proportion of penta, hexa and hepta chlorobiphcnyls than lower chlorinated PCBs. This
is because the lower vapor pressures of high chlorinated PCBs result in reduced atmospheric transport
over long ranges.
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THE SEDIMENT

Sediments of lakes and oceans are potential sinks for particle- associated organic compounds.
Suspended particles reach the bottom sediments by gravitational settling, by being packed into fecal
pellets by zooplankton or by coagulation followed by settling of large aggregates (Eisenrech 1987).
Processes responsible for sedimentary accumulation of organochlorines have recently been described.
In the sediments, organochlorincs exist mostly associated with particles and scavenged settled organo-
chlorines may, apart from being buried, be recycled back to the water column. Desorption. resuspention
of the sediments, gas convection and bioturbation influence the magnitude of this flux (Larsson 1985.
Larsson and Sodergren 1987).

The rate of desorption from sediments is slov.er than the rate of adsorption and can be described
by a first order function. Wood el ul (1987) experimentally showed that the net release from sediments
of PCBs was faster under flowing conditions than under static conditions. In the artificial flowsvstem
used, the release rate was inversely related to the compounds octanol/watcr partitioning coefficient.
Also, the depth of mobilization of PCBs in the sediment decreased with the number of chlorine
substituents. This indicates that compounds which are highly chlorinated and lipophilic arc firmly bound
Ui the sediments and not susceptible to desorption. Initially the release of all congeners was rapid, but
gradually reached an asymptote. This could mean that the rate of movement within undisturbed
sediments is extremely slow.

During sporadic weather-induced perturbations of the sediments, such as Hooding and spring and
fall turnover, the release of organochlorines. originating from the sediments, to the waterbody increases.
The activity of benthic macroinvertebrates. i.e. bioturbation (modified by hioconcentration and biode-
gredation) can also increase the net flux of organochlorines from the sediments to the water as shown by
Larsson (1985) in a semi-natural outdoor system. Larsson (1985) also showed that there is a seasonal
cycle whereby PCBs are released from bottom sediments in shailow waters during summer, mediated by
bioturbation as well as temperature. Bioturbation can modify patterns of horizontal stratification and
affect the transport of particles and pollutants between sediment layers. In turn the stratification
characteristics influence the kind of organisms and biological activities that may occur in the sediments.

Current studies
When the rate of sedimentation is stable and effects of disturbances such as currents and

bioturbation are small, the sediment layers reflect the situation in the water mass at the time of deposition
(Perttila and Haahli 1986). This makes it possible, by evaluating sediment cores, to monitor historical
pollution trends. Overall, there is little information on levels of organic-pollutants available for the
sediments of the Baltic Sea. However, Perttila and Haahti (1986) measured concentrations of KUal-PCB
in the surface-sediments (0-20 cm) at two locations in the Baltic Sea. the Gulf of Bothnia (5-10 ng/g dry
weight) and the Gulf of Finland (20-60 ng/g dry weight). The concentrations increased towards the top
surface sediments, and they concluded that the restrictions imposed on the use of PCBs in the early 1970
in the Baltic countries have not had sufficient time to be manifested in the sediments.

In a study conducted between 1972-1973. Oden and Ekstedl( 1976) sampled lop-surface sediments
(0-2cm) in the northern part of the Baltic sea and found fairly low concentration values, about 20 ng/g.
High contamination (about 980 ng,g) was found in the central and southern portion, and the authors
concluded that it was the result of waste disposal practices.

BIOLOGICAL UPTAKE. ACCUMULATION AND TRANSFORMATION

As organochlonnes are lipophilic and stable to degradation, they are accumulated within the lipid
pool of organisms. Degradation of the compounds to hydroxylated cxcrelable metabolites does occur but
at slow rates and metabolism appears to be relatively unimportant as anexcretory mechanism (Addison
1982). However, very slow elimination of unchanged compounds through exchange between circulatory
fluids and the surrounding water or via ihc urine can be of importance in water with low organochlorinc
concentration (Addison 1982)

Residues of PCBr. can be found in all marine biota. Concentrations vary greatly with location and
physiological slate of the animal, bul arc usually in the range off). )-100^g/g fresh weight (Addison 1982).
Organisms from lower trophic levels often contain lower concentrations than those from higher levels.
This has led to the concept of "biomagnification"- the idea that organisms at successive trophic levels
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accumulate increasing residue burdens and concentrations (Thomann and Connolly 19K4). Others have
fouid that residue uptake is controlled primarely by the physical properties of the residue such as
octanol/water partitioning coefficients and stereo-chemical properties of the compound (Shaw and
Connel 1982). The best approach is probably that neither model should be used exclusively, but
combined and considered in terms 01exposure situation.

Several routes for exposure of marine biota to organochlorines exist: • ingestion. absorption from
water by tissues such as gill and skin and - adsorption to external surfaces followed by penetration into
the organism (Addison 1982). Concentration of residues within organisms is governed by several factors.
Asorganochlorincs arc readily taken up but less readily excreted. levels of organochlorines increase with
age in seals and with age and size in fish. The ratio between surface-area and weight of zooplankton has
been shown to be positively related to uptake rate per unit time exposure (Harding 1986).

The size of the lipid pool of organisms has been shown to affect the concentration expressed on a
lipid weight basis, so when an animal gains in fat, concentrations decrease in seals and in many fish
species. Sex and reproductive status can greatly influence the concentrationsoforganochlorincs in biota.
Females, due to egg production (e.g. zooplankton) and lactation (e.g. seals) have lower concentrations
than males (Harding 1986).

Abiotic factors may also influence uptake rates and thereby concentrations in biota. Reduced
salinity increases the rate of uptake in fish, which is probably related to the amount of water that comes
in contact with the body surface due to increased osmoregulatory activities. Murphy and Murphy (1971)
showed that uptake rates of organochlorines in fish was positively related to temperature, as long as it wa»
within the normal range for the species. The same relation has been observed for uptake rates in
plankton, which probably is due to that temperature affects metabolism and activity.

Current studies
The contamination level of PCBs in tissiue from Baltic herring, sprat, cod and guillermot eggs have

been monitored since 1969 within the Baltic Monitoring Programm (BMP). The results are continuously
published by the Helsinki Commission. The most recent review by Slasca et al. (1987) summarizes that
a small decline in concentration of PCBs in herring and sprat was seen in the mid-seventies. However,
their is a lack of clear decrease in PCB content in fish and bir-i.s.

The concentration of lindane has not been studied as extensive as PCBs in the Baltic biota and the
results cannot be e valuatcd concerning time trends. Lindane is now considered to be a priority substance
and is recommended to be included in all future sampling programs within the BMP.

3. STATE OF THE ART AND CURRENT STUDIES ON PAH

INTRODUCTION

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. PAH. comprise a group of organic environmental pollutants,
many of which have a toxic, carcinogenic and/or mutagenic potential (Mix, 1986). They have been
pointed out as important pollutants in different HELCOM reports (Anon, 1987) and slightly more than
10 PAH arc included in the EPA list of "priority pollutants" (Keith and Telliard. 1979). PAH derive
primarily from incomplete combustion of organic matter, lor example combust ion of fossil fuels, whereas
a small portion originates from emissions of non-combusted pclrogenic oils (Bjorseth, 1983; Bjorseth
and Ramdahl. 1985). The compounds reach the aquatic environment through atmospheric deposition
directly on water surfaces or indirectly via land runoff and. to some extent via storm water and sewage
waste water from industrial establishment* and cities.

PAH, like many other lipophilic organic environmental pollutants, have low vapour pressures (Tab.
7.2) and high octnnol-watcr partition coefficients (McVeely and Hites, 1988; Ruepert el ill-, 1985).
Because of this PAH are rapidly absorbed by organisms living in water, of which lower aquatic organisms
can display high concentrations. However, higher organisms such as fishes and bir is usually have the
capability of metabolizing PAH and consequently the compounds are not normally biomagnificd
(Varanasi 1989, Bt ^ a n el al., in press).
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Tab. 7.2. Physico chemical properties of PAH (Modyfied after McVeety and Hitcs. 1988 and
Ruepertrta/.,1985)

Compound Molecular
Weight

M»
g/mol

Fluoranthcne 202
Pvrenc 202
Benzo(ghi)fluoranthene 226
Bcnzo(a)anthracenc 228
Chryscnc/Triphcnylene 228
Bcnzo(k)fluoranthcnc 252
Benzo(e)pyrcne 252
Benzo(a)pyrcnc 252
Indcno(1,2.3-cd)pyrcnc 276
Benzo(ghi)pcrylcnc 276
Coronene 300

Vapor
Pressure

Ps

torr
5.1 10*
3.1 10*

1.1 107

1.1 10 7

2.4 10''
2.4 10 9

1.1 10 ">
1.1 10 ln

Log Water
Solubility

log S
ng/nr
3.27
3.43

2.48
2.58

2.06

1.92
246

Henrv s Law
Constant
H(15"C)

Pa'm'mol
0.134
0.125

0.092
0.037
0.111
0.007
O.IXW
0.00!
0.001

Octanol-Water
Partition Coeff.

log K,)W

5.17
5.17

5.84
5.84
6.44
6.44
6.44
7.04
7.04
7.64

Since it is mainly the metabolitcsof PAH that have the carcinogenic and or mutagenic potential, the
load of PAH for these organisms may be considerable, despite the low concentrations displayed. This
metabolization capability probably has an evolutionary explanation in that PAH have always been
present in the environment, although then in a much lower concentration. Since the onset of industri-
alization, however, the load for certain aquatic environments has increased, probably several orders of
magnitude, and in some of these environments PAH is one of few substances to which specific negative
environmental effects have been linkable (Mix. 1986).

It is evident from the above that PAH represent an ecotoxicologically relevant, combustion-related
substance group. These compounds arc also relatively easily analyzed and there is a broad analytical
competence for PAH in several "Baltic" countries. Moreover, there is also a broard knowledge base to
build on as regards the transport and environmental fate of this type of compounds.

Possibilities of "tracing" and quantifying specific PAH sources can also be mentioned . although
these should not be overestimated, and then particularly as regards the importance of different sources
for the background load. PAH, however, comprise one of the groups of organic environmental
pollutants, where this possibility is unusually good, which is due to the ability of different combustion
substrates and combustion processes to give rise to different PAH compositions, so-called PAH profiles,
which differ more or less strikingly from each other. In certain situations, this can be used for cst imations
and identification of the importance of different sources. There are also a number of specific tracers, i.e.
compounds that are characteristic of certain emission sources (Alsberg el ai, 1989; Helfrich and
Armstrong, 1986). Moreover, the PAH composition in non-combusted pctrogenic products is different
from that in combustion-related PAH. which means that they in certain cases can be distinguished
(Broman f /a / . 1987). An additional aid is the morphology of certain carbon particles which act ascarriers
of combustion-related PAH (Goldberg, 1985). These actually vary specifically with different combus-
tion-substralcs and combustion processes.

SOURCES

Combustion-related PAH can be spread atmospherically over very longdislances from the emission
sources (Schroeder and Lane, 1988). The background load of PAH in air and water therefore originates
from a complex composition of emission sources (Bjorseih and Ramdahl, 1985).

In the vicinity of point sources with emissions to the atmosphere a clearly raised load of PAH is
usually discernible. This ar^a with a strikingly higher load does not normally reach farther than approx.
10-30 km, even when the source is relatively large (Broman et al. 1988, Broman et al. submitted). The
same thing applies to PAH which are emitted directly via storm water and sewage water emissions from
industrial pi jnls and cities. However, the total emissions of PAH have been so large since the beginning
of the industrialization so that the background load thereof in air and water has been changed (Bjorseth.
1983). This probably applies by no means least to the Baltic, even if Ihis, on account of ihe few lime-
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resolving studies, cannot be confirmed.
Emissions and discharges from important sources which currently constitute the main load of PAH

on the Baltic ecosystem arc summarized in Tab. 7.3.

T«b. 7J. Sources of PAH (Modified after Bjorseth and Ramdahl. 1985)

1. Residential heating 2. Power and heat generation
- Furnaces, fireplaces and stoves (wood and coal) - Coal- and oilfircd powerplants
• Gas burners • Wood- and peatfired powcrplants

- Industrial and commercial boilers

3. Industry 4. Incineration and open fires
- Coke production - Municipal and industrial incinerator
- Carbon black production - Refuse burning
• Petroleum catalytic cracking • Forest fires
- Asphalt production - Structural fires
- Aluminium smelting - Agricultural burning
• Iron and stee! smelting
• Ferroalloy industry

5. Mobile sources
• Gasoline-engine automobiles
• Dicscl-cnginc automobiles
- Rubber tire wca
- Airplanes
- Sea traffic

Current studies
Measurements of emission quantities of PAH have been carried out for the purpose of characteri-

zation at a large number of relevant Swedish industrial facilities (e.g. aluminium smelting plants.
steelworks, refineries and special industries). Further, studies have been made of emissions from coal-
fired and wood-fired power stations, vehicle emissions and emissions from sewage waste water plants,
refuse incinerators etc. Consequently, a lot (if information is available as regards both concentrations and
chemical profiles, which verify the most important emission sources for PAH. It shoulJ nevertheless be
emphasized that this material is of primary relevance for industrial establishments, vehicles, etc.. of
Western European standard and can therefore not be directly applied to emission sources from the
Eastern European states. For the Nordic countries, and for West Germany, there are several reports on
where major PAH point sources are situated. In contrast there is very little information from the Eastern
European state? with regard to specific figures on the situation of important industrial facilities, emission
quantities anc-̂  mission composition. It is nevertheless probable lhai the latter states' high consumption
ofcoal.oltc / ft. occsscs which largely lack cleaning stages, is of major significance for the total load on.
in particul- ' , outhcrn and central Baltic. Emissions from the vast indusf rial areas in South-eastern
East Gcr r jc J South-western Poland probably afford a very large contribution to the PAH load in
the south ; I ic. Further, the large electric power plants in Narva, Estonia, which are fuelled with oil
shale, ca l ,,*>• ,mcd to comprise a major point source to the Gulf of Finland (Kcnamets personal com.).

Th J • f s of the total background load of the Baltic arc far more difficult to delim: lhan the point
sources ir> ar also situated in other countries lhan in those surrounding the Baltic.

THE A-r- .i SPHERE

Form: >/ « ind occurrence
1 \ combustion process in which PAH are formed, individual compound1; wi!' be ;li.- • •nirjio.'

diffcri > »• between vapour phase and particle phase. Which ot these phases will dominate and which
PAHw nc found in the vapour and particle phase respectively is determine primarily by the vapour
prcssuri formation temperature and pressure during combustion of the compound in question and by
the acli»* amount and type of panicles available in the combustion process.
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When PAH are discharged into the atmosphere some of them will consequently be sorbcd to
particles (aerosol phase) and others will be present in vapour phase. With regard to particle-sorbed
PAHs. a large part of these are adsorbed on and absorbed in black carbon particles (BCP) of different
size types. These BCP have been formed through different condensation processes in which vapour is
transformed to particles during different steps of the combustion process. In terms of size they are
divided intoso-t .lied "nuclei mode" ( < O.DKjim). "accumulatiiiii mode" (0.08-2;im) and "coarse mode"
(> 2/im) particles (Goldberg. 19S5).

The smallest particles, "nuclei mode", have a short residence time in the air. the reason being that
they coagulate and form larger particles. BCP of type "accumulation mode" are in their turn formed from
the "nuclei mode" fraction during the combustion process or in the atmosphere. They represent the
largest surface area of atmospheric aerosols. This particle fraction has theoretical residence limes in the
atmosphere between days and weeks and can consequently contribute to spreading PAH over very large
geographical distances. Larger BCP ("coarse mode") have far shorter residence times in the atmosphere
and will mostly be of importance for the spreading of PAH in the atmosphere in the vicinity of the
emission sources (Broman et ni 1 WO).

Quantitatively, the vapour phase is also of great importance for the discharge of PAH to the
atmosphere (Bidlcman. I9.SS). This applies above all to PAH with a vapour pressure higher than approx.
10" torr. The distribution between vapour and particle phase, (he so-called vapour-lo-particlc ratio (V
P), will, during transport of the compounds in the atmosphere, be a dynamic process which is influenced
by, primarily, the vapour pressures of the compounds and the amount of particles present in the air. But
V P will probably also be influenced by meteorological factors such as the pressure and temperature of
the air. As a consequence of this, most PAH will have a dynamic equilibrium between the vapour and
particle phase with the equilibrium displaced virtually completely towards the particle occurrence form
for PAH with lower vapour pressures than approx. 10'' torr.

This dynamic state, which is dependent on the vapour pressures of the compounds, does not,
however, embrace all particle-associated PAH. A certain fraction of PAH absorbed in BCP is. in tact,
extremely heavily bound in its paniculate form. Consequently. PAH are present in the atmosphere in
both a non-dynamic (non-exchangeable) fraction, in which PAH are absorbed to particles in such a
manner that they will remain parlicle-sorbed regardless of vapour pressure, and a dynamic (exchange-
able) fraction in which the fraction of adsorbed PAH (FA) is determined by the following:

FA = c S,,'(p" + c ST) (9)

where S, = average total paniculate surface area, p" = solute saturation vapour pressure and c =
parameter which is dependent of the surface concentration for monolayer coverage, and the difference
between the heal of desorption from llv particle sui face and the heat of vaporization of the liquid-phase
sorbate.

Photo oxidation and chemical oxidation
The degree of sensitivity to photo oxidation by ultraviolet radiation (UV) varies between different

PAH (Dickson el nl., 1982). It has been found that the sensitivity to photo oxidation decreases when the
compounds are sorbed to particles, preferably particles with a high carbon content, particularly BCP
(Goldman, 1985). Certain studies even indicate that PAH sorbcd to BCP arc entirely insusceptible to
photo oxidation. A feasible explanation which has been put forward is that PAH adsorbed to or absorbed
in BCP will not be exposed to UV because the three-dimensional structure and uneven surface of BCF
"hides" and "shades" the compounds respectively. Further, a number of chemical oxidants also degrade
PAH, such as ozone, peroxides and nitrogen and sulphur oxides.

Current studies
A number of studies of PAH concentrations in air have been carried out in Sweden, Finland and

West Germany (Lindskog and Brorsiröm, 1981; Brorstrom-Lunden and Lindskog, 1985;; Pyysaloc/a/.,
1987; Tuominen et al., 1988). In some cases, these studies have also been linked together with
meteorological factors as well as to the presence of other air pollutants (e.g. nitrogen oxides, sulphur
oxides, ozone etc.), in descriptions of transport and conversion mechanisms etc. A small number of
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trajcctor studies have been carried out in this context (Bjorseth. Lundc and Lindskog. 1978). Surprisingly
few studies have dealt with problem areas such as the importance of specific carrier particles and their
composition Tor the distribution of PAH. the temporal and spatial variation of the particle vapour phase
etc. A few methodological studies have been conducted of the influence of the sampling material on
PAH. as well as on other artefacts during sampling (e.g. degradation velocity when using different
adsnrbents. influence of conservativcsete.)(Brorströn<etal.. 1983: Lindskogetal.. 1985). APolishstudy
has been made from a number of stations in the southern Baltic in respect of the PAH content in aerosols
collected on glass-fibre filters. (Halkicwicz et al.. 1987). Apart from this no studies of air from the Eastern
European Baltic states have been encountered.

EXCHANGE BETWEEN ATMOSPHERE AND WATER

Wet and dry deposition
PAH leave the atmosphere by wet or dry deposition on land and water areas. In these processes, the

distribution of the compounds between vapour and particle phase is of great importance. Several
processes in the air contribute to PAH being deposited in conjunction with wet deposition (McVectv and
Miles, 1988; Schroeder and Lane. 1988: Bidleman. 1988). The first is "Brownian capture", implying that
PAH in vapour phase come into contact with water drops on account of their kinetic motion (Brownian
motion). Moreover, particles which contain PAH. e.g. BCP, can function as cores on which water
condenses, so-called condensation nuclei. Yet another important process, which is determined by
"Henry's law constant" for the different compounds, is the dissolution between PAH in vapour phase
and the liquid in the rainwater drops. This dissolution of PAH in the atmosphere takes place both as the
rain is being formed in the clouds ("in-cloudscavenging") and during the passage ol'the water drops down
towards the land and water surfaces ("below-cloud scavenging"). A commonly used calculation of the
removal of PAH via wet deposition is the "washout ratio" (W) defined as:

where Cr = concentration of the compound in precipitation, pa = the density of air and C, =
concentration of the compound in air.

It has been speculated that above sea areas, different pnrccssessuch as "sea spray" and "sea smoke"
might increase the washout of PAH in comparison with above land areas. Fog is also included in this type
of washout processes and it has proved to be far more efficient than can be expected. This is explainable
in that fog droplets often contain surface-active organic matter.

With regard to dry deposition of PAH in vapour phase (vapour or gas transfer) on water surfaces,
this can be described as a process of equilibrium between the upper water column and the air above it.
This transport, however, is often a two-film diffusion process, depending on the surface film on the water.
In general, gas transfer has been found to increase logarithmically with increasingsurfacc wind speed and
wave activity, which should also be valid for PAH.

Another important process is particle dry deposition (McVeety and Hites. 1988: Schroeder and
Lane, 1988; Bidlcman, 1988). This is largely determined by the particle size. Theoretical and practical
experiments have shown lh:i( particles in the "accumulation mode" si/e fraction afford a minimal
contribution to the total dry deposition, since these do nol have any gravitational settling. Dry deposition
is larger for small particles, owing to their "Brownian motion", and also for larger panicles, on account
of gravitational settling and turbulent collision with water and land surfaces. A common way to calculate
dry flux of PAH associated to larger particulates (D ) is by the following equation:

Dp = VdAHC3 (ID

where Vd = deposition velocity of the particulates. Aa = the amount of particulates in the air and Ca =
the concentration of the compound in the particulates.

The transport over the water surface micro layer
Several processes contribute to the transport of PAH from the water to the atmosphere (Baker &

Eiscnrcich 1990, Kullcnbcrg 1982). The same dynamic equilibrium process as the dry deposition of the
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PAH vapour phase (gas or vapour transfer) is. of course, the driving force for the flux of dissoluted PAH
from the water to the atmosphere. Even in this situation it may be a matter of a two-film diffusion process
depending on whether or not the sea area is covered by a surface film. The surface film, which may vary
in thickness between approx. 0.05- 1000 fim. is normally about 100/xm and of a highly heterogeneous
composition. Compounds with hydrophobic or surface-active characteristics accumulate here together
with micro- organisms and particles of different types such as BCP. particle waxes from coniferous trees
and pollen. The lipophilic character of the surface film implies that PAH may be collected in this in
concentrations significantly higher than in the water and the atmosphere. As waves are formed, the
surface film may be broken up and or dispersed in the water mass.

Both dissolved and paniculate PAH can probably be transported from the water to the atmophcrc
by the formation of seawater aerosols, so-called "sea spray", when waves break (Kullenbcrg. 19H2). Yet
another important sea water aerosol formation is so-called "bubble bursting", a process which generates
sea water aerosois. It is controlled by bubbles of gas which are formed in bottom sediment, in the water
or column in the water surface by breaking waves or by raindrops. When these bubbles float up and break
the water surface the pressure chance which occurs will result in seawaler aerosols of different sizes being
formed. Moreover, the bioiically or abioiically produced gases in the water mass and bottom sediments
might mediate the transport of PAH from the water mass to the atmosphere.

Current studies
Very few studies of atmospheric deposition have been carried out in the Baltic countries, [n one

ongoing stydy atmospheric deposition is calculated on the basis of methodes that involving active
collection of particle and vapour phases through high volume sampling (Brorström- Lunden, personal
com.). Surprisingly few studies of concentrations in wet deposition are available. The same ongoing
investigation as mentioned above, however, also includ wet deposition sampling. Studies on passive dry-
deposition of particles and vapours are lacking in largely the whole of the Baltic region. This might be
explained in that at the present lime there is no satisfactory technique for sampling of dry deposition, for
either the particle or the vapour phase.

Moreover, there is no geographically comprehensive study available for the Baltic region with
regard to calculated deposition on th • basis of active air sampling.

THE WATER COLUMN

Ynrms of occurrence
In the water column. PAH maybe present in vapour phase, in "free" phase (i.e. dissolved in the true

sense), in miccll form, sorbed to "dissolved" or colloidal organic matter and sorbed to particles (Landrum
t'frt/.Readmancfrt/.. 19X4; Olson <.'/«/.. I9X2;Kengaerf//.. 19X0). Moreover, acertain proportion of PAH
is incorporated in biota.

The importance and occurrence of PAH in vapour phase in the water column has not been
practically studied. Its occurrence is. however, probably related to processes which force gas bubbles
down into the water mass in conjunction with wave activity and wet deposition. Moreover, planktonic and
benlhic biological activity can produce gases, as can different chemical processes, particularly in the
benlhic environment. 7"he importance of the "free" or "truly" dissolved phase in ihe aquatic environment
is also far from completely understood. Hitherto, no investigation has succeeded in determining in a
stringent manner this fraction in natural waters. PAH in misell form is probably linked to (he processes
which break up and disperse down the surface film in the free water mass. i.e. wave activity and wet
deposition.

The distinction between paniculate matter and "dissolved" (complex or colloidal) matter exists
only by definition and the boundary has been set on the basis of existing filtration techniques (0.45 jim,
0.2 ̂ m or similar). Exudatcs and degradation products from planklonic and benthic plants, animals and
bacteria, for instance polypcptides, polysaccarides. carbohydrates, protcinaceous matter and free amino
acids together with humus comprise the greatest share of the "dissolved" organic matter in natural
waters. The importance of the ability of this material tosorb PAII has been emphasized in several studies
(Gjessing and Berglind, 1981; Ixversee, 19X1). The inorganic part of the "dissolved" matter, which is
probably of less importance i.»r the fate and transport of PAH in natural waters, is dominated by different
types of iron and manganese hydroxides, silicon and clay mineral, etc.

The paniculate matter in natural waters consists of planklonic living and dead micro- and macro-
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organisms, aquatic and terrestrial detritus, including fecal pellets from zixtplankton and fishes, as well as
mineralogcnic and anthropogenic particles. The variation in composition of particle sizes us therefore
obviously dependent upon the biological production, atmospheric input, river input and the amount of
resuspension from the bottoms. These processes vary considerably with the time of the year, the distance
to the coast and the distance to the bottom.

Altogether, this means that the composition of different particle sizes may vary considerably. It can
nevertheless be established that on the basis of particle volume the size fraction between approx. 5 and
75 fim is normally predominant when samples arc taken in natural sea waters. Another type of size
fraction which probably also has considerable importance for the fate and transport of PAH in natural
waters but about which knowledge is lacking (because they are destroyed in traditional particle sampling)
arc microflocs and macroflocs (Eisma. 1987). Microflocscan be up to 125/im. whereas macroflocs. which
arc commonest in turbulent areas in the vicinity of the coast, can reach sizes up to V4 mm. Important
processes which join together particles of different sizes for formation of macroflocs and microflocs are.
for example, differences in the speed of sedimentation. Brownian motion- mediated collision, charge-
mediated flocculation and particle collision caused by turbulent How.

"Dissolved" organic matter participates in these flocculalion processes by having a "glueing effect"
on the paniculate matter. This also results in a significant share of the "dissolved" material '(•ving
incorporated in different types of particles and therebv beeing transported to the sediments.

Sorplion and desorption
As mentioned above, a large proportion of the particles in natural waters consist of organic matter.

Moreover, many inorganic particles are covered with a layer of organic matter consisting of bacteria and
or the aforesaid exudates and degradation products. A .significant share of the "dissolved" matter in
natural waters is also of organic origin.

This paniculate or "dissolved" organic matter is of great importance for the form in which lipophilic
substances such as PAH appear in na'.ura! sea waters (Karickhoff et a!.. 1979: Karickhoff and Morris.
1985, O'Connor & Connolly 19S<). Voice el al. 1983). This is due to the high octanol-watcr partition
coefficients (Kim)of'.he lipophilic compounds and therefore low water solubility constants (Ws).

The partition coefficient (K ) for PAH between the particlc-sorbcd fraction and the non-sorbed
fraction can be defined as follows:

«S = C^CW (12)

where C = the concentration of the compound in a given amount of particles of a certain size and Cw

= the concentration of the compound in the same amount of "particle-free" water.
K is primarily dependent on the lipophilicity of the compound and thus on the share of organic-

carbon (F^.) in that which it will be sorbed to. Since the lipophilicity can be described to advantage by the
octanol-watcr partition coefficient of the compound (K(m) the following relationship exists between Fw.
Ko» a n d K

P
 f o r P A H (Karickhoff et a!.. 1979):

logKp = log K,w + log F(K. - 0.21 (1.1)

Opinions arc at variance with regard to the sorbing mechanisms controlling this sorption to and
dcsorplion from the organic matter (Mackay and Powers. I9S7). It has been suggested that it is primarily
a matter of rapid reversible surface sorplion or adsorption. Another explanation is that the lipophilic
compounds actually dissolve in the organic matter. It may also he a combination of these, where (he
sorption first takes place across "readily accessible" outer surfaces of organic matter. After this, diffusion
takes place within the organic matrix, i.e. an absorption. Equilibrium is achieved within a mailer of
minutes for surface sorption whereas it takes days to attain equilibrium for the diffusion process.
Obviously, other factors also interact cither directly or indirectly on the speed of the aforesaid processes.
for example temperature.

Surprisingly fcwsludies have been carried out in natural waters to verily the calculations in equation
(13). Such studies as have been performed indicate an appreciably higher Kp value than those obtained
in the theoretical calculations. As an example, a log K value of 6.3 was measured for benzo(a)pyrene in
an estuary area, whereas the equilibrium constant is 4.6 (Rcadman et al., I9K4). Consequently, PAH is
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not always in equilibrium between paniculate and non-sorbed form in natural waters, and appears in
certain cases to be essentially concentrated in the paniculate fraction. This can he due to the non-
dynamtcallv exchangeable fraction of PAH. In all probability, these PAH are firmly adsorbed to particles,
particularly BCP. already when they reach the water. Hence these compounds will not be available for
a dynamic equilibrium exchange with their surroundings, regardless of their K<m or W .̂ Another
explanation b the interaction between PAH and "dissolved" organic matter. The importance of "dis-
solved" organic matter, primarily humus, has been studied intensively in conjunction with fate transport
and bioavailability of PAH in natural waters {Leversee el at. I'tny. McCarthy & Jimenez 1*15)- These
studies haw shown that PAH can be highly effectively sorbed to humus and this is undoubtedly of the
greatest importance in estuaries and close to coastal areas where the humus concentration is high

Photo oxidation and chemical oxidation in the water
Photo oxidation in the water is. as in air. an important removal process of PAH (Dickson el at.

19S2). It has been shown to be affected by several parameters such as time of the year, amount and type
of suspended paniculate* in the water, oxygen and the presence of photo- scnsilizcrs. Its significance
decreases dramatically with increasing depth and thus decreasing light intensity. Below the phototrophic
/one. the light intensity is so low that photo oxidation is likely to be insignificant.

As in. the atmosphere a number of chemical oxidants degrade aqueous PAH. Additionally to the
compounds described in section VV2 chlorine have been reported to have a degradation effect.

Current studies
Determination of PAH in the water has been carried out in several of the Baltic states. Large

differences are found, however, between the analys» and sampling methods used in the various studies.
This is partly attributable to t he fact that certain studies werecar-ied out in the I V7l)s and in the beginning
of the 19K0s when contemporary tc-hnique had not yet been fully developed. These latter studies also
differ from one another because of the lack of access to modern sampling and analysis techniques.

Ongoing studies of PAH concentrations and composition in paniculate and "dissolved" material
ar-- carried out using different filtration techniques at a lew locations along the east coast of Sweden and
offshore in the Baltic and (he Gulf of Bothnia (Broman el at. 1W0). The spatial and temporal variation
in the concentration of PAH and the composition of these has been studied by analysis of settling
paniculate matter, collected from the northern Baltic coast with sediment traps {Broman el ni. I'W7:
Broman et at. 19S8). Furthermore, a large number of concentration-determining series on unfraction-
ated water samples have been done in the coastal waters of Estonia and Poland (Law and Andrulewicz.
I W ; Grzybowski et at.. 1W4: Kirso. personal com.) These, however, have been carried out so that
conclusions on spatial and temporal variation of PAH in these areas will be difficult to reach. Further,
studies of PAH concentrations have been done in a number of watercourses in West Germany and
Finland. However, lew studies with water samples from the Baltic have been encountered from these two
countries.

THE SEDIMENT

Sediment types and their significance
The sediments occupy a key position with regard to the fate of organic environmental pollutants

including PAH (Olsenrn;/.. IWZiKarickhoflmi/.. 1979,Weberefrt/. IW3).Theycanbcroughlydivided
into accumulation, transport and erosion sediments. Various definitions of these types are in existence,
hut roughly accumulation sediment is defined as sediments in which allochthonous fine paniculate
mailer and autochthonous matter can be continuously deposited. Res uspension of deposited paniculate
matter from these soil sediments can occur. This, however, does not (ake place with (he same intensity
and regularity as from the so-called transport sediments. Fine paniculate matter is accumulated on the
transport sediments under hydrodynamically "calm" conditions, usually during developed thermoclinc.
only to he resuspended under more unstable conditions. Erosion sediments consist of consolidated clays,
.sand, gravel and/or rocks, and on these finer paniculate all(Khlhonous and autochthonous matter arc
deposited only exceptionally. Obviously, (here are also transitional forms between these classifications
of bottom types.
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The fhn to Ike scdiarats
Among the different types of sediment, the accumulation sediments are of the greatest importance

for the fate and transport of PAH in the aquatic environment (Landrum. I9SV) These sediments
comprise the final sinks of the chemosphere for illochlhonous fine paniculate matter, e.g. aquatic and
terrestrial detritus, as well as mineralogcnic and anthropogenic Tine particles. Obviously, autochthonous
matter is also accumulated on the sediments, e.g. plankton*; Irving and dead micro- and macro-organisms
and fecal pellets from zonplankton and fishes Owing to the high content of organic matter in this
paniculate matter together with the partition constant (K^) for PAH it fVlows that a considerable share
of these compounds will be accumulated in and or have an equilibrium exchange with t he sediments. This
can also apply to the transport sediments during periods when organic paniculate matter is derx »sited on
them. The paniculate flax (F ) of PAH can he simply described as follows:

F p = v C p C , (14,

where v = settling velocity of the paniculate mailer. C = amount of paniculate matter in the water mass
and Co = the concentration of the compound in the paniculate matter.

The settling velocity depends on the size and density of the particles and on whether the water How
around the sedimenting particle is laminar or turbulent. An approximation of the settling velocity of
particles can be calculated by Stoke s law. It follows from this law that the settling velocity increases
significantly with increasing particle si/e. As an example, the theoretical settling velocity of a spherical
particle with a diameter of 10>m is approximately Tour orders of magnitude faster than that of a particle
wiih a diameter of 1 /im. This means that velocity differences in the sedimentation between different
particles is an important factor in order for them to come into contact with one another. As has also been
discussed above, this is one of the mechanisms behind the formation of microflocs and macroflocs. a
process which "speeds up" the sedimentation of small panicles (F:isma. I9S7).

Two processes are of central importance in the flux of "dissolved" and or "free" PAH to the
sediments (Levin et al. 1CW8). The first of these is the equilibrium process between PAH in the particles
of the sediment surface and t he "dissolved" and or "free" PAII in the water above the sediment. Thus
depends on the partition constant (K ) and can be described by equation (13). The second (two-stage)
process is the diffusion exchange of PAI I between the interstitial water and the particles in the sediment
and thereby with the overlying water. An important factor for the speed of these processes is the hydro-
dynamic turnover of the thin boundary layer between the free water mass and the sediment.

Accumulation and rcmobilizalinn
How much of the gross flux of PAH discussed above is accumulated in the sediments and how large

a share is remobili/ed is dependent upon several factorsfOlsenrrW.. IVS2: Levin rr»/. IWW). One of the
most important of these is the ^.suspension of particle-sorbed PAH. This can be wind- and or current-
induced, caused by organisms resident in the bottom or by the liberation of gas bubbles from the
sediments. For the total resuspension of particle-sorbed PAH. the wind- and or water-current induced
rcsuspension is probably of the greatest importance. Primarily, the smallest particles are resuspended.
which on account of decomposition mechanisms do not have to be those which are deposited as .small
particles. On account of their large surface area in proportion to (heir volume, small particles are of
considerable importance for the fate and transport of paniculate PAI I and can thus further increase the
importance of the rcsuspension. How large a share of the gross flux of PAH that consists of resuspended
is dependent upon the hydrodynamic stability in the water mass. This, in turn, is dependent primarily on
the time of the year. The net flux, however, is probably very seldom the same as the gross flux in natural
sea waters and in cerlain situations il comprises only a few per cent of (he gross flux.

Another factor of importance for the accumulation and rcmobili/.ation of PAH in ihe sediments is
hiolurhation and sediment consumption (Olscnrf r//.. IW2). Certain organisms resident in soft bottoms
have the ability to completely bioturbate the uppermost centimetres of a bottom. During Ihe turnover
of bottom sediments by some of these organisms organic matter is released which could coniribute to
mobilizing and mediating the transport of PAH from the sediments. This applies even more to the
microbial decomposition processes in the bottom sediments, which account for a very large share of the
turnover of organic matter. PAH can also be remobilizal by chemical or microbial degradation of the
substrate to which PAH issorbed.

Owing to (he fact (hat most of these mechanisms arc linked to biological processes the redox
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potential of the sediment is also of importance In a reduced sediment there will be no btoturbalion and
sediment amsutr.piion by macro-organisms. Moreover, certain studies indicate that anaerobic sediments
have a lower degradation capacity of hydrocarbons than aerobic sediments (Delaune rt al.. 1 WO). It is
also via micro-organisms in the sediments together with PAH-mcUbolmng higher animals and chemical
oxidation that these compounds are degraded, below the phoiotrophk zone in the aquatic environment.
The accumulation sediments therefore play an important role with regard to the biological bkttransfor-
mation and decomposition of PAH (Dickson, tl ai. I<*C). However, these often temperature-depend-
ent processes seem to be very sltw below the thermocline. where most of the accumulation sediments are
situated.

Carrot stadics
Many of the processes contributing to (he flux of PAH to and through the sediments are currently

relatively unknown. The flux to the sediments can be estimated by analysis of material from sediment
traps. This has been done at a number of places northern Baltic (Broman ft al.. 1988) and in an ongoing
study along the Swedish Baltic and Bothnian bay coast (Zebuhr. personal com.). A rough estimate can
also be made by determination of the c> pneentrat ion in bottom sediment, even if considerable difficulties
are combined with this method. Concentration determination of bottom sediment from the Swedish
Baltic coast has been carried out and j number of concentration determinations have also been
performed on sediment from the Finnish archipelago and the Gulf of Finland (Poulanen riu/.. 1981).
Moreover, a number of concentration determinations of bottom sediment from the southern Baltic have
been curried out in Poland and Estonia (Law and Andrulewic/. 19K3; Grzyhowski rt ill.. IVS4; Kirso.
personal com.).

A relatively large amount of bottom sediment has (hus been analyzed in respect of PAH. but these
studies do not give an all-embracing picture of the Baltic region and differ from one -mother as regards
the sampling and analysis technique used. As. moreover, very few flux studies have been carried out. no
far-reaching conclusions can he reached as to (he load and flux of PAH in Baltic sediment.

BIOLOGICAL UPTAKE. ACCUMULATION AND TRANSFORMATION

Lipophilic organic environmental pollutants such as PAH are easily sorbed to and transported
across biological membranes. For the orcanisms livinc in water the uptake takes place either across
membranes in the gastrointestinal tract, the gills or the skin (Varanasi. IW9). Which of these uptake
routes is the most important is far from clear, but probably varies between different organisms and groups
of organisms depending on such factors as food strategy, respiratory strategy, body area in relation to
volume, habitat etc.

The ability of the various organisms to bioaccumulate different PAH is generally described with
bioconccnlration factors (BCF). The BCF is defined as the ratio of the concentration of the compound
in the organism versus the concentration of the same compound in the surrounding media, i.e. (he water.
The total concentration in the water will probably be of minor importance for those PAH where the
paricle sorbed fraction is dominating (approx. log KfW > 6). Under these conditions the PAH uptake-
route is usually through direct consumption of particles and or uptake via food. For these PAH it is more
relevant to describe the bio.iccumul.ilion with a tissue lo-lissue ratio factor or a tissue- (o-tissuc
concentration factor (TCF"), i.e. (he ratio of the concentration of (he compound in (he organism versus
(he concent ration of (he same compound in its f(Hxl( Broman t7 M/.. IW()).Thchioaccumulalion(Ch)can
be described in (he following manner according (o a first order model:

Col = conccn(ra(inn of (he compound in (he organism or (issue. Cw, = concentration of (he compound
in water and or food. Ku = uptake rate constant and K<f = depuration rate constant.
At steady slate, equation (15) can be written in the following form and used to calculate BCF or TCF:

(16)

Several factors are of significance for the rate and extent of bioaccumulalion of PAH in aquatic
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organisms (Esser. l*W6). Of central importance arc the octanol-walcr partilH>n coefficients (K>n>) of (he
cofflptHimb. These Jisplay generally a correlation with BCFanUTCF up to a eertain K_ when the strong
surptiun results in the compound being difficult to mobilize and thus being taken up to a letter exteni
(Laiuirum. ISW). Moreover, the size (Mw) of the compounds and their stcrical configuration is of
importance for the penetration across the biological membranes

The forms in which the compounds occur arc also of great importance. It has been found, lor
instance, that the bioaccumulation of PAH decreases with an increasing amount of dissolved organic-
matter (particularly humus) in the water (Leversccrtii/.. ISH.i). Decreased hiooccumulalion as a conse-
quence of a greater proportion of Mack carbon particle (BCP) sorbed PAH has also been proposed.

Several physiological characteristics of the organisms are also of great importance lor the bioaccu-
mulation (Varanasi. IVK9). Important examples of this are the age of the organism, its metabolism rale
and lipid content. Yet another important factor is the ability of the organisms to biodegradc and excrete
PAH. This ability varies considerably between different groups of organisms but in general the ability
increases with increasing degree of "organization" or evolutionary development and thus often with an
increasing trophic level. Consequently, highly varying BCF and TCF. ranging from about 0.05 to MUW.
arc found for different PAH and different aquatic organisms. The lower BCF and TCF are found lor
animals such as birds and fishes and the higher lor animals as molluscs and crustaceans.

The relatively gixxl ability of higher animals to hiodceraiU- anil excrete PAH h;is as a result '.hat
PAH is normally not hiomagnified. i.e. increases in concentration with increasing trophic level, to any
extreme extent. Exceptions, however, are fotxl chains which consist of organisms with a low capacity to
biodegrade and excrete these compounds.

C i m l studies
In several studies, different organisms have been examined at a number of kications in the Baltic.

The analyses made are. however, difficult to relate to one anol her. Moreover, sampling and analysis have
only embraced a small number of animals in the vast majority of cases. Very few studies have discussed
bioaccumulation prtKcsscs or food chain fluxes of PAH. However, the flux through a finxl chain has been
studied in the Swedish northern Baltic area (Broman et al. I WO).

Concentrations in a small number of mussels and fish from the Finnish archipelago, have been
estimated (Raino ft nl.. I9S6). {?. addition, a number of studies of contents of PAH in mussels in the
southern Baltic have been carried out from the Polish coast and in green and red algae from the Estonian
coast (Law and Andrulcwic/. I W ; Kirso. personal com.).

4. RESEARCH AND SAMPLING RECOMMENDATIONS

The research and sampling recommendations in this section arc of a comprehensive nature and
should be regarded as recommendations for future work on organic pollutants in the programme "large-
scale cnvirnnmcntal effects and ecological processes in the Baltic Sea".

The extent to which these recommendations can be followed depends, of course, on the future
ambition level of the whole project area, its financial situation and the possibility of coordinating the
PCB. lindanc and PAH research and sampling program with (he other different sub-projects. The last
item is of special importance and a condition for the success of studio on the organic pollutants. The
sampling areas suggested in Fig. 7.2 have therefore been coordinated with the other sub-project and we
recommend this in (he future also when planning practical field sampling.

During the study several researchers in countries surrounding (he Baltic Sea has been contacted.
We think that for a succssfull approach to (he project, international contacts are necessary in terms of
exchange of information and scientists between (he Baltic countries.

THE ATMOSPHERE

No attempt has been made to estimate the importance of different large point sources, areas or
countries (o the overall atmospheric input of PCB. lindanc and PAH (o (he Baltic. This is a difficult
problem but an attempt should be made on the basis of (he air sampling locations in Fig. 7.2. For (his
purpose concentration and chemical profile determinations need to have a fairly high resolution in lime.
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at least for some stations at some periods. In this way trajectory calculations can be performed and the
origin of the pollutants possibly be determined. In these high resolution studies it would also be beneficial
to investigate the correlation between the different compounds and different carrier particles and their
amount and size distribution. Sampling with lower resolution in time should be carried out for at least two
years to follow seasonal variations. In both these approaches the active sampling method used must
separate vapour phase from paniculate phase pollutants.

The sampling stations for the investigation of the atmospheric processes should be integrated and
coordinated with sub-project "Load related to meteorology", (Chapter 3).

EXCHANGE BETWEEN ATMOSPHERE AND WATER

An important aim for the studies on PCB, lindanc and PAH is to get an over-all estimation of the
atmospheric input to the Baltic. This is of course a difficult task but an attempt has to be made concerning
the future work on tr.e organic pollutants in the project area. For this purpose sampling stations and
numbers as indicated in Fig. 7.2 are recommended as a minimum. The importance of air sampling stations
located at small islands should be emphasized since the pollutant fluxes at inland, coastal areas and at sea
might differ.

At these stations wet-deposition should be collected during the same periods and with the same
intensity as the active sampling of vapors and particulatc phase pollutants. No satisfactory technique is
available for dry deposition sampling of particles and vapors. This requires theoretical estimations based
on active sampling methods or development of new sampling techniques. This is also valid for studies on
mechanisms such as "sea spray" and "sea smoke" scavenging which arc relatively unknown but perhaps
important.

The transport of PCB, lindanc and PAH across the water-air interface is of crucial importance and
needs to be studied. There is a lack of field estimations of the fluxes across the surface microlayer in
general and particularly in the region of this project. Since the mechanistic understanding of the
processes is low a theoretical approach combined with laboratory and field studies is needed to solve the
problem.

The sampling stations for the investigation of the exchange between atmosphere and water should
be integrated and coordinated with sub- project "Load related to meteorology", (Chapter 3).

THE WATER COLUMN

Asamplingslratcgy thai reveals the seasonal variations and the vertical distribution of PCB, lindanc
and PAH in the water column at the seven suggested offshore locations in Fig. 7.2 is recommended. For
this purpose filter techniques that distinguish between the particulatc sorbed and the dissolved pollut-
ants arc necessary since this is of crucial importance both for pollutant residence time and for
bioavailability. At one or more offshore stations and at one or more coastal stations (Fig. 7.2) a temporal
high resolution study would be beneficial. At these stations passive diffusion collectors of the pollutants
could also be used complementary. Of importance is also to investigate the correlation between the
different compounds and different carrier particles, their amount and size distribution and the amount
of dissolved organic matter.

Further, at one or more coastal stations river input should also be sampled with the above described
filter techniques. The rivers should represent various types of catchment areas such as agricultural,
woodland and heavily industrialized areas. This should be done at one or more of the coastal stations and/
or separately at large "important" rivers such as Neva in the Soviet Union and Vistula in Poland etc.

The sampling stations for the investigation of the water column processes should be integrated and
coordinated with sub-project "The load related to the exchange between the coast and the open sea",
(Chapter 6) and "Critical mechanisms in the pelagic system", (Chapter 8).

THE SEDIMENT

The seasonal sedimentation rales of PCB, lindane and PAH should be estimated, preferably using
sediment trap technique, at all seven offshore stations and at all six coastal stations (Fig. 7.2). Further,
at one or more off shore stations and at one or more coastal stations a temporal high resolution study
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would be beneficial. At these stations the vertical flux differences and the importance of resaspension
should also be studied using the same sediment trap technique.

Surface sediments should be sampled from all seven coastal areas and all six off shore areas as a
complement to the sediment traps to study the turn over in the sediments in relation to the flux
estimations. Earlier studies regarding concentrations of PCB, lindanc and PAH needs to be supple-
mented by "deep cores" to estimate the accumulated amounts of the pollutants in the accumulation
scuimcnts of the Baltic. Further, studies on the concentration differences of the pollutants in the "deep
cores" and surface accumulation sediment of different Baltic basins and coastal zones may indicate the
relative importance of different source areas.

The complex mechanisms behind sediment-water interactions need both a theoretical and practical
approach. The exchange of PCB, lindanc and PAH between sediment and water should be examined by
laboratory studies on sediment cores and if possible with benthic chambers in the field at one or more of
the coastal area;. For the laborativc studies accumulation sediments sampled in different seasons,
environmental (e.g. anaerobic- or aerobic sediments) and ecological (e.g. different animal abundance)
conditions should be compared.

The sampling stations for the investigation of the exchange between water and sediment should be
integrated and coordinated with sub- project "The load related to the exchange between the coast and
the open sea", (Chapter 6), "Sediment studies" , (Chapter 9) and "Critical mechanisms in the pelagic
system", (Chapter 8).

BIOLOGICAL UPTAKE, ACCUMULATION AND TRANSFORMATION

These studies should focus on the composition, distribution, flux and accumulation of PCB, lindane
and PAH in a pelagic, littorial and benthic food chain. The three food chains should be easy to sample,
"straight" as possible and not include too many trophic levels. The focus should be on the first steps in
the food chain i.e. the input of the pollutants to the ecosystems. It would have been beneficial to include
a microhcterotrophic food chain also in these studies, but the sampling and analytical difficulties
probably makes it impossible.

An example of a relevant pelagic, food chain is: phyioplankton (several species) - zooplankton
(several species) - mysis (Mysidacca) and/or juvenile herrings and/or sprats (Sprattus sprattus). An
example of a relevant littorial food chain is: plankton/detritus - blue mussels (Mytilu.i edulis) and a
relevant benthic food chain is: plankton/detritus - baltic tellins (Macoma baltica) - gobides (Gobiidae)
and/or flounders (Platichthys flesu.s).

An advantage in a relatively small sub-project like this is to work with analysis that include whole
animals which are pooled into different age classes. Further, the animals should be studied with respect
to a few critical seasonal intervals because of variations in lipid content, metabolic activity, gonad
production etc. Coordination with the other sub-projects is desirable to be able to perform stable isotope
analysis for more precise determinations of bioconcentration factors, tissue-to-tissue concentration
factors, uptake- and depuration rate constants etc.

Sampling of biota with respect to such parameters as geographical variations, seasonal changes etc..
should be integrated and coordinated with sub-project "The load related to the exchange between the
coastal zone and the open sea", (Chapter 6), "Sediment studies", (Chapter 9), "Critical mechanisms in
the pelagic system", (Chapter 8), and "A food web analysis of the Baltic ecosystem", (Chapter 10).

A reference data base including more than 700 titles on PAH can be obtained upon request to:

Dag Broman
Department of Zoology
Aquatic Chemical Ecotoxicology
University of Stockholm
S-10691 Stockholm

Sweden
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale negative influence attributed to anthropogenic input of nutrients can be observed in
the Baltic Sea. Increased organic matter production have resulted in growing areas of water with low or
zero oxygen concentrations (Rosenberg el ul. 1990). Intuitively the amounts of sedimenting organic
matter should be related to the level of pelagic production. Moreover, the effect of increased nutrient
input on the species composition is in itself an equally important factor in determining the rate of
sedimentation (McCarthy 1980). When nutrient concentrations change, the growth rate of single algal
cells are affected and since some species are better adopted to the new situation than others, a chain of
replacements is created. This .succession may reduce the trophic complexity and result in large and fast
sinking cells and thus cause increased sedimentation. Unlortunately the methods to measure sedimen-
tation are not as straight forward as one might think from jusl visualizing particles falling. Trap
geometries and the strategies for the deployment 'if sediment traps have still not been fully mastered and
the results are at best semi-quantitalive.

In order to evaluate the results obtained in the sediment traps, it is necessary to understand the
major chemical and biological processes that transform carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. The different
strategies of measuring the rate of sedimentation will not be addressed in this paper (for reviews on this
subject see Blomkvist and Håkansson 1981, and Butman 1986). Instead the focus will be to identify those
processes that either form or dissolve particles. This is vital information in order to construct models
simulating the nutrient turnover in the pelagic ecosystem (Wulff and Stigebrand 1989). The aim of such
models should be lo reproduce chemical and biological parameters in hindcasl and lo allow attempts to
predict future trends of nutrient concentrations in the sea. In these simulations the assumptions are (hat
timing, quantity, and chemical composition of material falling from the upper layer of the sea can be
understood as a response to the physical forcing. Hence, it follows thai such models can only be used to
predict the outcome of changing nutrient conditions in the sea ii the overall climate can be assumed to
be stable.

Although the observed decrease in oxygen levels in the Baltic deep waters is generally believed lo
be the result of anthropogenic input of nutrients, there is still the possibility that this situation at least
partly could be the result of a change in climate (Jorge etal. 1988). A shift in species composition due to
a climatic shift is difficult to observe on a shorl time stale, but such shifts are well-documented in ihc
geological sediment records (Sarmiento 1988). In order to clarify this and other queslions the Swedish
environmental protection board (SNV) has initialed a research program aimed at understanding Ihc
large-scale effects of inpuls ol nutrients and biocides to Ihc open Bailie Sea. Research programs similar
lo the Bailie Sea program have been launched elsewhere. In the United Stales the "Global Ocean I'luxs
Study" (OOFS) involves a great numbe. of scientists, and as an extension to this program the "JOINT
GOFS" (JGOFS) has participants from most west European countries. The aim of bolh these programs
is lo undersland the cycles of carbon and other biogenic elements in the upper ocean. Thus, extensive
work has been done to review the status of the science involved and ihis has been invaluable in outlining
(his paper. In particular U.S. GOFS Planning Reports No 7 and 9 have been valuable as a references lo
the overall goals of the Baltic program.
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2. SCALES OF TIME AND SPACE

Biogcochcmic.il fluxes of materials in the pelagic ecosystem are controlled by a variety of physical
and or biological processes whose temporal and spatial scales span up to Vorders ol magnitude (f g. S. I).
Progress has been made in the statistical characterization and minleling of many of the physical
processes. However, particle dynamics still require considerable attention before solutions of how to
treat size, shape, aggregation and growth in formalized mode's can be tound (Dickey and Siegei I'JNtS).
In the upper oceaii the major particle-forming processes are of microbiological nature and operate at
scales from a few îl to a ml. At the same time, due to synchronized growth these processes affect the
standing stocks of abundant groups of organisms covering tens of km". The pulsed solar input cause a
marked diurnal signal that can be found in most microbial parameters. In a few hours protozoa are able
to consume bacterial biomass corresponding to half of the daily primary production (Wikner el a!. I WO).
It is therefore important to align the scales of different measurement and to make sure that there is an
overlap between measurements that allow us to make integrations over lime and space.

Whether or nut Jiel variation in measured parameters should be included in the large scale
perspective is an important question since the required resolution in time probably can not be included
in models ot the upper ocean processes anyway. This question can only be solved by trcqucm enough
sampling so that functionally important relationships can be revealed. The obtained results may later he
condensed into daiiy or weekly averages so that the hiogeochemical turnover can be modeled in a time-
scale different from the true scale but according to a conceptually correct model structure. An example
o< this kind of relationship can be found in a comparison of growth requirements for algae .ind
heterotmphic bacteria. Although heterotrophic bactcri;; in laboratory cultures can ouicompcle most
algae for nutrients, algae when observed in nature grow well i Horrigan rr.//. I VMS). This contradiction
can be understood as an example of coexistancc on .1 diurn.il resource (Brown I'ISV). It has been
demonstrated that bacterial numbers are reduced during morning to noon hours as the result of protozoa
predation and t hat subsequent excretion create a relative effluence of reminer.ili/ed nutrients that allow
algae to compete and grow (Wikncr vi ill. 1W0). This short term variation in protozoa predalion on
bacterioplankton provide the necessary timing that allow competition tor nutrients between heterotro-
phic bacteria and autotrophic organisms.

In addition to the problem of scale and structure, various methods themselves have inherent Haws
that make h'.rge-scale estimates uncertain. The extrapolation of short-term measurements to the long
term have been discussed by Platt and Harrison (14W5). They specifically address the problems of ex-
trapolation from bottle incubation measurements of ;'C primary productivity to large scale processes,
such as nutrient accumulation on a seasonal basis, [hey conclude that, due to the process ot averaging,
measurements made over short periods of time and extrapolated to yearly or season.il averages will
always underestimate the true rates. Many of Ihe pelagic processes, including nitrogen and phosphorus
transformations, phy'oplankton incorporation of carbon, and bacterial growth rates, are measured in
bottle incubations. ,ind .ire '.luis subject to possible underestimalions. Consequently, in all methods that
will be used in characterizing the biogeochemical cycling of nutrients in the sea. care must be taken to
avoid distortion of (he data due to rescaling.

3. SEASONAL CYCLES AND ECOSYSTEM STRUCTURE

The seasonal cycle is a prominent feature of the physical forcing ol the eupllotic layer of ihe sea in
temperate sea areas. The changing fluxes of light, heat, fresh water and momentum change the depth of
the mixed layer, influencing the quantities of nutrients and light available to the phvtoplankton. Along
Ihe long oastlinc from the Kiel bight to the northernmost part of the Bothnian Bay the climate
condition, change dramatically. A stable sotilh-north .salinity gradient created by the water exchange
through t le Danish straights goes along with the increasingly cold and dark climate. In the southern
Baltic proper the prodiii live season last from February to December as compared to the Bothnian Bay
where pelagic aulotrophic production last I rom.lune to September In the northern Baltic the low salinity-
arid I-.PW temperatures during winter regularly causes an extensive ice-cover. On average this ice cover
stays more then four months in the Bothnian Bay and along the coastal area ol the Bothnian Sea. In the
open Bolhnian Sea. ice ol varying extent drift from coast to coast depending on the prevailing winds. In
both ihe coastal and ihe offshore ice a distinct ice-biota have time to become established and may develop
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Figure 8.1. Biogeochemica! lluxcs of materials in the upper water column of the sea and the physical and/
or biological processe.. which control them (modified after Dickey and Siegel I988).
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significant biomasses. This means that although the ice in the two northernmost basins, shuts out the light
and thus halts the turnover of matter in the pelagic ecosystem, the ice itself offers a habitat that must be
considered in the biogeochemical cycles of both carbon and nutrients. The different conditions for the
marine life in the three basins make it necessary to treat ea^h area as a separate unit when presenting
annual or seasonal figures on mineral cycling.

In order to compile budgets of nutrient cycling the structure of the ecosystem must be determined.
It is then important to realize that although an ecosystem can be described as having a structure this is
not an intrinsic property of the system, but merely a reflection of the physical environment and of the
participating individuals of different species. Together they form a consortium, an ecosystem, that
represent a combination of organisms that can utilize a particular energy and nutrient input in an near
optimal way. In temperate sea areas this structure undergoes a constant change due to the seasonal
climate variation that cause an annual succession with a scries of semi stable conditions changing into one
and another. This annual succession will have a profound effect on the amount of sinking particles. The
intense flux of algal material to the sea floor following the spring bloom can be compared to the late
summer production maxima where scdimenting particles mostly originate from large gra/ing meta/oan
(Smctaeek<7<i/1V>7K). At present, no theoretical basis exists to convert changing ecosystem structure into
fluxes of carbon and nutrients. Instead of knowledge based on the species composition of algae and
zooplankton we must rely on measurements of biological production and turnover in different size
fractions.

Miirobial IVKKI »<rb dynamics

Let us first consider a model structure illustrating the microhial food-web during two extreme
situations, summer with stratified water conditions and mixed water represented hy spring or upwcliing
situations (Fig. S.2 and S3). During summer small organisms dominate (he autotrophic production. The
major source of particles is autotrophic but the total amount ol carbon in hctcrotrophic bacteria and
protozoa may be in the same order as that of the autotrophs. Particles are small and have low or zero
sinking rales. Outlined in figure S.2 is a mass-balance model illustrating routes that can explain the
transfer of carbon in the food-web. In this model no distinction has been made between autotrophic and
helerotrophic flagellates. Instead these are considered to be two sides of the same mixotrophic group of
organisms (Estep cl til. 19S6). This means that they must be included in two functional categories in the
carbon budget. Ciliates are the most abundant organisms in the second higher trophic level (microplank-
lon). although rotifers may also be important at times (Sanders el ni. 1W); Rassoulzadegan and Sheldon
1 W!(>). The most pronounced characteristic ol the situation prevailing in a slralilicdwaicrmass is that the
majority ol the autotrophic biomass being produced, is recycled through a prolo/ooan grazing loodchain.
The model show flows and storages relative to the rate of primary production which is set at an arbitrary
level ol KM). The flux of DOM to bacteria with a magnitude o f 60 units is based on a conservative measure
of bacterial production. The UK) units of primary production, is dominated by 57 units cyanobacleria.
exudation amounted to 11 units, and production by other than cyanobacteria was 32 units. In order to
transfer 6)Kr of the primary producl ion to the DOM pool bactivorous flagellates and small ciliates utilize
virtually all cyanobacteria and helerotrophic bacteria production; they release an amount correspond-
ing to about one halldi the ingested organic carbon due to incomplete assimilation ol food particles in
the feeding vacuolcsand eel I lysis caused by senescence or sloppy feeding. In ecosystems where single cell
cyanobacteria are dominant primary producers, consumption of cyanobacleria by protozoa nlays a
pivotal role in mediating organic fluxes from primary producers lo heterolrophic haclerioplankton
(Hagström cl til. IVSS, Iturriaga & Mitchell I9,S(>). According to the present model the main flux route
is cyanobacteria carbon into bactivores. and a substantial part of the helerolrophic bacteria is toncomi-
tantly consumed. A large fraction of I he h.iclivore and the microplankton carbon is released by excretion
and cell lysis, to be used by the hetcrolmphic b.iclerioplanklon. The majority of the aulolrophic
production is balanced by respiration due to helerotrophic bacteria and protozoa, leaving only a small
fraction of the primary production lo higher trophic levels and sedimentation. A significant fraction of
ihe photosynthetically fixed carbon will be mineralized within ;i simple microhial loop, thus rendering it
an energy sink in the loodweb (Pomeroy IV74). The consequence lor the turnover of nutrients during
these periods is that very little material is being Iranslcred lo deeper waters (Cho and Azam I'KS).

The opposite situation is demonstrated in figure K.3 showing the situation during a springbloom or
during an uppwellingsiluaiion. Along with seasons changing Ihe dominant size fractions reflect the shift
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in structure of the microhial food web. Dunne spring-time the rmcrofnal food »ct> constitutes a mere
appendix to e\|HUKnl!.iIiyiri'\«iri!il;ifi;c.i!s.ieI"hismean.N.hi!;h nutrient ieveUm the »ater.U»» turnover
ol macromolecules. low growth rale- ot bacteria and l»iw ita/ing activity ot the protozoa. ITic tenons
why large cells grow dur mg spring are complex but can he spveukuevi UJKMI. Lar Be celU have a low surface
to volume ratio, which is a disadvantage unless high nutrient concentrations facilitate (he [ranslcr ot
nutrients over the membrane (Parson and Takatusi I1'*'; Thus, during periods ol nutrient ahuruiancy
those cells having the most efficient photosynthesis and protein synthesis machinery have the advantage
irrespective of si/e. Hence. growth under nonlimilmg conditions should favour large cells, since
respiratory rates are higher on a per unit »eight basis fur smail than for larger eclbfl.au> IV~5; Also.
algae seem to have a higher O -value than haclena. and therefore better compete with haetena a! low
temperatures (Pomeroy and Deibcl [Vim. During aulcimn there mav also occur bli>ormol lare-' alpacas
the result ot mixing events (storms) hnn^ms; up nutrients from deeper layers. "I"his makes autumn an
intermediate between the summer .irtd ihe sprint situations since the autumn hlooms occur in the
presence of a well established microhial IIHKI »eb.

4. PARTICLE FORM1N(; PROCESSES

THI- C O N T R O L VOI ( N t l A P P R O A C H .

When studying and miKlcIins; the verticil tlux ol matter in the sea. Dickey and Siesel • i'KSt have
sinsesled the use ol .1 ci<;iiroUoluniea\ illusf rated in figure s. I "l"he control volume approach allows the
ci>ntributionstroin she V.IIIHIS processes 1.1 the vertical tiuxes to be evaluated A control volume nuv be
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face and the sources .IIK! sinks o! I'.uien.ii within she cube can then be tormulaled in ler1", o! .1 budsei
to determine 'tie ne; tune rate change o! materiai within the control volume. "Iliis sliatesiy is a
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Table 8.1. Partial food-web analysis; Processes related to carbon involved in particle formation and
dissolution in the pelagic of the Baltic Sea.

Autotrophic processes

Substrate

Assimilation

CO2

Heterotrophic

Substrate

Assimilation

DOC

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

respiration

processes

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

exudation river inflow

Particle dissolution

Detritus

Bacteria
Pico algae

Mcso algae
Pico algae
PicoVnanoflagcl.

Large algae
Microzoopl.

Abiotic

Substrate

POC, DOC

condensation

bact. prod,
algal prod.

algal prod,
algal prod,
flag. prod.

algal prod,
microzoopl. prod.

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

condensation

Product
Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Large algae > 10 nm
(DOC)

Meso algae 10-2 urn
(DOQ

Pico algae 2-0.6 urn
(DOC)

Produi-f

grazing sedimentation
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Bacteria

Bacteria
(CO2)

Pico-/nanoflagcllatcs
(DOC, CO2)

Microzooplanklon
(DOC, CO2)

Zooplanklon
Peaces
(DOC, CO2)

Product

grazing

grazing

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation sedimentation
assimilation

Fate of product
Internal Kxpori

Particle formation

Detritus assimilation sedimentation

*Major soluble byproducts accompanying particle formation shown in paranthcsis.
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Table 82. Partial food-wcb analysis; Processes related to nitrogen involved in particle formation and dis-

solution in the pelagic of the Baltic Sea.

Autotrophic processes

Substrate

Assimilation

NO3.(NH4)

NH4.(NO3)

NH4.(NO3)

N 2

Heterotrophic

Substrate

Assimilation

NH4.NO3.DON
NH 4

NO3
NO3
Protein. XNA*

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

nitrification

remineralization

remineralization

exchange

processes

Origin of substrate
Internal Impor t

rcmin./cxudalion river inflow
rcmincralizalion
nilrification
nitrification
exudation

Particle dissolution

Detritus

Bacteria
Pico algae

Meso algae
Pico algae
Pico-/nanof|agel.

Large algae
Micro/.oopl.

Abiotic

Substrate

PON, DON

condensation

bad. prod,
algal prod.

algal prod,
algal prod,
flag. prod.

algal prod,
microzoopl. prod.

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

condensation

Product
Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Large algae > 10 \un
(DON)

Mcso algae 10-2 (im
(DON)

Pico algae 2-0.6 urn
(DON)

Pico algae 2-0.6 |im
(DON)

Product

grazing sedimenution
assimilalion

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilalion

grazing
assimilation

Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Bacteria
(NO3, N2O)
(NO2 ,N2)
(NH4 . N2O)
(DON monomers)

Bacteria

Pico-/nanoflagcllatcs
(DON)

Microzooplanklon
(DON)

Zooplanklnn
Peaces
(DON)

Product

grazing
assimilation

cxi'hangt'
assimilation
assimilation

grazing

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilalion

grazing
assimilation sedimentation
assimilation

Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation

Detritus assimilation sedimentation

'Major soluble byproducLs accompanying particle formation shown in paranthesis.

*XNA= Nucleic acids (i.e. RNA, DNA)
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Table 8 3 . Partial food-web analysis; Processes related to phosphorus involved in particle tormation and
dissolution in the pelagic of the Baltic Sea.

Autotrophic processes

Substrate

Assimilation

PO4

Heterotrophic

Substrate

Assimilation

DOP, PO4

XNA*, P-lipids

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

remineralization

processes

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

exudation river inflow
lysis, exudation

Particle dissolution

Detritus

Bacteria
Pico algae

Mcso algae
Pico algae
Pico-Aunoflagcl.

Large algae
Micro/oopl.

Abiotic

Substrate

POP, DOP
Iron-DHM

condensation

bact. prod,
algal prod.

algal prod,
algal prod,
flag. prod.

algal prod,
microzoopl. prod.

Origin of substrate
Internal Import

condensation
adsorption

Product
Fate <»f product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Large algae > 10 (im
(DOC)

Mcso algae 10-2 urn
(DOC)

Pico algae 2-0.6 |im
(DOO

Product

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

sedimentation

Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation*

Bacteria
(DOP monomers)

Bacteria

Pico-Aianoflagcllatcs
(DOP, PO4)

M icrozooplank Ion
(DOP, PO4)

Zooplanklon
Fcaccs
(DOP, PO4)

Product

grazing

grazing

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation

grazing
assimilation
assimilation

sedimentation

Fate of product
Internal Kxport

Particle formation

Detritus
Iron-Pcolloklc

assimilation salinicnlation
sedimentation

'Major soluble byproducts accompanying particle formation shown in paranlhcsi.s.
» XNA= Nucleic acids (i.e. RNA, DNA)
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to import and export from the pelagic is indicated. Not all processes are equally important in all three
basins. Free-swimming medusae are only found in the Baltic proper. The Bothnian bay lack both bivalves
and barnacles and thus the pelagic larvae are absent from the free water. Formation of paniculate
organic matter through coagulation of collodial organic material and condensation of humic and tulvk
acids is a very important source to the carbon flow of both the Bothnian Bay and the Bothnian Sea.
However, in spite of these differences, the structure of the pelagic system in the three basins is sufficiently
similar to allow us to use the same outline for composing the list of processes on particle formation and
particle dissolution in each of the three basins. Quantitative data gathered during the survey, and forming
the basis for the selection of important processes, is presented in the text below with relevant references.

CARBON IN PARTICLE FORMING PROCESSES

Assimilation of carbon via photosynthesis in the sea and on land are the main sources of carbon
input to the Baltic. In table 8.1 primary production is presented in three different size classes. Chemoau-
totrophic processes are rare and have no importance for the flow of carbon through the Baltic ecosystem.
Secondary production of bacteria protozoa and zoo-plankton are listed in the order of their participation
in the biogcochcmical cycle. Substrates for organisms originate mainly from the autotrophic production
in the sea, but to some extent also from terrestrial material. Land-derived photosynthetic material is
carried by the rivers mainly in the form of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). A large fraction of this DOC
pool is composed of humic compounds (e.g. humicand fulvic acids). The main pathway of "terrestrial"
humic formation is from the breakdown of lignin from higher plants. Via transformations mediated by
enzymes from microorganisms, lignin is firstly depolymerized and then further degraded to the form
various phenolic compounds that react with nitrogenous compounds (e.g. amino acids) to form polymers.
These polymers copolymcrizc and undergo condensation reactions that eventually result in complex
macromolecular humic material. In the marine environment, humic material is generally formed from
monomers with a more aliphatic character. These compounds originate from the degradation of
phytoplankton and other marine organisms. Amino acids and amino sugars react with carbohydrates in
redo.x reactions forming refractory polymers. Further transformations results in the formation of water
humus. The relative importance of terrestrial and marine humus compounds differ. In coastal and river
influenced ecosystems, the terrestrial component is dominating. The terrestrial or marine origin of humic
compounds can be determined via stable isotope fraclionation (Gearing 1988). Nissenbaum and Kaplan
(1972) investigated the r)'-'C value of marine and lake sediments and terrestrial soils and they found that
marine samples have a much heavier carbon isotope composition than humic compounds isolated from
terrestrial soils. The d"C value of most of the marine samples ranged between -21 and -23 "/oo, which is
close to that of marine phytoplanklon(-197oo). Humic material from terrestrial soils had isotopes values
close to that terrestrial plants, i.e. about -27.5 "bo. Stable isotopes can thus be used to follow deposition
of terrestrial materia/ in an estuary (Peterson and Fry 1987). Stable nitrogen isotope studies can also he-
used to study the relative importance of nitrogen fixating cyanobacteria, since such nitrogen will have a
r7"N value close to that of atmospheric nitrogen, i.e. close to zero.

The refractory nature of the humic material has become more and more questioned since many
reports of mierobial degradation can be found (Tranvik and Höfle 1987. Tranvik 1988and rets, therein).
The refractivity of humic substances has also been questioned by recent observations that photochemical
processes can cause release of low molecular weight, biodegradable molecules (Amador et ill. 1989:
Kiebcre/fl/. 1989) ) Even if it is a small percentage of the humic material that is biodegradable, it will be
of importance when the pool of DOC-humic material is large. Tranvik (1988) has shown that the amount
of humic material in lakes profoundly influences the bacterial production. While the same relative
amount of DOC was utilized in both elearwater and humic lakes, the larger absolute concentration in the
humic lakes caused an increase in the bacterial production. There was also a difference in what molecular
fraction that was used (Tranvik 1988). Furthermore it has been shown thai the presence of humic
compounds has a positive influence on productivity ol coastal waters (Graneli et al. 1985). Part of this
effect is due to the chelation of metals, whereby their solubility is increased.

NITROGEN JN PARTICLE FORMING PROCESSES

Nitrogen is a critical element in biological processes, and may often be the limiting nutrient in
aquatic, and particularly marine, environments. In addition to its organic forms, nitrogen in the aquatic
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realm can exist in various inorganic forms, with oxidation states ranging from +5 to -3. Nitrogen is
transformed between its inorganic and organic forms, and between oxidation states in its inorganic forms,
mainly by biologically catalyzed processes, the extent of which are dependent on environmental factors
such as light and oxygen. Several of these processes, unique to the nitrogen cycle have a potential
importance to the biochemistry of the Baltic.

Nitrogen assimilation by autotrophs

The processes of uptake and assimilation by these organisms converts dissolved inorganic nitrogen
(primarily nitrate and ammonium) into paniculate organic nitrogen. Diverse fates are possible for these
particles: they may be eaten, they may sink to the bottom and decompose, they may decompose within
the water column, or they may be advected out of the basin. Whether or not decomposition occurs in the
water column or on the bottom depends on how fast the cells sink. This, in turn, depends on their size,
which may be influenced by the nitrogen sources available to them; nitrate as a nitrogen source tends to
favour the production of large cells, such as the diatoms that are produced in the spring bloom. The
availability of recycled ammonium as the nitrogen source tends to produce small cells (less than 10/nm.
here defined as meso and pico). Few studies in the Baltic have examined autotrophic production in
various size classes, alt hough the.size ol the particles produced is important in determining the fate of that
particle. If we assume that the annual production in the Baltic is 8,3 mol C m\ Based on the amount of
nitrate available in the top 50 m of the water column (=4 jiM), we calculate that 1/8 of the yearly
production occurs during the spring bloom. We simplify by assuming that all the biomass formed during
the spring bloom consists of large ceils (greater than lO^m), and that the remaining production occurs
during a 100-day period during the summer, and is based entirely on recycled nitrogen, primarily
ammonium. This. then, leads to the production of small (meso and pico) phytoplankton. We make these
assumptions based on observations that small cells, less than 10 /j.m, have been observed to be more
efficient at nutrient uptake, and therefore belter competitors when nutrient levels are low (e.g. Wehr.
1989). However, these assumptions are too simplistic in reality, since influxes of nutrients due to wind
mixing on short (storm-related) time scales after the spring bloom can be expected, which should
stimulate the production of large cells. The importance of the different nitrogen species for the outcome
of competition can and has been investigated in single growth experiments with added nutrients, but
these experiments should be extended to cover seasonal cycles in the Baltic.

Nitrogen assimilation by htttrotrophs

Although the "classic" role for bacteria is as remineralizers. recent studies have pointed out the
magnitude and potential importance of bacterial uptake of dissolved organic and inorganic nitrogen
(Wheeler and Kirchman. 19.S6). At some time* of the year, bacteria may be a major sink for dissolved
nitrogen species. This is a consequence of both their rapid growth rate, and their low C:N ratio compared
to phytoplankton. Although bacterial uptake of dissolved nitrogen also transforms dissolved species to
participate form, the small size of bacteria prevenls them from sinking to the sediments, except when they
are attached to particles. Growing bacteria, both heterotrophs, chemo- and autotrophs are involved in
the transformation of inorganic nitrogen. Unfortunately, these transformations have so far been assayed
without the necessary coupling of nitrogen fixation, nitrification or denitrilication to bacterial demands
of nitrogen, energy sources and electron acceptors.

Nitrogen fixation

Blooms of cyanobacteria may be extensive in the Baltic Proper, particularly during the late
summer.The magnitude of this imported source of N is approximately equal to the production on
recycled ammonium during the same time period. A major problem with assessing the magnitude and
importance of nitrogen fixation by cyanobacteria is that the blooms of these organisms are patchy in space
and in time. The use of remote sensing from satellites to determine the location and extent of these
blooms will preclude the necessity to search out such blooms via ship, and several such studies have
already been undertaken (Ulbricht. 1983). In the overall nitrogen budget of the Baltic, however, the
amount of nitrogen added by the process of nitrogen fixation is probably of minor significance, as shown
elsewhere in this volume.
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Nitrification

The process of nitrification changes one inorganic form of nitrogen (ammonium) into another
(nitrate). In addition, di-ring the process, 1) oxygen is consumed, which may be a significant proportion
of the biological oxygen demand, and 2) some of the inorganic nitrogen (< 10%) may be converted to
gaseous end products such as N,O. As mentioned above, the form of inorganic nitrogen (ammonium or
nitrate) will have some influence on the type of phytoplankton community that is produced. Nitrification
may be limited by light, substrate availability (Gundersen, 1981), or temperature, and rates of nitrifica-
tion may vary seasonally. Rates of nitrification measured by isotopic techniques in the Baltic are typical
of those measured in other coastal areas (Enoksson, 1986).

Dcnitiification

Understanding denitrification is of paramount importance to the management of the Baltic since
this process is the major sink for nitrogen (Wulff and Stigebrand 1989). Denitrification has been
demonstrated in the pelagic realm of the Baltic (Ronner 1985), but the amount of nitrate converted to
N, (g) in the water column is thought to be small compared to that which occurs in the sediments. The
process of denitrification converts nitrate into gaseous end products (N, and N,O), and represents a loss
of combined nitrogen from the system. Nitrate reduction is an anaerobic process in which a reduced
substrate (e.g. CH.O. H,.c, H,) is oxidized at the expense of nitrate. When the product of such a reaction
is a nitrogenous gas (N,, N,O) the process is defined as "denitrification". It is generally restricted to
anoxic regions or regions with low oxygen levels, but it may also occur in seemingly oxic environments,
perhaps in low-oxygen zones within particles. Most important is however the presence of a reduced
energy substrate. Due to the technical difficulties of measuring denitrillcation much attention has been
devoted to the actual transformation nitrogen without much attention to the mii.Tobi.il regulation of the
process. This lack of information makes it difficult to determine the the critical processes that regulate
denitrification. It is therefore essential that bacterial growth and the consumption of the reduced energy
substrate can be included in future measurements of denitrification.

When the product of nitrate reduction is ammonium, the process is defined as "nitrate fermenta-
tion". Nitrate fermentation, has been demonstrated in marine environments (Koike and Hallori 1983),
but is thought to be restricted to anoxic environments. Recent measurements made with stable isotopes
in the Chesapeake Bay, U.S.A., indicate that this process may occur in seemingly oxic environments
(Horrigan el al. 1990). Unlike complete denitrification, where N, (g) is the final product, this process
merely changes one form of fixed inorganic nitrogen to another.

PHOSPHORUS IN THE PARTICLE FORMING PROCESSES

Dissolved forms of phosphorus

Phosphorus enter the Baltic proper and Gulf of Bothnia mainly (70rc) by input from land (rivers,
sewage outflow). 50Cc or more of this input is made up of phosphorus forms which are not directly
molybdate reactive (MRP), and generally considered as organic-P. It is also noteworthy that MRP is
thought to overestimate the orthophosphate pool, at least in some watermasses ( Tarapchak &
Nalewajko 1987 and rets, therein ). Atmospheric precipitation constitutes only We. and is thought to
be mainly orthophosphate. Data on the distribution of phosphorus in orthophosphate (PO4). dissolved
organic phosphorus (DOP), paniculate living phosphorus (PLP) and paniculate abiotic phosphorus
(PAP) in different watermasses are scarce, although concentrations of VOi and total phosphorus are
frequently reported (e.g. Monitor 1988). Generally the pool of DOP is thought to be composed of
numerous compounds ranging from low-molecular-weight, highly labile compounds to large biologically
refractory compounds (Hooper 1973). The chemical composition and recycling rates of individual
compounds are poorly understood. Smith et al. (1985) reported that PO, constituted We ol paniculate
phosphorus, while DOP levels exceeded POa 2-4 times. In an annual study in northern Bothnian Sea
(1988/89 own unpublished data), DOP constituted 53r> (SD ±27)ol lotal-P. while PO, concentrations
were in the order of l()rr (SD ±10) Deoxyribonucleic acid, representing a phosphorus containing
macromolecule, was specifically followed and constituted \5'"c of the DOP pool (May-November,
n=l3).
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Partk-ulate forms of phosphorus

Due to the relatively high biomass of algae and bacteria in the pelagic, these are likely to represent
most of the PLP (Azam & Ammcrman 1984). Taft et al. (1977) made a direct comparison of phosphorus
content in different size fractions in Chesapeak Bay. and found 8% ot paniculate phosphorus in plankton
>35 urn, while most of it (65%) was found in the 0.8-5 nm fraction. In the Öre estuary, phytoplankton
growth correspond to formation of 9,4%, 27% and 26% mmol P m :yr' in the > 10pm. 10-2/nm and 0.6-
0.2 nm size fraction, respectively (Hagström unpublished data). A distribution with higher influence of
larger than 10 jim algae, and higher absolute values was reported from Himmcrfjärdcn (Larsson and
Hagström 1982). Although some other reports of primary productivity in the Baltic prevail, differences
in methodology and sampling frequency makes further comparisons futile (e.g. Ackefors et al, 1978.
Alasaarcla 1979). Also, the numbers presented above rely on the accuracy of the Red field ratio
(106:16:1).

While the average C:N:P ratio of algae is well established (but cf. Peng and Brocckcr 1987), that of
bacteria is not. Due to a relatively high content of nucleic acids, bacteria might have a somewhat higher
C:P ratio than algae. The C:P ratio of the enteric Esrheiichia Colt is 106:2.4. Moreover, storage of
polyphosphatc is common among algae and accumulation occurs during periods of excess phosphorus,
and the content of polyphosphates have been inversely related lo external phosphorus availability.
Various bacteria have also the capability of storing phosphorus as polyphosphates, hut the extent and
regulation of this among pelagic bacteria is not well characterized. This feature of algae and bacteria
provide means to buffer rapid changes in concentrations of available phosphorus. Storage of pol-
yphosphate may affect the actual C:P ratio of algae and bacteria, which have been shown to vary
seasonally and vertically (Gachler & Bloesch. 1985). In line with this reasoning, as much .is 80% of the
uncertainty in phosphorus regeneration estimates through massbalance calculations, may be due to the
cellular C.P stochiometry of plankton (McCormick & Tarapchak 1984).

Uptake of orthophosphate

Orthophosphate uptake is dominated by the smallest nano- and picoplankton. Size fractionation
of phosphate uptake in in other sra areas suggest 70-90% to be due lo organism; in the 0.2-3 ftm size
fraction (Kirlson, 1989). This size fraction contain bacteria, cyanohacteria. small algae and bactivorous
protozoa. In mixed chemostat experiments bacteria have been shown to successfully compete with algae
for phosphate ( Currie & Kalff 1984). This might apply to the eyanobacteria as well, enabling a direct
uptake by autotrophs (Lehman & Sandgren. 1982). Algae seem to in general have a monophasic uptake
with typical kmof about O.14-O.4()MM (Perry & Epplcy 1981. Currie & Kalff. 1984). Currie & Kalff (1984)
found that two bacteria of unknown taxa had an order of magnitude greater affinity for phosphate than
the algae. Regarding uptake dynamics. Perry (1976) found neither circadian nor seasonal variation in
-POj uptake in the central pacific ocean, although this does not prove steady uptake rates in other water
masses. Thus, orthophosphate seem to primarily enter the living biomass in the bacterial size fraction
(includingcyanobacteria and small flagellates). Similar data is lacking from the Baltic proper and (he Gulf
of Bothnia.

Influence of ambient nutrient ratio»

Both the nutrient supply ratio and the periodicity of nutrient input affect the phyloplankton
composition. Grover (1989) observed that different algal species developed at different Si:P ratios, and
that on average cell si/e became smaller with decreasing Si:P ratio. Small phyloplankton may mainly
enter the microbial food web. resulting in retention and rcmincrali/ation of paniculate matter in the
upper pelagic (Hagslrom <'(<?/. 1988). Pelagic primary production mainly resulting in larger phyloplank-
ton (e.g. diatoms)( Fig. 8.2), may however more efficiently be transferred to larger zooplankton through
the classical food chain, and more likely produce sediment ing detrii us. Thus, the ambient nutrient raiios
cf at least C:N:P:Si may structure the phytoplankton community and thus pelagic energy flow, which
.should also affect phosphorus cycling.
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5. PARTICLE SOLUBILIZING PROCESSES

NITROGEN IN PARTICLE DISSOLVING PROCESSES

Remineralization of nitrogen

"Rcmincralization" is the process by which particles are converted back to dissolved, inorganic
forms. The process of regeneration is measured using a "black-box" approach; there is more than one
specific mechanism. These mechanisms include "sloppy feeding", the leakage of internal pools from
phytoplankton cells which are being eaten by zooplankton (Lamport 1978, Eppley el al. 1981), and the
"microbiai loop", in which the excess nitrogen from bacterial cells (due to their low C:N ratio) is excreted
by the microorganisms that consume bacteria. Regeneration of dissolved nitrogen can also occur from
sinking paniculate matter. Particles of marine snow have been shown to be active sites for microbiai
activity (Alldredge et al. 1986). The mecnanism for the regeneration of dissolved nitrogen from particles
may involve the processes described above, and also the activity of bacterial exoenzymes (Hollibaugh and
Azam 1983). If particles arc particularly large or dense, they may reach the sediment-water interface
before regeneration can occur. Then, processes of regeneration may occur at the sediment-water
interface (Klump and Martens 1981), or within the sediments (depending on the rate of sediment
accumulation).

Reminercilization of phosphorus

Bacteria are grazed at the same rate as they are produced (Wikner et al. 1990), and as much as 30-
70% of ingested phosphorus is thought to be released by the bactivorous flagellates. The amount of
phosphorus excreted into the environment by this mechanism in our annual study in Bothninan Sea, was
calculated to be equal to the requirement of the pelagic primary production. Bacteria might themselves
release phosphorus when usingsubstrates with low C:P ratio (Caron et al. 1988). However, they may also
store phosphorus duringgrowth on substrates rich in phosphorus (e.g. deoxyribonucleic acid. Rhenstam
och Wikner, unpublished results).

Microzooplankton (e.g. ciliates) and larger zooplankton (e.g copepods) also contribute to the
regeneration of phosphorus. Lehman (1980) calculated that zooplankton contributed 10 times more to
orthophosphate regeneration than all other sources together, based on nutrient budgets and in situ
grazing estimates. Difficulties in determining the importance of zooplankton remineralization come
from poor knowledge of hydrological and fluvial tluxes in connection with regeneration estimates
(Tarapchak & Nalewajko 1987). The lack of contemporary and frequent enough measurements of
zooplankton production, remincralization rates, and carbondioxide-fixalion in the Baltic, also in this case
hamper any further conclusions. However, based on the How of matter through zooplankton, reminer-
alization by these organisms will probably be of minor importance compared to protozoa in the
nanoplankton sizefraction (Hagstrom el al. I9!S8, Caron et al. 1988, Fig. 2).

Quality of excreted phosphorus

Although the general assumption is that most of the phosphorus regenerated by zooplanklon
enters the environment in the form of orlhophosphale, this should be critically evaluated since some
organically bound phosphorus may appear as molyhdatc reactive phosphorus (Tarapchak & Nalewajko
1987).

6. UTILIZATION OF ORGANICALLY BOUND NUTRIENTS

NITROGEN IN MACROMOLECUI.E TURNOVER

Hydrolysis of protein

Protein hydrolysis is one mechanism involved in DON turnover, and has been demonstrated in
sea-water (i lollihaugh and Azam 1983, Rcgoe/rt/. 1985, Hoppcrttf/. 1988). To be useful as substrate for
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marine bacteria, protein macromolecules must be hydrolyzed to small peptides and amino acids. Bacteria
have an efficient uptake system for small dissolved organic molecules (e.g. amino acids). It is thus likely
that actively growing bacteria will keep the levels of such molecules at a very low level. This assumption
is supported by the observation that the levels of free dissolved amino acids (DFAA) found in sea-water
are very low (1-5 nM AA') (Mopper and Lindroth 1982, Fuhrman and Ferguson 1986). Coffin (1989)
has shown that utilization of combined amino acids (total hydrolyzable amino acids) can fulfil 50% of the
bacterial nitrogen need, which can thus be an important factor for bacterial nitrogen supply in sea-water.
A study in the Bothnian Sea showed that the proteolytic activity varied during the year, being largest in
the summer (Hall et al. unpublished).

UTILIZATION OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS

Hydrolysis of nucleic acids

At times of low phosphate concentration (c.i. summer month in temperate areas), DOP might be
an important source of phosphorus for plankton growth. Smith el al. (1985) inferred from n P tracer
experiment and subsequent modelling, that DOP was rapidly cycled and supported 40-80% of the
concurrent phylophinkton growth. In our own annual study in Bothnian Sea (1988/89, unpublished data)
the potential hydrolysis of DNA (V^J and nucleotidetriphosphates, exceeded the Pdemand of primary
production (based on annual study). Similar release rates of orthophosphate from glucose-6-P was found
by Taft et al. (1977). Since the DNA phosphorus represent about 15% of DOP, the contribution to the
phosphorus requirements by hydrolysis of DOP might be substantial, and represent an important
phosphorus input to the biota. However, its essential to define the compounds included in the DOP pool
and develop means to measure the turnover of these compounds at subnatural concentrations to
elucidate their importance in phosphorus cycling.

Deoxyribonucleases (DNase) hydrolyse deoxyribonuclcic acids to nuclcotide monophosphatcs.
DNase activ'ty have been demonstrated in marine waters, suggesting half lives down to 5 hours (Paul el
al. 1988). Some marine bacteria produce extracellular nuclcases (Maeda & Taga 1976), while its
presence among algea is unclear. As stated above the breakdown of DNA may represent a substantial
input of phosphorus to the biota. The activity of DNase is higher during the productive season than
during winter (Bothnian Sea, own unpublished results). The mechanism of its regulation remains
unclear. To what extent the importance of DNA turnover would also apply to ribonucleic acid (RNA)
is poorly understood.

Apart from nucleic acids, phospholipids arc an important phosphorus containing compound of
living cells and may thus contribute to the pool of organic phosphorus. We have not found any reports
on phosphnlipid cycling in the Baltic.

Cleavage of phosphomonneMers

Alkaline (neulrul) phosphatases hydrolyse phosphate esters cxtraccllularily and arc found in both
algae and bacteria. The phosphatase activity is generally thought to be inversely related to the availability
of phosphorus, and have mostly been used as an indicator of phosphorus deficiency (Huber & Kidby,
1984 and references therein). The activity of phosphatases show vertical, diurnal and seasonal variation.
Since the amount of natural DOP substrate relevant to the p-nitrophenylphosphatc is unknown, the
importance of phosphatasc activity to phosphorus flux is unclear. However, using the amount of easily
hydrolyzable phosphomonocstcrs as the relevant concentration, Taft et al. (1977) found about 20 nM
h ' of phosphorus to be derived from phosphomonocsters.

5'-nuclcotidasc is a bacterial enzyme cleaving the phosphatemonocstcrs of nuclcotidetriphosphates
(Ammcrman & Azam, 1985). This enzyme is distinct from neutral phosphaiascs and the released
orthophosphatc is mainly incorporated into bactetia. The phosphorus regeneration of 5'-nuclcotidase in
the BolhnianSea exceeded the requirement of the primary production in an annual study 188/89 (own
unpublished results). This estimate relics on the assumption that total available substrate amount to 20
nM, since good estimates of nucleotidetriphosphates concentrations arc lacking. The activity of 5'-
nucleotidasc was higher during the productive season than during winter, but the mechanism of its
regulation remains unclear.
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Production of phosphine

The phosphorus cycle have traditionally been considered as lacking a volatile compound. However,
a recent report challenge this view by suggesting the occurrence of phosphine (PH3) production (Dcvai
et al. 1988). Formation was demonstrated from sediment of a sewage treatment plan* and a lake, possibly
by anaerobic bacteria, and accounted for 10-20% of the phosphorus flux in the experimental systems. We
cannot rule out that this process even might occur in anarcobic microcnvironments inside deconposing
particles in the water column.

7. GEOCHEMICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN INORGANIC NUTRIENTS
AND LAND-DERIVED MATERIAL

ABIOTIC PHOSPHORUS

Detritus may he produced by cell death and by grazing zooplankton Detritus formation is thought
lo dominate al the end of the spring and autumn blooms oldiatoms and larger algae (Smclacekem/. 1978.
Smctacek 1980). These materials may represent a potential P sink it'sedimcnling out of the pelagic and
provide substrate for bacterial growth. Regarding phosphorus, Gachler & Bloesch (1985) showed that
scdimenting scston may decrease its C:P ratio, either by chemical sorption or biological uptake by
attached bacteria. This is in accordance with the obsrevution that a substantial part of sedimenling
particles are brought into solution by microbial activity, as found in the mesopelagic of the Pacific ocean
(Cho & Azam 1988). The quantitative importance and turnover (formation versus dissolution) of
detritus with respect to sedimentation of phosphorus is, however, poorly understood (Tarapchak &
Nalewajko 1987).

Iron-colloides, a variety of trace elements and dissolved humic matter (DHM) flocculate when
introduced in the marine environment. The percentage of iron aggregated varies from 10% at 0%o, to
reach a maximum of 80-90% at 10%o and above (Mayer, 1982). Phosphorous will coprecipitale with both
aggregated particles and iron-colloides (Yurkovskiy & Pinkulc. 1980 and references therein). In the
Baltic Proper, Yurkovskiy & Pinkule (1980) estimated that 0.4/umol litre ' of phosphorus may coprccipi-
tate with the iron-humic particles. On the other hand, Koenings & Hooper (1976) suggested that in an
acid bog lake DHM may mask the cationic properties of ferric ion, allowing most of the phosphate to
remain free in solution. It is also evident that the sorption of phosphorus to iron containing particles is
heavily dependent of the redox state of the environment (e.g. Koenings & Hooper 1976). In lake water
the phosphate sorbed to high-molecular weight substances, may be released as low-molecular com-
pounds or orthophosphale due lo low dose UV-light. Francko & Heath (1983) showed that phosphate
was abiolically released during day and sorbed during night to DIIM under the influence of sunlight
(possibly pholoreduction of Fe1 •). This could mean that some phosphorus associated with iron-DHM
complexes may indeed he hioavailable periodically, although the quantitative importance can not he
judged from the present data. Whether this would also apply to unaggregated iron-colloides (cf. Gulf of
Bothnia) or if enzymatic cleavage of the Fe-P bond occur is unclear. However, irrespectively of the
geochemistry of iron-phosphorus complexes, the extent to which phosphorus may coprecipitate with
other materials should be possible to measure with either sediment traps or sediment cores, and
subsequent C:P:Fc analysis.

In northern Bothnian Sea the fraction of phosphorus sedimenting out of the pelagic will amount to
36% of the phosphorus demand of primary production during spring and 88% during summer
(recalculated from Halle/*//., unpublished data). By determining the net accumulation of phosphorus in
sediments Niemistö eial. (1978) suggested a net sedimentation of phosphorus amounting lo approxi-
mately 20% of reported primary production demand. Similarly using present knowledge of the compo-
sition of the sediment in the Bothnian Bay (Ingri 1985), and assuming a sedimentation of 0.33 mm yr',
suggest that an amount of phosphorus similar to the need of phytoplankton growth may sediment out of
the water column in this basin. Sedimentation of phosphorus may also be substantial in the Baltic pr< 'per
(Smclacek 1980). Thus, the sedimentation of DIIM-iron-phosphorus complexes may represent an
important part of total phosphorus cycling in the Bailie and Gulf of Bothnia, although data are at present
scarce and scattered in time and space. A lair comparison to e.g. the phosphorus demand of primary
producers for all basins, is therefore at present impossible.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH IN THE BALTIC

In accordance with the general scheme of this review, we suggest that the control volume approach
is used to adequately describe and model nutrient turnover in the pelagic. We therefore advocate that
research regarding these questions is oriented towards processes of particle formation and dissolution,
and the associated transformation of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus compounds.

An adequate definition of the specific critical processes involved in the transformations of carbon,
nitrogen and phosphorus in the Bothnian Bay. Bolhnian Sea and Baltic proper have to await the advent
of a more complete database. The recommendation presented below is largely based on the present view
of the pelagic ecosystem structure, including studies from various aquatic environments. This fact by
itself necessitates a project aiming towards a systematic, contemporary and frequent enough monitoring
of stations distributed over all the three major basins in the Baltic Additionally, methodology should be
uniform and include at least the parameters listed in table cS.4. The parameters are chosen based on the
reasoning in the text and table 8.1 to 8.3. The objective with this project would be to get a better basis for
pin-pointing specific critical processes for particle formation and dissolution for the different basins in
the Baltic. This would also enable an individual treatment of the three dilTerent basins regarding specific
features of the flow ot materials in the pelagic and provide us with the annual variability of parameters.
As a complement, diel variability in studied parameters should be determined in the different basins at
the different seasons in separate experiments, to asses the interference by diel periodicity.

The structure ol (he phytoplankton community is pivotal in determining the routes ol How of energy
and materials in the pelagic according to present view ol pelagic ecosystem structure (Fig. 8.2 and 8.3).
This factor is especially important in regulating the downward flux of matter in the pelagic, similarly
affecting carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. Selective factors governing the composition of the phyto-
plankton community should be evaluated, especially regarding nutrient levels, nutrient ratios, prcdation
and physical factors (e.g. light influx, temperature, stratification). Also, we strongly advocate that CO.-
lixation is measured in different si/e-fraclions to assess the late ol aulotrophic production.

We further suggest that the frequency and extent (spreading and biomass produced) of phytoplank-
ton blooms, should be investigated by remote sensing and that adequate field samplings are perfoermed
in conjunction with these surveys. In connection with this type of study. N, (g)-fixation should be
measured to give a better basis for estimating the contribution from this source to pelagic nitrogen. In
addition, the ratios of at least carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus should be determined in dominating
phytoplankton species and bacteria, in order to minimise errors when calculating Hows and standing
stocksot elements associated with these organisms.

Sedimentation is the primary net less process from the trophogenic layer for both carbon, nitrogen
and phosphorus. Sedimentation should be measured in conjunction with phytoplanklon abundance.
CO .-fixation, bacterial production, and nutrients. Sedimented material should be analysed for at least
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, silica and iron. Ol special importance is the coupling between denitrifica-
tion in the mcsopclagic sediment and the input of reducable compounds to the oeep-water. Since
denitrification must be driven by available energy scources. this may represent a separate estimate of
dcnitril'ication rates in the m.irine ecosystem.

The late of organic material introduced by river discharge should be studied, since this pool
represent a large buffer for both carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. The contribution of land-derived
compounds to bacterial and phytoplanklon growth should he evaluated by the use of stable-isotope
techniques (Peterson and Fry 11>S8). Likewise, the participation of dissolved organic material in the
energy flows ol the pelagic, and the regulation of the in- and outflow to the DOM-poo, should be studied.
Primarily, this requires a better characlei i/ation of the DOM-pool and ils interaction with heterolrophic
bacteria. Study of the participation of DOM i pelagic energy How is especially important in the Gulf of
Bothnia, in older to determine to what extent this part of the Baltic is driven by allochlonous carbon, i.e.
helerotrophic processes dominates (Smith and Mackenzie 1'MK).

To monitor long term large-scale effects on the Baltic, the net accumulation of matter in the
inorganic fraction, dissolved organic fraction and standing stocks of phyloplanklon and bacteria should
be routinely monitored, al least every second week. In addition, rate ol sedimentation should be deter-
mined, as well as the composition of the phyloplanklon community Large scale changes in the flow of
miileriiil.s.shmifd hi: rcc(<rdcd as.slat i.stic:illysignilkiint accumulation or ileplction (if I he .stocks. Sampling
with a lower frequency (han bi-weekly will nol give the desired resolution when analysing lor trends in
an inter-annual data set.
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CHAPTER 9

TOTAL AMOUNTS OF CRITICAL COMPOUNDS
IN THE SEDIMENTS AND PROCESSES RELATING

TO SEDIMENT-WATER EXCHANGE

Klaus Koop
Department of Zoology,
University of Stockholm,
S-106-91 Stockholm, Sweden

1. AIMS
Sediments exert important influences on conditions in overlying waters of aquatic ecosystems.

They may act as terminal sinks for some compounds or as transient sources for others. A diversity of
important biogcochcmical transformations occur within the sediments and particularly at interfaces
(e.g. the sediment-water interface or the boundary between oxic and anoxic zones). Often sediment-
water interactions are of sufficient magnitude to be important components in budget calculations in
aquatic areas; these processes are, therefore, also relevant in formulating management strategics for
aquatic ecosystems.

In this paper I shall attempt to describe the present state of knowledge with regard to concentra-
tions of critictl compounds in Baltic Sea sediments and the processes in sediments which take part in
regulating the concentrations of these compounds in Baltic Sea waters. It is important, in this context,
to bear in mind the overall objectives of the project area which arc to provide an overview of the
distribution and the dynamics of cutrophyingsubstances and some selected environmental toxins in the
Baltic Sea and to assess the relative importance of inputs from air and land, internal cycling and
exchange with neighbouring seas for the concentrations of these substances within the system. It has
been important, thus, to arrive at an approach which combines measurements of net effects of sediment
processes (such as, for example, the net exchange of a substance between sediment and overlying
water) with the clear need for more detailed mechanistic studies which provide insights into how
individual processes function and interact with one another.

2. STATE OF THE ART

THE SAMPLING PROBLEM
An essential clement in all research is the confidence which one can attach to the methods used.

A crucial problem of research into processes within sediments is the design of equipment which will
supply representative samples, an essential condition without which experimentation becomes mean-
ingless. With regard to working in marine sediments, and particularly at water depths that are outside
the reach of SCUBA divers (for our purposes around 25m) it should be pointed out that we do not today
have a sampling instrument which can bring to the surface undisturbed sediment cores which can then
be used in experimental manipulations. It is essential for the overall success of the project area that such
an instrument be designed and become generally available within the shortest possible time.
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QUANTITATIVE SAMPLING OF SOFT BOTTOM SEDIMENTS1

The bottoms of the Baltic Sea are to a large extent covered by soft sediments (e.g. Emelyanov 1988).
To obtain representative samples of these sediments is thus fundamental in much research in ecology,
geochemistry and environmental matters related to this sea. The demand is evident in research dealing
with e.g. abundance of benthic organisms, nutrient and metal dynamics, fate of pollutants, historical
monitoring, etc. Errorcous conclusions arc an obvious risk, if the inference is based on biased Held data.

Sampling device options
To obtain reliable soft bottom samples is of general importance in much marine as well as limnic

research. This wide demand has led to the development of a large variety of techniques for sampling these
bottoms. The literature on this problem is therefore also extensive (for reviews see Cummins 1962.
Hopkins 1964, Wright etal. 1965, Bouma 1969, Sly 1969,1981, Kajak 1971, Elliott andTuIlett 1978,1983.
Wright 1980, Downing 1984, Eleftheriou and Holme 1984, Mclntyrc and Warwick 1984).

The use of trawls, sledges, dredges, suction and air-lift equipment, grabs of snap (clamshell), scoop
or bucket designs, corcrs of impact or hydrostatic type etc. results in various degrees of semi-quantitative
sampling only (e.g. Elliott and Drake 1981, Downing 1984, Eleftheriou and Holme 1984). To obtain a
true quantitative soft bottom sample demands the use of a device with defined sample area which
encloses the corresponding underlaying sediment column, retains the sample and minimises distur-
bances of the sediment during recovery. As a corollary, reliable quantitative sampling must be based on
sediment punching by a coring instrument, i.e. cither (1) open-barrel gravity corers (sensu Emery and
Hulscmann 1964), (2) box corcrs (which are open rectangular gravity corcrs) or (3) piston corcrs.

Limitations and biasing factors
A number of factors can adversely affect core sampling:
• A bow wave in front of the orifice can blow away and laterally disperse flocculcnl surficial

sediments before the corcr reaches the surface. This source of error is not limited I» open-barrel gravity
corers (Mclntyrc 1971, Elmgrcn 1973), but has also been reported for bucket grabs (Wigcly 1967,
Flannagan 1970, Ankar 1977) and piston corers (see below).

• Sediment core shortening in open-barrel corers is a phenomenon which might severely bias the
sample obtained. This is an entry deficiency phenomenon due to friction of the sediment against the inner
wall of the tube, causing the core sample to under-rcprcscnt the penetrated sediment bed. It is difficult
to correct for this bias since initiation of core shortening is related to the tube diameter and amount of
shortening is influenced by the penetration velocity and the size of the coring tube (Blomqvist 1985). In
addtion, core shortening is also influenced by the physical character of the sediments (cf. Hongve and
Erlandscn 1979, Weaver and Schulthciss 1983, Blomqvist 1985), which further makes it difficult to do
requisite corrections.

• The use of a pi.ston coring technique can almost completely eliminate core shortening (Blomqvist
and Boström 1987). Free-falling piston corers tripped just above the bottom do, however, have serious
drawbacks. Core shortening, rotation and tilting of the sampler on impact with the sediment have been
reported, the sedimentary layers of the core may be deformed and the uppermost soil sediments arc
often seriously disturbed and may be entirely missing (McCoy and Von Hcrzen 1971, McCoy 1972,1980,
Moore and Heath 1978 and references in these).

• Gravity corers not equipped with a supportingstand tilt readily on the bottom. This may result not
only in redistribution and rcsuspension of enclosed sediment, but also in loss of material (Blomqvist 1985,
1990).

• The sediment sample can also be disturbed during the closing operation and withdrawal from the
sediment (Blomqvist 1985), and during retrieval. Rotation of a corcr during retrieval causes shear stress
on the sediment with ensuing rcsuspension and redistribution, particularly of soft surficial sediments.
Since the rate of cntrainment increases with sample area, instruments enclosing a larger area of surface
sediments arc more easily disturbed than corcrs with narrow tubes (Blomqvist 1990). Rcsuspcnsion and
redistribution of sediment samples obtained by larger corcrs (e.g. Elmgren 1973) might also render
subsequent careful subsampling tricky (Rullcdgc and Flcegcr 1988). In corcrs not equipped with asccurc

'This MTciion was written by Svcn BlnmqviM, Asko laboratory and Department of Geology. University of Stockholm. Sweden
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lid-locking mechanism, resuspension may have particulary detrimental consequences resulting in the loss
of sediment and organisms (cf. Blomqvist 1990).

• Re-penetration is a problem which can easily lead to misinterpretations, such as, for example,
apparent cyclicity of sedimentary records, when using open-barrel gravity corers (McCoy 1972,1980,
Moore and Heath 1978. Weaver and Schultheiss 1983). Rolling and pitching of the boat from which the
samples arc taken may cause a related problem, when the sampler hits the bottom and causes disturbance
before the corer actually enters the sediment.

Features to consider in future development of instruments
• Instruments for quantitative sampling of soft bottom sediments must be based on the coring

principle.
• For reliable sampling, gentle, slow entry of the coring tube into and penetration of the sediment

is important (Mclntyrel971, Elmgren 1973, Blomqvist 1985).
• In careful studies dealing with unconsolidatcd surficial or flocculent sediments, enclosion and

segregation of individual samples in situ is recommended, rather than subcoring after retrieval of a large
corer (Rutledge and Fleeger 1988).

• A supporting stand is recommended (cf. e.g. Bamctt et al. 1984, Blomqvist and Abrahamsson
1985, Blomqvist 1990) in order to prevent tilting of the sampler. A stand also permits mounting of a
damper, ensuring slow entry speed of the coring tube (Craib 1965, Barnctt et al. 1984).

• Sediment core shortening is a problem which must be considered when using open tube corcrs.
Techniques with foils (Kjellman et al. 1950) or pistons (cf. Blomqvist and Boström 1987) are possible
means of overcoming the phenomenon.

• Multiple corcrs (e.g. Barett et al. 1984, Chandler 1988) provide particular opportunities in studies
of patchincss and small scale spatial variability (cf. e.g. Gärdefors and Orrhagc 1968, Jumars 1975, Kern
and Bell 1984, Phillips and Flccgcr 1985). Also, multiple corers can save much ship time when operating
in deep water by providing more sediments and samples in replicate, an obvious advantage. There arc
however, problems with data analysis of samples taken with multiple corers since and samples arc not true
replicates.

Much aquatic research relics on quantitative sampling of soft bottom sediments. Considering the
great number of studies of sediment processes and the crucial need for good field data, however, there
is a remarkable lack of reliable and dependable instruments to obtain representative samples. In fact,
there seems to be a gap between the growing needs of the researchers studying Recent chemical and
biological scdimcntology and the development of adequate field techniques.

THE SCALING PROBLEM
A major problem in designing research projects dealing with large-scale processes is one of scaling.

Results from measurements and experimental manipulations necessarily restricted to spatial scales that
arc realistic and amenable to manipulation arc then to be extrapolated, multiplied up, to yield data which
arc realistic for the whole ecosystem and which can be used in ecological models. The problem that faces
scientists who arc to supply the data to be used in these models is one of how to simplify the mosaic of
environmental conditions encountered to a number of habitats that can be studied in the time frames
available and to assess how realistic the data arc, i.e. how useful for extrapolations.

Sediment types
In the context of sediment studies in the Baltic Sea the question that arises is whether it is possible

to reduce the potentially infinite number of sampling stations in the total Baltic Sea to a number of
stations that arc representative for large areas. Baltic Sea sediments may be divided into three major
ecological types:

a) Coastal sediments - these form a mosaic of sediments with varying environmental conditions;
direct influence from land is great, e.g. runoff; a major feature is the heterogeneity of these
sediments
b) Erosion/transport sediments - sediments usually at intermediate water depth that receive input
of material which, sooner or later, is resuspended and transported away, usually to greater depths;
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relatively little of scdimenting matter is incorporated into these sediments; they are probably more
homogeneous than coastal sediments
c) Accumulation sediments - sediments in the open sea which receive input of sedimenting material
which largely stays where it landed on the bottom; in the Baltic these sediments are often laminated
(Jonsson et al. 1990); bioturbation docs not exist; estimates are that they make up about M)c'c of
Baltic sediments (Wulff, pers. comm.); these sediments are probably fairly homogeneous.

Using this zonation it should be possible to employ a strategy of stratified random sampling, with a
small number of stations in each of these zones representing the whole zone. The coastal zone is the most
difficult to cover in a representative way - here close integration is needed with projects dealing with
coast-offshore interactions.

Chemical conditions
Chemically, two stable equilibria exist in marine sediments:

a) Oxic - with a pH close to 8 and pE * 6.5
b) Anoxic - with a pH of 7-8 and pE around -3

These redox conditions largely determine the transformations and fluxes of materials in sediments.
Generally sediments have a thin surface layer of oxidised material below which the sediment is anoxic.
The rcdoxclinc is usually very sharp, i.e. the turnover occurs over a very small spatial scale. Sediments
where the bottom water is anoxic arc homogeneously anoxic as well, i.e. there is no rcdoxclinc within the
sediment, since this has moved up into the overlying water.

It appears, thus, that there arc good possibilities of reducing the number of sampling stations to
manageable proportions from which general conclusions regarding sediment-water interactions can be
drawn.

WHICH ARE THE CRITICAL COMPOUNDS TO STUDY ?
Carbon is the "currency" used in all studies dealing with material fluxes in marine ecosystems and

in modelling and needs to be measured; distinctions should he made between organic carbon and
inorganic carbon.

Redox conditions in sediments arc largely governed by relative amounts of oxygen present. Since
sediment processes arc largely redox dependent, oxygen influences both concentrations of compounds
in sediments and the type of transformation processes that occur.

Of obvious importance in the debate on culrophication of the Baltic Sea arc nitrogen and
phosphorus which arc the major macro-nutrients for primary producers. Analyses should differentiate
between organic and inorganic fractions and should also consider differences between labile (=mobile)
and refractory components with a view to estimating the proportion of the nitrogen and phosphorus pool
which can actively participate in sediment-water exchange processes. There arc indications that in recent
years silica has increasingly become a limiting nutrient at certain times of year. This has profound
implications for the structure and function of phytoplankton blooms, particularly the spring bloom.
Here, too, studies need to distinguish between active and total silica. There are suggestions in the
literature that sulphate reduction may play an important part in mineralisation processes in anoxic
environments (J0rgcnsen 1982). The role of sulphur in Baltic sediments is relatively little studied and
needs further attention.

TOTAL AMOUNTS OF CRITICAL COMPOUNDS
There is an obvious coupling between the total amounts of compounds in sediments and the

processes that are responsible for the turnover of those compounds. Thus, processes that transform
compound/4 to B have a direct bcaringon the concentrations of A and B. at (he same time concentrations
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of both.4 and B may have direct effects on the magnitude of the transformation process. For the purpose
of this paper, however. I will deal with the two complexes separately.

Carbon
Processes in sediments including biogeochemical transformations are fuelled by inputs of organic

matter from the overlying water. Since degradation processes follow stoichiometric relationships it might
be expected that standing stocks of organic carbon arc correlated in some way with the magnitude of
mineralisation processes in sediments (see Carman and Jonsson 1990. also below). Techniques for
measuring organic matter content or organic carbon content are well established. A First approximation
for the organic carbon content of sediments can be obtained by combusting dried samples at 500* C and
dividing by 2. More accurate estimates may be obtained by combusting samples in a CHN analyser and
applving corrections lor inorganic carbon content where appropriate.

The most recent published account of distribution of organic carbon in Baltic Sea sediments is by
Emelyanov (1988) who presents data for the Baltic proper compiled into sediment maps. The maps give
organic carbon content in "c of the upper 5cm of sediment. It should be noted that samples for the study
were taken with a grab from research vessels (Emelyanov, pers. comm.). It seems likely, therefore, that
the tine flocculcnt surface layer of the sediments was not included in the analyses, so that the data must
be approached with some caution.

Oxygen
As pointed out above, concentrations of oxygen directly determine redox conditions in sediments

which in turn determine the form in which the various compounds are found. Measurement of oxygen
or redox potential in sediments is still difficult to do although the microelectrode techniques developed
over the last few years (Rcvsbcch etal. 1980) have become increasingly reliable and are now widely used.

Nitrogen
Nitroj;...! enters sediments in the form of organic and inorganic matter settling out of the water

column. This material is then utilised by different types of bacteria in (he various strata of the sediments.
It is important, thus, to quantify total amounts of nitrogenous material in sediments because, as is the case
for organic carbon, this is likely to be correlated with rates of organic matter transformation mediated by
microhetcrolrophic organisms.

Techniques for (he determination of total and organic nitrogen in sediments are quile well
established. Perhaps the simplest and most reliable measure of total nitrogen can be obtained by
combusting samples in a CI IN analyser; total organic nitrogen can be analysed by the Kjeldahl technique

It has become increasingly clear that the magnitude of microbial processes depends to a large extent
on the quality of organic material available for biodegradation. Clearly, very labile material such as amino
acids, for example, are degraded rather rapidly and efficiently whereas more refractory components, such
as humic substances, for example, degrade much more slowly and may. in fact, be more or less
permanently buried in the sediments.

There are, today, no methods available for distinguishing between nitrogenous matter that can
undergo fairly rapid transformation (labile organic nitrogen) and that which is more resistant to microbial
attack (refractory organic nilrogen). In order to understand how much of the nitrogenous organic
material in fact lakes part in sediment-water exchange processes, however, il is imporlant that methods
be developed which can give even approximate estimates of ihc sizes of the two pools in sedimenis. This
may be particularly important in areas where input ol refractory nilrogen (e.g. humic substances) from
land runoff is large.

Phosphorus2

During recent years more or less sophisticated and complex extraction procedures have been

*Thc informal inn for this wciion « cnmpilcd by Rolf Carman. Department or Geology,! Inivcnily of Stockholm, S- inn 91. Sweden



developed to distinguish between the various forms of phosphorus in sediments. Such sequential
extractions arc of importance as tools for the interpretation of the dominant incorporation mechanism
and to understand the diagenctic processes of phosphorus in sediments as well as to quantify the
potential amounts of mobile phosphorus.

Direct determination of total and mobile phosphorus
The determination of total phosphorus in sediments is relatively simple. The problem is, instead,

one of definition, since there arc many chemical analyses for "total" phosphorus in sediments, all of
which probably measure slightly different things. It appears, however, that the most common, simple and
exact leaching procedure used for this purpose, as well as for all elements in the sediments, is the
treatment with an oxidising acid e.g. nitric or sulphuric acid (or both).

There exist several alternative reducing agents for determining the amounts of "reducible phospho-
rus" in sediments. The most common chemical extraction procedure for this purpose is the citrate-
dithionile-bicarbonatc (CDB-P) buffer method developed by Turner and Rice (1954). This extraction
as well as many other methods using similar reducing agents (for an overview see Lucotte and d'Anglejan
19S5) are, to differing degrees, marred by analytical problems, as well as being time consuming and, to
some degree, inadequate (Lucottc and d'Anglejan 1985, Williams el al. 1980).

A more appropriate reducing agent for the environmental changes occurring during a negative
redox turnover is probably hydrogen sulphide (Wj) at a pH of around 7 (Krom and Berner 1980, Carman
and Jonsson 1991)). This treatment almost exactly simulates natural conditions in reducing environments
in (he Bailie Sea. It estimates all phosphorus released during such conditions irrespective of its origin.

Indirect determination - mobile phosphorus
This proposed indirect method (see Carman and Jonsson 1990) could, in some cases, serve to

provide alternative estimates of the amount of mobile phosphorus in sediments, especially where the iron
conlent in the sediment is already known (Nicmistö et til. 1978). The rationale behind this method
originates from the purely abiotic iron-phosphorus release theory under reduced conditions. The iron-
phosphorus correlation increases if one also considers sediment water and organic matter (org-P)
content (Carman and Jonsson 1990). One must bear in mind, hrwc\er, that the calculated k-value of the
linear regression may vary between different sediment environments due to differentiation in the
sediment chemistry with respect to iron i.e. mainly between the different sub-basins of the Baltic Sea.

Other phosphorus fractions
Since the mobile phosphorus seldom constitutes more than 25 % of the total phosphorus content in the
sediment (Bal/.er 1986; Carman and Jonsson 199D) and since the overall importance of this fraction
seems to be of secondary importance in comparison with the total annual load (Carman and Jonsson
1990) a determination of the amount of other forms of phosphorus in the sediments is preferable. Hence,
determination of other forms of phosphorus in the sediments could serve as a tool for mechanism studies
and to interpret and quantify the incorporation pathway of phosphorus during different environmental
conditions.

Available data on distribution of phosphorus in Baltic Sea sediments
The most extensive work in this field is thai of Emclyanov (198S) who has constructed a total

phosphorus distribution map for Baltic proper sediments. This map represents the average amount in the
upper 5 cm of the sediment and the same comments as made above for organic carbon apply. In addition,
Nicmisto el al. (1978) have determined the total phosphorus content from several locations in the
Bolhnian Sea. Furthermore, Holm (1978) has measured the vertical distribution of total phosphorus at
a number of stations in the Baltic proper.

The knowledge of iVie distribution and amounts of "mobile" phosphorus in the Baltic Sea is very
sparse. Carman and Jonsson (1990) have investigated the distribution of different forms of phosphorus,
including (he mobile fraction, in the northern Baltic proper. Further knowledge of the mobile phospho-
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rus fraction is restricted to a few specific areas, such as the Kiel Bight (sec e.g. Balzcr 1986. Holm 1978).

Silica
Biogcnic or amorphous silica, incorporated into sediments by sedimentation of a range of plank-

tonic organisms such as diatoms, flagellates and others, is often measured in palco-occanographic
studies. One of the applications of the results from such studies has been to attempt to infer productivity
of overlying waters both in marine (e.g. Lisitsyn 1971) and freshwater environments (e.g. Newberry and
Schclskc 1986) and to deduce the historical development of pelagic productivity by investigating the
stratigraphy of biogcnic silica in sediment cores. Although the technique requires that a number of
assumptions have to be met (Conlcy 1988). it has been successfully applied to at least one study of the
biogcochcmical responses to anthropogenic disturbance of nutrient cycles (Schclskc et al. 1988).

Biogcnic silica in sediments is relatively easy to determine. The technique is based on wet chemical
dissolution which leaches the silica out of the sediment matrix using a weak base (about 1 c'c Na,CO, at
85 *C). Biogcnic silica leaches rapidly within the first few hours. Leaching of more ordered, mineral
phases of silica is corrected for by longer incubations and applying appropriate corrections (Eggiman ct
al. 1980, de Master 1981, Conley 1988). No work of this type has been done in the Baltic Sea.

CRITICAL PROCESSES

Nitrogen
Net regeneration of nitrogen from sediments is the sum of a number of redox dependent biological

transformation processes carried out by organisms in the sediments. The role of sediment bacteria need
hardly be highlighted: they are theorganisms largely responsible for ihe initial biodegradation ol material
which has settled out of the overlying water. It should be pointed out, however, that larger organisms,
particularly microheterotrophic predators of bacteria, but also the meio- and macrofauna living on and
in the sediments may have an important role in benthic nitrogen regeneration processes (see for example
McCall and Tcvcsz 1982, Blackburn and Srtrensen 1988). This topic is further expanded on below; this
section will deal only with microheterotrophic processes. Excellent reviews of nitrogen transformation
processes in sediments can be found in Carpenter and Capone (1983) and Blackburn and Sorensen
(1988) where the available techniques for studying those processes are also presented in detail. I shall
thus only briefly list the important processes and techniques below.

Benthic N mineralisation
Sediment mineralisation occurs in a range of zones in marine sediments and a number of different

electron acceptors are involved. As carbon is oxidised in the different zones of the sediment, first by
oxygen in the surface layers, then successively by nitrate and sulphate, organic nitrogen is mineralised to
NH4. This ammonium can. be oxidised only by oxygen itself and thus accumulates in deeper sediment
layers whence it diffuses to the surface of the sediment. Here it can be either nitrified or diffuse into the
water overlying the sediments. Nitrogen mineralisation is thus an important process for nitrogen
regeneration from sediments.

A number of indirect methods for measuring nitrogen mineralisation exist and these were widely
used before more direct techniques were developed (see Klump and Martens 1983). These methods
were based largely on more or less complex diffusion models which predicted mineralisation rates based
on the distribution of dissolved species in porewater (Berncr 1980).

Direct methods are comprehensively reviewed by Blackburn (1988) and include

1. incubating cores and slurries and measuring the rate of accmulationof NH,,
2. measuring net fluxes between sediment and water: the measured rale represents mineralisation
- nitrification
3. incubating cores injected with I5NH4 and measuring the concentrations of isotope in a time series
of cores or, alternatively measuring the temporal dilution of the isotope.
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Nitrification
A proportion of the NH4 produced during the decomposition of organic material in sediments is

oxidised to NO, in the oxic surface sediments before diffusing into the water above. It is not generally
known how important this process is for further primary production in the pelagic environment. Clearly,
however, the nitrate produced in nitrification may be used as electron acceptor in the reduction of NO,
to gaseous forms, N,O or N, (denitrification). It has been shown that in coastal waters denitrification is
limited by nitrate supply and thus nitrification (e.g. Jenkins and Kemp 1984). Nitrification may also be a
significant consumer of oxygen in surface sediments and may thus have a strong effect on redox
conditions (Christensen and Rowe 1984).

The methods for measuring nitrification in sediments arc reviewed by Hcnrikscn and Kemp (1988)
in an excellent article. Briefly, they include

1. indirect measurements based on measurements of denitrification and sediment-water fluxes;
nitrification is then denitrification + flux out of the sediment. Some limitations apply (Hcnriksen
and Kemp 1988).
2. use of specific inhibitors which prevent oxidation of NH4 and thus production of nitrate. The
difference between ammonium production with or without blockage gives an estimate of the
nitrification rate. A number of different inhibitors have been used in marine sediments: nitrapyrin.
also known as N-serve, is most widely used; allylthyourea (ATU) t\a& also been used bul some
problems remain with this compound: chlorate has been used to block the oxidation of nitrite lo
nitrate, the accumulation of nitrite then gives an estimate of nitrification. The various inhibitors
available arc reviewed by Hauck (1980).
3. use of "N tracers in studies with slurries or inlact sediment cores. Probably the best such study
was that reported by Nishio ct al. (1982) who used a kind of chemostat method where water
containing "N-labcllcd NO, or NH4 over inlact sediment cores was constantly renewed, avoiding
problems of diffusion limitation and substrate depletion.

Nitrate reduction and denitrification
Because of the structure of marine soft sediments, i.e. a thin oxygenated layer overlying the bulk of

anoxic sediments, ideal conditions arc created for microbial nitrate reduction. Nitrate is often present in
high concentrations in bottom waters and is available as substrate substituting for oxygen in the upper
anoxic layer. Nitrate reduction may follow a number of pathways; it may be assimilated into biomass, it
may be respired to nitrite, it may be reduced to ammonium (nitrate ammonification) and it may be
transformed into gaseous compounds (N2O or N2) in denitrification (Koike and Sörcnscn 1988). The
first type of process is probably of little importance in marine sediments which often have high
concentrations of NH4 and which inhibit NO, assimilation.

Methods for estimating nitrate reduction and denitrification in marine sediments have become
available only in the last decade and so far very few results have been published (Koike and Sorcnscn
1988). Apart from calculations based on diffusion-advection models (here are currently three methods
in use:

1. Direct estimates of N, production are used by only a few workers. Intact sediment cores arc
incubated with overlying water of lowered N, content. Risks olcontamination 1rom the atmosphere
are high and incubation times arc usually several weeks.
2. The acetylene inhibition technique is perhaps most widely used today and makes use of the fact
that C,H2 blocks the reduction of N,O to N2 in denitrifying bacteria (Yoshinari and Knowles 1976).
Dissolved acetylene is injected into intact sediment cores and the subsequent accumulation of N2O
can be taken as a measure of in situ denitrification. There arc a number of problems inherent in the
technique (see review by Koike and Stfrcnscn 1988).
3. As in measurements of the other nitrogen transformation processes the use of "N isotope has
recently been introduced to measure nitrate reduction. The most promising approach is that of
Nishio etal. (1982) mentioned earlier.
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Available data on critical processes in the Baltic
There arc only a handfull of published studies of nitrogen transformation processes in the Baltic

Sea. Apart from detailed investigations in the Kiel Bight (sec reviews in Rumohr et al. 1987) there arc
only two other studies reporting sediment-water exchange processes: in the Gulf of Bothnia (Nedwellet
at. 1983) and in the Gulf of Bothnia (Koop el al. 1990). There arc a number of published studies which
report sediment-water fluxes arrived at from various modelling approaches (sec Wulff and Stigcbrandt
1989 and references therein).

Phosphorus1

The incorporation/release and 'ransport mechanisms of phosphorus depends or. interactions
between physical, chemical and biological factors. The critical mechanisms for phosphorus diagenesis
and exchange between water and sediment in the Baltic Sea are. of course, largely identical with those
in other aquatic environments all over the world. The relative importance of different incorporation/
release mechanisms may, however, vary spatially. The diagenesis of phosphorus after decomposition of
organic matter in saltwater differs to some degree from the critical mechanisms that occur in freshwater
systems due to the relatively narrow range of the pH and pE regime in marine areas. This narrow range
is caused by the large excess of carbonate and sulphate in marine environments. The upper limit of pH
(« 8) is probably controlled by precipitation of calcium carbonate while its lower limit ( * 7) is controlled
by sulphide precipitation (Bcn-Yaakow 1973). In addition, the lower pE limit (»-3) is controlled by
sulphate reduction. However, in environments with lower concentrations of sufphate and or in sedi-
ments containing sufficiently high concentrations of cations with non-noble gas electron configuration
(e.g. Fe2+ and Mn2+) to poison the formed sulphide, leading to microbial sulphate starvation, lower
redox values often occur and other reaction pathways for phosphorus might apply. Different diagenctic
mcchanisms for phosphorus due to differences in the salinity regime as well as the metal chemistry of the
sediment could be of importance since the salinity gradient in the Baltic Sea varies from 1.6 c'c below the
halocline in the Baltic proper (Fonsclius 1986) to near freshwater values in the surface water of the
Bothnian Bay.

Exchange between dissolved and paniculate phosphorus
It is now well established that the main scavenger of phosphorus by means of adsorption is iron( III)

oxide hydroxide (e.g. Bcrncr 1973, Borggaard 1983, Lucotte and d'Anglcjan 1988). Due to its surplus of
positive charge (ZPC < 8.2-8.5) it is capable of adsorbing substantial amounts of phosphorus during
oxidised conditions. When the redox potential decreases, these iron(IH) complexes dissolve, releasing
into the water also those substances adsorbed to them. So far it has not been demonstrated, however, that
this process is the (inly redox dependent release mechanism for phosphorus in natural .sediment/water
environments. Clearly, however, the amount of iron in sediments and the amount of phosphorus
liberated by reducing agents often shows a good correlation (e.g. Williams el al. 1976, Krom and Berner
1981, Balzcr 1986). In addition. Carman and Jonsson (1989) have shown that this correlation improves
if one also considers sediment characteristics such as the content of organic matter and water and particle
size.

This strictly abiotic approach has, however, been challenged by several recent investigations (e.g.
Doremus and Clcsceri, 1982; Boström et al., 1988. Gachtcr el al. 1989). Gachter el al. (1989) propose in
their study that microbiota may not only play an indirect role by consuming oxygen during organic matter
decomposition but also contribute directly to the fluxes of phosphorus during a redox shift. If this
microbial process is important it will influence the iron-phosphorus relationship since it seems to occur
al about the same redox potential as the dissolution/precipitation of amorphous FcOOH i.e. * 220 mV

Other mechanisms which may be important in sediment-water fluxes of phosphorus are incorpora-
tion/adsorption of phosphorus to organic and inorganic calcium carbonate (see Otsuki and Welzel 1972,
Froelich el al. 1977, Walter and Burton. 198ft), exchange mechanisms with calcium carbonate in e.g.
calcitc and aragonitc to form phosphorite and adsorption to aluminium hydroxides or clay minerals such
as idile or kaolinitc. These processes may he important in the accumulation of phosphorus in sediments.

•'The information of this section was compiled hy Rolf Carman. Geology Department. University of Stockholm. S 106 91 Stockholm.
Sweden
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Available data on critical processes in the Baltic Sea
Redox affected release of phosphorus has been studied by several workers both in situ (benthic

chambers) and in the laboratory. Most such studies arc based on measurements of the alteration of the
concentration in the supernatant water during different environmental conditions e.g. Koop et al.
(1990). However, in order to explain where the measured fluxes of phosphorus originate and how P is
incorporated one must simultaneously check the alteration of different forms of phosphorus in the
sediment (e.g. Holm and Lindström. 1978). The latter approach in combination with measurements of
the amount (form) of newly settled material on the sediment surface is preferable in order to understand
the critical mechanisms which regulate the incorporation and release of phosphorus during different
environmental conditions.

Silica
Recent evidence fom the Baltic Sea indicates that, at certain times of the year, pelagic phytoplank-

ton production may be limited by the amounts of dissolved silica in the photic zone. A similar
phenomenon has been reported from Lake Michigan in North America (Schclskc and Stocrmcr 1971,
Conlcy et al. 1988). Such variations in nutrient availability may have strong effects on the competitive
interactions between phytoplanklon species and could lead to shifts in the composition of the phyto-
plankton communities.

Much of the silica used by pelagic primary producers in marine systems is material regenerated on
an annual basis. Wollast (1974), for example, estimated that as much as 99% of all biogenic silica
produced in the oceans is regenerated annually, while tin. number for Lake Michigan was 95% (Schclskc
1985). Net sediment-water column exchange of silica can be studied in intact sediment cores incubated
in the laboratory or on board ship and amounts of silica regenerated from different types of sediments
studied. This can then be compared to inputs of silica from land runoff and annual budgets constructed.
There arc no direct studies of turnover of silica in the Baltic Sea.

Sulphur4

In marine sediments the main terminal process for organic matter degradation in anaerobic zones
is dissimilatory sulphate reduction. It has been shown in some coastal systems that this process may
account for up to half of the deposited organic matter (Jorgenscn. 1982). The efficiency of the process
is such that only .-. small fraction of highly refractory organic matter is left to undergo burial. Given that
the bulk of subsurface sediments arc anaerobic in marine and cstuarinc ecosystems, sulphate reduction
is a highly significant pathway of carbon mineralisation. In the Baltic Sea this process may have particular
significance as. in addition to the prevalence of subsurface anaerobic sediments, there arc periods when
in some areas the zone of anoxia extends beyond the scdimcnt-watcr column interface to include the
overlying water. Consequently, it is important from both an ecological and gcochcmical standpoint that
sulphate reduction be measured in the Baltic Sea, especially when trying to budget the mass flows of
organic matter through the system.

Controlling factors and reported rates of sulphate reduction
Dissimilatory sulphate reduction involves the stepwisc reduction of sulphate (SO4

2 ) through
various intermediates to hydrogen sulphide (H,S). Through this process microorganisms arc able to
transfer the bulk of the reducing power of reduced carbon compounds and hydrogen to hydrogen
sulphide which may subsequently diffuse to aerobic zones.

The rate of sulphate reduction depends mainly on two factors: the supply of sulphate and the
availability of rcductants. The supply of sulphate may be limited by (he rale at which it can diffuse into
the sediments and so may vary according to the physical nature of a given sediment type. By comparison,
the availability of rcductants may be controlled by a more complex set of factors such as the rate of
sedimentation of organic matter, the quality of the sedimenting matter, and the supply of suitable low
molecular weight organic compounds which arc made available by hydrolytic and fermenting bacteria
*Thc inlormation in this section was compiled by Kon JohnMonc. Zoology Department. University nf Stockholm. S-106 91 Stockholm.
Sweden
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working on the scdimentcd material. Whilst seasonal and yearly fluctuations have been reported for
sulphate reduction it would appear that it is the supply of organic matter thai is the main controlling
factor, as opposed to factors such as temperature (Jtfrgcnscn. 1977).

Sulphate reduction rates have received considerable attention in coastal and estuarinc sediments
and reported rates range from around 2 mmol.m -.d ' (fjord sediments: Sttrenscn el. al. I979) to 130
mmol.m :.d ' (restricted fjord sediments; Ingvorscn and J0rgenscn 1982) depending on the method used
and the sediment type investigated. As is discussed below, however, recent work by Thode- Andersen and
Jttrgenscn (1989) suggests that many of these earlier measurements may underestimate the true rate of
sulphate reduction by as much as 60%.

By comparison, sulphate reduction has received much less attention in the Baltic Sea. There have
been several studies of the quantity and distribution of different sulphurous compounds in Baltic
sediments (sec for example Lindström 1980. and Lcin 1983) but direct measures of sulphate reduction
in the Baltic proper arc more rare; those rates that have been reported are for ncarshore or coastal areas
and not deep sea sediments. Dyrsscn and Hallberg (1979). for example, report a rate of between 6.4
mmol.m :.d ' and 23.4 mmol.m :.d ' depending on the amount of available organic matter. Clearly there
is a significant lack of information and data on sulphate reduction for Baltic Sea sediments.

Measurement of Sulphate Reduction
There arc several methods that have been routinely used to measure sulphate reduction rates:

Mathematical modelling
Bcrner (1964) showed that there was a significant linear relationship between the log of the rate

constant for sulphate reduction and the .sedimentation rates observed for several different coastal
sediments. Mathematical modelling has been extended and modified by later workers (see lor example
Murray el al. 1978, Toth and Lcrman 1977. Bender and Heggie 1984) and sulphate reduction rates
determined this way generally agree with other gcochcmical data. In sediments where bioturbation and
mixing are significant (Jiirgcnscn, 1978), however, and where rapid oxidation of sulphide may occur,
mathematical models based on sulphate and sulphide concentrations are likely to give erroneous results.

Direct chemical measurements
Although there are several intermediates in the reduction of sulphate, the only extracellular

sulphur compound that is produced is hydrogen sulphide (H,S). Consequently, increases in sulphide or
decreases in sulphate have both been used to calculate sulphate reduction rales in different coastal
sediments (Bcrncr 1978, Howartft and Teal 197*1 Hal/berg 19H<1 Allerand Yingsc 19H0, Martens and
Bcrner 1977). In practice, however, because of the patchiness and variability often observed ii is
generally not possible to determine significant changes in sulphate or sulphide concentrations over short
periods of time. In addition, there is a risk that in experiments where samples are incubated in cores or
boxes for extended periods, the structure of the sediment-water interface is broken down altering the
gcochcmical potential of the sediment being investigated.

Radioisotopic methods
Because of its easy detection al low concentrations, "S has been widely used to trace the fate of

sulphate entering sediments. In brief, sediments arc incubaicd with "S-SO4 and the accumulation of "S
in the different end sulphur pools is monitored over time. Until recently, such experiments have only
included the label found in acid-volatile sulphides (AVS: FcS and H,S) because, basedon Ihe calculated
accumulation of compounds such as pyrite. the formation of other sulphur compounds was not
considered to be significant during short-term "SO4

2- incubations (see for example Jorgenscn 1977).
Howarth and Teal (1979), however, found thai for salt marsh soiis the main labelled product ol'"S04

:-
incubalions was pyritc suggesting that pyrile was a much more aciive pool than previously expected.
Consequently, not only AVS but also etcmentaf sulphur and FeS, poofs are now monitored. Using this
method, the recent work of Thode-Andcrscn and Jurgcnsen (1989) indicates that previous measure-
ments not including these pools may have underestimated sulphate reduction rates by up to We.
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Aai—I - s r t i f t imtmrnetimms
As has been mentioned above, meki- and macrofauna in soft sediments may have a profound

influence on the transformations of nutrients in sediments and on sediment-water fluxes (see papers in
McCall and Tcvcsz 19K2. for reviews see Kristensen 1968. Aller 1W8). Benthic animals, by their feeding
and burrowing activity take an active part in particle transport and they influence movement of water and
solutes by ventilation of the sediments for respiration. It is well known that animal activity in sediments
may stimulate bacterial activity.

There is now a host of studies on mkrobial nutrient transformation and regeneration processes in
sediments from a wide variety of marine systems. Many of these studies are done as incubations of one
kind or another, very often using sediment cores only some centimetres in diameter. Obviously, thus,
these studies largely exclude the effects of benlhic meio- and macrofauna on those processes. Only in
cases where experiments have been carried out in situ with bell-jar type enclosures has the effect of the
total sediment community on nutrient regeneration processes been studied. A result from a recent study
in the Limfjord in Denmark exemplifies the problem (Kristensen I </S8). It was found that in a sediment
with a Nereu vireru community of 700 animals m - the animals were responsible lor about half of the total
denitrification. Very little is known about the couplings between nutrient transformation processes and
benthic mcio- and macrofauna in Baltic sediments, particularly in the open Baltic.

Dating using radioisotopes
One of the aims of the project area is to attempt to trace the historical development of environ-

mental loadings in the Baltic Sea. 1 here are now a number of methods which can be used to study both
the rates of sediment accumulation and to construct historical budgets tor e.g. environmental pollutants
such as heavy metals Generally one uses the :'"Pb method supplemented with analyses of ; ' Cs.
- w :4"Pu. -**rh. as well as such measures as magnetic susceptibility and knowledge ot past events which
have had a strong influence on environmental conditions (e.g. Aller ft tit. I WO. El-Daoushy 1W1 j.
Details of these methods may be found in the relevant literature but. briefly, the :"'Pb method relies on
ihe fact that -'"Pb enters the atmosphere through its precursor ---Ra which escapes at a more or less
constant rate from the land. The -'"Pb soon (after some days to a week) enters natural reservoirs such
as soils, rivers. lakes or seas. This traction of the -'"Pb can then be used to construct chronologies of
deposition and to date the different strata in recent (up to about 150yi sediments.

Although a good deal of this type of work has been done ail over the world and also in Scandinavia,
verv few data are available from the Baltic Sea.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

DATABASE ON SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
If we are to construct reliable models tor the concentrations and dynamics of critical compounds in

•he sediments of (he Baltic Sea. reliabie data on standing stocks of these compounds in the sediments
must be available. A look .it the literature reveals that for the Baltic Sea as a whole, very tew such data
have been published. The sediment maps published recently by Emelyanov i I<WH) and mentioned before
must be approached with some caution, since surface sediments are bound to have been influenced hy
the sampling method used. They are extremely useful, however, as a base lor further studies.

Much data on Baltic Sea sediments has been collected over the years. Most studies to do with
sediments have measured at least water content and loss on ignition, (woof the parameters most usually
measured. As was pointed out above, there appears to be a good correlation between these parameters
and. at least, the amounts of mobilisable phosphorus in sediments from the Baltic proper, but possibly
even other parameters. The data arc. however, not in a form readily available to scientists working in the
field, but are in the possession of those groups who have carried out the work. Contacts with the Finnish
Institute of Marine Research have revealed that substantial amountsof data exist, but that these are not
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part of the HELCOM database, nor have they been compiled for one of the ICES working groups
(Perttila, pers. comm.). There are, however, initiatives by ICES and its Sub-Group on Baltic Sediments,
to evaluate the use of sediments in environmental monitoring. The activities of anyone working with
sediment processes in the Baltic within this SNV project area should be closely co-ordinated with those
or the ICES Sub-Group.

Given that the data on Baltic Sea sediments are not readily available I suggest that, after discussions
with scientists willing to contribute to a database on Baltic Sea sediments, a format for this database be
compiled and that existingdata be entered into this database as soon as possible. It appears that the majoi
contributors to this database would be the The Institute of Oceanology, USSR Academy of Sciences,
Kaliningrad (E.M. Emelyanov and others). The Finnish Institute of Marine Research (L. Niemistö, M.
Perttilä and others), the Swedish Environmental Protection Board through its Programme for Environ-
mental Monitoring (PMK), and possibly the Institute of Marine Research, Rostock-Warncmunde (L.
Briigmann and others) ;>•; well as other individuals in the countries bordering the Baltic willing to
contribute.

Since little can be said about the quality of the unpublished data discussed above it appears esseniial
to initiate, as soon as possible, a programme designed at collecting new data on sediment characteristics
according to a standardised format. Since it appears unrealistic to launch a separate programme purely
for collecting such data within a grid covering the whole Baltic Sea, I suggest that this be done in
collaboration with existing monitoring programmes. The goal of such an investigation would be to
compile standardised sediment dala from as many stations in the Baltic as possible over as short a time
period as possible. It seems realistic that this could be done by one person with the requisite sampling
equipment who was able to follow any cruises in the Baltic over, say a two year period and take bottom
samples at any of the stations the cruise happens to visit. In this way a large number ot stations could be
covered in a relatively short time (thus the Baltic Monitoring Programme of HELCOM. which in Sweden
is administered by SMHI and SNV, alone has a network of some 53 stations in the Baltic visited lour times
per year - Kängas and Tulkki 19S7).

The sediment parameters to be measured should be (top 20mm of sediment):
benthic fauna,
water content,
loss on ignition (5(K)'C).
total + organic carbon,
total + organic nitrogen,
total + mobile phosphorus

Sumrmiry of recommendations
;. Unpublished data in the possession of individuals and research institutions need to be compiled
according to a standardised format.
2. New maps of sediment characteristics need to be compiled by a sampling programme which
makes use of research and monitoring cruises already planned over the next lew years.

STUDIES OF CRITICAL PROCESSES
One of the major problems in trying to arrive at concrete recommendations lor a research area as

vast as that ol critical processes in sediments is attempting to reconcile the need tor detailed studies with
the overall aims of the project area and the 5-year time schedule. Two disparate, but by no means
exclusive approaches are possible.

1. Detailed studies of various processes in sediments with a view to trying to understand the factors
that influence those processes under the various conditions that occur in the Baltic Sea.
2. Measurements of the net effects of the sum of all the processes in sediments and the factors that
influence net sediment-water exchange.
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With a view to the overall objectives of the project area the main effort with regard to sediment
processes must be concentrated on measuring net sediment-water exchange. Methods to do this arc
available and, provided that good samples can be brought to the surface, the incubation of sediment cores
and the subsequent measurement of critical compounds present few problems.

Some areas require special attention, however, and here more detailed, mechanism studies are
warranted. One of those areas, which is also particularly relevant in the debate about eutrophication of
the Baltic Sea, is that of the removal of material from the regenerative cycles, processes of permanent
burial in the sediments and, for nitrogen only, denitrification. Attempts are often made to arrive at these
terms through calculations from rates of sedimentation and regeneration from sediments, but frequently
direct measurements show only little agreement with these calculations. Another such area is the effect
of different communities of mcio- and macrofauna on sediment-water exchanges. As has been pointed
out, regenerative processes often measure effects due to microheterotrophic organisms only. This is a
major gap in our understanding of sediment-water interaction.

The use of stable isotopes has made it possible tu measure a number of interacting processes
simultaneously and at the same time arrive at estimates for net sediment-water interactions. This is an
exciting new area of research and should be explored in this project area. One oi' the problems is that
appropriate instrumentation needs to be made available.

Summary of recommendations

1. Measurements of net sediment-water exchange processes should have priority.
2. Measurements of sediment-water exchanges should include estimates of the role of benthic
fauna on such processes.
3. The magnitude of processes regarded as sinks for different compounds (e.g. burial, denitrifica-
tion) should receive particular attention.
4. Attempts to use stable isotopes in measurements of nutrient transformations in sediments and
sediment-water exchange should be encouraged because these studies can shed light both on
individual processes and on net exchange.
5. Analyses of the sediment record using available radioisotope methods should be encouraged (al-
though these analyses are costly!); alternative methods may be the analysis of amorphous or
biogenic silica in different strata of the sediments and the chemical analysis of paniculate material
in the lamina of the laminated sediments which are widespread in areas of sediment accumulation
in (he Baltic Sea.
6. As soon as possible work on the design and construction of a sampling device which conforms to
the specifications outlined above should be started. The aim should be that such a device should be
generally available by mid 1991 at the latest.

CO-ORDINATION WITH RELATED STUDIES
Metabolism in soft sediments is dependent on allochthonous input of organic mailer. The

exception to this general rule is sediments which are shallow enough to allow the growth of benthic
microalgae. Clearly, ihus. all research in sediments is dependent on inputs ol good data from scientists
working with processes in the pelagic zone. Specifically, data are required on concentrations ol oxygen
and critical compounds in bottom waters and on amounts and composition of sedimenting material.

Since much of the material sedimenting in the open Baltic has its origins on land and is transported
offshore by successive resuspension/deposition events, or originates in the coastal zone and is then
transported offshore, there are clear couplings with all projects dealing with coast-offshore exchange
processes.

Research on the compounds outlined in this sur\ " should also be co-ordinated with research on
toxins in sediments and their fluxes into and out of sediments. It seems likely that in many cases similar
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methods can be used for the study of net fluxes of both types of compounds.

The year 1991 has been designated "Bothnian Bay Year" by the Finnish-Swedish Committee for
the Bothnian Bay. Many research projects dealing with a range of environmental issues similar to those
envisaged in this project area are to be initiated and intensive, international research carried out. It is
logical that all research envisaged within the project area "Large-scale environmental effects and
processes" be coordinated with those planned during the "Gulf of Bothnia Year 91" Preliminary
discussions with the authors of Chapters dealing with those other areas of reseach mentioned above have
resulted in a Baltic map with common sampling stations (Fig 9.1)

Symbols:

• "meterology"
(organic pollut.)

O "exchange coast-
open sea"

A "sediment"

O "pelagic"

B cities > 200 000 inh.

• O .

Figure 9.1. Suggested sampling stations for the different sub-projects of the project area "Large-scale
environmental effects and processes in the Baltic Sea.
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COMMENTS ABOUT ANALYTICAL FACILITIES

Environmental research today is no longer a science which can be carried out with some simple
equipment manufactured from bits of plexiglass and silicon rubber. Rather it has developed, over the last
decade or so, into a science where sophisticated analytical facilities arc required to test some of the
hypotheses generated. Thus, for example, the use of a gas chromatograph - mass spectrometer has
become essential in attempting to shed light on nutrient cycles in sediments, especially nitrogen, where
many interacting and interdependent processes occur simultaneously; these can only be separated by
using stable isotopes. "Simple" analyses for total carbon or total nitrogen in sediments require CHN
analysers which arc expensive. The same arguments apply for the majority of other areas of research
within this project area.

It appears to me unrealistic that all research groups in Sweden involved in environmental research
can equip themselves with all of the analytical facilities required to reach results of the high quality
needed if our research efforts arc to be recognised as lop notch in the rest of the world. There is, thus,
a clear need for a centralised analytical facility where major equipment is housed together with
competent personnel to run and service the apparatus. Such an analytical laboratory would be able to
schedule samples for analyses from all sub-groups within a research area and provide results from
standardised analyses, also solving problems of inter-calibration between different research groups
experienced in the past. It appears feasible that such a facility could be housed centrally, perhaps linked
to one of the recently established Marine Centres. I feel that this solution would solve many problems
and be a prerequisite for the development of this project area as well us all other environmental research
in Sweden.
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CHAPTER 10

FOOD WEB ANALYSIS OF THE BALTIC ECOSYSTEM

Ragnar Elmgren, Gunnar Aneer & Sture Hansson.

Department of Systems Ecology
University of Stockholm
S-106 91 Stockholm
Sweden

l .AIM

The objectives of this inquiry arc described as follows in the directions from the project lead group:

"A description and understanding of the Baltic food web is needed for two purposes: For model
analyses of the biogcochemical cycles, and to provide an understanding of how changes in the Baltic Sea may
influence human use of its natural food resources.

In analyses and descriptions of biogeochemical cycles, the emphasis has been on large-scale hydrody-
namic, chemical and biological processes ("bottom-up" control). The importance of qualitative changes in
species composition and predation, emanating from the topof the food chain must be evaluated ("top-down"
control). Central issues are:

- How does prcdalion from the top of the food chain (marine mammals, Fish) influence lower trophic
levels?

- Which factors regulate the predators (toxic substances, the fishery, food availability, or other
environmental factors)?

Parameters: Organic carbon, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Silicon. The possibility of using tracers (c. g.
stable isotopes) in the food web analysis should be evaluated.

Degree of resolution: The analysis should be given separately for the three major sub-basins of the
Baltic Sea (i. c. Baltic proper, Bothnian Sea and Bothnian Bay). The role of the different nations
in the Fishery should be evaluated. As a first priority, annual means of flows and biomasses should
be presented. Secondly attempts at estimating seasonal dynamics (monthly means) should be made.

Time period: The analysis should attempt to evaluate changes since the beginning of this century.

Quality: The precision attainable in the estimates should be evaluated for all parameters.

Format: The results arc to be made available in a formal that can be stored in a common data base,
available for use by the whole project area."
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2. STATE OF THE ART

Each section following summarizes present knowledge, points out areas where it is deficient, and
suggests brietly how to improve it.

THE PLANKTONIC FOOD WEB
From the first studies of pelagic food webs in the 19th cen'.ury, until the last quarter of the 20th, a basic

paradigm developed. Organic matter was produced by phytoplankton. generally thought of as large enough
to be collected by very fine plankton nets. The phytoplankton cells were eaten by zooplankton. of which
calanoid copepods were considered typical, and these in turns were consumed by fish larvae, small fish and
large invertebrate predators. These secondary' consumers were then eaten by larger fish. The top of the food
chain was represented by marine mammals and the very largest predatory fishes. Complications, such as
ontogenetic niche shifts, large gelatinous zooplankters and zooplankton-feeding giant sharks and whales.
were recognized exceptions to a basically simple picture, epitomized by Steele's (1974) classic "The structure
of marine ecosystems".

The first concerted challenge to the classic food chain paradigm was given by Pomerov (1974). who
brought together a wide range of observations, to provide an alternative view of the pelagic food web. He
stressed the importance of dissolved organic matter (DOM), and its utilization by bacteria, which were eaten
by a varied host of protozoa. He pointed out the prevalence of small phytoplankton forms, and that these
often could be eaten by the protozooplanfcton. /n his view this rnicroheteralrophic food web constituted (he
major sink for the organic matter produced by the phytoplankton.

Today, we know that bacteria are very abundant in the ocean, and that most of the bacteria arc active
and growing. Their substrate is mainly dissolved organic matter, provided primarily as exudates from actively
photosynthesizing phytoplankton cells, but also as excretion and leakage from the feeding of zooplankton
and other consumers (Williams 1981, Azam el cil. 1983). The phvto-planklon is now known to contain
enormous numbers of tiny cyano-baeteria, barely larger than the other bacteria, and almost as numerous.
This smallest so called picoplankton also contains small eukaryolic cells. Recent work has shown this general
marine picture to be true also for the Bailie Sea, at least in the warm season (Larsson 1986). Freely suspended
individual bacteria seem normally to be grazed mainly by small microhcterotrophic flagellates, which in turn
serve 2S food for cilialcs and other protozooplankton. and for the smallest mctazooplankton. These in their
turn are an alternative food, along with small "traditional" phytoplankton cells, for the larger zooplankton.
in the Baltic mainly calanoid copepods and small cladocera.

This new paradigm of the pelagic food web viggesls greater average food chain length and lower
average trophic transfer efficiency from primary' producers to fish, than would be expected with the classic
food chain. This obviously influences the potential for food chain biomagnification of contaminants. In areas
such as the Bothnian Bay and the Gulf of Finland, where river-borne organic matter is a large fraction of total
organic matter supply, the microhetcrotrophie food web provides a potential means of tunneling this extra
energy supply via the zooplankton into the fish populations.

Major areas of uncertainty still exist concerning the microhetcrotrophie food web. All methods for
measuring bacterial production have a considerable margin of uncertainty, and differences between methods
are often substantial. Only recently have good methods been developed for measuring the rate at which
pelagic bacteria are grazed (Wikner 1989). Trophic relationships within the protozooplanklon community
are only beginning to be understöd. The degree to which the microhcterotrophic food web is a sink for
•mergy. burning up the organic matter rather than funncling it into the classic food chain, is a matter of
controversy. The detailed structure of the microhclerotrophic food web may be of crucial importance, and
seasonal and spatial differences in transfer efficiency may be large.

THE BENTHIC FOOD WEB
The vegetation-covered phytal zone covers only a lew percent of the Baltic bottom, and its primary

production is only a small part of the total primary production of the Baltic Sea (Llmgrcn 1984). Nevertheless
it is the Baltic habitat with the highest species diversity, and of great importance for Baltic herring, which
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spawns almost entirely within the phytal zone (Aneer in press).

Most of the sediment bottom area of the Baltic is devoid of plant cover. Below 20-25m depth the biota
is entirely dependent on input of organic matter through water movement and sedimentation, fuelling a food
web of bacteria - microorganisms -meiofauna - deposit-feeding macrofauna - fish and benthic invertebrate
predators. Just as in the pelagic zone, there is a benthic microhctcrotrophic food chain, partly competing with
the deposit-feeding animals for the utilization of detrital organic matter, partly constituting a food source for
them. An attempt at a synthesis is available in Elmgren (1984).

FISH FOOD WEBS

Fish stuck size
The sizes of the most important commercial fish resources (sprat, herring, cod) are annually estimated

by fisheries research institute staff from information obtained through hydroacoustic surveys and fishery
statistics, combined with biological sampling.

Estimates for the whole Baltic have been presented by Anccr (1980), Elmgrcn (1984) and Thurow
(1984).

Fish migrations
The dominant species in [he Baltic fishery all migrate in order to spawn and feed. The migrations lead

the fish far afield and connect different habitats. Aro (in press) has reviewed the migratory patterns of the
more important Baltic fish species.

Many of the herring populations feed in the open areas of the southern Baltic in late summer and early
autumn, and spawn in the phytal zone in spring, depositing about 20 per cent of their bodyweight as spawning
products. The eggs excrete nutrients as they mature, or die. The emerging larvae spread out in the coastal
zone, feeding on zooplankton. The larvae, and later on the metamorphosed young-of-thc-ycar, stay mostly
in the coastal areas during the first winter (Ojavecr 1981).

Food of fish
The food of fish in the Baltic is mostly qualitatively well known (Ojavcer el al. 1981). Quantitative

studies of the food composition of Baltic fish have mostly been restricted in lime and space and do not allow
the calculation of good "Baltic averages" on a seasonal and/or annual basis. The methods used for stomach
analyses arc not standardized and are seldom quantitatively accurate. Thas, reliable comparisons between
basins and suhareas arc hard to make.

TOP PREDATORS

Seabirds
Many species of birds, such as gulls, terns, auks, cormorants, ducks, swans, waders, and birds of prey,

regularly use the Baltic as a feeding area. Not all arc "top predators", bul they arc treated here as a group.
Some stay in the area throughout the year while others migrate seasonally and use it only in summer or winter.
A number of inventory studies have been carried out in restricted parts of the Baltic basin, but no study covers
the entire Baltic Sea area and all seahirds.

Furncss (1989) suggested that the size of seabird populations can be used as fishery-independent
indications (if the changes in fish slocks. In some areas there are good correlations between the seabird
population size and fish stock size (Furness 1989). Bailey (1986) calculated the effects of scabirds on lh«:
North Sea fish stocks and related their food consumption to the natural mortality of the fish. Similar studies
of Baltic bird populations and their food consumption are desirable.

Marine mammals
Three species of seals are found in ihe Baltic today. The harbour seal (Phoca vitulina) is restricied to

the coasts of Denmark and southern Sweden, and was never numerous. The more northern ringed seal
(Phoca hispida) was once present in several 100 000s but has decreased to around 10 000. The grey seal
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(Halichoerus grypus) is found mostly in the isolated, outermost parts of the archipelagos. The slock has
decreased from about HN) 000 to around 2000 (Almkvist 1982. B Helander, pers. comm.). These decreases
arc probably a combined effect of heavy hunting, especially in the first half of the century, and of pollutants
during the second half (Helander, pers. comm.).

The harbour porpoise (Phocotna phocoena L.) is the only cetacean regularly encountered in the Baltic.
It was previously rather common in the southern and central Baltic proper in summer and autumn, but its
numbers have been drastically reduced during this century. High levels of DDT and PCB have been found
in Baltic specimens (Otlcrlind 1976).

The food of Baltic seals and harbour porpoise is almost entirely fish. The amounts eaten, at the turn of
last century and in recent times, have been estimated by Elmgren (1989).

TbeFiskrry

Fisheries hiiilogy.
Fish were long regarded as a resource independent of other components of the ecosystem. The

demands of society focused efforts of fisheries biologists towards forecasting the sizes of fishahle resources.
Hjort (I9I4) put forward the "critical period" hypothesis, where the recruitment of fish slocks depended
upon the available food resources for the larvae, thus pointing out the interactions between fish stocks and
their food resources.

The period up to around 1930 was characterized by qualitative descriptions of food composition in fish.
Baranov (1918) suggested methods for analyzing Fisheries. Ricker (1948) developed Baranov's ideas, linking
growth statistics wit h mortality rates for est imates of mean age at cap! ure in order to give maximum yields for
specified rates of harvesting. Bevcrton and Holt (1957) presented biologically more advanced models
allowing evaluation of abundances, necessary for regulating the fisheries. Slightly modified, their models are
still used today, e.g. virtual population analysis. VPA (Pope 1972). These single species models do not take
into account interactions with other species.

A growing ecological understanding and a failure of single-species models to react to changes in the
environment of the commercial fish species led to the development of multispecies models. Andersen vl til.
(1973) presented a multispecies extension of the Bcverlon and Holt (1957) sinulcspecies model. wh--re they
linked fish with primary production. In 1977 Andersen and Ursin presented a further developed mullispccies
simulation model of the North Sea where the interactions between fish stocks, fishery and other relevant
components of the ecosystem could be modeled. Despite some weaknesses it was a challenge to the "one-
eyed view" of the ordinary fish stock models. In general, multispecies models still suffer from lack of
interactions with the outside world, except the direct predators and prcyr. (Kerr and Ryder I9S9).

The North Sea model by Steele (1974) was an early attempt to connect the different food web
components, including fish, into a whole, based on the bollom-up view.

The Baltic fishery.
The development of Baltic fish catches over the last half century is given in Fig. 10.1 (updated from

Hansson 1985). At the turn of the century the Baltic fishery was <i small scale, local fishery. Cod fishing crew
in importance during the 30ies. partly as a result of the introduction of trawls. The annual catches slahili/ed
around 150000 tonnes during the 50ies and fiOici. expanded again in the 7()ics. and peaked .it almost 451) (MM)
tonnes in 1984 (Anon. 1989a). Catches were down to around 220 0(M) tonnes in 19S8 and the catch
recommended for 1990 by the fisheries biologists is only 129 000 tonnes (Sjöstrand I9S9).

Trawling for herring on a larger stale was introduced in the !95()ics in the Baltic, resulting in a
considerable increase in total catches. Since the mid-7()ies the catches have exceeded 400 (KM) tonnes
annually. Signs of ovcrfishing arc now becoming apparent and considerably lowered catch quotas are
suggested for 1990 (Sjöstrand 1989).
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Sprat catches were low until the end of the 50ies when they started to rise. After a rapid increase in the
beginning of the 70ies they peaked at 24000») tonnes in 1974. Later, catches decreased greatly as a result of
overfishing and probably of increased cod predation (Sjöblom et al. 1984). A slight recovery has been noted
in the last few years and catches are now about 80 000 tonnes per year (Anon. 1989b).

Catches of other Baltic fish species are much lower than the ones presented above. Some of the other
species still have a certain economic importance, e.g. eel, salmon and flounder.
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Figure 10.1. Catches of cod, herring and sprat between 1922 and 1987 in the Baltic (Modified after Hansson
1985)

TOP-DOWN CONTROL IN THE PELAGIC ZONE

Background
Food-chain effects offish predation have been studied in fresh waters since the early papers by Hrbacek

(1962) and Brooks and Dodson (1965). They found predation to influence zooplankton community
structure, primarily by reducing abundances of largespecics. In recent years, knowledge on predation effects
in freshwater pelagic communities has evolved rapidly, and complex interactions including several trophic
levels have been described (see e.g. articles and references in Kerfoot and Sih 1987, Carpenter 1988).

The structuring effects of consumers on their resources is often referred to as top-down effects. In
contrast, bottom-up effects refer to the effects of nutrient availability on phytoplankton and food availability
on the abundance of consumers, their growth, reproduction etc. (Carpenter and Kilchell 1988, McQueen el
al. 1986, Northcote 1988). The term cascading trophic interactions is used to describe effects that a top
predator has not only on its prey but indirectly also on lower trophic levels (Carpenter el at. 1985).

Marine food-chain effects

In marine environments, pelagic assemblages have traditionally been viewed as structured by bottom-
up interactions (Steclc io74, Parsons el al. 1977 and Lcvinton 1982). A limited number of recent articles
analyze marine top-down effects (references in Rudstam 1988a). There is no obvious reason, however, why
the structuring effects of predation should be less in marine than in freshwater habitats. On the conii ury,
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predation pressure from fish could be stronger in marine environments than in freshwater, since fish yields
from coastal marine areas arc 10-20 times that of lakes, given the same primary production (Nixon 1988).

Information from the Baltic Sea
Top-down effects have been studied in Baltic coastal ares, but not off-shore. Data arc available from

Baltic off-shore areas on zooplankton (Hernroth and Ackefors 1979), mysids (Salemaa at ul. 1986), fish
abundances (Hagström et al. 1989), and the diets of herring and sprat (Zalachowski et al. 1976, and others),
but in general these data have been collected independently of each other. To properly describe diets, prey
selection, predation pressure and quantify energy flows, such studies need to he coordinated.

In Baltic off-shore areas, where anoxia or hypoxia prevails in the deep waters, not only benthic
organisms are negatively influenced, but probably also the mysids (Salcmaa et al. 1986) and large copepods,
which perform daily vertical migrations into deep water. If this results in reduced abundance of large
zooplankton, the growth of zooplanktivorous fish may slow down. This is likely, in particular, to affect large
and medium size herring, which largely feed on macrocrustaccans (Kostrichkina and Ojavcer 1982). This is
a possible explanation of the reduced growth of Baltic herring in the late 198()ties (Hagström et al. 1989).
Such effects would probably also decrease the ecological efficiency of the energy flow and decrease the
production of fish, especially of large and commercially valuable herring

SYNTHESES
On overview of present-day carbon flows in the Baltic ecosystem (Fig. 10.2) was given by Elmgren

(1984). His results were further analysed and compared to the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem by Wulff and
Ulanowicz (1989), while Elmgren (1989) estimated likely changes in the carbon flows during this century.

EXPLANATION BALTIC PROPFP

'&

Fig 10.2A. Energy-flow diagram for the North Sea and the Baltic proper. Explanations at left. Flows enter
symbols at left, exit at right- Figure (g C m V !) insidesymbols are annual production, those outside,
annual flows.
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BOIHNIAN SEA

Fig 10.2B. Energy flow diagram for the Bothnian Sea (including Åland and Archipelago Seas) and Bothnian
Bay. Notice loss of suspension-feeding pathway and reduction of macrofauna in Bothian Bay. For
further explanation, sec Fig 10.2A (From Elmgren, 1984)

3. CURRENT STUDIES

In most Baltic countries research on the pclagir food web, and on the food composition, migrations,
stock size and recruitment of commercially important fish species is an integral part of the work of fisheries
laboratories. In Sweden, the Institute of Marine Research in Lysekil has long lacked the resources todo much
work other that directly related to stock assessment.

THE PLANKTONIC FOOD WEB.
Research on the marine microheterotrophic food web is in Sweden mainly carried out in Umeå and

Stockholm, but some work has started also in Lund. Elsewhere, relevant work is being carried out in Kiel,
Warnemiinde, Helsingör, and at Tvärminne/Helsinki.

THE BENTHIC FOOD WEB
Quantitative benthic studies originated in the Baltic Sea area, with the pioneer studies of Pctcrsen.

Recent reviews include Ankar (1977) and Elmgren (1978). New developments include the realizations that
the mciofauna is an important element of the Baltic benthos, in particular in the Gulf of Bothnia (Elmgren
el al. 1984), and that the biomass of benthic macrofauna has increased scvcralfold over large bottom areas
since the 1920ies (Ccderwall and Elmgrcn 1980, Zmudzin'ski el al. 1987).

Much of recent work on Baltic benthos is related to pollution or monitoring. Work aiming at a basic
understanding of food-web dynamics is being pursued by small groups in Stockholm, Åbo and Umeå.

FISH FOOD WEBS
There exists a large material on the pelagic food web within the Soviet economic zone, which covers

most of the food web in both coastal and open sea areas over the last two decades (E. Ojavecr, pcrs. comm.).
The extent and quality of this material is not known to us at present. It has not been published, except partially
in Russian and Estonian language publications.
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Fish stock size
International working groups within ICES have used VPA to calculate stock sizes of herring, sprat and

cod annually since 1975 (for cod since 1972). Majkowski (1975) elaborated a catch prognosis model for the
three dominant Baltic fish stocks, i.e. cod, herring and sprat. Mandecki (1976) applied the Andersen el al.
(1975) multispecies model to the Baltic Sea and the same stocks.

An ad-hoc multispecies working group for the Baltic, consisting of members from all Baltic states, was
formed in 1981 within the frame of ICES. It is presently working on a multispecies VPA. This is really a three-
species model, uses only cod as predator, and does not take into account what happens in the Gulfs of Riga,
Finland, and Bothnia. The progress of this group is highly dependent on new, systematically collected data
(sec Anon. 1989c) from different areas and seasons, especially for species other than cod.

In Aug/Scp 1989 a meeting took place in Haugesund. Norway, with the intention of starting a three-year
(1990-92) Nordic cooperation on multispecies models, financed by the Nordic Council of Ministers. Topics
for cooperation are presently being suggested and discussed. They cover both biological and management
models.

For pelagic fish recent progress in the computer treatment of hydroacoustic information i.as made it
much cheaper to conduct hydroacoustic surveys (c.f. Rudstam 1988a), giving also smaller research institu-
tions the ability to estimate abundance and biomass of pelagic fish in local areas.

Fish migrations
Studies of fish migration have mainly been conducted for commercial species, by the national fisheries

laboratories. Only for herring (Ryman el al. 1984) and cod (e.g. Mork el al. 1985) have such studies been
complemented with good studies of population genetics, needed to evaluate the genetic consequences of
migratory patterns.

The existing information on fish migration is rot sufficient for estimating accurately the quantitative
importance of different basins, regions or areas in the (low of matter or energy through the fish stocks. The
Baltic fisheries statistics, as reported to ICES, only give total catches within the major ICES subdivisions, with
the exception of Swedish statistics, which provide a resolution of one degree longitude by half a degree
latitude (Grainger, pers.comm.).

Food offish
Partial syntheses arc available in Aneer (1980) and Elmgren (1984,1989), the latter providing estimates

of flows and storages of carbon in the fish populations. Some preliminary calculations of storages and Hows
of nutrients through the fish populations are found in Hansson (1985).

TOP PREDATORS

A Swedish research project financed by the Environment Protection Board currently studies the
numbers and health status of Baltic seal slocks. Another Swedish-Danish project monitors the porpoise
population in the Skagerack, Kattegat and Baltic Sea areas.

TOP DOWN CONTROL IN THE PELAGIC ZONE
There are few studies of biotic interactions in Baltic pelagic assemblages, and none concerning off-

shore communities. Möller (1979) concluded that mass occurrence of the jellyfish Aurelia auriiti in summer
in Kiel Bight decreased the abundance of copepodsand fish larvae. Selective predation on zooplankton by
fish in the Gulf of Bothnia has been described by Enderlein (1981), Rajasilta and Vuorinen (1983) and
Sandström (1980). Possible effects of such predationon the population dynamicsof thccopepod/iurWivmjra
hinmdoides, were analyzed by Vuorinen (1987) and Vuorinen el al. (1983).

In the coastal Asko area, northern Baltic proper, the dominating zooplanktivores are herring, sprat and
ihe mysid Mysts malt) {Aneer 1C>SO). The MiucluTing effects of their predation is currently under study, and
results indicate that it may be important for the yearly development of zooplanklon (Rudstam el al. in
Rudslam 1988a).
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Following is a list of research tasks designed to deepen our knowledge of Baltic food webs, in order to
facilitate model analyses of biogeochemical cycles, and to further the understanding of biomagnification and
effects of pollutants, as well as the understanding and management of Baltic fish stocks.

Our recommendations are centered on four offshore stations, which will be sampled with high
frequency for a number of parameters over at least one full annual cycle. Two of the stations are situated in
the Baltic proper (BY 5, Bornholm deep and BY31, Landsort deep), one in the southern Bothnian Sea
(SR5), and one in the southern Bothnian Bay (F9). This recommendation is based on the assumption that
seasonal variations are larger than spatial variations for most of the parameters studied, as shown for
nutrients by Wulff and Rahm (1989). Furthermore, time series information on seasonal variation on Baltic
off-shore stations is almost entirely lacking, whereas surveys are a normal part of the cruises of svereal
nations. We assume that several other inquiries will recommend studies at these stations, and that boat costs
will be reduced by shared expeditions and sampling programmes. We also recommend some survey work,
several studies based on analysis of published information, a study of the recruitment of cod, mesocosm tests
of pelagic top-down control mechanisms, and some model development.

Central directions arc needed on how to organize the central data bank envisaged, how to delimit the
depth strata and geographical regions studied, and the time resolution desired for the historical development
of the present situation.

MATERIAL FLOWS AND ANNUAL DYNAMICS IN THE PELAGIC FOOD WEB.

Stable isotope study of pelagic food webs.
The objective is to test our current ideas, based on stomach analyses and laboratory experiments, of the

structure of the pelagic food web. Initial samples (Hobbic el al., unpubl.) indicate that the ratios l:1C/12C and
I5N/I4N increase in an approximately regular manner with each step in the food chain, as has been
demonstrated elsewhere. A large material is needed for reliable conclusions. These studies should be
coordinated with studies of contaminant flux, and the possibility of using also such fluxes as food chain tracers
tested (c.f. Flint el al. 1988). Sampling should include inorganic nitrogen, seston, macroalgae, sediment trap
material, zooplankton, mysids, planktivorous and piscivorous fish, possibly also seal and piscivorous bird
tissue. Annual cycles should be collected at 3-4 representative Baltic stations.

Terrestrial organic mutter in Baltic food webs.
A survey of the Baltic in early summer should be undertaken, in order to estimate the importance of

river-borne organic matter for the planktonic food web. The Bothnian Bay and the Gulf of Finland are of
particular interest. High "C/l2C-ratios in zooplankton and scston indicate thai land-derived material is
important. Preliminary analyses of samples from the Bothnian Bay show higher ratios there than in the rest
of the Baltic Sea (Hobbic el al., unpubl.).

The importance of the microheterotrophic food web.
Experimental studies will be needed in order to evaluate the importance of the microhclero.rophic

food chain for flows of energy, matter and contaminants to higher trophic levels. This is probably best
accomplished by repeated isotope tracer experiments (I4C, 15N, KP) over the annual cycle. Stable isotope
ratios may also be useful.

MATERIAL FLOWS AND ANNUAL DYNAMICS IN THE BENTHIC FOOD WEB.

Measurements of organic matter input to the off-shore benthos, through sediment traps, are needed on
a monthly basis, preferably over several years. Coordinated studies of annual dynamics of benthic macro- and
mciofauna should be conducted at these stations. Stable isotope studies arc needed to evaluate the extent
to which deposit-feeding meio- and macrobenlhos use the detrital matter directly, and after dcgradalion by
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bacteria/fungi and partial consumption by bactivorous protozoa. This is of interest primarily for the coastal
zones of the Baltic proper, and for the off-shore areas of the Bothnian Sea and Bothnian Bays, since the
benthic fauna in the deeper basins of the Baltic proper and the Gulf of Finland has been largely eliminated
by oxygen deficiency

SUGGESTION: Stable isotope studies are suggested for one-year periods at one station in the coastal
zone of the Baltic proper and one off-shore station each in the Bothnian Bay and Bolhnian Sea. The latter
to be coordinated with activities in the "Gulf of Bothnia Year". Coordinated studies of mcio- and
macrofaunal annual dynamics at the same stations as above.

FISH IN THE FOOD WEB.

Fish stock size
This is the traditional task of national fisheries laboratories, and will so remain. This project area will

evaluate effects of alternative assumptions in the VPA analysis, add inshore data, and data with high
resolution in time from a few transects, to the hydroacoustic surveys conducted with vessels too large and
expensive for inshore work, as suggested below.

For commercial species VPA estimates are available, but must be used with caution. They assume
constant natural mortality within age-classes, and do not include larval stages. This introduces a bias towards
underestimation of the size of young age-classes. The result is potentially serious for estimates of production,
food-consumption and material flows, but less so for estimates of total standing stock biomass and materials
storage in this biomass. This problem accounts for some the discrepancies between estimates by Thurow
(1984) and Elmgrcn (1984). Data are available from the Baltic and elsewhere on the abundance and death
rates of herring larvae and young-of-the-ycar.

For stocks of commercially less important species and non-commercial species, we propose a compila-
tion and evaluation of literature data, for use in calculating better estimates of total Baltic fish stocks than
presently available (Elmgren 1984, Thurow 1984).

Fish distribution
The seasonal distribution offish could be obtained through combination of hydroacoustics and catch

statistics of Swedish type, but today hydroacoustic cruises arc normally performed in the autumn only, and
mainly in off-shore areas (e.g. Hagström el til. 1989 and pcrs. comm.; Fetter and Ojaveer 1988; Shvetsov and
Graddlcv 1988).

The nature of present catch statistics and hydroacoustic studies make it difficult to evaluate the
importance of different areas as feeding areas, spawning areas, clt. This is Uuc tor example fov the rclalive
importance of archip'-lagocs, the coastal zone and the open sea for different age classes of herring, over the
seasons.

Hydroacoustic data over one or two annual cycles for bi-monthly transects through the archipelago (if
present), out to the open sea stations chosen for detailed and frequent sampling, would provide information
on such distribution patterns. They could also reveal a correlation between fish occurrence and the
distribution of azoic bottoms in the Baltic proper. Low oxygen levels or anoxic conditions in the deep water
may influence the structure of the pelagic community and affect the feeding conditions for fish.

Tood and food consumption offish.

Food
For understanding of carbon and nutrient transports through the food web and the accumulation of

toxic substances, as well as for practical use in multispecies models, detailed information on the food of at
least the more important commercial species is needed. Without knowledge about the prey species
composition in situ and in the diets and the amounts consumed of the different food items, we may not
understand population regulation mechanisms. One important aspect of the fish food studies is to find out
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the extent to which the different species cat the eggs and larvae of their own and other fish species. Such intra-
and/or interspecific predation may be of importance for the recruitment to the adult stocks.

The food composition of Baltic herring (especially), sprat and cod under present conditions is not
sufficiently well known. The available information is generally old, based on material t'rom relatively
restricted and mostly coastal areas, and not obtained through comparable methods. To gather such data must
remain a primary task of national fisheries laboratories. This project could complement such work by
providing annual cycles of the fot d composition of herring, and possibly sprat, at two selected stations each
in the Gulf of Bothnia and the Baltic proper, where other ecosystem components and processes are studied.
Zooplankton should be sampled at the same stations, and analyzed to species and stage level. The "Gulf-of-
Bothnia-Year", 1991, offers a special opportunity to collect such data in the northern part of the Baltic Sea.
Most of the ecological fish studies planned for that year do not attempt to link fish with the rest of the
ecosystem. Should be coordinated with stable isotope studies of the pelagic food web and hydroacoustic
studies.

Food consumption
Present estimates of the amount of food consumed by Baltic fish stocks are based on rather simplistic

P/B ratios. Development of bioencrgclic population models, at least for dominant species, would give
alternative, and probably more realistic estimates, provided the physiological data base is sufficient. Two such
models have been constructed for Baltic organisms, namely herring (Rudstam 1988b) and the mysid A/v.viv
mixta (Rudstam 1989).

Bioenergetic models should be further elaborated, particularly for sprat and cod. and perhaps flounder,
where needed data are likely lo be available in the literature. These models can also be used to help calculate
the mean annual biomass development of the different fish stocks, and seasonal variations in material Hows,
storages and food consumption/prcdation pressure.

Recruitment of important Baltic fish species

Baltic cod
There are two genetically separate Baltic cod stocks, one west and one east of the island of Bornholm

(Sick 1965, Bagge 1981, Bagge and Steffensen 1988). The [wo slocks are considered lo prefer differenl
salinities for successful spawning (Kandler 1944; v. Weslernhagen 1970). Baltic cod stocks are now declining
(Sjöstrand 1989), probably as a result of the persistent anoxic conditions in the deep waters of the Baltic
proper, in combination with intense fishing on cod during the 80ies. If these conditions continue, the stocks
are in danger. The situation is particularly serious il the eastern stock really is genetically adapted lo the Baltic
conditions of low salinity and intermittently low oxygen concentrations in the spawning area. Then a strong
reduction of the eastern slock could be followed by a swamping of ils genetic identity by immigrants from the
western stock, or even the Kattegat. The resulting population could ihen be less well adapted to Bailie
conditions (c.f. Stearns and Sage 1980), and recovery of the stock might be impossible in the short (i.e.
economic) perspective.

Studies are needed to 1. Determine whether the slocks really have different egg buoyancy and sinking
rate, and egg survival at low salinities and oxygen concentrations, typical of eastern Baltic spawning areas. 2.
Determine whether such differences, if any, are genetically determined, and whether genetic markers exist
thai can be used to identify individual fish as to stock.

The Baltic biogeochemicai data base of Wulff and Rahm (1988) c.in be modified to provide lime series
estimates of the volume of water in the Bailie with a.alinity, oxygen content and temperature, suitable for
cod spawning. These "spawning volumes" can then be correlated to observed year class strengths of cod in
recent years, to lest furlher the assumption that hydrographic factors largely govern Baltic cod recruitment
(Berner el at. 1988). If strong correlations are found, the Baltic biogeochemicai model of Wulff and
Sligebrandt (1989) can then be modified to predict "spawning volumes", and thus indirectly cod recruitment,
under different possible future load scenarios.
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Bailie herring
Exceptionally high egg mortality has been observed in Baltic herring on spawning grounds in Sweden,

Finland, GDR and Estonia (Anccr 1985; Oulasvirta et al. 1985, Jönsson and Scabcll, pers. comm., Ojavccr
and Raid, pers. comm.). Filamentous algae have been implicated as causative agents, at least on Swedish
spawning grounds (Anccr 1987), and arc known to have increased greatly in response to increased nutrient
levels (Kängas et al. 1982). Lack of suitable spawning substrata due to reduction of algal belts is another
possible cause (Jönsson and Scabcll, pers. comm., Ojavccr and Raid, pers. comm.). A study of this problem,
and its possible contribution to the decrease in herring recruitment since the beginning of the SOics, is
desirable, but should be financed from other sources.

TOP PREDATORS

Estimate of Baltic Seabird populations.
Scabirds arc not likely to be a major component in Baltic material flows (Elmgrcn 1984), or have

controlling influence on fish stocks. Nevertheless, the intrinsic interest of scabirds for nature conservation,
and their position as air-breathing homoiothcrms near the top of the food-chains, make better estimates of
scabird populations and food extraction from the sea in different Baltic areas desirable. This project should
primarily use published information on seabird populations in various regions of the Baltic Sea, on the time
they spend here, and on their choice of food, to estimate how much food, energy and nutrients they extract
from the Baltic. A secondary objective is to estimate the development of the populations over this century.

Time development of Baltic Seal and porpoise populations.
The present situation is covered by specific research projects, and this project only aims at compiling

available information on the time development of the stocks during this century. With this information, the
food consumption estimates of Elmgren (1989) can be extended and checked. Likely population regulating
factors, now and in the past, should also be discussed.

The fishery

Fishery statistics
Present statistics have inadequate spatial resolution, but it would be useful to analyze the more detailed

Swedish statistics, to look for patterns of catch distribution thai indicate migrations, or that can be ascd for
evaluating the influence of anoxic and azixiic bottom areas on the fishstocks. The Marine Research Institute
in Lysekil will soon be able to supply the needed data base. Available statistics are sufficient for analysing the
role of different nations in the fishery. Historical statistics can be used to evaluate the predatory impact of
fish species on each other, and cannibalistically on their own species, using historical and present data on food
composition and estimates of food consumption rates.

Multispecies management models
Existing multispecies management models should be improved within the frames of ICES and the

present Nordic Multispecies Models cooperation. Such an effort needs to include the feeding of herring and
sprat and their effects on cod through predation on cod eggs. For some Baltic fish stocks, recruitment may
depend primarily on factors other than the food supply available for the adults, and even the juveniles. This
could be true for cod and herring, the recruitment of which must be realistically modelled in multispecies
management models, as well as in models of top-down effects on food webs. This is one area in which the
present project is likely to influence multispecies modelling of Baltic fisheries.

TOP-DOWN CONTROL IN THE PELAGIC ZONE

Marine biology in general, including present biogeochemical models of the Baltic Sea ecosystem, have
tended to use a bottom- up perspective for evaluating the impact of nutrients on marine ecosystems. The
extent to which lop-down controls can modify bottom-up effects will then limit our ability to predict future
effects using bottom-up models. It is therefore incumbent on those using such models to evaluate carefully
alternative model formulations, including effects of top-down interactions, that might lead to dnfercnt
predictions. Understanding regulating factors and key processes clearly is crucial also for predicting the
ecosystem effects of toxic pollutants.
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This research should evaluate the interaction of bottom-up (donor) and top-down (consumer) control.
It should be based on model calculations, field studies, experiments on the effect of fish on lower trophic
levels, and on ralculations on the effects of marine mammals, birds and the fishery on fish stocks. The
interactions included are partly those also needed in multi-species management models. Two basic questions
are whether Baltic zooplanktivorcs have measurable effects on the populations of their prey, and whether
such effects cascade down to the phytoplankton.

Consumption by predators should be quantified both by field measurements (Elliott and Persson 1978)
and by mesocosm experiments. These measurements arc used to calibrate biocncrgctic models and to
evaluate the effects of oxygen deficiency in deep waters. Even if prcdation appears to be significant only
during part of the year, e.g. in late summer when young-of-the-year are abundant and rapidly growing, effects
over longer periods cannot be excluded. If late summer/fall prcdation influences abundance and composition
of zooplankton surviving the winter, it may affect the zooplankton community the following year (c.f.
Colebrook 1985).

In fresh waters, top down effects of zooplankton on phytoplankton arc generally explained by direct
grazing. Production of rapidly sinking fecal pellets is another possible mechanism by which zooplankton
could remove nutrients and impoverish the pholotrophic zone (see above). The potential of this mechanism
can be evaluated by model calculations, laboratory studies of sinking rate and disintegration time for pellets,
and derived predictions can be tested in mesotosm experiments. If considerable quantities of nitrogen are
transported as fecal pellets to deep water or bottoms, zooplankton and changes in zooplankton community
structure, should be integrated in models of nutrient circulation.

Field study: A programme to quantify zooplanktivores and their diets, and estimate the production of
prey and compare it with consumption by the predators is proposed at the previously mentioned two off-
shore stations in the Baltic proper, and single stations in the Bothnian Bay and the Bothnian Sea. In the Gulf
of Bothnia the study could be coordinated with the Gulf-of-Bothnia-ycar 1991. In the Baltic, it could be
coordinated with the PMK-offshorc program in the Landsort area.

Dominant zooplanktivores in the Baltic are herring, sprat, and mysids, in the Gulf of Bothnia alsocisco.
Young stages of other fish species, and the jellyfish Aurelia can also be significant zooplanktivorcs at times.
Abundances of these taxa should be determined at the stations once a month in winter and every fortnight
in summer, preferably using high frequency echo sounder, combined with gill net/trawl and bongo net for
determining species and sampling for diet analysis. Depth-fractionated zooplankton samples (surface mixed
layer, thcrmoclinc to haloclinc, haloclinc to bottom) should be collected at the stations and analyzed to
species and stage. This field study must be integrated with studies of Material flows and annual dynamics in
the pelagic food web (sec also Chapter 8), Material flows and annualdynamics in the benthic food web (see
also Chapter 9), Fish distribution, Food and Food consumption.

Mesocosm study: Several mesocosm experiments, testing top-down interactions of potential impor-
tance in the Baltic ecosystem should be made. The mesocosms arc large plastic bags, suspended in Baltic
surface water. Their length and volume can be varied to suit the particular experiment. In some cases 20-30
m long bags may be used, to include dicl vertical migrations of zooplankton.

The experiments should be designed to test central hypotheses, based on the field studies (above) and
modelling cxccrciscs. Field studies can only give correlative evidence, never strong tests of hypotheses.
Modcllingcan show that a mechanism is theoretically possible, perhaps even that it is probable, but never test
that it occurs in the real world. This means that the exact experiments that should be given highest priority
cannot be specified here. Likely candidates involve selective predation by mysids, fish larvae and young-of-
thc-year on zooplankton, and cascade effects on phytoplankton (will inedible phytoplanklon species take
over if zooplanklon grazing pressure is high?), nutrient cycling and sedimentation, and also interactions
between vertically migrating populations of mysids and zooplankton, and young stages of clupeids. These
experiments could partly involve the same people as the field studies, for 6-8 weeks in summer-early autumn.
Coordination with similar studies within the SNV project area "Measures to reduce eutrophication of Baltic
coastal waters" is assumed here, to reduce costs.
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SYNTHESIS OF MATERIAL FLOWS IN BALTIC FOOD WEBS

Modelling: Foodwebs may be characterized as sets of interacting populations, operating at different
time scales. A programme on species interaction models set in an ecosystem perspective could contribute
substantially, both to the development of ecologically realistic multispccies models, and to the interpretation
of field data and the design of mesocosm experiments. It would utilize bioencrgctic models, but take them
beyond singlcspecies application. The programme could start with existing data on fish populations, to model
which year-class of herring and sprat are most important as zooplankton predators, and could then be
coupled to models of zooplankton-phytoplankton-nutrient interactions. The programme should primarily
involve the same people as conduct field studies and mesocosm experiments, to preserve contact with reality.
Costs therefore involve relatively little scientist time, and can be kept low.

General synthesis: The reviews of Elmgren (1984. 1989) need recalculation and updating to give
standing stock biomasses (as carbon) and storages and (lows not only in C. but also N and P. Given belter
estimates of fish slocks, better estimates of fish food consumption and better estimates of food composition
is is possible to calculate better estimates of the nutrients bound up in fish populations, as well as the biomass
of different food types consumed, and the amount of nutrients excreted.

Recent overviews will hopefully soon become dated as new information accumulates. New methods for
evaluating food web interactions (Wulff et al. 1989) should be tried. A better historic evaluation of predation
pressure from top predators (more important fish species, aquatic mammals, birds and man) and its effects
on lower trophic levels will allow estimates ofchanges with time in the flow of matter and energy through the
Baltic ecosystem, as well as growth and standing stock biomasscs. Better understanding of the interaction
between bollom-up and top-down regulation in the Baltic ecosystem will make predictive modelling less
speculative, at least within a range of conditions similar to those for which field values are available.

It is at this level ol synthesis that we are likely to find provisional answers to central questions, such as:
Arc Baltic fishes food-limited and do they show increased growth in biomass as a response to eutrophication?
Are the observed changes in growth in herring (e.g. Kostrichkina and Ojavcer 1982; Hagstrrim el al. 1989)
mainly the result of changes in overall food availability (as a result of eutrophication effects) or of changes
in the number of herring as a result ol combined effects of cod predation. fishing, and fishery effects on the
cod stocks?
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CHAPTER 11

TOTAL AMOUNTS OF NUTRIENTS
IN THE WATERMASS AND INTERPOLATION ROUTINES

Lars Rahm Fredrik Wulff
SMHI, Department of Systems Ecology
S-601 76 Norrköping University of Stockholm
Sweden S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

"Far better an approximate answer to the right question which is often
vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which can always be
made precise".

J.W. Tukey, 1962

l.AIM

The aim of this programme is to calculate the total amounts of nutrients, temperature and salt for
the Baltic sub-basins. This can only be done by interpolation of existing observations and an integration
of the resulting values over the region in question. The errors and uncertainties inherent in such a
procedure should be possible to estimate.

The interpolation will be done for the following parameters: phosphorous, nitrogen, silicate,
oxygen/hydrogen sulfide, salt and temperature. The minimum resolution is postulated to 1° x 1° squares
with 22 depth intervals in each column and this on a monthly time-scale. The matrix thus obtained shall
be coupled to an already existing bathymetric database with a nominal resolution of 5' x 5' squares
(Stigebrandt & Wulff, 1987) to obtain the total amounts for the sought region. These amounts are going
to be used in forming budgets and estimating trends. Hence any improvement in accuracy over the
present situation is important, as even relatively small errors can have substantial effects on the
calculations. Estimates of the uncertainties in these calculations would facilitate a balanced judgement.
Besides the total amount calculations the concentration fields will also be used for initialization,
assimilation and verification of the various models of this programme (see Chapters 1 & 12) as well as
a general support for the planned investigations.

2. STATE OF THE ART

The influence of the three major basins (Baltic proper, Bothnian Sea and Bothnian Bay) upon the
rstuarine circulation of the Baltic Sea is evident in the distribution of surface salinity (sec Fig. 11.1). The
topographic constraints of the different subbasins upon the deep water arc also evident (Fig. 11.2), with
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drastic consequences for the exchange of nutrients. Since intermittent inflow of deep water from
Kattegat strongly influences the stratification and the mixing in the deeper layers, the conditions below
the haloclinc can vary substantially even between adjacent subbasins (Fig. 11.3), while the well-mixed
surface layer exhibits relatively small variations. As a result, the distribution of data differs considerably
between a conservative tracer as salt and a biologically active variable as phosphate, as is illustrated for
both the entire Baltic and the eastern part of Baltic proper in Fig. 11.4 a-d and 11.5 a-d respectively. Time
scries of nutrients also reveal a strong seasonal dependence (Fig. 11.6). A complicating factor in the
coming analysis is that the sampling is and has been carried out on a very irregular basis, as is evident from
the frequency of visits (Fig. 11.7) to the different stations located unevenly over the Baltic Sea (Fig.

All the conditions above influence the choisc of suitable interpolation methods. However, up to
now trend analysis (usually linear regression) based on individual stations has been the dominating
method in the investigation of possible effects of changing nutrient loads of the Baltic (e.g. Nehring,
1985). Only a few global studies of the Baltic Sea have been carried out in the past. The classic ones arc
the monthly tempcrtature and salinity maps by Lenz (1971) and Bock (1971), based on mean values from
1902-1956. For nutrients and oxygen the situation is less favourable. Studies have been carried out cither
by use of some representative stations loi certain regions (Shaffer and Rönner, 1984, or Rahm, 1987) or
by a more extensive use of stations (Pietikäincne/a/., 1978, or Dahlin, 1983). The study with the highest
resolution, based on most observations, was carried out by Wulff and Rahm (1988) and hence it will be
scrutinized in some detail below.

All Baltic observations in the ICES databank (Copenhagen) from the periods 1972 -1976 and 1977
-1981 were, after a quality control, used to form monthly mean values for each 1 °x 1° square and for each
of 22 depth intervals. Lack of observations for certain months and regions (especially during wintertime
in the Gulf of Bothnia) necessitated an interpolation of the concentration fields. This was done sub-
basinwisc by linear interpolations in order not to cause unrealistic values. However, during certain
months not a single observation could be found in some subbasins and hence no interpolation could be
carried out for these regions.

The rationale for the partitioning of the Baltic Sea lay in the assumption that horizontal variations
of various variables are less within each subbasin than between adjacent basins. This has partly been
confirmed in a regional study of the Eastern Gotland Basin by Rahm (1988), where the variations of salt,
temperature and oxygen along the basin were found small and where the assumed representative station
BY15 did not differ significantly from the volume-weighted mean profiles. Lack of observations made it
impossible to investigate the degree of variability between coastal and offshore regions. The basic
assumption remains, however, to be validated for the project period for the entire Baltic Sea region.

Total amounts from the interpolated concentration fields were achieved by use of the previously
mentioned bathymctric database. A sensitivity test on these calculations was carried out in Wulff and
Rahm (1988) with good results, though substantial regional variations were found. (The use of the most
frequently visited stations in this study gave a certain bias to the test). From the total amounts it was also
possible to get a crude estimate of the nutrient trends over the period in question. The .silicate trends
found have been corroborated in a non-parametric trend analysis based on a few stations in the Baltic
proper by Sanden. Rahm and Wulff (1990). The calculated total amounts and the changing storages in
the different basins have also formed a crucial part of a budget model of the Baltic Sea by Wulff and
Stigcbrandl (1989). The relatively small variations in storage found in these studies have been used in
trend estimates. Hence, any improvement in inierpt.'ilion accuracy will be valuable in a coming
investigation.

Possible interpolation methods to cover the large but infrequently, irregularly spaced ddlaset in 4
dimensions span over a whole spectrum from simple moving averages to complex objective analysis A
selection of traditional and newer methods in gcostatislics and oceanography will be presented below.
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WEIGHTED MOVING AVERAGE METHODS

A search region (window) is moving over the actual area, and the value at its centre is estimated by
giving weights to different observations within the window. Thesimplest one puts the whole weight to the
closest observation. It has, however, such drawbacks as giving highly biased estimates and discontinuous
estimated surfaces (Henley 1981). A variant popular in two-dimensional applications such as GIS
(Geographic Information Systems) is to locate a Voronoi polygon (even called Thiessen polygon or
Dirichlet cell) to each observation in order to determine its neighbourhood (Burrough, 1986).

If a reasonable choisc of dimensions of the search region can be made, an arithmetic mean may be
formed. Though still giving biased and discrete estimated surfaces (Roylc, 1978), it is a clear improve-
ment of the previous method. It can be further refined by giving weights to neighbouring observations
dependent on their distances from the estimation point. The technique is computation^ cheap and
effective but relics on the subjective choisc of neighbouring observations and hence on radius of
influence, tendencies to clustering, occurrence of trend and on the choisc of weighting function (Henley,
1981). Recently Gold (1989) has discussed a possible way to improve this situation using Voronoi
polygons. A common weakness of all these variants is the lack of optimization of the weights in order to
minimize some property.

TREND SURFACE ANALYSIS

This method uses simple polynomial or Fourier series to yield a best fit to the observations by e.g.
least square methods. It is efficient in simple cases but sensitive to irregular and more complex data as well
as outliers. Higher-order trend surfaces will easily yield large overshoots, while low-order surfaces
smooth the original data to such an extent that the deviations from a trend surface can be used to reveal
those areas with the greatest deviation from the general trend, something of importance in e.g.
geostatistics (Burrough, 1989).

SPLINES WITH GENERALIZED CROSS VALIDATION

The use of splines, i.e. piecewisc continuous functions that pass exactly through some data and join
adjacent parts with continuous derivales, yields a global interpolation while local small-scale features are
retained (Burrough, 1989). It is computationally effective but one drawback is the lack of cstimatcsof the
interpolation errors.

An interesting development represents the "Laplacian smoothing spline method" by Wahba
(1979), who succeded to apply this method to four-dimensional meteorological problem (Wahba and
Wcndelbergcr, 1980). The predictive error of the fitting is minimized by use of generalized cross
validation (GCV). The GCV methodology maximizes the internal predictive capability of the observa-
tions being analysed by Icavingout one observation at a time and determining how well the missing datum
can be predicted by the remainder (Seaman and Hutchinson, 1985). The method can successfully handle
even noisy, irregularly spaced data. It docs not require an underlying spatial covariancc function but an
estimation of smoothing parameters (Hutchinson, 1984). These parameters can, if necessary, be
determined automatically from the observations. Since the method is a global one, it becomes computa-
tionally impracticable for large datasets, something that has been overcome by an approximate proce-
dure of Bates and Wahba (1983).
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KRIGING

The method of kriging (Mathcron, 1962) has much in common with weighted moving averages (and
Laplacian smoothing spline fillings), but it rests on the recognition that the spatial variation of
regionalized variables is too irregular to be modelled by a smooth mathematical surface but is better
described by a stochastic surface. The interpolation proceeds by first determine a smooth trend surface,
subtracting it, and then exploring and modelling the stochastic aspects of the regionalized variable by
subjectively choosing a representative semivariogram that fits the residuals. The resulting information is
then used to determine the weights of a moving average in an optimal way (Burrough, 1989). This method
is derived from regionalized variable theory and has great advantages by comparison with most other
techniques, since it relies on a sound theoretical basis; it allows some estimation of the quality of the
estimates and it has some claim to such properties as unbiasedness, linearity, and minimum variance (op.
cit. Henley, 1981). The underlying and critical assumptions arc the facts that the spatial covariance
function is stationary in the sense that it is a function of separation only, and that the observations arc
normally distributed. These assumptions are not always met in nature, in fact non-slationarity and non-
normality of distribution is frequent in the datasets. To partly circumvent these problems the method has
been modified in some aspects (see Fig. 11.9). Another limitation is the need to eliminate the trend
before the semivariogram is determined. Nevertheless, the method is now widely spread in geophysical
contexts, especially in geology and mining, because of its robust performance.

REGRESSION MODELS

Simple regression models are widely used in aquatic sciences, let us just mention the phosphorous-
chlorophyll model of Dillon and Rigler (1974).

Regression models can, however, be used for interpolations also by estimating values on a suitable
grid, based on statistically determined relations between different spatio-temporal variables. One
example is the model for probability distribution of minimum night temperature by Hjort (1985). He
based his model on a set of observations from some meteorological stations, on which he determined
covarianccs and geographical relations. The model is robust in the meaning that it takes care of both
missing observations and predictions dependent on the changing weather (hctcroscedasticity).

OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS

The first use of so-called objective analysis was in meteorology (Gandin, 1963) and it has since been
developed into a highly sophisticated tool for interpolation of weather data. It was introduced to
oceanography by Brcthcrton el al. (1976) and it has since been improved and extended to handle timc-
dcpcndenl, statistically stationary and spatially anisotropic fields as the fronts at the Gulf Stream (Carter
and Robinson, 1987, or Watts etai, 1989). The method has much in common with the kriging method in
the meaning that one seeks an optimal choisc of weights for a moving average by use of a variance
minimization technique. It deviates from kriging by using prior knowledge of e.g. the climalological
background. It can even take explicit account of observational errors (Lorcnc, 1986). The method has
been further elaborated by e.g. Robinson and Leslie (1985), who managed to couple the statistical
method mentioned above to a time-dependent three-dimensional circulation model. Its complexity docs
not, however, facilitate its applicability to new areas.
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3. CURRENT STUDIES

The growing interest in pollution monitoring and research has just managed to focus interest on the
questions addressed in this investigation. Most statistical methods for time series analysis rely on normally
distributed, independent data that are evenly sampled in time, but this is not the case in uur field of
interest. One recent attempt to overcome the problem of unevenly sampled data is by use of Fourier
series (Kahma and Voipio, 1989). However, non-parametric methods that overcome most of these
limitations have recently been introduced (sec Zcttcrqvist, 1989, for a short review), though, to the
authors best knowledge. Sanden, Rahm and Wulff (1990) represents so far the only application in an
occanographic context.

In meteorology methods to deal with the problem of unevenly distributed geographical data arc
rapidly developing, but in marine sciences this still represents an unsolved problem. This is, as mentioned
above, partly due to a significant lack of observations and partly due to boundaries causing large gradients
and thus large spatially anisotropic variabilities. Lcvitus (1989) has shown a possible way to overcome this
problem by use of a variant of the so-called objective analysis in his North Atlantic study of salt and
temperature variability. But even he was forced to use five-years accumulated data to get a sufficient
distribution of observations. For the Baltic Sea with its strong gradients the problem is probably much
worse. Nonparametric methods have been suggested even for interpolation methods (Henley, 1981) but
have not yet been used in marine applications. The objective analysis methods by e.g. Robinson and
Leslie (1985) arc not yet applicable to the Baltic Sea as a proper circulation model is lacking. Presently
no activity is under way to improve interpolation routines fitting the current project's demand, though
several projects arc under way with the same inclination. At present a cooperation is discussed and
planned with a) Center for Environmental and Estuarinc Studies (R. Costanza, Chesapeake Bay), b)
European Regional Seas Coastal Ecosystem Model (J. Baretta & P. Ruardij, NIOZ), c) Finnish Institute
of Marine Research (M. Pcrttila) d) the Baltica Project, Leningrad (O. Savchuck) and c) the correspond-
ing SNV-projcct for the Swedish West Coast (L. Andersson).

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

One can conclude that one must be able to get reliable and accurate interpolations of the sparse and
unevenly distributed data in order to obtain the requested total amounts. Any improvement in the
present situation requires by necessity some of the rccnir. mendafrons hc/ow:

• a denser dataset.

• better knowledge of the statistical properties of the Baltic Sea and its data.

• improved interpolation routines that extract more information from the sparse and unevenly dis-
tributed but sometimes long time scries available and, if possible, an estimate of the interpolation
accuracy.

DATA

The data available for carrying out the calculations are those of the ICES databank, .some
HELCOM data, PMK data and ohsc/vali/M» from a few iocal investigations. An updating during Ibc
project period is planned. This still leaves one with a much incomplete dataset for the task and consc-
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quently one has to track down possible nuggets in the holds of national authorities and individual
scientists. This will partly be done in other subprojects, but a need for more directed efforts is also evident
within the present subproject. One way to do this is by regional joint studies together with scientists in
other Baltic countries.

BASIC STATISTICS

The complex spatial and temporal processes and the topographical constraints influencing the nu-
trient distribution in the Baltic Sea must be considered in the choise of suitable interpolation methods.
This because most methods require that a number of statistical assumptions are satisfied concerning such
subjects as distribution, stationarity, spatiotcmporal and seasonal dependence, regularly spaced obser-
vations and missing or censured values. Deviations from the assumed ideal conditions will more or less
affect the outcome of the interpolation. Since the aim is to create a specific interpolation model for the
Baltic Sea, it becomes important to determine and use regional properties such as subbasinwise
homogenity and dependence on crucial variables as e.g. Salt. Another question to tackle is the impor-
tance of the coastal region in extrapolation of offshore properties to the basin boundaries.

A crucial question is the value of the available dataset itself. What temporal and spatial scales can
be handled with a reasonable certainty? (Estimation of accuracy in total amounts is. however, not a
simple problem to handle. So-called bootstrapping is probably the simplest way ie get out of this
problem). It is thus essential to get acquainted to the material, to find important inhomogeneities and to
determine basic statistical properties of the Baltic Sea data in order to be able to choose a suitable
interpolation strategy. The recommendation is to rely on the assistence of.statisticians for this part of the
work.

INTERPOLATION METHODS

An interpolation method that satisfies all our demands has not been found, despite discussions with
statisticians and practicians in neighbouring fields. The three most promising methods arc the kriging, the
spline fitting with generalized cross validation, and advanced regression models. Kriging is the most used
of these methods, especially in mining and in computer graphics. Its basic assumptions as well as its
subjective choisc of variograms makes it, however, not easy to apply to the Baltic data. Spline fitting with
cross validation relics on weaker assumptions, but neither experience nor available competence for its
implementation has been found. The advanced regression model discussed above is the most flexible of
the three, and it can utilize most of our present knowledge about the Baltic Sea by using covarianccs
between parameters of different properties as well as geographical and seasonal constraints. It is also the
most labour-intensive of the three, though the model is based on rather straightforward statistical
methods.

The work on the interpolation routines should therefore be split into two parts: One is to modify
the existing model by Wulff and Rahm (1988) by improving the regional resolution and the actual inter-
polation order. The other is to develop an advanced regression model of higher accuracy. The reason for
this division is the need to get, if only crude, total amount estimates early in the project for use in other
subprojects. The development of a new interpolation model will inevitably take a considerable lime
before getting operational.
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Figure I I.I. Mean surface salinity distribution in the Baltic Sea for June (after Bock 1971).
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Figure 11.2. Mean salinity distribution for June in a transect through the Baltic Sea (aflcr Bock 1971.)
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Figure 11.9. Total nitrogen for depth interval 0-5 meters for each latitude-longitude degree-square,
means and standard deviations of all observations from the period 1977- I9KI (after Wulff,
Rahm & Stigchrandt. 1987): October (lop) and November (bottom).
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CHAPTER 12

A DISPERSION MODEL FOR THE BALTIC SEA

Lars Gidhagcn
The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrologkal Institute.

S-601 76 Norrköping. Sweden

I. AIM

A transient and baroclinic three-dimensional (3D) dispersion model shall be developed and applied
to the Baltic Sea. The model shall be able to respond to meteorological forcing and boundary in. outflows
for periods up to one year. The transport and dispersion of conservative and dynamically passive tracers
released at certain specific sites shall be simulated.

The objective behind the task formulation is to decide (he areas of influence for certain pollutant
point sources, time scales and pathways for substances released into the sea. and also effects on the
dispersion processes by changes in stratification and wind forcing. The main interest focuses on the
horisontal distribution within each suhbasin. not on the longtime exchange between the individual basins
or between the Baltic Sea and the Kattegat. Results from this kind of dispersion model may also serve as
a guide for location of box boundaries in Baltic box models.

A simple estimate shows that (he calculation period is consistent with the space scales. With basins
having dimensions of the order of 300 km and with reasonable estimates of (he mean and synoptic
velocities (0.01 and0. 1 m/s respectively), the lime for a particle (o pass through a basin is about 350 and
35 days respectively.

The task is restricted to handle the spreading of a passive tracer, a fact that makes i( possible to
separate the simulation into two parts: As a first step, a calculation of the hydrodynamics (currents,
stratification, turbulence intensity etc.) is performed. Secondly, a transport and mixingsimulation is made
using (he advcctivc velocities from the hydrodynamic calculation. The assumption that the dispersed
tracer does not influence the hydrodynamics is justified if low concentrations are considered. This two-
step calculation is an important advantage, as it allows different models to be coupled together to form
the desired dispersion model.

It must be emphasized that the dispersion of a conservative (racer does not reveal the spreading of
biologically and chemically reactive substances like nutrients. The model will mainly simulate the
advection and diffusion of small water packages and solved, conservative substances.

The aim of this report will not be to do a complete rcwicw work (this has recently been done by
Omslcdl (1989) for the Nordiska Ministerrådet), instead it will try to wash out (he possible candidates
(among models, institutes and persons) that can he available to do Baltic Sea modelling during the next
lour years, and evaluate these smaller group of models and persons in perspective of the formulated task.
As (he calculation of areas of influence of a certain point source is a politically delicate matter, it is
important that the results are discussed and evaluated hy specialists from more than one country. A small
but specialized international reference group will therefore be suggested.
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The two modelling areas (hydrodynamics and transport/dispersion) will be treated separately. Abo
the verification of the dispersion model results is dbornrd and the question how these results shall be
presented for the potential user (oceanographers. marine biologist, geologists, politicians etc). These
four items will be found under individual subsections.

2. STATE OF THE ART

WHAT IS SPECIAL IN THE BALTIC SEA?

In order to simulate the circulation in the Baltic Sea it is necessary to introduce a number of sim-
plifications. Each model has its set of equations, its way to parameterize turbulent diffusion, and the
numerical scheme its special properties. Abo the grid resolution b essential, because (he model will
smooth out every inhomogencity on scales smaller than the grid spacing. Therefore it is important lo
decide what processes and properties are most essential for a good simulation of the circulation in a
certain area. As an example, a North Sea model will emphasize other parts of the dynamics than a Baltic
Sca model.

A Baltic Sea circulation model must consider the following facts:

• It is an estuary with long turnover time (around 35 years. Kullcnbcrg. 1982). small sill depths
and with intermittent inflows of saltier water from the Kattegatt area. Measurements of bottom
water characteristics (Fonsclius, 1970) reveal that there are intcr-annual trends which means
that a steady state b never reached. For dispersion of pollutants released close to the surface the
changes in the stratification in the bottom waters arc of lower importance compared to the
varying conditions closer to the surface. The circulation in the southern Baltic Proper is.
however, influenced by the inflow/outflow oscillations occuring in the Bells and in Öresund
(Kklmann. 1981). Therefore the model should have a connection to the Kattegat, with transient
in- and outflows, although the deep water renewal process is not necessary to be simulated in
detail.

• The irregular distribution of river inflow (buoyancy) will be important for the dispersion
process, as it will lead to vertical and horizontal density gradients in the surface layers, i. e. where
the pollutants arc released.

• The strong stratification with a main haloclinc and a seasonal thcrmoclinc must be taken into
account, although there arc some parts - like Bothnian Bay - where the vertical stratification
sometimes b broken. As the dispersion process b very sensitive to the location and movement of
pycnoclincs, the model should have high vertical resolution. The depth of the wcllmixcd layer is
essential for how the vertical current distribution will be. hence it » advantageous if the model
can simulate the mixing processes, for example the thcrmoclinc formation and deepening.
Besides a realistic crosional part (wind-induced turbulence) it b probably necessary to include
buoyancy fluxes (heat) al (he surface. This also means that the calculation should preferably be
prognostic (in a prognostic model the advection and diffusion of salt and temperature arc solved
for, while in a diagnostic model they arc prescribed, for example from data).

• Very little b known about ihc mixing cross strong pycnoclincs. for instance over the main
haloclinc. Internal wave breaking may be an important phenomena at the central parts of the
basins and - in particular - where Ihc haloclinc hits Ihc bottom. Without breaking waves, the
Iransport of a passive tracer through a strong pycnoclinc will be very limited, and for the time
scales considered here il may as well be neglected. During an upwclling event where a pycnoclinc
reaches the surface, mixing may bring Ihc tracer into ihc deeper or to intermediate layers. The
circulation model will likely not be able lo resolve phenomena» on scales of internal waves or
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mcsoscalc eddy upwelling. The piKir knowledge of how minn; over Ihc halocimc occun and the
fact thai he main hakiclinc in ihc Baltic seldom or never reaches the surface, may justify the
approximation of no tracer penetration into the deep waters. I l b more questionable to neglect
mixing across the summer pycnoclinc. as in reality mixing through thermoclinc upwelling is
known to occur frequently. Large-scale thcrmociinc upwclling events seem possible to simulate
even in a coarse-grid model This makes it possible to localize places of enhanced mixing due to
diminishing stratification. Even if the assumption of no mixirg across a strung thermocline is
acceptable, there should be some mechanism thi.: allows for mixing al local places of vanishing
temperature stratification. Note also thai even without mixing through pyenoclincs. the pol-
lutants rclcas-'d during winter or spring periods may be trapped between the ihermoctinc and the
halocline.

• There is a weak mean circulation in the Baltic Sea basins (Kullcnberg. 1982) but the instanta-
neous current is essentially winddriven. The importance of a strongly varying forcing - meteor-
ologic variability - for the dispersion process has been stressed by Funkquist and Gidhagen
(1984). for the Baltic Sea case, and by Hainbuchcrrta/ (1987) for the North Sea case. This gives
strong arguments for the use of time scries of measured wind forcing rather than climatologies!
means.

• Mcso-scale eddies are frequent in the Baltic (sec for example Viclorov. 1988). An eddy-
resolving model needs very powerful computers, and it is not fcasahk lo combine a high
horizontal resolution with year-long simulation periods. Therefore a realistic parameterization
of horizontal suhgrid mixing due to eddies that arc not resolved in Ihc model will be an import-
ant part of the work. Attempts to estimate mixing coefficients from Baltic Sea measurements
have been made hy Schott and Quadfascl (1979) and Gidhagen et al. (1986). but new approaches
on this item should be encouraged.

• Considerable pans of the basins (about half of total area) arc covered by ice during approxi-
mately 140 days (Bothnian Bay) and 60 days (Bothnian Sea and Gulf of Finland) per year, sec Ice
Atlas (1982). A continuous ice cover will inhibit wind stress lo penetrate into the water column
and hcncestrongly influence the circulation and the spreading pattern. It might he necessary also
to discuss the effect of the increased momentum transfer during conditions with free-floating ice
(A. Omstedt. pers. comm.)

H Y D R O D Y N A M I C MODELS

First some three dimensional Baltic Sea models will be mentioned, (hen also a few relevant model
works from other areas are cited.

Diagnostic model, USSR/Poland

This model was originally designed by Sarkisyan in 1966. later used by Kowalik and Sta kicwiiv
(1976). The model covers the Baltic Proper, including the Gulf of Finland. The horizontal resolution is
about 20 km and there are 15 layers. Kow»|ik and Stakicwic/ simulated the climatic mean summer
circulation. With this method, the inclusion of islands is not trivial, in Kowalik and Slakiewic/ (I97f>)
Gotland was included but not Bornholm, a fact that according to the authors made the circulation in the
southern Baltic Proper somewhat unrealistic.

I'rngnnMic model, Kstonia

Kullas and Tamsalu (1977) have developed a lime-dependent 3D model for calculation of the low-
frequent circulation arid the seasonal variability of temperature and salinity. The model covers (he Baltic
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). 11io'weresuixeululinlheMfflulalH>ni<lihe
seasonal trend in vertical st rat ification as a «inscquencc of changes in air temperature and wind vek vily.

S U k r i r t Model. KstwuaT

This model is in principle a vertically averaged 2D model, where the vertical profiles of salt ami
temperature are described by similarity functions that are general for the whole basin (Tamsalu and
Malkki. 1987). The vertical current profile can be found as a sum of the vertical average and a huroclinic
component. The advantage of this approach is the gain in computer speed, as it b typically a hundred
times faster than the corresponding 3D model (Tamsalu. pers. comm.). The similarity approach is best
suited to more long-term changes (tike seasonal changes). Faster and more synoptic variations in density
and current profiles are not realistically simulated.

»I to Borafcol» Basia

This model was originally applied to the Grot Lakes, but it was also - to the authors knowledge •
the first high-resolution time-dependent >D model of the Baltic Sea. In Simons (1977) the model results
were compared with the Baltic -75 experiment data set from the Bornholm B;isin. Simons already here
pointed out the difficulty in comparing pointwise measurements with simulated currents, because more
or less random eddies travel around along bottom contours and will destroy the comparison.

SIOMHU ModcL Kklmann vrnim

With Kiclmann (19S1) the whole Baltic Sea became included in a 3D model. The horizontal rcso
lution is in km and he used up to II) layers. The model was used both for steady wind forcing as well as
with a lime-dependent wind (another comparison with the Baltic -75 data set). The same model was later
used by Funkquist and Gidhagcn (l'W4) as part of a dispersion model. They simulated a whole year by
introducing typical weather events that built up a typical year. The mayor drawback was that (he model
wax initialized with zero horizontal density gradients, which means that the stratification is representative
onlv for one local region. This also means that the cstuarine circulation is not simulated in the motif I

Kackhuu* model, southern Baltic application

In Boelich (I9S?) a nested grid approach was used: A coarse grid model covers the North Sea in-
cluding also the Baltic Sea. A finer grid is used for calculations at tlie transition area I Skagcrrak Kattegat
Western Arkona Basin), finally ;i very fine grid is used for the Kiel Bight simulation. The same numerical
model is used (Backhaus. IW5) for all three grids. The coarser models give boundary values and also
inilial values for the finer grills. The simulation was steady, with summer mean conditions.

Other enrnpran model*

A widely discussed work from the Nelherland is entitled Transport atlas of the southern North Sc.i
(Kuijtcr rl til., 19X7). The reason for its penetrative power was that the mean climatic transports were
stored on PC floppy disks anil distributed with a graphic presentation programme that made it possible
In see on your own PC display the individual and combined importance of different contaminated river
outfalls. The hydrodynamic model that calculated the currents was a 2D vertically averaged model, and
il simulated Ihe mean circulation as the response to a yearly mean wind forcing.
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Tk* NarwtgiMi M M I W

Vcritcc in Norway organized a competitive nntmi for six difTcrcnt numerical models- The partici-
pating modellers (from USA. Norway and Western Germany) presented their solution to five specified
test cases in April. ISH9 (no official report from that meeting is known to the author). Of interest for the
Baltk Sea modelling arc the ECOM model here presented by A. Blumbcrg (USA) and the Backhaus
model presented by tlydromod. Aqiumes (Hamburg).

The author understands that the ECOM model is a version of the more wcUknown Princeton
modcL ECOM (Esiuarinc and Coastal Ocean Model) has many interesting and rather novel features,
such as a built-in turbulence closure scheme, and sigma coordinates so that the number of gridpoints in
the vertical b constant and independent of the local depth. The second-order turbulence models seem
to be sufficiently good for coastal modelling, although there is an uncertainty in the value of the rough-
ness parameter at the bottom (Blumbcrg and Ocy. 1985). The rectangular grid will soon be replaced by
an orthogonal curvilinear end. in order lo achieve a better resolution of coastlines (Blumberg and
Mellor. 1987).

The Backhaus model is more traditional with fixed layers and exchange coefficients calculated Irom.
for example, the Richardson gradient number.

There were no clear winner of this race, but the ECOM model seems to be a powerful model. The
Backhaus model showed rather unrealistic solutions with strong oscillations. This was surprising, as the
Backhaus model has been successful in various other applications.

DISPERSION MODELS

AdvcrtimVdiffiniMi eqmlioas

This is the traditional way to simulate tranports of (racers. Lam and Simons (1976) calculated firstly
the current time series with 'he Simons 2D model and then afterwards the Iranports of a passive tracer
(Chloride) in Lake Eric. The same technique was used in the Traaiporl atlas for the southern North Sea
(Ruijtcr el al., 1987) but here the diffusion coefficients were tuned by running the model for salt, for
which the mean horizontal distribution is fairly known. This kind of transport model is also used by
Koponcn and Virtancn (19X6). hut with the 3D --crsion of Simons model.

particles, Monte Carlo method

The dispersion calculated by adveclion diffusion equations on » numerical grid gives rise to a false
numerical spreading, that is only damped by the use of very high geometrical resolution. A way lo
completely withdraw numerical diffusion is the use of lagrangian particles that are followed individually
(for a comparison of culcrian and lagrangian transport model properties, see for example Gidhagcn el
al.. 1989). The Monte Carlo melhtxl means that turbulent diffusive velocities arc calculated from a
rectangular random distribution, which has an amplitude that is a function of the horizontal diffusion
coefficient and (he time step. In Funkquist and Gidhagcn (I9K4) this method was applied to the Bailie
Sca. with Monte Carlo paramclrization of both horizontal and vertical diffusion. The mayor drawback
is lh.it the method can not handle inhomogencitics in the turbulent intensity, particles are then (falsely)
gathering at places of minimum turbulent diffusion.

In a transport study of Bartsch (1988), the Backhaus North Sea model simulated the currents, and
a Monte Carlo technique was used lo parameterize subgrid phenomena thai cause horizontal diffusion.
/\s the study deall with iheadvcclion of herring larvae, he specified the vertical movement of the particles
in correspondence (o what is known about the vertical migration.
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A way lo haadk Ihc »»homogeneity of turbulent dWoskm was »mimed by Lcgg and Raupach
( WC). Later this method was applied lo lagrangian particles moving in a t D velocity ficM(Rahm and
Svensson. WBb). The method needs information of the distribution of lurbnfent kinetic energy and abo
Ms diijjpatkin rate. There is a strict restriction on the length of the lime step, which in applications
typkaiy needs to be one or even two orden of magnitude shorter then the Monte Carh» lime step. The
method has been applied to 2D cases (Cidhagcn it«/ . . 1«W) and u> 3D cases (Gidhagen and Rahm.
1990).

PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL RESULTS VIA PC FLOPPY DISKS. VIDEO TAPES ETC.

In this PC programme, which is distributed on a floppy disk, you have to specify ihc (km and a factor
that regulates the total load of a passive diuoived tracer for It) may;* rivers. The PC prograsane (hen
calculates the steady stale spreading pattern, using the flow field mentioned earlier.

VTT (Finland) has produced a video where the dispersion of bin passive and active substances arc
shown. The model used is the Simons model, modified by Kirponcn and Viriancn. IFM in Hamhuri: have
documented a 14-ycar long North Sea simulation on video, showing ihc distribution of a passive tracer
as a function of lime. For this latter study the Backhaus model was used for calculating Ihc currents, and
afterwards individual particles were followed.

VERIFICATION

Backhm» North Sea model

Model results arc compared with measured distribution of CV r . for which Ihc dominant sivrcc is
Scllaficld (Pohlmann et al. IWX). Although there arc similarities in the modelled and Ihc measured
distributions, it is disculahlc if Cs1" can be treated as a conservative and passive tracer.

In Ihc Baltic Sea no such strong point source of a conservative tracer exists. After the Chernobyl
accident some Swedish river outflow contributed (no high concentrations of Cs1 * in the Bothnian Sea
and the signal could later be detected outside Sludsvik (S. Evans, pers. enmm.). but these measurements
arc too few to he sufficient for a validation of a Baltic Sea dispersion model.
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3. CURRENT STUDIES

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS

Diagnostic Model, Poland

Siakiewicz has later continued the model work on the Baltic Proper to include the montly mean
circulation (pen. comm). The salt and temperature fields are taken from Lenz (1971) and Bock (1971).
The diagnostic method is very sensitive to the data quality, since it involves second derivatives of the
horizontal density gradients.

Bothnia* Bay Research Project, Finland

The modelling part of this project is done at VTT. The project runs from 1987 to 1990, and will study
transports and water quality with the use of the Simons 3D model (Koponcn, 1988). Of interest is that
also the thermocline depth is modelled.

Oil and chemical spreading model for the Gulf of Bothnia, Finland

VTT has recently got funds for three years to construct a dispersion model that can be used in con-
nection with accidental releases of oil or chemicals. The Simons 3D model will be used also here.

VTT are also looking for funds to perform numerical studies during the Gulf of Bothnia Year 1991.

PIIOENICS model for coastal recipients, Sweden

A model system for circulation, water exchange and dispersion is being developed at SMHI. The
hydrodynamic model is based on the general equation solver PHOENICS, but modified for applications
in the coastal area (Gidhagcn and Rahm, 1990). The model has so far mostly been applied to well-mixed
conditions, but work on an cstuarinc version is going on. The model has some interesting features as
body-fitted coordinates (BFC) (hat permit a good representation of irregular boundaries and bottom
contours even with a relatively coarse grid. The model has also built-in second-order turbulence models.
It is interesting to note that these novelties arc similar to the ones introduced in the ECOM (Princeton)
model. A negative aspect is that the PHOENICS model is relatively demanding in computer time.

Two-layer model, Finland

At the Marine Research Institute in Helsinki work is going on to model the Gulf of Finland with a
two-layer hydrodynamic model. Although no details arc known, it seems unlikely that this model can be
applied to the entire Baltic Sea within the next few years.

3D model for applications in the Baltic Sea, USSR

Andrejcv (pcrs. comm.) has worked with a 3D baroclinic model in the Baltic, the Black Sea and the
Barcnt Sea, but no cnglish documentation is available. A major obstacle in the work has been the lack of
powerful computers. It is not likely that this model is yet ready for long time-dependent simulations of
the entire Baltic Sea.

Klevanny (pers. comm., is working with 2D and 3D modelling of the Neva Bay (inner part of Gulf of
Finland). The model uses curvilinear coordinates, which allows for a better resolution of complex
domains.
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Princeton model, Western Germany

At the Kiel University (IFM) the Princeton model is used for a study of eddies in the central parts
of the Baltic Proper. No publications are known to the author so far.

Modelling of the transition area, NOBALT

Western Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway arc participating in a joint research project
within the MAST programme. The objective is to compare 3D numerical models that cover Skagcrrak/
Kattegat/Southern Baltic Proper with data and to make model intcrcomparisons. Work on this is
performed by SMHI/Götcborg with both the Backhaus and the PHOENICS model. Hamburg Univer-
sity (IFM) will use the Backhaus model. The project runs for the period 1990 to 1992, and will be of
interest for the Baltic Sea modelling especially what concerns the flows through the Belts and the
Öresund. DHI from Denmark will run a special project on sill overflow modelling.

Other european projects of interest

The North Sea modelling continues in the West German ZISCH project and the English North Sea
Project. The dispersion modelling in these projects is of great interest, as both projeckt are some years
in advance to the Baltic Sea project. It is possible that the experiences gained in the North Sea projects
arc even more valuable for the verification and visualization part of the Baltic Sea project, than they arc
for the hydrodynamic part.

DISPERSION MODEL

Sec discussion under "State cf the Art" above

VERIFICATION

Gulf of Bothnia Year 1991

The Gulf of Bothnia Year 1991 (GB-91) will provide an extremely valuable data set for verification
of numerical models. In the preliminär proposals extensive current meter transects arc planned across
the Bothnian Sea. Hopefully a number of satellite tracked drifters will also be used, fordirect comparison
with lagrangian particle tracking in dispersion models.

Analysis of time scries of NOAA infrared images makes it possible to construct sea surface current
vectors with a resolution of one or a few kilometers (cloud-free conditions and some gradients in the sea
surface temperature arc needed). This surface currents may be compared with numerical model results.

The LANDSATTM or the Japanese MOS satellites may provide a few examples on how very turbid
river plumes arc spread nut into the Baltic Basins (see Håkansson, 1989, for how this has been done in
Skagcrrak). Possible candidates arc for example the Vistula or Neva rivers.

There exist also plans for a large scale tracer experiment during the GB-91. Possible conservative
substances that may be released and followed arc within the groups sulphcr hcxafluoridc or pcrfluoro-
carbon5, although volatility can be a problem for the surface layers (E. Fogclqvist, pers. comm.).
Rhodaminc is the traditional tracer, but here considerations of (he large amount needed and also the fact
that it may be biologically dangerous must be taken into account.
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PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL RESULTS VIA PC FLOPPY DISKS, VIDEO TAPES ETC.

EUROMAR project VISIMAR

Within the EUROMAR cooperation the University in Hamburg (IFM) leads a project of develop-
ing hard- and software that can produce animated videos directly from PC-displayed graphics of numeri-
cal model results (or field data). Contact person in Sweden is A. Engqvist, Asko Laboratory.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

The models may be separated in two groups: diagnostic and prognostic models. Those of the first
group seem very temptativc for our purposes, as they build on Held data that arc sampled over long
periods (many years). Two objections are raised: Firstly, the diagnostic models arc very sensitive to small
changes in the data set (Tamsalu, pers. comm.). As the temperature and salinity ticlds arc collected on
few and noncqually distributed stations both in (horizontal) space and time, it seems probable that
synoptic features and small measurement errors - especially during the summer stratification - can cause
the diagnostic model to produce erroneous results. Secondly, a first-order dispersion process - the wind
variability - will be neglected, as these diagnostic models can not resolve time scales shorter than months.
(It is possible to run certain diagnostic models with a short time step and hence include the variability of
the wind. This has been done for the North Sea. but in the Baltic Sea the stratification is - as stated in
Section 2 - much more important for the dispersion process.) It is therefore recommended that diagnostic
calculations of circulation and dispersion should not stand alone, but instead be used as complementary
information to a prognostic simulation.

It is recommended that

• the polish diagnostic model used by Slakicwicz should be used with the new data set of sail,
temperature, wind, air pressure and ice coverage constructed within the Baltic Sea project.
Output should be monthly means of currents on different levels, the application area being the
Baltic Proper and Gulf of Finland.

Three prognostic models seem feasible to tackle the task of a year-long simulation: The Simons
model in the Koponcn version, the Backhaus model and the PHOENICS model.

The advantages with the Koponcn model is that it is very well tested and that it has tackled similar
tasks in the Bolhni.m Bay (including thcrmoclinc modelling). It is also economic in computer time. The
Backhaus model has also been applied to and perfomed well in various applications of the same scale as
this task. The model is similar to the Simons model in the way that it uses fixed layers, and it is economic
to run. PHOENICS belongs to a younger generation of models, with many valuable features such as full
vertical resolution, independent of local depth, and a built-in turbulence model. On the negative side is
the fact that the model has not yet been tested for baroclinic simulations in basins of the Bailie Sea size.
There may also be a smaller chance that the Tamsalu 3D baroclinic model can be used for the task, but
(hen a powerful computer must be put lo his disposal.

It is recommended that

• one of three following 3D models should perform the prognostic year-long simulation: the
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Koponen model, the Backhaus model or the PHOENICS model (with a smaller reservation lor
the Tamsalu model);

• the simulation period should be 1991;

• vertical resolution is favoured compared to horizontal;

• driving functions of meteorological parameters and in/outflows should be 3-hourly values,
while river flow may be daily values.

DISPERSION MODEL

Two facts speak strongly for the lagrangian particle approach: The absence of numerical diffusion
and the casieness with which the results can be visualized on PC monitors (through trajectories and
movements of cluster clouds). The Markov method is superior to the Monte Carlo technique, because
it can handle inhomogenities in the vertical diffusion caused by stratification and hence allow for locally
increased mixing due to, for instance, upwclling processes. However, the need for short time steps and
information of turbulence intensities may imply thai it will be too costly to nm on PC:s. It is therefore
suggested that

• a 3D Monte Carlo technique is used in both the vertical and horizontal direction.

• the particles shall feel the local depth of the well-mixed layer, the intermediate layer and the
bottom layer, so that they will react properly to the vertical current shear and to the restrictions
in vertical movements caused by strong pycnoclincs

• realistic horizontal mixing coefficients for parameterization of subgrid processes should be
found through analysis of current meter data, drifter experiments, tracer experiments and/or
satellite data. If possible (this has not been done), such coefficients shall be locally determined
from grid spacing and the values of density and velocity gradients.

VERIFICATION

It is suggested that no extra field experiment shall be performed within this subproject. Instead the
GB-91 data together with satellite data from Baltic Proper analyzed within this project shall be used. In
order to achieve an acceptance of the model result, a small (informal) reference group shall be formed.
The task for the group is to discuss and compare different model results, for example diagnostic monthly
means compared to prognostic monlly means etc. When the whole-year simulation is performed, the
group shall formulate a statement concerning the quality of the model result. The group may for example
consist of persons from Finland, Estonia, Poland, USSR and Sweden.

PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL RESULTS VIA PC FLOPPY DISKS. VIDEO TAPES ETC.

For pedagogic purposes it is desirable to distribute the dispersion model so that it may be used on
PC:s. The calculation of a year-long time scries of the Baltic Sea 3D circulation-for example as 6h values
of velocity components, salinity and temperature - must however be done on a big computer. With the
use of optical disks (for example WORM) it should be possible todistribuleyear-longseries of circulation
and stratification data. The dispersion model shall be possible to run on a PC, including a menu
programme and graphics. Wilh these current fields and with the dispersion model, the PC-user may
activate hypotcthical point sources, follow the dispersion process during different» seasons etc.
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CHAPTER 13

A DATABASE AND ITS TOOLS

Fredrik Wulff Lars Rahm
Dept of Systems Ecology SMHI
University of Stockholm S-601 76 Norrköping
S-106 91 Stockholm Sweden
Sweden

l .AIM

This section describes the criteria for the common database needed in this reseach programme. It
must have the necessary tools to meet the demands of basic service for all participants with regard to
storing, updating and retrieving observational data. Integrated with the database, numerical tools for
exploratory statistical and descriptive analyses should be available. It should be PC-based to ensure full
accessibility both in terms of hardware, software and data to all national and international research
groups.

2. STATE OF THE ART

The development of mainframe computers during the last three decades has made it possible to
create large databases. Typical exemples for the project area are the ICF.S (Copenhagen) and IIELCOM
'Helsinki) databases for marine observations. Data from many routine surveys of the Baltic Sea are
stored in these bases. This creation of databases has been in consort with the mainframe technology
development and consequently their handling has been performed by computer specialists. Program-
mers have been necessary as interfaces between users and these systems. The costs of maintaining such
databases have also been significant, reserving these iacilitics to a limited number of computer centers.
It is therefore not surprising that a more extensive use of these data has been more or less precluded for
the ordinary scientist. This situation has changed rapidly during the last years due to the so-called PC-
revolution, i.e. the access to relatively low-cost, powerful personal computers. With the increasing
calculation and memory capacity, user-friendly database programmes have heen developed i'.id are
available fora fraction of the cost ol the mainframe-based d i to. The easy handling has made ii possible
for udinary scientists to more extensively use the "treasures" collected in the big databases. 11 also means
that solar hidden observations (i.e. observations not reported to the common databases) in the holds of
many institutions and individual scientists, may in a future be accessible to the national and international
databases and hence to the whole scientific community. The role of the big centers will probably shift
towards the responsibility of permanently archiving data.

An easy access to a substantial portion of the observations dune in the Bailie Sea by use of an PC-
based database has e.g. made it practicale to carry oul calculations of total amounts of nutrients (Wulff
and Rahm, 19N7), nutrient budgets (Wulff and Sligebrand:. |9S9)and trend analysis (Sanden, Rahm and
Wulff. 1989). An easy access to a database is also a prerequisite to the use of such descriptive tools such
as Geographical Information Systems (G[S).

For reasons mentioned above it hasnowbecome interesting to create PC databases in several other
places and projects within the Baltic region, e.g. within the newly started co-project "Large-scale
environmental effects and processes in Skagerrak and Kattegatt" (C iotehorg). at the Institute of Marine
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Research (Helsinki), at the Institute of Thermodynamics and Electrophysics (Tallinn) and within the
planned Finnish-Swedish project "Gulf of Bothnia Year 1991". Similar plans are also taking form at the
Center for Environmental and Estuarine Studies (University of Maryland), with which a research
cixjpcralion is already under way. Since the formats arc easily converted between different PC-
databases, the transfer of data between different users becomes technically more or less free.

However, many of the techniques necessary for an efficient use of data from e. g. the Baltic Sea do
not yet exist or exist in only crude and imperfect forms, necessitating research activities in other
subprojects. Trend analysis and interpolation methods are just two examples (se Chapter 11).

3. CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Many international data centers exists that contains observations from the Baltic, but the formats
and computer systems are usually incompatible. However, one result of the tradition of close cooperation
between Baltic scientists (see i.e. Fonselius, 1988) has been the creation of a common database of
hydrographic and chemical data, maintained at ICES in Copehagcn, primarily intended to supplement
studies and databases on fish stocks. The database includes, with few exceptions, only observations made
at international monitoring stations in the open sea. visited by all countries which has resulted in a highly
biased observational space (see Fig 7. Chapter 12A). The data material is also higly biased in terms of the
reporting activity from different countries and institutes. Other centers (c. g. the International Data
Center in Moscow) contain additional sets not reported to ICES.

The ICES database and monitoring programme was the starting point for the Baltic Monitoring
Programme (BMP) agreed upon by all Baltic countries as a part of the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM).
Since 1978. the same hydrographic-chemical data, has been supplied to HELCOM and stored at the
Institute of Marine Research in Helsinki. The programme has been extended to include biological data
and observations of scoiments etc. ICES and many other Baltic organisations have worked intensively to
create data formats and common methods to be used in these programmes. The results from the BMP
are assessed with a live year interval when also methods and reporting routines are reevaluated (Anon.
1984). An international group of experts (GESPA) arc currently evaluating the State of the Baltic Sea
in the Second Periodic Assessment ( 1985- 1990).

Data are still supplied on paper in a common format, based on the limitations ol an 80 column
punched card used in earlier generations of mainframes (fixed format, overpunching, etc). These data
have then to be punched at the computer center. ITiis makes it easy to create errors in the data (punching
and format errors) but the resources to validate the observations are limited. Hence no real scientific
evaluation of the observations occur at these centers.

Most national institutes of marine reseach in the Baltic region also visit additional stations. These
data are stored in databases, tailormade to serve the needs of that particular institute. These local
archives contain observations from far more stations than those supplied to HELCOM. In addition,
many marine research groups at the universities have been involved in extensive studies of the Bailie,
some are also involved in national long-term monitoring programmes These observations are usually
withheld from the big databases.

Obviously, there is a great r ed to combine and evaluate all these observations within the
framework of this programme. In oruer to do this, two major obstacles have to be overcome: One is the
technical difficulties in terms of computer systems and numerical methods. However, a PC-database is
already operational at the Department ol Systems Ecology (University ol Stockholm) and a development
of necessary tools for calculations and visualization ;irc under way. Equally important is to create a
scientific atmosphere of cooperation in which institutes and individual scientists realise the advantage of
data interchange and joint evaluation. For this reason contacts have been taken with marine scientists
from all Baltic countries ;md exchange programmes are under way.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

THE LOGIC FRAMEWORK

This programme has to take care of many types of (Jala and integrate these into a common
framework. The principles lor the system, here called BED (Baltic Ecosystem Data Base), that we
suggest for this project are illustrated in Fig 12.1. Primary data generated by different sub-projects
include:

1. Weather data (presented in Chapter 2) are daily mean values for 1970-1994, interpolated and
gridded into l*xl* squares for the entire drainage basin before they are infered into the BED.

2. Gridded atmospheric input data (presented in Chapter 3) are monthly mean values for 1970-1994
with a spatial resolution of I'M" squares for the entire Baltic drainage basin.

3. Inputs from the drainage basin (presented in Chapter 4 and 5) are monthly values for 1970-1994.
The resolution in time is one month and in space defined by the drainage basins of the main sub-
basins of the Baltic Sea.

4. Gridded bathymetric data are already available as mean depths, gridded with a resolution of 5'x5'
for the entire Baltic Sea.

5. Database of field observations, containing all the field observations of pelagic and sediment
variables, collected earlier plus those that will be collected within this project.

This information should, whenever possible, be stored using the ICES and HEl COM formats used
in the existing monitoring programmes of the Baltic Sea (Anon. I9S4). These formats describe what
(variable), where (x.y.z). when (1), how (method) and by whom (ship and country) the data was collected.
This is important as a proper analysis of the material can show e.g. national variations due to analytical
methods etc.. The numerical format should, of course, be more flexible than that of the punched card
fixed positions version used earlier. Such a common formal is now under development for use during the
Swedish-Finnish rescach programme for the Gulf of Bothnia in 1991 (BV91).

A relational database must be used to store this information in order to easily organize and retrieve
related subsets. Simply speaking, the advantage with a relational database is the ability to link and retrieve
subsets from several sets of data (i.e. chemistry, hydrography, biology) if they have some common
information (i.e. sampling position). We suggest that an existing commercial product. PARADOX,
available for IBM PC compatible computers, is chosen for this task. This programme has already been
in use at the Department of Systems Ecology (University of Stockholm) for several years, with very good
results. The same programme is now installed (or under installment) at several other marine institutes
around the Baltic Sea (see above). Versions are available for standard PC as well as for machines using
.Wi-processor or PS/2 operating systems and for LAN (local area networks). The programme has a very
good user interface making it possible for the reseacher to store, retreave and analyze data without the
help of a programmer. The implementations for Ihe more advanced versions of microprocessor and
operating system are considerably faster than any of the minicomputer based systems we have used
earlier, if a 386-based PC with exln; memory (2 Mb or more) is used. PARADOX has also very good
facilities to import and export data in formats used by other programmes and computer systems.

Software to analyze and manipulate these data should iilso be coupled to the database. One can
distinguish lour difijrenl areas:

InterpoUilionroiitines. The raw data obtained from the water column and the sediments usually have
a coarse spatial and temporal resolution and therefore methods have to be developed to interpolate
these in lime and space. These methods are discussed in detail in Chapter 11. The results are stored in
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a densely griddcU database (5) with a resolution ranging from a 5x5' grid for the most regionally variable
observations! i.e. sediments) in a l"x !" for the more homogenouslv distributed ones (e. g. weather).

Calculations of total amounts. By combining dense interpolated grids of concentrations with infor-
mation of" water volumes and sediment areas, calculations of total amounts of i.e. nutrients can be
obtained (see Chapter 11). The optimal grid si/e in space and time have to be evaluated within this
programme. These calculations are a prerequisite to

Budget cu Uulii iruns, which are a primary goal for the entire research programme (see Introduc'ion
lo this report and Chapter I). For these calculations, information about inputs, transports between basins
and changes in total amounts are used as arc illustrated hy Wulff & Stigebrandt (I9JW). Computer
programmes have lo be developed that make it possible to quickly calculate these components from
succesive data sets. Budget calculations can also be used as a valuable check on the consistency of data
originating fiom many:sources. Network analysis, recently developed for use in marine sciences (Wulff
et ul.. 19X9) should also be employed in future evaluation of the How networks. An example of this Is
illustrated in Fig 13.2 A showing the basic How network of nitrogen, expressed in tons year ;is calculated
by Wulff & Stigebrandt (I9S9). InFig 15.2B. input-output analysis is used to calculate the fate of nitrogen,
entering the Baltic proper. For convenience. UK) units are led into the system and so that all the
subsequent Hows appear ;is percentages in the diagram. Thus, one sees that c>9.3 rr of the inputs are lost
in the Baltic proper. S.ft 'r in the Bothnian Sea and only ((.<>' r in the Bolhnian Bay. In this simple example
the circulation patterns are quite obvious: Kt.lNMhnnnvs of N per year cycle between the Baltic proper
and the Botnian Sea and 2IXH) tonnes between the Bothnian Sea and the Bothnian Bay. The most
relevant methods for these budgets are input-output analysis, loo[>-analysis, and cycle delimitatum and
these are contained in a computer package (for PC and Mac systems) called NETWRK (see Wulff el til..

>. for details).

Geographic information syswm is a software system with a set of tools for collecting, storing, editing,
retrieving, transforming and displaying geographically located dala. GIS can by forming and overlaying
thematic maps visualize even complex relations and distributions because of the excellent computer
graphics software usually coupled t:> these systems (see Burrough (I9S9) lor a comprehensive review).
These systems have been developed during the last decades lor mainframe applications but PC-versions
have now become available.

The motivation for the formation of these systems came from the need to couple remote sensing
data, field surveys and cartography. This means that they are tailored to handle vast amounts of
regionalized data in contrast to the more frugal needs of this project. Further, up to the last years. GIS
has been based on 2-dimcnsional dala whereas the problems studied in this project are mainly .»-
dimensional in character. Though stretching the GIS's abilities to handle these problems, the results have
only been of moderate success (Smith and Paradis. ll'S')). > dimensional systems are now coming into
use. but experience in marine science is so far limited. Though excellent visualizing techniques are not
unimportant in marine research, the quality and accuracy is severely constrained by the sparse availability
of .^-dimensional data. In fact, the routines listed above together with programmes for calculation and
visualization already under development within the project (as illustrated in Fig. Iv i ) are sufficient to
form the proposed basic service. There is consequently no need to make the substantial investments in
money and manpower to use up a commercial (3D) GIS. especially as only a limited p.irt of its resources
are neeeded within the project. The recommendation is therefore to improve the already available
software that is tailored to the BliD. In case of unforsccn demands. GIS resources at government
agencies (SMI II. Lantmäteriverket. S.W'I oral the universities (.Stockholm. Linköping) could probably
be available.
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13.3. An example ol a simple GIS programme, developed at the Asko laboratory. A hathymeiric
database, with mean depths in 5'x 5'squares of the Hallie Sea is used to calculate areas and volumes
in selected depth intervals. These calculations can also be made lor sub-area* selected In I he user
and the numerical results and maps can be stored and redisplayed as a series ol' frames, liv
combining gridded information of other variables with the hypsographie data base, "films" of the
seasonal and long-term evolution of nutrients, oxygen etc can be created, both in terms of total
amounts and as distribution maps.
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COMPUTER SYSTEM.

The basic setup ol the computer svstcm(sF lobe used inihis programme is illustrated in l :ig4. The
basic components of this system should he possible to reproduce at many places around the Baltic since
it contains relatively inexpensive hardware and software that should he available to all Baltic countries.
This garanlics an exchange or data and software developed hy various scientists. Il also facilitates the
exchange ol scientists and an efficient cooperation since m<>..t are familiar with the operation ol these
I B M I ' C compatible computers that torm the core of this system.

PC-workstations are networked {LAN 1 to a file icrver vkhich have the high-capacity storage
ncccesary for the database. I B M PC compatible computers are dominating the market hut other desk-
top computers, particularity the Apple Macintosh, is common, particularity within some ol (he university
institutes to be involded in the programme. The system therefor includes a Mac workstation coupled to
the network in order to include the ability lc. analyse data on anJ exchange information with these
computers. We haw only illustrated a system with three workstations, (he :K'tual number depends <>n the
activity at llie particular institute.

TERMINAL^CONNECTION TO OTHER USERS

M O O E M 1 ' * » * * '

FXCKANGE
ERASABLE Of MED!»
OPTICAL DRIVE TO OTHER

KSFHS

PC WORKSTATION PC WORKSTATION M(C

| [ , i
L i ' •»

I'ig I.V4. A chemalic illuslr.ilion of ilk- I'C Kisvil computer h.irdw.ire omliuuralion to be used in the
H.illic |:owyslenj IXilab.ise lor the research programme.

The file "iiTwr shcuM K i ?s/> inr 4S(>) ivpe of) ' ( wilh .1 hmli speeil 'im Mb witn h.-ster drive in
order to elliiienllv h.mdle large il.il.i sets. .V. .in ex.imple. the entire In.lroehcmua! material collected
since IV5(land,iv,iil,ili|c from |( I S ami ll l : I .C()Mocciipie\.ihout I IHiMlv The whole nt.iterial does not
norrn.iily have l<> lv .n.iil.ihleon .1 l.isl sior.ige nmli.i. An erasable opiiiMl ilrne cm sinre about MHI Mb
per disk .mil should be used lur the most voluminous sets, like wealher ilal.i .mil the interpolated field
1I.1I.1 As a backup securitv. a tape backup unit should be also included. Additional units could be printer'.
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(Laser, Color) or plotters.

Input and output of data can occur manually or via diskettes and tapes but also via terminal-modem
to other users. In order to obtain data from some mainframe installations, the easiest way will be to
connect a PC as a terminal. Additional inputs can occur by digitizing e. g. distribution maps or by using
a scanner and OCR (optical character recognition) to read data tables into the system.

It is recommended that one central unit with the capacity described above is financed within the
programme. This unit should have adequate funding to supply sen ice to all participants within the
programme without additional costs for storing and retrcaving data sets. In addition, funds should be
made available for various research groups around the Baltic to work at this unit. The project should also
seek finansing of similar units at other institutes, particularity in the Soviet Baltic regions, Poland and
DDR, where currency and import restrictions severely limits the availability of the more sophisticated
versions of PC systems. However, at present all Baltic countries and institutes have already access to PC-
based computers.

THE ARCHIVE AND UPDATE PROBLEM.

The present research programme has a four year time span and in order to ensure that the data
evaluated and generated during this period are avaiable for future research an organisation responsible
for the permanent storage of the entire data base should be identified. Possible candidates in Sweden
include the hydrographic laboratory of SMHI in Gothenburg, the Marine Centers (Stockholm, Gothenburg
and Umeå) or internationally, ICES or HELCOM.

During the project, routines must be set up that ensures that data sets that have been evaluated and
corrected are distributed in its most recent updated version. Routines must be developed to ensure thai
only the most current version of a data set is distributed and archived.
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